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SUM-MARY SHEETS
FOR

DRAFT _VIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Prepared By

OFFICE OF NOISE ABATEMENT AND CONTROL
U.S. EINVIFONME_TALPROTECTION AGENCY

i. Title of Action: Regulation of Noise Emissions for intercity,

school and urban transit buses. This is an Administrative Action.

2. Description of Action: The Environmental Protection Agency's

proposed regulation is intended to reduce the level Of noise emitted

from intereity, school and urban transit buses. The regulation is also

intended to establish a uniform national standard for such vehicles dis-

tributed in commerce, thereby eliminating inconsistent state and local

noise source emission regulations that may impose an.undue burden on

the bus manufacturing industry. The recommended action proposes to

establish noise emission standards for newly manufactured buses and to

establish enforcement procedures to ensure that thesd vehicles comply

wlth the standard.

proposed regulation is based on anticipated health and wel-

fare benefits to the public by reducing noise emission from buses.

In arriving at the proposed regulation, the Environmental Protection

Agency investigated in detail the bus manufacturing industry, noise

_ontrol technology, noise measurement methodologies, and costs of

mempllance. Three major issues were identified requiring resolutien_

(i) identification of vehicles to be regulated, (2) noise measurement

_thodolegies to be employed, and (3) noise levels and effective dates.



All newly manufactured school buses, transit buses and intercity

buses are subject to the proposed regulation. Included are both gasoline •

and diesel powered buses.

Incremental reductions in vehicle noise levels were concluded to

be preferable to a one-step requirement that all vehicles meet the most

stringent levels achievable and desirable. To minimize market impacts

from substitution of unregulated vehicles, identical effective dates _

were set for all vehicles subject to the.standard.

3. Environmental Impact: Compliance with the proposed exterior noise

standards for buses, should result in a reduction of approximately 48.2

percent impotential speech interference impacts due to buses, a 39.5

percent reduction in potential sleep awakening impacts due to buses and

a 33.4 percent reduction in potential sleep disturbance impacts due to

buses by the year 2000.

Compliance with the proposed standards for interior noise levels

would result in a 42.7 percent decreas e in potential passenger speech

interference impacts due to buses, a 92.4 percent decrease in potential

hearing loss risk for passengers exposed to 60 dBA prior to bus transit,

a decrease of 68.8 percent in potential hearing loss risk for passengers

exposed to a 70 dBA prior to bus transit and a reduction of 2.6 percent

in potential hearing loss risk for passengers exposed to an 80 dBA level

prior to bus transit. Similar percentage impact reductions will occur

for bus operators.

List price increases to quiet new buses to the most stringent level

(77 dBA) are estimated to range from 1.8 percent to 8.8 percent, depending
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on the bus type and size. The average llst price increase for all buses

considered is est/matedto be 3.2 percent.

The maximum impact of the proposed regulation on transit and inter-

city bus fares would occur if the total costs of the regulation were to

be financed entirely by fare increases. This is an extreme case since

transit systems and intercity bus carriers typically try to absorb

costs in order to forestall fare increases. Utilizing such an (worst

case) assumption, the Agency projects a maximum of a 1.0 to 1.7 percent

fare increase as s result of this regulation.

Annualised costs to users of all buses beginning in 1979 through

the year 2000 are expected to increase nearly $69 million as a result

of bus manufacture cost pass throughs plus normal markups as a result
I

Of meeting the interior and exterior noise level limits.

Air quality, water quality, land use, solid waste disposal require-

ments, e_ployment, regional economics, foreign trade, national GNP and

energy consumption are not expected to be significantly J_pacted by the

noise levels proposed. Fuel (energy) consumption of buses is expected

to increase by no more than an average of 3% with the implementation of

the proposed levels.

Persons wishing to obtain copies of the Draft Envirc_ntal Impact

Statement and the Background Document for the Proposed Bus Noise Emission

Regulatlon or the Proposed Regulation itself may receive them on request

from_

EPA Public Information Center (PM-215)
Room M2194D, Waterside Mall
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460.
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Persons wishing to comment on the Draft Environmental I_panu

Statement, the Background Document or on the Proposed Regulation,

should write to:

Director, Standards and Regulations Division
Office of Noise Abatement and Control (AW-471)
Attn: Bus Noise Regulation Docket Number ONAC 77-6
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460.
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PROPOSED BHS NOISE EMISSION REGULATION

DRAYf

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMenT

ABSTRACT

This Draft Environmental Impact Statement addresses a proposed nolse

emission regulation for buses. In arriving at the proposed regulation,

the Agency carried out detailed investigations of bus design and manu-

facturing and assembly processes, bus noise measurement methodologies, ,
i

available bus noise control technology, costs attendant to bus noise

control methods, costs to test vehicles for compliance, costs of record

keeping, possible economic impacts due to increased costs, and the poten-

tial envIL'oi31_ntaland health and welfare benefits associated with the

application of various noise control measures. Data and information

generated as a result of these investigations are the basis for the

statements made in Part I of this document. Part I has been designed to

present, in the simplest form, all relevant information regarding the

environmental impact expected to result from the proposed action. Where

greater detail is required, the Agency encourages perusal of Part II, the

Background Document.

-I-
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INTRODUCTION

Congress passed the Noise Control Act (NCA) of 1972, in part, as

a result of their findings that inadequately controlled noise presents

a growing danger to the health and welfare of the nation's population,

particularly in urban areas. For this and other reasons, the Congress

established a national policy to "promote an environment for all Ameri-

cans free from_nolse that+jeopardizes their health or welfare." To

further thlspolicy, the NCA provides for the establishment of Federal

noise emission Standards for products distributed in commerce and speci-

.fled fouk categories of _mportant noise:sources for regulation, of which :

surface transportation is one. ....

Approxlmately 93 million Americans are exposed to levels of Urban

traffic noise which may jeopardize their health and welfare. Although

a small component_of the urbah noise problem,'bus noise is perceived by

many asia major concern in comparison with noise from other vehicles_

Inasmuch as bus noise is 0nly a part of urban traffic noise, quieting

buses alone is' not sufficient to reducetraffic noise to a level requisite

to protect health and welfare. Accordingly, noise emissions from madiu_n

and heavy duty trucks:have already been regulated and noise regulation

levels for motorcycles are currently being developed.

Pursuant to the mandate of the NCA and EPA's approach to the control

bf surface transportation noise, noise emission regulations for medium

and heavy trucks (41 CFR 15538) were promulgated on April 13, 1976.

The Agency determined that regulation of all buses meeting the fol-

lowing definition is requisite to protect the public health and welfare:

[ -2-
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A bus is defined as any motor vehicle with e Gross Vehicle Weight

Bating (GVWR) in excess of 10,000 ibs, designed for the transportation

of passengers on a street or highway, and includes a partially or fully

enclosed engine compartment, and an enclosed passenger compartment.

Details regarding identification of these vehicles as candidates for

regulation, their design features and functional characteristics are

contained in Sections i, 2 and 5 of Part II, the Background Document.

PROPOSED NOISE REGULATION

This proposed regulation is intended to reduce the level of noise

emitted from buses. It also establishes a uniform national standard for

these vehicles when they are distributed in commerce, thereby eliminating

differing State and local noise control source emission regulations which

may impose a burden on the bus manufacturing industry.

, Statutory Basis The proposed action establishes noise emission stand-

ards for newly manufactured buses and enforcement procedures to ensure that

this equipment complies with the standard. This proposed rulemaking is

issued under the authority of the Noise Control Act of 1972 (l_b. L. 92-574,

86 Star. 1236).

Alternatives Considered The alternatives to the proposed regulation

available to EPA are the proposing of different regulatory levels and

effective dates, taking no regulatory action at all and labeling. The

latter two actions may be taken only if (a) the product does not contribute

to the detriment of the public health and welfare, or (b) in the Adminis-

trator's judgement, regulation is not feasible.

In Tables 6-1 and 6-2 (Section 6 of Part II the Background Document)

and Tables E-I and E-2 (Appendix E of Part If, the Background Document)
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are presented 15 alternative regulatory actions, for both exterior and

interior bus noise, the Agency consldered as possible regulatory levels.

The regulatory alternatives presented for both exterior and interior

bus noise ranged from no action at all (Schedule i) to a theoretical

maximum action _(Schedule15). In point of fact, the Agency considered L!

many more possible regulatory alternatives, however, detailed information

regarding health and welfare benefits (Section 6) and economic impact

(Section 7 and Appendix S) are presented only for the 15 exterior and

15 interior regulatory schedules outlined in the above tables.

Pursuant to section 5(b)(i) of the Noise Control Act, buses were

identified as major noise sources in May 1975. Subsequent to this

identification, comprehensive studies were performed to evaluate bus

noise emission levels requisite to protect the public health and wel-

fare, taking into account the magnitude and condition of use of buses,

the degree of busnoise reduction achievable through application of the

best available technology and the cost of compliance. :

Representatives of the Agency carried our extensive interviews with

key me_0ers of firms in the bus industry to gain firsthand knowledge of

the industry and its products and to obtain and verify technological and

financial information. Similar interviews were conducted with key persons

in intercity bus companies, transit authorities, school districts, and

bus industry trade associations as well as officials of various Federal

agencies including the U.S. Deportment of Transportation.

The results of the above studies show that the regulation of

bus noise is feasible through available technology taking into account

-4-



the cost of compliance. Accordingly, the Act permits no alternative

action to be taken other than regulation.

It should be noted, however, that if information is received during

the Notice of Proposed Rulemaklng (NPRM)public comment period which

indicates either (i) buses should be regulated to different standards

or (2) buses do not constitute a major source of noise, then in the

first case the proposed standards should be revised or in the second

case the standardsshould not be issued.

Proposed Regulatory Schedules

The proposednolse _ission standards and effective dates are shown

in Table i.

..... Table 1
Proposed Noise Emission Standards

Average A-Welghted Sound Level (dBA)

1979 1983 1985

ExteriorBusNoise 83 80 77

Interdor Bus Noise 86 83 80

Exterior bus noise levels are measured at a distance
of 50 feet. Interior bus noise levels are measured

at the noisiest seat location nearest the main body of
the engine.

The proposed regulatory levels for exterior bus noise are repre-

sentedbyOptlon I0 in Tables6-1 and E-I of Part If, while the proposed
.j

regulatory levels for interior bus noise are represented by Optlon iI

in Tables 6-2 and E-2 of Part If.

The above standards are required to be met by each product distri-

buted in conlnerce. To assure 100% compliance with such not-to-exceed

standards EPA predicts that manufacturers will design products some two

to three decibels _elow the standards.

-5-



To eliminate designs which may fail rapidly when in use, the

proposed regulation also requires an acoustical assurance period, a

period over which manufacturers will be held responsible for designing

and building their products such that the sound control performance

of the manufactured vehicles will not deteriorate shove the applicable

standards. For buses, this period is two years or 200,000 miles,

whichever occurs first.

Enforcement The EPA will use the following two methods to deter-

mine whether buses comply with the acceptable noise emission standard:

o Production verification - Prior to distribution into commerce

of any bus, as defined in this regulation, a manufacturer

must submit information to EFA which demonstrates that the

product conforms to the standards.

o Selective enforcement auditing - Pursuant to an administrative

request, a statistical sample of buses may be tested to deter-

mine if the units, as they are produced, meet the standard.

Relationship with Other Federalr State_ and Local Government

Agencies The proposed regulation will affect several other government

regulatory efforts. It will also require supplementary actions by State

and local governments.

Federal Government Agencies - The General Services Administration

(GSA) currently has set no regulations on maximum sound emission levels

for bus vehicles. With the promulgation of this proposed regulation,

all bus vehicles procured by the Federal Government after the date Of

implementation would have to comply with the standards.

!
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State and Local Governments - Although the Noise Control Act pro-

hibits any State or political subdivision thereof from adopting or

enforcing any law or regulation which sets a limit On noise emission

from such new.products, or components of such new products, not iden-

tical to the standard prescribed by the Federal regulation, primary

responsibility for control of noise still rests with State and local

governments. . " ,

Nothing in the Act precludes or denies the right of any State or

political subdivision thereof from establishing and enforcing-controls''_

on environmental noise through the licensing, regulation or restriction

of the use, operation or_movement of any product or combination of pro-:

duets. _ -

The noise controls which are reserved to State and local authority

include, but are not limited to, the following: :

i. Controls onthe manner of operations of products.

• 2. Controls on the time in which products may be operafied.

3. Controls on the places in which products may be operated.

4. Controls on the number of products which may be operated _:

together.

5. Controls on noise emissions from the property on which

• _products are used.

6. Controls on the licensing of products.

7. .Controls on environmental noise levels.

By use of the noise controls reserved to them, state and local

governments are able to supplement Federal noise emission standards and

to effect near-term relief from traffic noise. The EFA has developed a
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model ordinance to indicate the form and content of an instrument whereby

state and local governments may control transportation equipment noise

in the absence of Federal regulation or in the time frame before Federal

regulations become effective. The model ordinance is contained in Appen-

dix G of Part If, the !'BackgroundDocument."

E2_VIRQNMENTALIMPACT

Impact on the Population of the United States

Assessment of the intrusive nature of bus noise impact led the

Agency to a single event passby noise exposure analysis for assessing

the health and welfare impact of bus noise control for exterior noise :

exposure. Measures of the three indicators of intrusiveness (sleep

awakening, sleep disturbance, and speech interference) were used for

the single event analysis. Compliance with the proposed standards for

exterior bus noise would result in a 39.5 percent reduction in potential

sleep awakening impacts due to buses, a 33.4 percent reduction in

potential sleep disturbance impacts due to buses, a 52'percent reduction

in potential Speech interference impacts for people indoors due to buses,

a 39.3 percent reduction in potential pedestrian speech interference

impacts due to buses and a 49.8 percent reduction in potential speech

interference impacts for people outdoors due to buses.

The health and welfare effects from the reduction of interior bus

,noise were assessed in terms of potential passenger and operator hearing

loss risk and passenger speech interference. Compliance with the proposed

standards for interior noise levels for buses would result in an average

of a 42.7 percent decrease in potential passenger speech interference

impacts. In terms of the reduction of hearing loss risk due to lower
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interlor bus noise levels the reductions will range from a 92.4 percent i

decrease in potential hearing loss for passengers exposed to 60 dBA prior
i

to bus transit to a reduction of 2.6 percent in potential hearing loss j
i

risk for those exposed to an 80 dBA level prior to bus transit, similar

percentage impact reductions will occur for bus operators. These reduc-

tlonsarepercsntages taken from present day impacts to those that will

be_reallzed in the year 2000.

For a detailed discussion of the analysis employed to assess the

health and welfare benefits due to bus noise regulation refer to Section 6

of PartIf,theBackgroundDoet_nent.
i

Impact en Other Environmental Considerations i
i

Energy Conservation Additional weight, increased cooling system i

i
capacities and poesible greater muffler back pressures are expected to

negatively impact the fuel economy of buses by an overall figure of about

3%. Incorporated into this estimate are the fuel savings expected by the

implementation ef viscous fan clutch technology, which will most probably

be used to reduce fan noise en various bus vehicles. The 3% estimate

translates into about s 1800 barrel daily increase in fuel consumption

for all buses as a result of the proposed regulation. This estimate is

based on industry submitted data. The actual impact on bus fuel con-

sumption will be a function of the design changes manufacturers implement

to comply with the standards.

Land Use The proposed regulation will have no adverse lmpact on

land use.

Water Quality The proposed regulation will have no adverse impact

on water quality or supply.
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Air Quality The proposed regulation will have no adverse i_act

on air quality.

Solid Waste Disposal Requirements The proposed regulation will

have no adverse effects on solid waste disposal requirements.

Wildlife Although wildlife may possibly benefit from reduced noise

levels of transportation vehicles, not enough is _nown to conclude to what

extent any benefit on wildlife may result from the noise reduction achieved

from the proposed regulation.

-10-
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Su_nary

The subjects addressed in this document are intended to provide

background information on various aspects associated with the develop-

ment of regulations relative to the noise emissions from newly manufac-

tured buses.

Section i- "Prologue." sets forth the legal basis for the regu-

lations which may be promulgated under the Noise Control Act 0f1972,

the procedure followed in the promulgation of such regulations, and a

brief statement relative to preemption of State and local regulations

by Federal regulations.

Section 2- ['Identificationof Buses as a Major SOurce of Noise."

This section addresses the reasons for the classification of buses as a'

major sourceofnoise.

Section 3_- "The Bus Industry," This Section presents general

.... information about the U.S.;Bus Industry* It covers:industry growth

statisticS, descriptions of intercity, transit and school bus systems,

bus classifications, product life cycle estimates and other useful

descriptive material.

Section 4 - "Bus Noise Data Base." This section details the

results of exterior and interior bus noise level measurements conducted

by EPA on school, transit, and interclty buses. Bus noise data from

existing studies and from industry submissions are also presented.

Section 5 -"Noise AbatementTechnology." In order to es_abilsh

regulations restricting bus noise emissions, it was necessary to deter-

mine what constitutes the "best available technology" for bus noise

reduction, Section 5 reviewsthe various components Of exterior bus

noise: noise radiated from the engine surface, fan, intake, exhaust
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systemand chassis. In addition to the exterior noise generating

co_@onents, the interior noise of buses is also discussed along

with the associated technology needed to reduce bus interior noise

levels. _

Consideration is given to the total bus noise problem. The tech-

nology is examined to determine what modifications or redesign work

might be performed on buses in order to quiet them to levels below
i
{

! those which presently exist.

Section 6 - "Potential Impact of Proposed Bus Noise Regulation
!

Schedules on the Environment." This section describes what health and _

welfare benefits would accrue from the institution of various regulatory

standards for exterior and interior bus noise. The percentage of the

population affected by noise and the extent of the effect is measured

by the Equivalent Nois e Impact (_I) method. The reduction of potential

ec_ivalen_impacts ofsleep disturbances, sleep awakenings, and speech

interferences from the lowering Of exterior bus noise are detailed. In

addition, thereduction of potential equivalent impacts of hearing loss

risk and speech interference effects from a lowering of interior bus

noise are presented.

Section 7 -"Economic Impactof Bus Noise Control." In this section,

the economic i_pact of increased bus costs due to the basic engineering

changes (outlined in Section 5) that are believed to be required to achieve

various levels of interior and exterior bus noise is presented. The scon-

omlelmpacts on the three main types (intecoitY, transit, and school) of

bus manufacturers and bus operators are evaluated.

Section8 "-Measurement Methodology" This section reviews and

examines the various test procedures that have been usedto determine
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noise levels for buses. The EPA recommended procedures for the measure-

ment of exterior and interior bus noise emissions are presented.

Section 9 - "Enforcement." Enforcement Of new product noise emission

standards applicable to buses is discussed in terms of production verifi-

cation testing of vehicle configurations, assembly line testing using sel-

ective enforcement auditing procedures or continuous testingof production

vehicles, and in-use compliance provisions.

Section 10 - "Existing Noise Regulations Applicable to Buses." This

section presents existing bus noise regulations,beth foreign and domestic,

and the history of such regulations.

Appendix A - "Foreign Technology Buses." This appendix presents a

description of urban transit buses produced by European bus manufacturers

which are claimed to be considerably quieter than any similar transit bus

produced in the United States.

Appendix 8 - "New Technology Buses." This appendix looks at new

technological designs of quiet buses.

Appendix C - "Bus Noise Abatement Costs." Presented in this appendix

are the estimated cost increases and decreases required to manufacture

quieter buses, as compared to currently produced buses, for the various

technology levels discussed in Section 5. In addition, the lead time

estimates believed necessary for the industry to comply with the various

technology levels are presented.

Appendix D - "Estimates of Demand Elasticities for Urban BUS Transit

and Intercity Bus Transportation." This appendix reviews some of the

pertinent economic literature and reports estimates made of the fare

elasticity of demand for beth transit (intraeity)and intereity bus riders.
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Appendix E - "Uniform Annualized Cost of Bus Noise Abatement."

This appendix presents the annualized costs of various bus noise abate-

ment regulatory schedules. The costs are presented in terms of capital

costs and operating and maintenance costs due to the application of

additional noise abatement equip@ant to buses.

Appendix F - "Additional Supporting Information for Health and

Welfare Analysis (Section 6)." This appendix provides various tables

and figuresin support of the health and welfare analysis presented in

Section 6.

Appendix G - "Model Noise Ordinance." This appendix provides infor-

mation for State and local governments to aid them in preparing local :

noise ordinances for bus noise abatement. ._:

J
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SECTION 1

PROLOGUE

Statutory Basis for Action

Through the Noise Control Act of 1972 (86 Stat. 1234), Congress i
.l

established a national policy "to promote an environment for all

Americans free from noise that jeopardizes their health and welfare."

In pursuit of that policy, Congress stated, in section 2 of the Act,

"that, while primary responsibility for control of noise rests with

State and local governments, Federal action is essential to deal with

major noise sources in commerce, control of which requires national

uniformity of treat2ant." AS part of that essential Federal action,

subsection 5(b)(I) requires the Administrator, after consultation with

appropriate Federal agencies, to publish a report or series of reports

"identifying products (or classes of products) which in his judgement

are _ajor Sources of noise." Further, section 6 of the Act requires

the Ad_inlstrator to publish proposed regulations for each product',

which is identified or which is part of a product class identifled as

a major source of noise, where in his judgement noise standards are

feasible and When such products fall into various categories of which

transportation equipment (including recreational vehicles and related

equipment) is one.

On May 28, 1975, pursuant to subsection 5(b)(i), the Administrator

published a report which identified, among other hew products, new buses

I-i
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as a major source of noise. As requi_ed by section 6, the Administrator

has proposed regulations for buses, which are "requisite to protect

:r the public health and welfare, taking into account the magnitude and

conditions of use of such product (alone or in combination with other

noise sources), the degree of noise reduction achievable through the

application of the best available technology and the cost of co[_plience."

Preemption

Under subsection 6(a) (i) of the Noise Control Act, after the

effective date of a regulation under section 6 of noise emissions from

a new product, no State or political subdivision thereof may adopt or

enforce any law or regulation which sets a limit of noise emissions

from such new product, or components of such new product, which is not

" identical to the standard prescribed by the Federal regulation. Sub- I

section 6(e) (2), however, provides that nothing in Section 6 precludes !

or denies the right of any State or any political subdivision thereof

to establish and enforce controls on environmental noise (or one or

_re sources thereof) through the licensing, regulation or restriction

of the use, operation or movement of any product or combination of

prc4ucts.

The noise controls which are reserved to State and local authority

by.subsection 6(e) (2) include, but are not limited to, the following:

(i) Controls on the manner of operation of products.

(2) Controls on the time during which products may be operated.

(3) Controls on the places at which products may be operated

1-2
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(4) Controls on the number of products which may be operated

together.

(5) Controls on noise emissions from the property on which pro-

ducts are used,

(6) Controls on the licensing of products.

(7) Controls on environmental noise levels.

Federal regulations promulgated under section 6 preempt State or local

regulations which set limits on permissible noise emissions from the

new products covered by the Federal regulations at the time of sale of

such products, if they differ from Federal regulations.

Conversely, State and Local authorities are free to enact regul-

ations on new products offered for sale which are identical to Federal

regulations.

1-3
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SECTION 2

IDENTIFICATION OF BUSES AS A MAJOR SOURCE OF NORSE

Ispursuit of subsection 5(b) of the Noise Controi Actor 1972, the

Administrator has published a report (Federal Register, Vol. 40, No. 103,

pp. 23105-7) which identified buses as a major source of noise. /

The following paragraphs will briefly describe the basis on which

buses were identified as such a noise source.

LSG_S_ a_sIs

subsectlos 6(a)of the Noise Control Act set forth four categories

of prc4ucts for which a noise emission standard can be proposed for each

product identified as a major source of noise. The categories are:

• i. Constructlonequipment

2. Transportation equipment (includingrecreational vehicles
. andrelated_i_ent)

3. Any motor Or engine (including any equipment of which
an engine or motor is an integral part)

4. El'ectrlcalor electronic equipment

PRIORITY BASIS

The criteria developed by EPA' to identify products which are

major sources of noise and for which noise emission standards are requi-

site to protect the public health and welfare stipulate that at this time

first priority be given to products that contribute tO community noise

exposure. (Mediumand heavy duty trucks have bees classified in this

category and have already bees regulated.) Community noise exposure is
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that exposure experienced by the community as a whole as a result of the

operation of a product as opposed to that exposure experienced solely by

the users of the product. TO determine which sources ought to be identi-

fied for regulation, EP_ conslderes their functionallyweighted noise

impact. This measure includes both the intensity (loudness) and extenslty

(population affected) of noise source impact.

DAY-ND="HTAVERAGE SOUND LEVEL BASIS

The day-nlght average sound level, L , has been specifically
dn

developed ae a measure of community noise. Since it is a cumulative

energy measure, it can be used to Identify areas where noise sources

operate continuously or where sources operate intermittently but are pre-

sent enough of the time to emit a substantial amount of sound energy in

a 24 hour period.

I EPA has identified am outdoor L of 55 dB as the day-night average
an

sound level requisite to protect the public frem all long-term adverse

health and welfare effects in residential areas, and an L (24) of 70 dB
eq

as the threshold of hearing impairment.

An abbreviated summary of the identified levels is given in Table i.

TABLE 1

NOISE LEVELS PROTECTIVE OF HEALTH AND WELFARE

Huma_Response Leq Ldn

Hearing Loss (8 hours) 75 --
Hearing Loss (24 hours) 70 --
OutdoorInterferenceand Annoyance -- 55
Indoor Interference and Annoyance -- 45

The fractional impact of a noise environment on an individual as

used by EPA is proportional to the amount (in decibels) that the noise
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level exceeds the appropriate level identified in the "Levels Document"

as shown in Table i. The fractional _pact is zero when the noise

level is at or below the identified level. The fractional i_@aet rises

to 1.0 at 20 decibels above the identified level and can exceed unity

in situations in which the noise level exceeds 20 decibels above the

identified level. The range from zero to 20 decibels above the

criterion level represents the range between those noise levels that

are totally acceptable and those noise levels that are totally

unacceptable to the individual in terms of annoyance responses. The

total Equivalent Noise I_pact (_I) is then determined by summlng the

individual fractional _pacts for all people affected by the environment.

Thus, two people exposed to i0 decibels above the identified

level (fractional impact = 0.5) would be equivalent to one person

exposed to 20 decibels above the identified level (fractional impact

=I.0).

OTHER PRE-REGULAT_ON CONSIDERATIONS

The drawing-up of regulations necessitates other considerations.

Included among these other factors are available noise reduction techno-

logy, voluntary industry noise standards, the interrelationship of

regulations, lead time necessary for the development of a regulation,

economic impact, and the relative availability of data. All these factors

have been considered in the development of the proposed regulatory noise

levels for buses.
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SECTION 3

THE BUS INDUSTRY

GENERAL INDUSTRY BACKC_UND

Early buses, many of which utilized steam power, were designed

and constructed in Europe and America at various times during the 1800's.

Although some of these primitive buses were effective in passenger trans-

portation, none of them were used for mare than short periods of time.

Reasons for their lack of success included poor roads, competition from

railroads and stagecoaches, and the unreliab]e operating characteri_tlcs

of the units themselves.

Bus transportation, us it is now perceived, began to take form in

the early 1900's following the development of the internal con_ustion

engine. Bus service was started in New York City and on the Pacific

Coast in 1905. In many cases the vehicles used were ordinary passenger

touring cars.

Development and improvement of bus design and construction were

begun early and have continued to the present tln_. Touring ear

chassis were elongated to provide so[x_hat larger passenger carrying

capacity and eventually passenger carrying bodies were maunted on truck

chassis to provldethe Dasls for the madern bus. During the middle

1930's, transit and Intercit_ bus manufacturers began combining the
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chassis and body, utilizing principles of airplane construction. At

the same time, it became common to mount the engine at the rear of the

bus or under the floor instead of the traditional underhood mounting at

the front. These developments resulted in greater strength and longer

wear of buses, as well as greater comfort and safety for passengers,

better driving vision, greater passenger capacity, and improved riding

qualities.

The most significant development in the bus industry in recent years

is the Transbus Program. Performance specifications for a revolutionary

transit .coachwere established by the U.S. Department of Transportation°s

(DOT) Urban Mass Transit Administration. Three different prototypes

were built by AM General, GMC Truck & Coach Division, and Rohr Industries°

Flxible Company. The three buses underwent a year-long series of tests

involving engineering, performance, and public acceptance. Upon comple-

: tion and evaluation, a "composite" bus incorporating the most significant

features of each of the three prototypes was to have been built for

further testing.

The purpose of the DOT-funded program was to build and evaluate

buses incorporating new design and mechanical features. As a result,

the present three prototypes are experimental and do not represent the

current state-of-the-art. For example, totally new powertralns and

suspensions are used. In an effort to make the buses more attractive

3-2
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to senior citizens, low curb hoight with the ability to "stoop" to

pick up handicapped people and wheelchairs was included in the specifica-

tions. A floor height of lass than 20 inches was achieved by using

specially developed low-profile tires, revolutionary suspensions, and

chassis-mO_ltod differentials with swing axles. Other specifications

called for noise and odor levels to be 90% below Current levels and

emission levels that meet the 1975 California standards.

Given the above historical perspective, the following facts from

the Motor Vehicle Nanufacturers Association exemplify the present size

of the bus industry:

- 1975 bus registrations = 470,000

- 1975 bus sales = 40,530

The general structure of the bus industry is schematically outlined

in Figure 3-1. _he figure illustrates:

i. Bus manufacturing operations obtain raw materials[and

components used is the manufacturing process from raw materials suppliers

and component manufacturers.

2. Channels of distributio, differ from integral (transit and

intercity) buses and school buses. Integral bus manufacturers deal

directly with end-users, while the distribution channel for most school

buses is through body end/or chassis distributors.

3. Finished products are sold to school boards, in_eroity bus

companies, transit authorities, sightseeing bus companies, or airports for
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Figure 3-1

STRUCTURE OF THE BUS INDUSTRY

I RAWMATERIALS ___ COMPONENT

SUPPLIERS MANUFACTURERS

PRODUCTION _'_" I I

SCHOOLBUSBODY m SCHOOL BUSCHASSIS INTEGRAL BUS
MANUFACTURERS MANUFACTURERS MANUFACTURERS

DISTRIBUTION t",, ' I

]_ DISTRIBUTORS DISTRIBUTORS

: I_ I
BUYER/OPERATOR I

I I l I

INTERCITY TRANSITSCHOOL BOARDS BUS SEEING BUS

COMPANIESOSERI --1" I

I PUPILS I PUBLIC

SOURCE: NBUSTRY INTERVIEWS



passenger transportation.

It should be stressed that Figure 3-i is an overview of the struc-

ture of the industry and not all buyer/operators of buses are represented.

Most significant of those excluded are government departments and agencies.

Also, some integrally constructed buses are used as school buses.

_B BUS

The bus market is comprised of bus users and operators who provide

multiple passenger transporation to the public. The b0s market includes

the following:

- Commercial Intercity Class i, 2 and 3 Carriers

- Local or Regional Transit Systems

- School Boards or Administrations

Churches, private schools and related organizations

Federal, State and Local Government Agencies and
Departments

All Other

o Airports

o Hotels

o Demand Response Agencies or Organizations

o Social Services

A brief overview of the most significant end-users is preaente4

below. In 1974, the following three market segments, Interelty, transit

and school boards, accounted for approximately 75% of the buses in use.
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(a) Commercial Intermity 1
Classi,2,3 Carriers- !

The intereity bus operation in the United States is performed by

approximately 950 operating companies utilizing some 20,500 motor coaches

(Figure 3-2). They PrOvide regularly scheduled serviee over 270,000 miles

of highway and employ an estimated 46,600 people. Intermity bus oper-

ations service over 15,000 cities and towns and are the only public

intercity transpertstion Service available to some 14,000 of them. In

1975, an estimated 354 million trips were taken by passengers traveling

a total of 25.6 billion passenger miles.

Operating revenue frc_lintercity bus lines was $1,165.4 million

in 1975, up 29.3% frem the 1970 level. During this same period, miles

operated and the number of revenue passe_gers declined 7.4% and 11.7%

respectively. In 1976, net operating revenues before income taxes

declined 24.3% of the 1970 figure.

(b) Transit Systems

Some 941 transit systems utilized 50,811 buses in 1975. They

transported 4,080.9 million passengers and employed almost 160,000

individuals (See Figure 3-3). Operating revenue attributed to motor

bus operations reached $1,437.7 million in 1975.

Inspection of the total industry figures indicates that in spite

of continued increases in revenue, transit systems have shown operating

losses through the last six years. These revenues have increased 17.3%

while losses are 5.9 times larger than they were in 1970. These losses

were $1,703.5 million in_1975 and $288.2 million in 1970.

1

Class designations are formed using annual revenue dollars.
Class 1 Carriers have revenues of $1,000,000 or more.
Class 2 Carriers have revenues between $300,000 and $1,000,000.
Class 3 Carriers have revenues less than $300,000.
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Figure 3-2
*7.4

INTERCITY BUS INDUSTRY OPERATING PROFILE

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

_umber of Operating Companie_ 1,00O 1,0OO 1,0O0 1,0O0 950 950

Number of Buses 22,000 21,900 21,400 20,800 20,600 20_500

Number of Employees 49,500 50,200 69,100 68,400 49,000 66,600

Miles Operated (Millions) 1,209 1,202 1,182 1,178 1,187 1,120

Revenue Passengers (Hill_ons) 401 395 393 381 380 354

Operating Revenues ($ Millions) 901.4 953.2 974.4 1,022.7 1,144.9 1,163,4

Opera_ing Expenses ($ Millions) 812,2 851.8 882.1 937.9 1,062,7 1,097,8

Net Operating R_venu_s, Before
Income Taxss ($ Hillions) 89.2 i01.4 92.3 84.8 82,2 67,5

Source: National Association of }_tor Bus Owners, One-Half Century of Service to America, 1976,



Figure 3-3

TP_/_S_T BUS INDUSTRY OPERATING PROFILE

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Number of Systems Utilizing Buses 1,075 1,059 1,040 N.A, 941 941

Number of Buses 49,700 49,150 49,075 48,286 48,700 50,811

Number of Employe_s (I) 138,040 139,120 138,420 140,700 153,100 159,800

Passenger Vehicle Miles
Operated (Millions) 1,409.3 1,375,5 1,308,0 1,370.4 1,431.0 1,528.0

Revenue Passenge=s (Millions) 4,058,3 3,734,8 3,560.8 3,652,8 3,977,6 4,080,9

Operating Revenues ($ Mi1ilons) 1,236.3 1,280.2 1,230.1 1,262.9 1,377.3 1,437.7

All Transit Systems (1)

Operating Revenue ($ Millions) 1,707.4 1,740,7 1,728.5 1,797.6 1,939.7 2,002 4
w

Go Operating Expenses ($ Milllons) 1;891.7 2,040,5 2,128.2 2,419.8 3,102.4 3,534.9

Net Operatlng Ravenue (Loss)($ Millions) (184.3) (299.8) (399.7) (622,2) (1,162.7) (i,532,5)

_ii Taxes ($ Millions) 103.9 111.6 113.4 116.3 137.0 171.0

Met Operatln8 Revenue (Loss) After
Taxes ($ Millions) (288.2) (411,4) (513.1) (738.5) 41,299.7) (i,703,5)

Source: American Public Transit Association, ,1975/1976Transit Fact Book

(1)All Tra.slt-lncludes 6 Reil and 13 Multlmode Systems



(e) School Boards or Administrations

Pupil transporatlon is provided by public school operations for

both public and private school children. These operations of the

transportation systems are either assumed by local boards or contracted

to independent operators. School bus operations are primarily funded

with public monies, although certain private schools receive no funding.

Depending on the local tax base and the area covered by the school

districts, these funds are allocated on a per capita pupil basis or

miles driven by the school bus fleet.

In the 1973/74 school year, 21,969,060 public and non-publlc school

children were transported by 267,704 buses at an operating cost of

$1,858.1 million. Figure 3-4 shows the average cost of a pupil transported

at public expense during the 1973/74 school year to be $87.04. This average

figure reflects a significant upward trend in the cost of pupil transportation

since the 1959/60 school year when the average cost per pupil was $39.78.

PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION AND CHARACTERISTICS

The most common bus classification is by end use which generally

determines the manufacturing process and the finished product. Four

general classifications exist:

Interclty

Intraclty or Transit

School

- Special Purpose
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Figure 3-4

_J_ERAND PERC_ OF PUBLIC SCHOOL PUPILS TRANSPORTED

AT PUBLIC EXPENSE, AND CURRENT EXPENDITURES FOR TRANSPORTATION:
UNITED STATES, 1959-60 TO 1973-74

Pupils transported Expenditure of

at public expense public funds

Percent of Total, excluding Average Cost

Total total capital outlay per pupil
School Year Enrollment Number Enrollment <in thousands) transported

1959-60 32,477,440 12,225,142 37.6 $ 486,338 $39.78

1961-62 34,682,340 13,222,667 38.1 576,361 43.59

1963-64 37,405,058 14,475,778 38.7 673,845 46.55

1965-66 39,154,497 15,536,567 39.7 787,348 50.68

1967-68 40,827,965 17,130,873 42.0 981,006 87.27

1969-70 41,934,376 18,198,577 43.4 1,218,557 66.96

1971-72 42,254,272 19,474,355 46.1 1,507,830 77.43

1973-74 41,438,054 21,347,039 51.5 1,858,141 87.04

Note: All Enrollment and Pupil Figures are Average Daily Attendance.

Source: U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, National Center for Education

Statistics, StaTistics of State School Systems.



(a) Intercity Buses

Intereity buses are integrally constructed vehicles combining body

and chassis into a single unit. Size of these vehicles are determined by

practical•limitations and state restrictions (Figure 3-5).

As shown in Figure 3-6 there are five principal producers of inter-

city buses who, combined, offer some fifteen models. _le most popular

of these have passenger capacities of 41 or 49 passengers with a complete

vehicle weight of between 20,000 !bs. and 29,000 ibs. However, large

intereity carriers will generally order buses with restroom facilities

which reduces passenger capacity by six seats. Depending on the size

of the vehicle_ two or three axles are utilized. Intercity buses usually

have one door for passenger boarding and exit. Product features•generally

include reclining seats, individual reading lamps, air conditioning, and

adequate storage space under the floor of the passenger compar_ent.

_e _picaiintercity bus is utilized by a company engaged primarily
!

in providing passenger transportation over regular intercity routes with

regu_larItime schedules. Approximately 90 percent of the total bus miles in

the c0untr_ are generated in regular route service. Charter and special

service travel also play an important part in the industry's operation.

In addition, sightseeing bus operations and airports utilize a significant

number of intercity buses.
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Figure 3-5

SPACE LIMITS ON BUS SIZE

Height (Ft) 13-I/2 13-1/2 L3-112 13-1/2 13-I/2 13-I/2 13-i/2 13-i/2 12-1/2 13-1/2 13-112 13-i/2 14 13-I/2 13-1/2 13-I/2 13-I/2

Wld_h (In) 9E 86 96!: 96 96 96 i02 96 96 96 96 96 _ 96 96 96 96 96

Lensth (F_) 40 40 40 40 40 40 55 42 40 49 55 40 40 42 40 40 42-i/2

g=igh¢(Ft) 13:112113-112113-z12113"112113-112113-112113-112113-112112-11212-1/213-1/2 14 n-1/2f13-1/3113-1/213-1n 13-1/2
Wtdth (In) 96 96 192 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 J 96 96 96 96

Length (F_) 40 40 56-1/2 55 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 1 NS 40 35 40

llelshC (Ft) 13-1/2 13-1/3 13-1/2 13-1/2 13-1/2 13-1/; 13-1/2 13-1/2 13-1/2 13-1/2 14 13-1/2 13-1/2 13-f/2 13-1/2 13-1/2 14

Width (In) 102 96 102 96 96 102 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 102

Length (Ft) 40_ 40 45 35 _0 _0 _0 40 40 45 45 55 40 40 40 40 50'

Source: Co_erclal Car 3ournal, April, 1975.



Figure 3-6

INTERCITY BUS SPECIFICATIONS

Complete

Vehicle

Sta,dard No, Weight

Passenger Wheelbase of Length Width Dry Engine

Hake and Model Ratln_ (In.) Axles (Ft.) (In.) (Lbs.) Hake and Model

"Crown

RD-426-II 37-41 260 2 35 g6 21,OOO Detd 6V-718

AI>-426-II 37-41 232 2 35 96 21,000 Detd 6-718

KD-568-II 49 251 3 40 96 - . Detd 8V-71N

A-855-II 37-45 232 2 35 96 - Cum NSS-250

2A-g55T-I] 49 258 3 40 96 Cum NHI[T-335

_C

PSM_4108-A 41 259-1/2 2 35 96 20,342 Detd 8V-718

PgH-4904-A 49 318-35164 3(1) 40 96 23,027 Detd 8V-71N

Motor Coach

Industrlos
p.d

HC-hB(Challenger) 41 261 2 35 96 20,500 Detd 8V-71C

Hc-g(Crusader) 49 285 3(2) 40 96 26,760 Detd 8V-71C

Prevost

TS 47 47,49,51 280 3 (_) 40 96 28,300 Detd EV-71E

TS 102 47,49,51 280 3 (2) 40 102 Detd 8V-718

Prestige TS 47 47,49,51 280 a._(2) 40 96 28,800 Detd 8V-71N

Prestige TS 102 47,49,51 280 3_ 2) 40 i02 - Detd 8V-71N

Silver Eagle

0-5 49 285-1/2 3(2) 40 96 26,500 netd 8V-718

Abbreviations and Notes:

(i) Optional third axle is air operated retractable single wheel.

(2) Third axle is a slnsle non-drlve bogie.

Cum - Cummings

Detd - Detroit Diesel

Silver Eagle is manufactured and dlstrlbuted by Eagle Incernatlonal, _ne,

Prevost models Prestige TS 47 and Prestige TS 102 are also marketed as sightseeing buses,

Source: Manufacturer product lltorature; Co_mnerelal Car Journal, October, 1975.



(b) Intracity or Transit Buses

Intracity or transit buses are similar to intercity buses in that

both are integrally constructed vehicles. Intracity bus vehicle size

and weight are determined by practical limitation and state restrictions.

In 1975, as shown in Figure 3-7, four domestic manufacturers produced

some twenty-slx models of transit buses. However, Highway Products has

ceased manufacturing operations for its Twin Coach line of transit

and suburban buses. The most popular transit buses seat between 44 and

53 passengers with a complete vehicle weight of between 17,500 ibs. and

23,800 ibs. Transit buses generally have two axles and utilize two doors

for passenger boarding and exit. Product features include seats designed

for both durability and comfort, and capacity for standing passengers

about equal to seatimg capacity.

The typical intracity bus is utilized by a transit co,pany engaged

primarily in providing passenger transportation over regular local routes

with regular time schedules. Charter and special service travel play

a relatively minor role in the total intracity operation.

suburban buses are very similar to intrecity or transit buses in

construction and design. For this reason suburbans are generally riot

considered as a separate bus classification. General Motors offers

two models of its suburban bus to the industry (Figure 3-8). As noted

above, Twin Coach suburban buses are no longer manufactured. Suburban
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Figure 3-7

TRANSIT BUS SPECIFICATIONS

Complete
Vehicle

S_andnrd NO. Walgh_

Passenger l_heelbase o£ Length WidEh Dry Engine

Hake and Model Ratin_ -- (In.) Axles (F_.) (In.) (Lbs.) _Mke and Hodel

AHGeneral .

9635-6 44 224-3/4 2 35 96 17,559 Decd 6V-71N

9635-8 44 224-3/4 2 38 96 17,994 De_d 8V-71N
10228-6 44 224-3/4 2 35 102 18,487 D¢_d 6V-71N
10235-8' 44 224-3/4 2 35 102 18,932 Detd 8V-71N

8640-6 53 284-3/4 2 40 96 19_285 Da_d 6V-71N

9640-8 53 284-3/4 2 40 86 19.720 Detd 8V-71N

10240-6 53 284-2/4 2 40 102 20.362 Deed 6V-71N

10240-8 53 284-3/4 2 40 102 20.787 Deed 8V-71N

Flxlble

35096-6 35 175 2 30 96 20;400 Decd 6V-71N

48096-6 45 205 2 35 96 21.000 Detd 6V-71N

45096-8 45 225 2 35 96 21.400 De_d 8V-71N
45102-6 45 225 2 35 102 21.700 Detd 6V-71N

45102-8 45 225 2 35 102 22,700 De_d 8V-71N

53096-6 53 285 2 40 86 22,000 Detd 6V-71N
_. 53096-8 53 285 2 40 96 22,800 Detd 8V-71N

53102-6 53 285 2 40 102 23.200 Deed 6V-7_3
53102-8 53 285 2 40 102 23,800 Detd 8V-71N

GHC

T61{-4523-N 45 235 2 35 96 18.331 Deed 6V-71N

T61I-4523-A 45 235 2 35 96 19.411 De_d 6V-71N

T6H-530?-N 53 284-3/4 2 40 102 19.606 DeCd 6V-71N

T61{-5307-A 53 284-3/4 2 40 102 20.631 De_d 6V-TIN

TSH-83O?-A 53 204-3/4 2 40 102 21.102 Detd 8V-71N

T6H-5308-A 53 284-3/4 2 40 96 20.451 D_td 6V-71N

TSiL-5308-A 53 284-3/4 2 40 96 20.982 De_d 8V-71N

Twin Coach

TD-25-B-TO 21-29 133 2 25 96 11.000 Chy 413(I)

TC-31-B-TO 30-24 169 2 28 96 12.000 Detd 4-53ri(I)

Abbreviations and NoEes:

(1) Casollne or Dlesel ongine available.

Chy - Chrysler
De_d - De_roi_ Diesel

Twin Coach is ma,ufac_ured by 81ghway Produc_s.

Source: Manufacturer produe_ ll_era_ure; Commercial Car Journal. October. 1975.



Figure 3-8

SUBURBAN BUS SPECIFICATIONS

Complete
Vehicle

Standard No, Weight

Passenger Wheelbase of Length Width Dry Engine

Make and Model Ratin_ (In,) Axles (Ft.) (In.) (Lbs.) Make and Model

GMC

S8H-5304-A 53 284-3/4 " 2 40 96 22,788 g_td 8V-71N

$8|l-5304-A 53 284-3/4 2 40 96 22,828 Detd 8V-?IN

Twln Coach [ 413(i) .TC-25-B-SO 21-29 133 2 25 96 10,560 Chy

TC-31-B-SO 30-34 169 2 " 28 96 12,0QO Detd 4-53N (I)

W Abbreviations altd Notes:
I

(i) Gasoline or Diesel e_gine available,

Chy - Chrysler

Detd - Detroit Diesel

Source _4anufac_urer product literature; Commercial Car Journal, October, 197_.



buses generally have one door for passenger boarding and exit and

utilize many features of any intercity bus, such as reclining seats

and underflser baggage compartments. The GMC suburban buses currently

being put into service, seat 53 passengers with a complete vehicle

weight of around 22,800 ibs.

(c) School Buses

_he vast majority of school buses, over 98% in 1974, are manu-

factured in a two stage process. The chassis, which is primarily the

same as a medit_n-dutytruck chassis, is produced by a manufacturer and

then shipped as an incomplete vehicle to another manufacturer who

assembles the body On it. The chassis manufacturing process utilizes

the assembly line concept, while the body manufacturing and assembly

process utilizes the station or bay system concept.

various configurations of two-stage school buses are available.

The most popular type, approximately 90% of school bus production in

1974, is the conventional school bus, which has the engine located for-

ward of the driver and passengers. '/heother two types of two-stage

school buses are the forward control type which resembles a transit

coaSh in appearance and the parcel delivery type which utilizes a

smaller chassis than does the conventional. Gas or diesel engines are

available for the above types of school bus with the exception of the

parcel delivery type school buses which are powered by gasoline engines.
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The remaining small number of school buses are integrally constructed

vehicles. The floor, sides, ends and roof are joined into a one-piece

construction to form the bus shell. _ese units are powered by diesel

engines located either at the rear or the mid-point of the bus. Only

two firms, Crown Coach and Gillig Brothers presently offer integrslly

constructed school buses.

The size and weight of all school buses are limited by state and

local restrictions. In the case of the two-stage vehicles, the chassis

GVWR (Gross Vehicle Weight Racing) is also a determining factor. Figure

3-9 shows representative chassis specifications by manufacturer for the

conventional school bus. The most popular school bus models currently

being produced utilize chassis with seating capacities of between 30 and

I 72 passengers and a G'4WRof between 16,000 Ibs. and 30,200 ibs.

Six firms build school bus bodies which are assembled on the chassis.

Bodies are built according to customer specifications, consequently manu-

facturing flexibility is essential. Figure 3-10 presents the various types

of bodies manufactured by the six companies. Only Carpenter and superior

have product offerings in all _hree types of two-stage school buses.

School bus bodies are designs4 for occupant safety and for durability.

Typically, there is one door for passenger boarding and exit, with an

_nsrgency door at the rear.
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Figure 3-9

SCHOOL BUS C_L_SSIS SPECIFICATIONS

Cowl to E.d

G_4 Capacity of Frame Overall LenEch Wheelbase

Make and Series Axles Ensinea _Lb.) (No..of Pupils) (In,) fin,) (In.)

Chevrolet

SE 620 4X2 G 19,700-24,000 42 - 48 267-3/4 322-i/4 18@

SE 625 4X2 G 19.700-24,000 48 - 54 294-3/4 349-1/4 218

SE 628 4X2 0 19,700-24.000 54 - 60 322-3/4 377-1/4 235

SE 631 4X2 G 19,700-24,000 60 - 66 346-3/4 402-1/4 254

Dodge
$600 4X2 G 16,500-24,000 36 - 66 172 - 349 236 - 413 157 - 258

$700 4X2 G 19,700-25,500 60 - 72 333 - 349 387 - 413 240 - 279

Ford

B-500 4X2" G 14,000-19,200 36 210-3/4 274-1/2 156
B-600 4X2 G 16,000-24,000 48 - 60 268-1/4-322-1/4 332 - 386 198-1/2-242-1/2

B-700 4X2 G 19,700-27,250 60 - 72 322-i/4-369-i/4 386 - 433 242-i/2-2B0-i/2

B-750 4X2 0 21,500-27,250 60 - 72 322-1/4-369-1/4 386 - 433 242-1/2-280-1/2
_r" _lTOO0 _X2 D 20,200--27,250 60 -- 72 322--1/4--369--1/4 386 -- 433 242--1/2--280--1/2

6'MC ' "

SE 620 4X2 0 19,700--24,000 42 -- 48 267--3/4 322--1/4 189

SE 625 4X2 0 19,700-24,000 48 - 54 294-3/4 349-1/4 218

SE 628 4X2 G 19,700-24,000 54 - 60 322-3/4 377-1/4 235
SE 631 4X2 E 19,700-24,000 60 - 66 3&8-3/4 4D3-I/4 254

lnce_natlonal

1603 4X2 G 19p600-26,000 30 - 66 221 - 356-1/2 273-I/2 - 409 151 - 264

1703 4X2 0 19,600-27,500 48 - 66 274 - 356-I/2 326-1/2 - 409 187 - 254

1803 4X2 G 20,200-30,200 60 - 66 274 - 380 326-1/2-432-1/2 187 - 276

Abbrovf.tions:

G - Gas

D - Dle_el

Source: Nanufaccurer produ_ ll_ra_ure; C_ommerclal Car Journal, October, 1975,

....................................... H .



Figure 3-10

SCHOOL BUS BODIES BY HANUFACTURER AND TYPE

Forward Parcel

l_nufec_urer Conventional Control Delivery,

Blue Bird X X

Carpenter Body X X X

Superior Coach X X X

Thomas X X '

Ward X

Wayne . X X

Source: EPA interviews wi_h above manufacturers; ,
Hanufacturerts Product Ca_aloBues.

J

/
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(d) Special purpose Buses

Manufacturers Will often custom build a vehicle for an end-user's

specific needs, such as airports, hotels, demand response agencies,

amseement parks, or prisons. These buses can be either two-stage or:

integrallyeonstructed. From the manufacturer's perspective, such

vehicles are generally treated in the same manner as their standard

units in terms of production and sale statistics. In addition, firms'

not in the bus industry such as recreational vehicle manufacturers

may occasionally convert one of their products to fulfill an end-user's

specific needs. ConsequentlY, for the remainder of this overview of the

industry, wlth the exception of the section devoted to end use, these

Special pSrpose vehicles will not be treated in a separate and distinct

fashion.

SIZE_ Gm_s oFTHEI_US_R_

The demand for bus units is a derived demand based upon user/_

operator requirements. This section will develop the current size......

Of the market for buses and identify the growth trends within each

principa ! segment.

(a) Geographic Concentration

In 1974 there were 446,558 buses registered in the United states

(Figure 3-11). Over fifty percent of these registrations were concen-

trated in eleven states.
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Figure 3-11

U. S, MOTOR BUS REGISTRATIONS BY STATES-1974

Pr_vaCe ewd Co_orclsl Total

Commercial School and Publicly Owned School ToCal

Sca_e Buses(l) .O_her,(2} Feder.1 Sehoel(3} Buses Buses
Alabama 1,102 746 15 6,349 7,095 8,212 '
Ala_ka 424 378 21 18 396 841

Ar£zon. 968 lob 233 1,882 1,988 2,789

Arkansas .' 3@3 1,685 7 5,460 6,949 7,345

Callfor.ba 9,5S6 2,859 $9 10,935 13.794 23,469
Colorado 448 818 26 3,568 4,386 4,$60

Connecbtcu_ 1,754 5,350 6 551 5.90] 7,689
Delaware 295 942 - 55 l_OBB 1,325

Ylozlda 2_201 l,BIO 53 11.269 12.379 14,733

Oeorgla 1,203 2,365 37 8,796 11,161 12,601

I_wali 1,446 526 S 81 407 1,959

Idaho 359 391 141 1,788 2,179 2,645

5111.ols 6,559 8,747 33 5.723 14,470 21,072

Indiana 3.204 4,219 24 9,873 10.086 13,914
Zowa 895 732 S 7,596 8,328 9,231

Kansas 299 1,005 S 3,690 4,555 8,959
Kentucky 682 772 45 4,980 8,782 6,479

Loubslana 1,004 10,177 ii 2,443 13,822 14,637
Mal.o 280 578 6 1,2SB 1,758 1,984

Ma_yla.d 2,126 5,578 85 2,950 8,528 10,707

Massachusetts 8,323 8,651 4 _50 5,121 8,468
Mi_hloan 2,821 3.353 12 8,d53 11,888 18,133

Mln.asota 1,615 3,856 10 8,718 12,556 14,285
MISSlSslppI 989 1,829 44 5,018 6,847 7,874

Missouri 738 3,155 38 5.449 8,606 9,392
Honta.a " 323 725 41 643 1,368 1,792

Nebraska 410 479 5 1,918 2,396 2,889

Nsvad£ , . " 159 98 44 685 745 948

I New N_mpsh£ro 253 760 3 203 883 1,219

NOW JBrssy 3,145 4,277 14 3,697 7,774 10,988

Nsw Mcxdco 539 2.392 541 284 2,676 3,556
New York 12,077 5,SO0 29 12_60b 18,486 30,552
Notch Carolina 1,972 6,576 iS 15,238 21,814 23,805

Notch Dakota 65 541 40 1,167 1,705 1,811
Ohio 8,807 3,465 29 12,991 16,616 21,282

Oklahoma 355 1,560 62 6,1_5 7,6S5 8,102
Orego. 820 1,49S 80 3,995 5,486 6,346

Fennsylva.ba 7t632 10,759 46 4,2_O 14,969 22,645
_mdo Island 266 542 ' 2 118 660 858

S0u_h Carolina 817 1,421 8 6.899 8,288 9,105

South Dakota 283 601 39 1,820 1,721 2,015
Te..essee 1,420 1.165 34 5,289 6,452 7,906

Texas 2,799 11,743 119 ii,784 23,527 26,448

Otah " 821 79 60 623 702 2,058

Verm0.b 99 391 - 555 946 1,045
Vlrglnla 3,i01 3B 61 5,724 8,754 10,516

Washington 385 3,429 106 6,565 I0,294 I0,7S_
WaS_ VlrS1.1s 744 6 1,529 1,529 2,279

Wiseon_l. 1,491 6,814 I0 5,053 7,867 8,365

Wyomln_ 940 256 2 853 1,079 2,O21
Olaf, of Columbia 2,027 53 )32 193 226 2,38_

TOCSl 90,072 128,615 2,200 225,658 354,279 486,567

(15 Includes munbcdpal o_led £_ane_c buses,

(5) Zn some l.s_anees church, indus_rlal and ogber prlvs_o buses are Included here; and In

ocher lnscances privately oWned school buses could no_ be segreSsted from Cor_ercial
buses, and ore l._ludo8 wi_h Ch0 lacier.

(3) Thls colum_ coos£scs p_Imarlly of publicly 0w_ed scSool buses but include a few privately
owned school IBstiCutlonal arid 4nd_s_rial bus_S registered free or st a reduced race+

Source: O.S. Federal ]_gllWay Adml_is_ra_ion.
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(b)_ Buses in Service by _Id Use and
:Product Classification.

End users generally utilize the type of bus that is manufactured

and designed for a specific application. In other words, intereity

carriers utilize intercity buses, transit systems utilize transit buses,

and school districts, private schools and churches utilize school buses.

However, Iexceptions do exist and an end user may utilize a type of bus

which is not necessarily designed for the specific application. Accord-

ing to manufacturers, trade associations, and end users, such situations

are rare. Thus, for purposes of analysis, Figure 3-12, which is the basis

for the following discussion, treats end use of the three types of bus

according to the traditional applications.
.......... K

i. Total Buses. Bus registrations have increased 27% during

the period 1968 to 1974. The size of each segmant in 1974 was as follows:

Intercity 4.6%

Transit 10.9%

School 79.4%

FederalCovernment O.5%

Others 4.6%

2. Intereit_ Buses. IntercitY buses are'primarily utilized

,by Intercity Class i, 2 or 3 Carriers, sightseeing bus companies, and

firms.pr6viding transportation to and from airport locations. The National

Association of Motor Bus Owners estimates that in 1974, 20,600 intercity

buses were operated by intercity carriers. Robert A. Fay, Director of the
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Figure 3-12

BUSES IN SERVICE BY END USE AND PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION

INTDRC_TY & T}_J;SIT BUSES SCIIOOL BUSES (2)

Interclty Transportation Transportation

Class 1,2,3 Transit Public Private Federal Total

Year Carriers Systems Otbers (1) Expense EXpense To_al Government(S) Buses

1974 20.600 48,700 20,772 267,706 86,930 354,634 2,200 446.906

1973 20,800 48,286 20,390 262,579 71,313 333,892 2,159 425,527

1972 21.400 49.075 18,247 260,772 59,649 316,421 1,811 406,954

1971 21.900 69,150 17,566 245,688 61,677 307,285 1,682 397,589

1970 22,000 49,700 17,123 244,237 44,613 288,750 1,448 379,021

1969 21,600 49,600 17,792 238,103 35,871 273,973 1,317 364,282

1968 21.000 50,000 17,182 219,147 43,000 262,204 1.413 351,799

Notes: (a) The numbers given above are EPA estimates based on estimates by several reliable sources of the bgses

w in use. Certain inaccuracies must bQ acknowledged and are listed below;

(i) End users of Intercit y and transit busQs uCillze a very small number of school buses in thelt

operations, such vehicles cannot be easily Identlfled and consequently are included in the

Incerclt y & Transit columns.

(2) As was the case i. (a) above, end users of school buses uti£1ze a very small number of _nterclty
and transit buses which are included in the Scbool Bus columns'.

(b) The numbers given above are estimate8 based on state regi_tratlon data. Buses owned by the Department

of Defense are not included. In 1969, DOD buses wore estimated to be II,289.

Footnotes:(1) Interelty buses used in slghtseein8 and airport operations _ceounted for an estimated 18.000 units in 1974.

(2) Includes Class I_ school buses which are estlmat_d to account for approximately 10% of _he to_al.

(3) Includes all types'of buses. O.ly vehicles of the civilian hranchus of the Federal Government are riven,

Source: U.S. Depar_men_ of Transportatlon/Federal ]|ighway Administration, Dishwa _ Stacistlcs, 1968-1974, Table MY-10;

DeparEmen_ of Dealth, EdQcatlon, and Welfare, Office of Education, Statistics of State School Syste_sf 1967-68
_o 1973-74; National Association State Directors of Pupil Transportation Services. Growtb of School Transportation

[_ the U.S., 1975; National Association of Motor Bus Owners, One-Half Centur_ of Service to America. 1976;

Amerlcan Fublle Transit Assoclatlonj Transit Fact Booh_ 1976; Motor V_hiele Hanufacturers Assoelatlon, Motor
Truck Facts. 1970; Federal Higbway Admlnlstra_io./Bur_au of Hotor tattler Safety. Safe Trnnspor_ fnterclt_ Bus

Industry in the U.S., 1975,



Bureau of Motor Carrier Safety, Federal Highway Administration, has

estimated that in 1974, approximately 18,000 buses were operated by

sightseeing and airport bus lines.

_1_en.,_berof intercity buses utilized by Class i, 2, 3 Carriers

has r_n_ined rather stable since 1968. However, a downward trend has

developed since 1970 when the population reached 22,000. In 1974, the

population was estimated to be 20,600, while preliminary estimates for

1975 are 20,500. Influensing this downward trend have been a 5% decline

in operating companies, a 7.4% decline in miles operatedt and an 11.7%

decline in revenue passengers (refer to Figure 3-2).

3. Transit Buses. Transit buses accounted for 10.9% of the

total bus population in 1974, In the early 1970 's, transit bus popu-

lation demonstrated a downward trend which reached a low point in 1973

of 48,286 buses in use. The following two years have seen the transit

bus population on the rise, 48,700 units in 1974 and 50,811 units in

1975. Influencing this growth situation has been a rise in revenue

passe_gers, 3;560.8 miliion in 1972 compared with 4,080.9 million in

1975, a growth of some 14.6%. Related to this growth in revenue pas-

sengers has been a corresponding growth in operating revenues, from

$1,230.1 million in 1972 to $1,437.7 million in 1975, and increase of:

16.9%. Despite these growt_ factors, net operating losses after taxes

have continued to mount, $288.2 million in 1970 compared to 1,703.5

million in 197S, an increase in losses of 591%.
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4. School Buses. School buses accounted for a significant

nunlbsr,79.4%, of total buses in 1974. The majority of school buses,

are utilized in transportation of students, the handicapped, etc..,at

public expense. _he vehicles used in this function are either owned by

a school district (or other public _ntities) or by a private company

which operates under contractual arrangement with a school district.

_he remaining school buses are privately owned and operated in a variety

of situations without public funding. Common examples of users include

churches, private schools, and related groups or organizations.

_he number of school buses in use has increased dramatically since

1968 when 262,204 vehicles were registered. In 1974, total registrations

I of school buses had reached 354,634, a growtJ_of some 35% since 1968.Included within th_ above school bus figures are vehicles with a

GgW of 10,000 ibs. or less and seating capacity of 16 or less. Such

vehicles are commonly called "Class II" school buses. Generally, Class II

school buses are converted vans or cab cut-a-ways. A converted van is a

type of light duty truck which is modified to meet state and local safety

regulat/ons for pupil transport. Modifications include reinforcing the

floor, raising the ceiling, and adding windows. A cab cut-a-way is also

a light duty truck which comes to the body manufacturer with an enclosed

cab and a chassis upon Which a small school bus body is built according

to required safety guidelines.
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Station wagons used as school buses along with the above vehicles

accounted for approximately 31,282 units according to 1973-74 estimates

by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare's Office of Education.

Such vehicles are not included in the scope of this proposed regulation.

According to several manufacturers, these types of school buses have

enjoyed increasing popularity over the last few years. However, data to"

substantiate such opinions cannot be documented from existing published

records.

5. Federal Government. Buses used by civilian branches of

the Federal Government represent only 0.5% of the total bus population.

All three types of bus are utilized by this end use segment. A signifi-

cant growth rate of almost 57%, 1,413 units in 1968 ocmpared with 2,200

units,ln 1974, has charanterized this market segment.

6. Others. As discussed earlier Jn the intercity bus seetioc,

the majority of vehicles in this end use category are buses used in sight-

seeing and airport applications. The remaining buses in this category

have many and varied applications. For example, amusement parks, hotels,

rental car companies, etm., use buses to provide transportation in con-

junction with some other activity. This general end use category has

grown.almost 21% to 20,772 vehicle in 1974 from 17,182 in 1968. From

industry interviews with several manufacturers, it can be assumed that

some part of the total 20,772 buses in this segment are smaller than
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16,000 ibs. GVWR and seat less than 16 passengers.

(c) New Product Shipments

In 1974 manufacturers of buses shipped 35,729 units. Figure 3-13

presents a history of these shipments.

• i. Intereity Buses. In 1974 total shipments of intercity

buses were 1,350 units, 26.9% above shipments of 1970, Intercity bus

shipments show a great deal of variation from year to year.

2. Transit Buses. Transit bus shipments have shown constant

[

growth through the last five years. 1974 shipments of 4,818 units are i

3.3 times greater than shipments in 1970. !

3. School Buses. In 1974 school bus shipments were 29,561

units, which is a slight decline from she peak level of 30,635 units

in 1972. Although the trend in school bus shipments has been upward

since 1965, the trend has not been constant with cyclical rises and

declines in annual shipments.

PRODUCT LIFE CYCLE

Beyond the end-use industry conditions outlined above, product life

cycle dictates the replacement activity within bus fleets. It is very

difficult to determine an average product llfe for the three major types

of bus. Product life is contingent on factors such as maintenance rou-

tines and procedures, geographic location, miles traveled, and the
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FiEure 3-13

SHIPMENTS BY YEAR AND BUS CLASSIFICATION BASED ON REGISTRATIONS

Year Interclty Transit School

1974 1,350 4,818 29,561

1973 1,276 3,200 30,039

1972 1,353 2,904 30,635

1971 977 2,914 28,358

1970 1,064 1,442 27,468

1969 ffA 2,230 28,064

1968 I_A 2,228 29,015

1967 NA 2,500 28,214

1966 NA 3,100 26,419

1965 NA 3,000 24,276

Source: National Assoclatlon of Motor Bus,

Owners_ American Public Transi_
Assoclatlon| Interviews with Gen-
eral Motors and International
Harvester.

i •
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economic conditions of the end-users. Given this situation, the follow-

_g are estimated ranges for product life with the original owner:

Intercity 12 to 15 years

Transit i0 to 15 years

School - 8 to 12 years

Certain factors can sEfect these ranges. For example, when a bus

is Eirst put into operation it incurs its heaviest utilization. A

typical intercity bus will travel 250,000miles during the first two years

of utilization. Transit buses, depending on the geographic location and the

attendant route size, will travel between 30,000 and 60,000 miles per year.

School buses travel an average of 38 miles per day, but individual mileage

totals vary substantially around this mean figure.
I

This section will describe the nature of the bus industry in terms of

channels of distribution, sales practices, pricing, and resale. It is

organized according to the three major product segments of Interoity,

Transit, and School Buses.

(a) Intercity Buses

The nature of the intercity bus segment is generally determined by

the fol'lowing:

i. Channels of Distribution. _e flow of new intercity buses

is incorporated in Figure 3-i. Note that the manufacturer deals directly

with the end-user and that a dealer or distribution network does not exist.
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All intercity bus prices are F.O.B. factory, and delivery of the

vehicle is the responsibility of the end-user. Two alternatives are

primarily utilized: end-user personnel are sent to the factory to

drive the units to their destination, or an independent bus delivery

company will drive the completed unit from'the factory to an end-user

designated location.

2. Sales Practices. Manufacturers of intercity buses deal

directly with intercity operators. Generally, bus requirements and

specifications are determined by the end-user, with custom units made

in accordance with a variety of special requiremante. Each order is

separately priced in competitive bids.

Certain exceptions to the above exist. For example, the Greyhound

Corporation, the largest Class I Intercity Carrier, purchases its

vehicles from a subsidiary, Motor Coach Industries. Cont/nentol

Trailways, another large end-userl has maintained a purchase agreement

with Eagle International.

. 3. Pricing. The variety of end-user bus requirements and

specifications makes the determination of an average price difficult.

However, based on interviews with the National Association of Motor Bus

Owners, General Motors and Crown Coach, current prices Would range

between $75,000 and $96,500.

4. Resale/Used Buses. The impact Of the resale of used

buses on the nature of the intercity bus market is relatively insigni-

ficant. Original end-users of intercity buses generally utilize the
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vehicle throughout the usable life of the unit. After the useful life

Of the vehicle is expended, the original end-user will either sell the unit

for salvage or strip the unit for useful parts and sell the remainder for

salvage or sell the unit to another end-user. Furchasers of used vehicles

generally are smaller intercity 6arriers and usually do not purchase new

vehicles.

(b) Transit Buses

The nature of the transit bus segment is generally determined by

the following:

i. Channels of Distribution. The flow of new transit buses

into distribution as shown in Figure 3-1 is the same as the flow for new

in tereity buses;

2. Bales Practices. The sales practices utilized in the transit

bus market segment are very similar to those practices employed in the

intereity segment. In.summary, manufacturers deal 'directlywith end-users.

Also, transit coaches are custom-made according to customer specifications

and each order is separately priced in competitive bids by industry.[ The

significant difference lies in the formality of the bid procedure in the

transit market segment. This formal bid procedure is dictated by govern-

mental guidelines which are prerequisite to the awarding of grants and

subsidies.

3. Pricing. The most papular transit buses in use are 35 foot

and 40 foot vehicles which are manufactured according to customer specifi-

cations. Based on interviews with General Motors and several transit
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companies, current price ranges for the most popular models are:

35 foot $55,000 to $68,000

40 foot $60,000 to $75,000

4. Resele/Used Buses. Transit buses are generally utilized

by the original owner throughout their useful life. The original end-user

will dispose of a unit by either selling it for selvage or by stripping the

useful parts and selling the remainder for salvage, or by selling it to

another:transit authority or end-user.

Transit authorities may occasionally purchase used buses to fill an

unexpected demand, to cover delays in new bus delivery, to obtain parts,

or to avoid costs of new bus purchases.

(c) School Buses

The nature of the school bus segment is generally determined bythe

following:

i. Channels of Distribution. As depicted in Figure 3-1, dis-

tributlon of conventional school buses differs greatly from that of

intercity and transit buses. School bus distribution is a complex two-step

distribution process. The difference principally is that either a chassis

dealer or a body dealer can sell the complete bus to the end-user. Most

orders will typically be handled by the school bus body manufacturer. !

The distribution process begins with a bus body builder's pool i

(inventory)of chassis. Given a local body dealer's order, a chassis I
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is taken from inventory and a body installed to end-user specifications.

TyPically, when a chassis is used the regional chassis manufacturer

representative is notified and credit is given to the local chassis

dealer. _:

In the case where a chassis dealer takes an order for complete

buses, the process is similar. The principal differe6ee is that the

local body distributer is given commission on the sale of the body.

In both cases warranty service is provided on a local dealer basis

for the part of the product that each represents.

2. Sales Practices. As expected by the type of distribu-

tion, the principal sales of school buses are through dealers. National

selling responsibility for each part of the product is maintained by

body and chassis manufacturers.

There is a principal difference between the selling efforts of

chassis and body manufacturers. Chassis manufacturers view their

customers as body builders and principally concentrate t/lairactivites

at that level, although chassis manufacturers will become involved

in large bid situations. Body manufacturers, on the other hand,

promote their companies' products and services directly to the school

administrations.

The majority of school bus sales are made in public bids

to predetermined specifications. As previously noted, these specifi-

cations, beyond meeting minlmL_ safety standards, vary greatly from

locality to locality.
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3. Pricin@. Due m the variety of school bus model types,

a single psice range would not accurately portray the proper perspec-

tive. _he_efore, the followleg Table 3-1 presents school bus prices

by vehicle type.

4. Resale/Used Buses. School buses find rather a large

resale market: Typically, school authorities will sell used buses

to brokers. These buses in turn will be sold te such groups as

churchesl boys' clubs, P.T.A.'s, Y.M.C.A.'s, and a wide variety

of other groups.
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TABLE 3-1

August, 1976 Prices for
Completed School Buses, by Type of Bus

Type of Bus Range of Prices Average Price (1)

Gasoline Powered:

Conventional $11,000-18,000 814,500
Forward Control $26,000-30,000 $27,000
Parcel Delivery $i0,000-ii.500 $ii,000

Diesel Powered:

Conventional $17,000-25,000 $19,000
Forward Control $28,000-30,000 $30,000
Intesral Mid-englne $37,000-g0,000 $50,000

Integral Rear-engine $37,000-75,000 $50_000

Note: (1)The average price expressed here is the price siren by

respondents as closely approximatinE _he mean price paid
for units of the respec£ive type.

Source: Telephone interviews conducted between SPA eonsultaats
and manufacturers and school bus distributors.
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HUE MAI_JFACTURERS I_OFILE

The remainder of this discussion '.'/ill profile _dividual bus manu-

facturers in terms of a general description, finwncial resources, employ-

mwnt, production facilities, and market share. It is organized into four

sections as determined by the basic bus classifications and market segments

as follows:

- Intereity Bus Manufacturers

Transit Sue Manufacturers

- School Bus Chassis Manufacturers

- School Bus Body Manufacturers

The basic information used in this section is developed from c_posite

tables of manufacturers shown in Figure 3-14 and 3-15. Market share

data are represented in Figure 3-16 through 3-19.

(a) Intercit_ Bus Manufacturers

The firms, subsidiaries, or divisions shown below account for the

vast majority of intercity bus production:

Crown Coach Corporation

Eagle International, Incorporated

- Q4C Truck & Coach

Motor Coach Industries, Limited

- Prevost Car

i. Crown Coach Corporatiwn. Established in 1904, this family

controlled business has operated on a profitable basis and has increased
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Figure 3-14

BUS MANUFACTURERS FACILTTy FKOFILE

AND EM2LOYMENT ESTrMATES, 1974

Prcdu_ion Fac_llties

pa_iIlt:y
SLY.

Corporato (_o_s_nds Ownud Nun_or
11o_dquar _ru of S_uarQ or o_

_n_Ac_u_r Loc_tlon _tlon , ._eot_ Lo_snd _mpl_nn_ Products V_ufaat_red

_nQr_ Mo_orB Co_po_a_lan {I) Dat_olt_ pont_c_ t.579.1 0 I_,000 (2] S_hool bua _h_ss1_

• _Lcll£_a, M_dli_n M_dL_ duty t_uck_

• Ponti_, I_^ 0 Interc_t¥ buses
M_chi_n _s_t bUS_

Ford _o_ _pan_ _rbor_ _ou_mv_lu, I;_ _ NA Seh_1 bu_ Chassi_
Michiga_ Kontu_ky _K

W_nd_or, _A NA HA Sch_ bu_ Cha_si_
On_Lo, _ PA
C_nad_

Ch_ulo r Corporation wAr_n. W_ndu_ 49_ (} N^ _c]ico1 bum _}laoBim
• H_ch_n _n_rlo_ _di_ duty _uck_

Canad_ _to_ homo chasi£_

_n_o_atlon_1 ]i_va_to_ coronary Chlcaqo_ 5p_inq_Id_ I_ N_ 4f000 SchCO_ bu# cha|_is
_IIi._ID Ohla M_di_ d_t¥ t_ck.

Groyhaund Corpor_tlon _ho_n_x_ w_nnIi_, I_5 0 I_500 {3) Int_c_ty busem

(Ho_o_,caac]_ Snduut_s_ _td.) _rJzona M_nltab_
r Can_d_

Manlr_
Canada

I_M _ne_4_ Co_or_tlan) • M_hL_an Indi_.a

_gI_11_ _A _ _I_ T_a_t bus bod_m i

l_d_a_ H_d _nc_r_o_a_od II_ yo_k_ _ich_ond_ N_ N_ 5_0 . 800 SchoO_ bug bod_os
(Hn_ne Ca_po_tlon) II_ ¥_rk Indlan_ _la.cel

p_o_o_mlo,a| _arg

Roh_ Ind_r_1_m I Inco_r_t_d _lu)a V|_a_ D_|_w_re, 3_ N_ NA Tr_Imi_ buses
(Tho _Ix_b_a C_mpan_) Cal_orn_a OhIQ

i¸ •

. ............... _: __ _ r _ ...... • L :._ _...... . ._,_., I: _ _, ,: • .



"_ ' Figure 3-14 (toni,)

BUS MANUFACTURERS FACILITY PROFILE

AND EMPLOYMENT ESTIMATES, 1974 (C0NT'D)

PNuctlo_ p_elll_I _s
Vaci_i_y

Size

Cor_ra_u (Thousands Ownod I;ll_l_Qr

l[aadquartern of Squa_u or of
Manufactur.r LOcation Location Feoe) Leased _plo_ee. prcdu=t_ Hanufaceured

Sheller-G1oba Corporation Toledot Lima r 898 O If80O SchoO_ bus bodles
(SuNrlor DiVinion} Dhlo Ohio Integral b_se|

Hearses

Milltar_ vehlclna

Kolloitlsko_ [IA N_ _IA' _ctlo01 bus bod_u_
Mississippi In_eqral buses

Specialty vehleles

Thomas _ULI_ BU_S_I I_or_o_at_d lllqhPolgtt llishPol_ 42_2 0 500 S_hool b_g bod_l

North Camollna Nor_l carollns I_tegral bumea

f.O S_ue_ltY vehlclon

_0 Woodsto_k_ _A N_ NA N_
_ Ont._rio _

C_nad_

_l_e _ird _ody Company, InOO_C_tnd 151 For_ Valley, _oct Wlley_ 500 N_ 650 school bus _cdLos

Goorgi_ Geoeqia Inte_sl buse|

Mount p_ea_4n_ _ IIA NA NA NA

_uena Vintm _ HA NA NA NA
Vlrginl.

C_tpe_ec Body Wozk_ Incorf_rated Hl_chell_ Nltcholl_ 375 0 630 Sch_ul bu_ bodies

s_olal_ vehicles

Wa&_ _¢hOOl DttsHl_ao_u_i_g_ _or_ay_ Cor_4A_ 234 L 500 - 600 Sch_l b_ b_dlol

(StxhgidlaryO_ WA_d Ind_t_Is_ I
In_ocpo_ed)

crown coach corporation LOS Angeles, LOS Anoe]us* 65 0 275 - 450 Integral sehoo_ bus._
csllforni_ Call forni_ Interoit_ buses

161 BpeoIsl ty vehi_Ies

Nighway P_od_a, %_o0rporated _hloago_ _en_ 250 HA 150 Tra_si_ buses

[Subsidiary of Midwls_ tt_n_g_m_nl: Illinoi_ Ohio _ut_t_vs gusp_slon



Figure 3-14 (cent,)

BUS M_/KIFACTURERS FACILITY PROFILE AND EMPLOYMENT ESTIMATES. 1974

Production Facilities

Facility
Size

Corporate (Thousands Owned ffumher

Headquarters oE Square or o[
Manufacturer Location Location Feet) Leased Employees Products Manufactured

Gillig Brothers _ncorporated Ma_ward, ,Mayward, 120 O 150 Integral school buses

(Subsldlaw of the S.G, California California Specialty vehicles

gerrlck Corporation)

Eagle International, Inc. Luxembourg _rownsville. 157 L 150 Interci_y buses

(Europe) Texas

Prevost Car Ste. Claire. See, Claire. 144 0 125-200 Intercity buses
Dorchester, Dorchester, Hotor ]Iome_

_o Quebec, Quebec, Speclal_y Vehicles
I Canada Canada

o
Footnotes: (I) General Motors is refu_bishlns an existing facility to aeeo_noda_e production of a new llne of transit

husks. A new produetlon facillcy for school bob chassis Is being planned.

(2) Thi_ figure represents all _mployees in the two operating fae_lities. The number of empleyees involved

excluslvely in the production of buses is not available,

(3) This figure represents all employees in the two _acilltdes.

(4) AM General Corporation's headquarters are located in Wayne, Hiehigan,

(5) A bus production facility in Guatemala and a bus production facility in Canada. utilized exclusively for
sales of producc in their re_peetive countriesp have been excluded _ro_ the exhibit. A par_s manufacturing

facility in For_ Valley. Georgia has also been excluded. Total company employment is approximately I_000.

(6) Production ceased in 1975.

Source: Annual Reports; Dim & grsds_reet; Hoodyts Industrlal Hanual; Industry In_ervlews.



Figure 3-15

BUS MANUFACTURERS

FINANCIAL CHARACTER_STICS_ 1974

Financial characteristics

($ Millions)

Y_ar Net Principal

End Msnufsotursr Sales Income ASBO_S BUS Products

12/31/74 Genorsl Motors Corporation $31w549.5 $950ol $20f468.1 In_rcity and _ransl_

Dst_it_ Hluhigsn busesl mch_d bus

(GMC T_UGk & coach DiVision) chassis

12/31/74 Fozd M_tor Company 23p620.5 360.9 14_173.6 Sch_l bus chassis

Dearborn0 Michigan

12/31/74 Chryslsr CoL_ora_on 10_971.4 (52.1) "61732.8 SchOol bus cha_sds

Warren w Michigan

10/31/74 Zntsrnationsl }larVeBt_sr Company 40965.9 124.1 3_327.0 School bus chassis

Chicago. Illinois

12/31/74 Greyhound Cor_zation 3,469.3 58.0 . 1,357o3 Intsroity busssPhoenix# Arizona
_" (Motor Coach Indlmtrdes0 L_.)

9/30/75 Amarican MOtors CorpQzstlon (i) 2_282.2 (27.51 lr010.3 Tt_nsi_ busss
south fieldw Michigan

(AM General corporat:ion)

11/30/74 Zndia_ llead Incorporated 615.4 22.5 353.5 School bus bodies

New York_ New Yozk

(Wayne corporation)

7/31/75 Rohr Illdustrles I InCOrpora_d 456.3 (7.6) 313.8 Transit bussQ

Chula Vista w California

[The Flxibls Company)

9/30/74 $hellor-Globo Corporatlon 286.8 7.G 233°7 School bus bodies

Tolsdo i Ohio

(Supsrlo_ Division)

3/31/75 Thomas Buil_ B_SSs_ incorporated 30.0 1.6 (2} 14.6 School bus bodies

IIlgh Polntl North Carolina

12/31/74 _lus Bird Body Company_ Incorpora_sd 30.0 NA NA School bus bodies

For_ VallsM_ Goor@ia



Figure 3-15

BUS MANUFACTURERS

FINANCIAL CHARACTERISTICS_ 1974 (CONT'D)

Pinan=lal Characteristics

($ Milllonsl

Year Ne_ Prinulpal

End Manufacturer Salos Income Asso_s Bus Prod_ots

12/31/74 Carpontar Body Works t Incorporated 20,0 IIA 9,8 (3) School bus bodl0s

MftchalZ t Indiana

12/31/74 Ward School Bus Manuf_cturlngr 16.0 NA NA School bus bodies

Incorporated, conway, Arkmnsas

(subsidiary of Ward Industries

Incorporated)

12/31/74 Crown Coach Co_poratlon 14.0 NA 18.2 Integral school hus_S_

LOS An_oles_ Califocnla Interoity busas

12/31/74 lllghw_y Products_ Incozporated (4) ii.7 (.8} 5.4 (5) Transit buses
KeNt e Ohio

(Subsidiary of Mldwou_ ManagementCorporatlon)

11/30/72 Oillig BrothQr_ Incorporat0d G.0 NA 4,4 Integral school hus_a

Hayward w California

(subsidiary of _e S. G. IIerrlch

Corporation)

12/31/74 P=evout Car 4.5 NA 2,5-3.5 Interci_y busa_

Sto.' claire_ Do=ches_er,

Quebec _ Canada

Eagle Internatlonalt Incorporated NA NA NA Zn_r=i_y buses

BrownsvillQ e Texas

(subsidiary of OVO_S0aS Inns}

(I) AM Genoral Corporation's ualQs totaled $339,3 mllllon with n_t incomo of $188e0DO,

(2) 3/31/74

13) z_/31/72

{4) P=oduutlon cease_ in 1975_

(5) 2/ii/75

SDUrCO_ An_a_ BoporC_ D_n & Orads_ree_ FQ_t_n_ "500" Director_.



Figure 3-16

ESTIMATED FACTORY SHIPMENTS AND MARKEr SHAP_

INTERC ITY BUSES

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

ManufacEurer t_Its Markot Sharo [M[ts Markot Share' Unlts Markot Share Dnits Market Share Units Matkot _tare

Motor Goad1 Industries 509 47.8& 497 50.9| 725 53.61 . 587 46.09 620 45.91

Conoral Motors 241 22.7 155 15.9 280 20.7 346 27.1 434 32.1"

£agle Zntematlonal 291 27.3 300 30.7 300 22.2 283 22.2 236 17.5

All OShors CI) 23 2.2 25 2.6 48 3.5 60 4.7 69 4.4
t_

Total 1,064 100| 977 100_ 1 353 100& 1_276 150_ 1,350 1009"

• Totals do not add up ¢o ID0_ due to rcundlng

l_ootnote; Inclndes units manufactured _ Prevost and Crown Coada,

Source: IntervImds wIth General Motor Corporation and Moto_ Coach I_dustrshs; A.T. Kearncy calculati_s

based on Inform_tlon provided in industry Intervi_s.



Figure 3-17

TRANSIT BUS MARKET SHARES

ESTIMATED D_RKET SILERES - TRA_{SIT BUSES
TOTAL TRANSIT BUS FLEET

Manufacturer Market Share

General Motors 75.2%

Flxlble 17.8%
AM General 3.4%

_ishway Products 1.1%
All Others* 2.5%

Footnote: *Includes imported buses,

Source: SPA estimates based on data from

American Public Transit Association,

Fleet Inventory.

ESTI}MTED MARKET SI_RES - TRANSIT BUSES

NEW EQUIPMENT DELIVERED_ 1970-1975

Manufacturer Market Share

General Motors 65.2Z

Flxlble 26.9%
AM General 4,2%

_i_hway P_oducts 1.7_
All Qthers* 2.5%

Footnote: *Includes imported buses.

Source: EPA estimates based on data from

i American Public Transit Association,
Fleet Inventory.

EsTIDMTED MARKET S}L_RES - TRANSIT BUSES

NEW EqUIP}_NT DELIVERED_ 1974-75

Manufacturer Market Share

General Motors 44,6%

AM General 26.3%
Flxible 22.4%

_i_hwayFroduets 2.7X
All Others* 4.0%

Footnote: *Includes imported buses

Source: EFA estimated based on data from

American Public Transit Association,

Fleet Inventory,
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Figure 3-18

U.S. DOMESTIC FACTOKY SALES AND MARKET $1LkRES

SCII0OL BUS CHASSIS

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973
Market Market Market Market Market

Manufae=urer Units Share Units Share Units Share Units Share Units Share

Chevrolet 9,105 29.6% 6,945 24.5% 5,294 17,1% 3,879 i1,7% 3,793 11.2%

Dodge 1,511 4.9 2,010 7.1 1,676 5.4 1,177 3,6 677 2.0

Ford 6,670 21.7 5,670 20.0 5,503 17.8 8,549 25,9 9,815 29.0

GMC 4,764 15,5 3,989 14.1 5,114 16.6 4,622 14.0 2,455 7.3

IUC 8,117 26.4 8,921 31.5 12,399 41.1 13,575 41,1 15,510 45.9

All Others (1) 603 2.0 790 2.8 897 2.9 1,235 3,7 1,580 4.7

Total 30_770 100.0%* 28t325 100.0%* 30_883 100.0%* 33_037 100.0%* 33t820 100.0%*

*Totals do not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Footnote: (1)National Chassis Company, Perry, Goergla and Hendrickson Manufacturing Company_

Lyons, Illinois account for a significant number of units.

Source: School Bus Fleet) Interviews with S_neral Motors, International l{arvester and Chrysl_r.



Figure 3-19

ESTIMATED FACTORY SIIIPMENTS AND MARKET SHARE

SCHOOL BUS BODIES, 1974

Manufacturer Shipments Market Share

Blue Bird 6,592 22.3%

Sheller Globe (Superior) 6,592 22.3

Indian Head (Wayne) 5,055 17.1

Thomas 4,257 14.4

Carpenter 3,784 12.8

Ward 2,838 9.6

AllOthers(1) 443 1.5

Total 29,561 100.0%

(1)Crown Coach and Eillig account for the majority with
integrally constructed buses. Also includes units

manufactured by firms not in the bus industry such as
recreational vehicle manufacturers.

Source: HPA compared estimated market share information

provided by body manufacturers with Dun & Brad-
street salesestlmates.
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net worth annually through retained earnings. In 1974, Crown had soles

of approximately $14 million, total assets of $18,165,223, and a tangible

net worth of $3,755,232. In addition to intercity buses, the firm also

manufactures integrally constructed school buses and fire trucks. Crown

is also a distributor of coaches and bodies for other manufacturers and

operates a coach maintenance division. Crown will employ between 275

and 450 people, depending on d_mand and seasonal fluctuations, in one

production facility of 65,000 square feet located in LOS Angeles, Califor-

nia. The firm's integrally constructed vehicles compete primarily in

two market segments, inbereity and school, and accounted for less than

1% of total soles in each market in 1974.

2. Eagle International, Incorporated. This company, a sub-

sidiary of Overseas Inns, S.A., Luxembourg was founded in 1973 to manu-

facture buses primarily for Continental Trailways, the second largest

U.S. intercity carrier, Prior to 1973, another subsidiary of Overseas

Inns manufactured such bases in Belgit_. However, with the devaluation

of the H.S. dollar, the Belgian units could no longer be competitively

priced and Eagle was formed.

As noted above, Eagle was started to manufacture Silver Eagle

intereity buses primarily for Continental Trailways under an annual

contract. In the second half of 1975 this annual contract expired and

had not been renewed as of August 26, 1976. As a result, production

has been cut significantly. The number of employees has been reduced

from 350 to 150. Finally, on August 12, 1976, a meeting was held with
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many of the firm's creditors is order to work out a plan for repayment

of debts. The firm is maintaining its lease on a 157,000 square foot

plant in Brownsville, Texas. Is 1974, Eagle accounted for approximately

17.5% of total intercity bus sales.

3. GMC Truck & Coach. In 1943, General Motors Corporation

acquired the assets of Yellow Truck & Coach Manufacturing Company and

business formerly conducted by that organization is today being carried

on by the GMC Truck & Coach Division. In 1974, General Motors had net

sales of $31,549,546,,126; net income of $950,069,363; total assets of

$20,468,099,914; and employed approximately 734,000 individuals. Speci-

fic financial information for GMC Truck & Coach Division is not available,

General Motors is primarily an operating corporation, carrying on i

activities through operating divisions. The firm also owns stock in

many other companies. Generally, (_4is engaged in manufacture, assembly,

and distribution in the UnitedStates of various motor driven products _,

most of which relate to transportation equipment. Subsidiaries and _.

associated companies conduct similar operations in Canada and other !

foreign countries.

Automotive products consist of passenger cars, trucks, buses,

motor homes, and their related components, as well as parts and

accessories. Toe greatest portion of such components, parts and

accessories is used in the manufacture of CM .automotiveproducts.

Is addition, substantial amounts of such products ace sold to outside

ma_ufacterers, and are also marketed through distributors, dealers,

and jobbers.
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In the United States there are 29 major operating divisions, while

in Canada, (_4manufacturing operations are carried on by a subsidiary.

Products are distributed to other world markets through the Overseas

Operatibns Division which has assembly and manufacturing operations in

21 countries.

G_C Truck & Coach Division operates two bus manufacturing facilities

in Pontiac, Michigan; one is devoted entirely to the production of inter-

city and transit buses, while the other manufactures school bus chassis

and medfum duty trucks. _he two plants jointly employ approximately 15,000

people. An existing facility, also in Pontiac, is being refurbished to

accomodate production of CMC's new transit bus, the RTS-2. Future plans

call for another facility for the manufacture of school bus chassis.

In 1974, (_C's respective estimated market shares were as follows:

Intercity 32.1%

Transit 44.6%

School Bus Chassis 18.5%

4. Motor Coach Industries_,Limited. This company is a wholly

owned subsidiary of Greyhound Lines of Canada, Ltd. which is both a holding

and an operating company. Overall control rests with the Greyhound Corpora-

tion, a holding company with numerous subsidiaries whose business activities

can be categorized into six general groups: Transportation, Leasing, Consu-_er

Products and Eqarmacsuticals, Food, Services, and Food Services. In 1974,
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Greyhound Corporation had sales of approximately $3,469,281,000;!net

income of approximately $57,955,000; total assets of $1,357,328,236

and employed approximately 55,000.

Motor Coach Industries employs approximately 1,500 employees in

three plants located in Winnipeg and Fort Gary, Manitoba, Canada and

Pembima, North Dakota. Respectively, the two facilities contain 185,000

square feet and 135,000 square feet. In 1974, MCI accounted for 45.9%

of total intereity bus sales_ Specific financial information is not

available.

5. Prevost Car. This Canadlan-based manufacturer was formed

in 1957. Interclty buses account for approximately 60% of production,

motor homes account for 25% and the remaining 15% of production is

accounted for by specialtyvehlcles.

1974 sales were estimated to be $4.5 million with total assets of

between $2.5 million and $3.5 million. Two buildings with a total area

of 144,000 square feet are owned by the company and used as a manufac-

turing facility. Employment is estimated at 125-200.

Prevost Car is estimated to have less than a 1% share of the sales

of the total United States intercity bus market.

(b) Transit Bus Manufacturers

The following firms, subsidiaries or divisions account for the
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vast majority of transit bus production:

• AM General Corporation

The Flxible Company

GMC Truck & Coach

- Highway Products, Incorporated

I. AM General Corporation. In 1971, American Motors Corpora-

tion formed this wholly-owned subsidiary to asstme the assets and govern-

ment contracts of the former general products division. AM Ganeral entered

the transit bus business in 1972 and has since recorded substanti_,]gains.

1975 •sales totaled $339.3 million which represents a 113% increase over 1974.

During this same period of time, the subsidiary went from a loss of $9.7

million to a profit of $188,000" Sinceentering the market, AM General has

become a major factor in the transit bus industry. During 1975, AMG was

awarded contracts valued at $8i.7 million for 1,361 buses by 19 transit

authorities. 1974-5 sales accounted for 26.3% of the total market for new

transit buses. Bus manufacturing facilities include a 350,000 square foot

plant in Mishawaka, Indiana and another plant in Marshall, Texas.

Toe parent company, American Motors, is an operating corporation with

several wholly-owned operating subsidiaries. _hs e_pany is primarily

engaged in the manufacture, assembly, and distribution in the United States

and foreign countries of various motor driven products, most of which relate

to transportation equi_Inant. Automotive products include passenger oars,

utilitY and recreational vehicles and transit buses.
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2. The Flxible Com_an_. This wholly-owned subsidiary of

P_hr Industries, Inc. was acquired by the parent company in 1970.

Flxible manufactures transit buses in a new 338,000 square foot plant

located in Delaware, Ohio. 1974-5 soles accounted for 22.4% of the

total transit bus market. Specific employment and financial informa-

tion is not available.

Rohr is a diversified company organized into two systems groups:

Aerospace and Marine Systems Group, and Rail and Industrial Systems

Group. The cempany designs and manufactures the following products:

power plant assemblies; thrust reversol systems and other c0_ponente;

motor sections and nozzles for large solid propellant rocket motorS;

spacecraft tracking and communications antennas; steel and alt_inum

boats of various kinds; prestressed and precast concrete structural

components; automated materials handling and storage systems; rail

transit systems; personal transit systems; postal mechanization

systems; transit buses, and other aerospace, transportation, and

industrial systems. In the year ended July 31, 1975, Rohr had a net

loss of $7.6 million on soles of $456.3 million and assets of $313.8

million.

3. (_ICTruck & Coach. This General Motors operating divi-

sion is the most significant factor in the transit bus market. For

a profile, refer to the Intercity Bus Manufacturers portion

of this section.
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4. Highwa[ Products Incorporated. %11issubsidiary of Midwest

Management Corporation ceased operations in 1975. Highway Products had

manufactured and marketed transit buses under the _win Coach product name.

Is 1974, Highway Products had a net loss of $800,000 on sales of $11.7

million with assets of $5.4 million. The manufacturing facility, located

in I(ent,Ohio, contains 250,000 square feet. As of July 18, 1975, the

company had _ploymant of 150 at the plant location. 1974-75 transitbus

market Hare amounted to 2._7%. . _ •

The parent corporation is a holding company which maintains at least

six subsidiaries. These companies are involved in man_:factucin9 al_in_
i

doors and windows, railroad hardware equipment, leasin9_and land develop&

mast, and travel bureau operations. On December 31, 1973, Midwest

Management Corporation had a tangible net worth of $756,096 with finances

unbalanced. 1973 sales were $28.2 million with a loss of $361,000.

(o) SchoolBusChassisManufactorers •

The following firms or divisions account for the vast majority of

school bus chassis production:

Chrysler_Corporation

Ford Mot_r Company

GMC Truck & Coach

- International Harvester Company

i. Chrysler Corporation. Chrysler manufactures and markets

its conventional school bus chassis under the Dodge product line. Along
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with school bus chassis, the 495,000 square foot plant in Windsor,

Ontario, Canada produces medit_ duty trucks and motor home chassis.

In 1973, Chrysler accoUnted for 2.0% of the total school bus chassis

market. Specific Employment and financial information is not avail-

able.

_slparant company and its subsidiaries are engaged primarily

in the manufacture, assembly and sale of cars and trucks and related

automotive parts and accessories. Other operations include the manu-

facture and sale of tractors, outhoard motors, boats, inboard marine

engines, air conditioning, heating and cooling equipment, power metal

pr_uets, chemical products and defense-space products, including tracked

and wheeled vehicles and space boosters. In 1974, Chrysler had a net

loss of $52,093,772 on salsa of $10,971,415,723 and assets of

$6,732,7551557. Employmant numbered 25,929.

2. Ford Motor Cor_oany. Ford school bus chassis production

occurs at plants located in Louisville, Yemtucky and Windsor, Ontario,

Canada. iFord's 1973 share of the school bus chassis market amoUnted

to 29.0%. Specific financial, employment, manufacturing and marketing

data for Ford's school bus chassis production operation are not avail-

able.

%_iecorporation is primarily an operating company with several

st_sidiaries. The manufacture, assembly and sale of cars, trucks and

related parts and accessories accounted for approximately 91% of sales

in 1974. In the L_litedStates, Ford ranks second in the industry in
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unit factory sales of cars and trucks. Outside the U.S., cars and

trucks are manufactured by several subsidiaries throughout the free

world. The remaining 9% of soles in 1974 was accounted for by opera-

tions dealing with tractors and farm implements, commaninations and

electronic systems, automotive production component materials, the

dealer organization, land developments, and public transit "people

mover" systems. Total sales for the year amounted to $23.6 billion

which generated net income of $360.9 million. Assets total approxi-

[nately$14.2 billion. In 1974, Ford employed 235,256 workers in this

country and 464,731 on a worldwide basis.

3. GMC Truck & Coach. _his General Motors operating divi-

sion markets its school bus chassis under the Chevrolet or GMC product

line. For a profile, refer to the Intarcity 8us Manufacturers

portion of this section.

4. International Harvester. International Harvester manu-

factures school bus chassis and medium duty trucks in their Springfield,

Ohio plant which employs 4,000. In 1973, the company accounted for 45.9%

of the total school bus chassis market. Additional specific financial

information is not available.

The corporation is primarily an operating company with numerous

wholly-owned subsidiaries. International Harvester's principal products

are trucks, agricultural/industrial equi[_ent and construction equipment.

The cempasy is also a major producer of gasoline and diesel engines for
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use primarily with its products. International Harvester owns 17_manu-

facturlng plants in the United States, while its subsidiaries own .18

manufacturing plants throughout the free world. As of October 31, _1974,
t ,

the conioanyhad approximately 73,870 U.S. employees and 110,990 total

worldwide employees. Sales for the year amounted to $4,965,916,000;with

a net income of $124,053,000. Total assets an_unted to $3,362,962,000.

(d) school Bus Body Manufacturers :!

The following firms, subsidiaries or divisions account for the

vast majority of school bus body production:

Blue Bird Body Ca,_any

- CarpanterBody_rka

- Superior

- Thomas Built Buses

- Ward .schoolBus

- Wayne Corporation

i. Blue Bird Body Company, Incorporated. A privately owned

company, Blue Bird was originally started in 1927. The company wholly-

owns five subsidiaries, all of which are associated with the school bus

market_ Three of the subsidiaries are located in the United States, with

one in Canada and the other in Geatsmala. %_e main plant, which is 500,000

square feet, is located in Fort Valley, Georgia. Some 650 of the company=s

1,000 workers are employed in the main plant.
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Although Blue Bird is primarily a conventional school bus body

manufacturer, it also produces forward control school bus bodies and

motor homes. In addition, one U.S. subsidiary manufactures school bus

accessories and parts. In 1974, Blue Bird had sales of approximately

$30 million which resulted in an estimated 22.3_ share of the school

bus body market. Additional financial information is not available.

2. Carpenter Body Works, Inc. _his privately owned company

was foandeB in 1918. The most significant portion of Carpenter's opera-

tion is the manufacture and assembly of conventional school bus bodies;

however, the company also builds forward control and parcel delivery

school bus bodies mounted on special chassis according to customer

specifications. _le company's 375,000 square foot production facility

employs 630 workers and is the largest employer in Mitchell, Indiana.

1974 sales were reported over $20 million which reanlted in approxi-

mately a 12.8% share of the total school bus body market.

3, Superior. An operating division of Sheller-Globe Corpora-

tion, Superior was aequirod in 1969. In addition teconventional school

bus bodies, Superior manufactures forward control and parcel delivery

school bus bodies, ambulances, funeral hearses and military vans, most

of which are mounted on chassis furnished by automotive manufacturers.

A 698,000 square foot production facility, employing 1,800, is located

I in Lima, Ohio. Another plant is located in F_sciusko, Mississippi. The

firm's estimated 1974 share of the school bus body market is 22.3%.

_dltlonal specific divisional financial information is not available.
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The parent corporation, Shellan-Globe, is a diversified operation

with its products being Classified into one of three categories: auto-

motive parts, assemblies, and relata4 products; vehicles and transportation

equipment; and office products. 1974 sales were $286.8 million with a net

income of $7.6 million. Assets totaled$233.7 million.

4. Thomas Built Buses. _his operating company has two

subsidiaries, one in Canada and the other in Ecuador. Conventionalschool

bus bodies represent the most significant portion of the operation. The

firm is also engaged in the manufacture and assembly of forward control

school bus bodies and other specializedvehicles. The firm employs 500

workers in a 42,200 square foot facility located in High Point, North

Carolina. Thomas also operates a plant in Woodstock, Ontario, Canada. For

the fiscal year ending March 31, 1975, Thomas reported sales of approxi-

mately $30 million and assets of $14.6 million. During the prior fiscal

year, net income was reported as $1.6 million. The firm's 1974 estimated

share of the market is 14.4%.

5. Ward School Bus Manufacturing, Inc. This family owned

business is a subsidiary of Ward Industries, Incorporated which serves

as a holding company for three ether subsidiaries. Manufacture and assembly

of school bus bodies is the primary operation of Ward School Bus Manufacturing.
+

The subsidiary employs between 500 and 600 workers in a 234,000 square foot

plant located in Conway, Arkansas. Ward's estimated share of the 1974 school

bus body market is 9.6%.

+_+"
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6. Wayne Corporation. A subsidiary of Indian Head, Inc.,

_is corporation manufactures ambulances, hearses, postal delivery

vehicles and other speciality vehicles. However, the most significant

part of 'theoperation is the manufacture and assembly of school bus

bodies. _e Wayne Corporation employs 500 to 800 workers at their

main plant in Richmond, Indiana. _e 1974 estimated share of the

market is 17.1%. Additional specific information pertaining to this

subsidiary is not available.

_he parent corporation, Indian Head, Inc., reported 1974 sales

'of $615.4 million and net income of $22.5 million. Assets totaled

$353.5 million. Indian Head is a diversified company engaged In the

manufacthre and processing of glass containers, metal and automotive

products, specialty textiles, utilities and c_munications products,

and micropublishing.

EXt:ORTSAND IMt_)RTS

With regard to all types of buses, the H.S. has experienced a

favorable balance of trade situation. In 1975, the U.S. exported a

total of 5,673 new and used buses with a value of almost $112.4 million.

During the same year, the H.S. imported a total of 881 t_its valued at

$20.1 million.

(a) Exports

Figure 3-20 shows U.S. bus exports in terms of _nits and value for

both new and used buses, New buses figures are listed according to engine

type. _n 1975, the U.S. exported more buses, 5,673 units valued at

$112,360,243,
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Figure 3-20

B.S. BUS EXPORTS

New Buses Used Buses

Gas Engines 'Diesel Engines

Year Units Value Units Value Uni£s Value

1975 4,621 $86,101,082 432 $21,909,768 620 $4,349,393

1974 2,607 15,391,587 455 13,649,000 381 1,545,689

1973 2,06_ ii,188,240 287 5,830,917 324 1,175,850

1972 " 2,579 13,179,882 206 4,132,188 266 799,222

1971 3,384 14,438,144 414 4,664,188 385 1,271,542
A

1970 3,141 i1,978,367 359 6,527,308 297 945,006

1969 2,686 1].,001,298 190 3,888,541 307 704.549

1968 3,952 19,736,151 371 "6,139.753 606 1,637,171

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, D.S. Exports t FT 410. Schedule B, Commodity hy
Country, 1968-1975.



than in any year since 1968 when 4,929 units valued at $27,513,075 were

exported.

Accoraing to statistics compllea by the Motor Vehicle Manufacturers

Association, :Ford is the leading exporter accounting for 43.6% of all
r

exports. The following Table 3-2 presents the percentage share of total

exports by manufacturer in 1975. It is significant to note that Chrysler's

entire bus production was exported rather than utilized d_estically.

, TABLZ 3-2

:. Percentage Breakdown of Total
(1)

U.S. BUS Exports by Manufacturer

Manufacturer % of Total Ex_orts

Ford 43.6%
I :

Chrysler 29.8
,, F

General Meters 19.2

International Harvester 7.3

Other 0.1

: .' ,Total I00.0_
(1)

.:Note: In the case of school buses, data refers
only to chassis manufacturers.

Source: Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association
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(b) Imports

Figure 3-21 presents U.S. bus imports in terms of units and valse by

country of origin. U.S. imports of 881 units in 1975 represent a signifi-

cant decline of approximately 33% from the prior year's total of 1,319

units and an even larger decline of 38.5% from the peak year of 1972 when

the U.S. imported 1,433 units. With the exception of certain Canadian

m_n_faoturers identified inprior sections, such as Motor Coach Industries

and Prevost Car, only two foreign bus manufacturers have been the source

of significant imports to the United States. Mereedss Benz accounts for

virtually all buses imported from West Germany and a subsidiary of Overseas

Inns (parentcompany of Eagle International) accounts for all buses imported

from Belgium. As discussed in the Bus Manufacturer Profile section, Continental

Trailways, the second largest intercity carrier, had maintained bus purchase

agreements with Overseas Inns which has a subsidiary with a plant in Belgium.

with the devaluatien of the U.S. dollar, the manufacture of such units outside

the United States became economically unsound and Eagle International was

formed in 1973. According to industry sources at the National Association

of Motor Bus Owners, production of the Belgian units was gradually phased

out in 1975 with Eagle International assuming production of all Continental

Trailways buses in the United States. Subsequently, the purchase contract

with Eagle has not been renewed by Continental.

RAW MATERIAL - COMFONE_ - AFTERMAR_T SUPPLIERS

As illustrated in Figure 3-1, bus manufacturers obtain raw materials

and components from suppliers and manufacturers. The bus aftermarket is
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Figure 3-21

U.S. BUS IMPORTS

Total Imports Canada United K/n6dom Bel_lum West Germany Others

Year Units Value Units Value . Units Value Units Value Units Value Units Value

1975 881 $20,113,458 345 $7,484,196 40 $116,274 149 $ 8,921,151 141 $3,546,608 6 $ 45,229

1974 1,319 28i504,289 561 6,969,929 24 46,840 262 13,384,153 469 8,033,367 3 70,800

1973 1,230 25,375,988 794 6,318,020 53 66,460 307 17,735,226 72 1,183,276 4 74,926

1972 1,433 23,85B,177 779 7,137,549 52 113,633 306 15,154,884 125 1,200,763 171 (1) 248,348

1971 959 21,456,271 370 3,242,758 27 26,027 328 15,911,197 234 2,176,289 -

1970 752 17,228,225 374 3,9811444 27 64,075 278 13,089,i03 72 491,043 1 2,560

1969 478 12,894,227 166 1,393,697 22 50,335 251 10,794,048 38 640,262 1 15,885

1968 433 12,562,821 109 925,521 20 49,764 266 i0,745,567 37 839,299 1 2,670

(1)Includos 169 units valued at $181,934 from Japan,

Sourca: U.S. Bureau of'tha Census I Imparts w FT 135_ Schedule A_ Commudlty by Country



served by those same firms which are classified as component suppliers.

_hese suppliers and manufacturers also supply the large auto and truck

manufacturing industries.

An examination of sales figures developed by the Motor Vehicle Manu-

facturers Association presents the relative importance of the bus industry

to suppliers when compared to the much larger auto and truck industries.

In 1975, auto, truck and bus sales are estimated to be 8,985,012 units,

of which buses accounted for an estimated 40,530 units or 0.5% of the total.

Figure 3-22 lists some suppliers which have been identified during inter-

views with bus manufacturers.

BASELINE INDUSTRY FORECAST

In order to measure the economic impact of the proposed bus nolso

_miseion levels selected for study, a baseline forecast of industry

activity was established. Against this forecast, estimated post-

regulation activity will be compared so as to measure the change. This

section presents the baseline forecast and the methodology utilized in

its development. Figures 3-23, 3-24, and 3-25 respectively portray base-

line forecasts for intercity, transit, and school buses.

(a) Baseline Forecasts

The Deparbrant of Transportation's National Transportation Report

estimates that intercity passenger travel expenditures for the period

1975 to 1990 will annually increase 0.5%. During this same period of

time, the National Association of Motor Bus Owners estimates that the
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Figure 3-22

SELECTED SUPPLIERS TO TEE BUS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

1975 Sales Manufactured

Manufacturer (g Millions) Component

Bendix $2,481 Engine Accessories

Borg-Warner 1,768 Radiator

Caterpillar 4.082 Engine

Cummins 833 Engine

Dana 1,070 Transmission

Donaldson 120 Alr Cleaner, Muffler

Eaton 1,760 Axle

Gerlock (Scemco) 151 Muffler

Midland-Ross 415 Engine Accessories, Frame

Medina 128 Radiator

Questor (A P Farts) 384 Muffler

Rockwell International 4,409 Axle, Brake

Wagner Electric 236 Engine Accessories, Brake

Wallace-Murray (Schwitzer) 330 Radiator Fan

Westinghouse 5,799 Engine Accessories

Young Manufacturing 36 Radiator

Source: Interviews wlth bus manufacturers; Dun & Brads=rest.
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Figure 3-23

BASELINE FORECAST
INTEECITY BUSES

Year Shipments

1976 1,256

1977 1,236

Z978 1,256

1979 1,256

1980 1,256

1981 1,256

1982 i_256

1983 1,257

.... 1984 1,257

1985 1,257

1986 1,257

1987 1,257

1988 1,257

1989 1,257

1990 i_257

Source_ National Association of Motor Bus OwnErs estimate for

growth rata added to an average annual shipments flgur_

based on the years 1970-1974,
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Figure 3-24

BASELZNE FORECAST
TRANSITBUSES

Year Shipments

1976 7,277

1977 " 5,880

1978 5,627

1979 4,375

1980 4,209

: 1981-86 3,861 : •

•1986-90 4,023

Source: Mid-polnts calculated from forecast ranges developed •

by the American Public Transit Association as described
in the publication United States Transit Industry

: Market Forecast.
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Figure 3-25

BASELINE FORECAST
SCHOOL BUSES

BY YEAR AND TYPE OF BUS

Gasoline Diesel

Integral Total

Conven- Forward Parcel Conven- Forward Mid_ Rear All Bus

Year tlonal Control Deilvery tlonal Control Engine Enslne T_es

1976 24,750 205 1,295 1,430 1,140 290 90 29,200

1977 25t260 210 1,320 1,460 1,160 300 90 29,800
1978 27,765 215 1,350 1,490 1,185 305 90 30,400
1979 26,190 215 1,370 1,515 1,205 310 95 30,900
1980 27,885 230 1,460 1,595 1,300 330 I00 32_900

1981 28,825 240 1,510 1,665 1,325 340 I00 34,000
1982 29,835 245 1,565 1,725 1,375 350 105 _35,200
1983 30,770 255 1,610 1,780 1,415 360 ii0 36,300

1984 31,785 265 1,665 1,835 1,465 375 ii0 37_500
1985 32,715 270 1,715 1,890 1,505 385 115 38,600

1986 33,650 280 1,760 1,945 1,550 395 120 39,700
1987 34,585 285 1,810 2,000 1,590 410 120 40,800
1988 35,514 295 1,860 2,055 1,635 .420 125 41,900
1989 36,445 300 1,910 2,110 1,670 430 130 43,000

1990 37,380 310 1,955 2,160 1,720 440 135 44,100

Source: Forecast of total buses is based on regression analysis on ten year historical

relationship between school bus reglstratlons and : population in abe group 5-14,

disposable personal income, state and local expenditures on education, and Gross
National Product. Distribution by type of bus is based on estimates of market
share for 1975.



total bus population will increase at an annual rate of 0.25%. Con-

sequent/y, as shown in Figure 3-23, the annual shipments of intercity

buses will remain almost constant, either 1,256 or 1,257, during the

period 1976 tp 1990. It is slgnifeant to note that these annual ship-

menc flgures represent approximate told-pointsfor forecast ranges

provided by General Notors.

Figure 3-24 presents a transitbus baseline forecast. T_e annual

shipment figures are based on forecasts developed by the American Public

Transit Asseciation in 1976. Transit bus shipments are expected to peak

in 1976 at a level of 7,277 units. The period 1977 to 1985 is expected

to show continual declines to al annual figure of 3,861 units during the

period 1981 to 1985. The period 1986 to 1990 is forecast to have slight

annual increases to a level of 4,023 units.

_he baseline forecast for school buses is presented in Figure 3-25.

_he annual shipment figures have been developed by a regression analysis

based on ton years of historical data. School bus shipments are expected

to show continual annual growth during the period 1976 to 1990.

(b) Methodology

_he into_city bus base line forecast was developed by utilizing an

estimated growth rate for the intercity bus population of 0.25%. This

growth rata was estimated by the National Association of Motor Bus Owners.

0.25% was convertod to the actual number by which the entire inteseity

bus population was expected to increase on an annual basis. The incre-

mental number represented by 0.25% was then added on to an average
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shipments figure of 1,204 units which is based on actual shipments

during the period 1970,1974.

qhe transit bus baseline forecast was developed by establishing

mid-p_)intsfor forecast ranges development by the A_erican Public Transit

Association. The APTA forecast, United States Transit Industry{Market

Fore.cast,was published in September, 1976.

The baseline forecast for school buses was based on a regression

analysis on a tan year historical relationship between school bus regis-

trations and the following factors: population in the age group 5-14,

disposable personal income, state and local expenditures on education, .

and GrossNational Product. The distribution by type of bus is based

on market share estimates for 1975.

i.
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SECTION 4

BUS NOISE EMISSIONS DATA BASE

Noise emissions from school buses, transit buses and inter-city

buses were measured by EPA in a series of tests. The following

discussion, describes the results of those tests. In addition, sound

i
level data from existing studies and from industry submissions are !

presented, iJ

For a discussion of the various testing procedures used for the i

exterior and the interior noise measurements described in this section • !

refer to Section 8 (MeasurementMethodologies). i

(i) Gasoline-Powered Conventional School Buses

Current Exterior Noise Levels

Measurements taken for EPA of in-service end newly-manufactured

gasoline-powered conventional school buses indicate a radge of noise

levels between 74 dEA and 84 dBA under the SAE J366b acceleration pro-

cedure (see Section 8). The data indicate that the noise level depends

on engine size and gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR). Table 4-1

presents a summary of all noise tests conducted on in-service school
22

buses. Measurexents of noise emissions from new (1976i gasoline engine
25

school buses are shown in Table 4-2.
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TABLE 4-1

Summary of Noise Levels, In-Service Gasoline
Engine Conventional School Buses

SCIIOOL BUS TYPE ACCELERATION (d]iA) }_ULLAWAY STATIONARY COAST IIY INTIZRIOR (dR#,)
(J366h) IdJ_AI (d"A) (dllAI IJ366b)

DhTDOF I_NGINE CUI(J]S[D]: STRIIETSIDI! CUI_I_SIDI_ 1111:D]SIDE CURSSIDI! ;TR[I[:TSIDI! CURIISIDI_ _TREETSIDE FRONT REAR
GV%VR MANUFACTURD TRANSMISSION SIZE

_i.3, x s x s x s × s x s x s x ,s x s x s x s
23,000 1972 $[an_aFd 345 80,{ 0.95 79,3 1,13 N,A, N.A, N,A. N,A. 84.9 1,85 84,8 1.35 N.A* _,,A N._l, N.A, 15,9 I,fil N.A. N.A.

'23.000 1973 Standard ]6] 81.0 0.00 80.S 2.70 76.5 I.D. 78..'[ I.D. B_.7 0.94 85.0 h91 65.0 I,D. 69.0 hD. i4.75 0.75 77.75 hD.

23.000 1973 Automatic 361 82.0 0.84 83.6 1.36 77.5 13.87 ?ILl 0.42 85.0 22.6 I]_.4 2.9fi N.A. N.A N.A. N.A. {3.9 1.22 77.4 1.18

23.000 1975 Automatic 361 83.5 1.50 83.1 0_4 77.81 1.09 77.1 0.55 _6.11 1.48 86.3 0.83 N.A. N.A N.A.N.A. _1.28 1.48 N.A. N.A.

23,000 1975 Aulomatl¢ 330 82.0 I,D, 83,0 J,D, 79.0 I.D. 77,$ I.D. _fi,5LD. 87,0 l,D, N,A. N,A N.A.N.A. [2.0 LD, N.A. N.A,

2],200 1975 8tahdard 330 77,2S 0,25 77,25 0.25 N,A N.A.N.A* N*A. B0,O l_ 82,0 2,0 N,A, N.A N.A, N.A, 3.9 0.38J 80.75 0.35

21,."00 1974 Slandard 38l 77,0 I.D, 77,$ I,D. N,A N.A, N,A, N,A. 82.0 LD, 81_ I.D, N,A, N,A, N.A. N.A. 83.0 I.D. N,A* N_,
19,700 1975 Slandard 3]0 78,0 [.D, 77,0 LD, N,A N,A, N,A N.A, 76,$ l.D, 75_ I,D, N.A, N,A, N.A.N.A. 83.8 I.D. N.A, N,A.

19,900 1974 Standard 345 80,3 1,89 81.2 3,0fi 78.0 LD, 79_ L[), 13,._ 2.39 84,7 2.90 N,A, N,A, N.A. N,A. _.75 0.75 N_. N.A.

17,900 1975 Siandatd 3]0 78,0 ].D, 77.2 I,D, N,A, N.A. D.A, N,A, 82.0 I.D. 8],5 I.D. N,A, N.A. N.A, N.A. 84,0 hD, N.A. N.A.

17.400 1975 Sland_rd 220 79.0 ].0 79.5 (1.5 N.A N.A.N.A. N.A. B3.9 0.5 82.5 3.5 fi9.5 I.D. 74.0 LD. ll_.0 0.0 BI.25 0.38

17,400 1975 Aulomallc 330 78.0 [,D, 74,0 I.D. N,A, N,A, N,A_ N,A. 76,5 I.D. 76.0 I.D. N,A, N.A. N,A_ N.A. 8L25 l.D. 78,75 I.D.

AllEusTypes I 79.3 2.65 79.5 2.94 77,8 0.90 78.2 0.95 82.7 2.5 82.9 3.71 57.25 1.0. 71.5 I,D. 83,S I.$3 ?9.2 1.74
i

N.A. incllcal cs dala was not avaLlabl¢ for Ihal test.

1.1). Indicates _her_ Call r.lu fl_¢Jcnt dala to CumpHl¢ iI1¢_, or ilarlda[d dcvlalJun.



TABLE 4-3

Summary of Noise Levels for New (1976) Gasoline Engine Conventional

School Buses -- Acceleration Test (SAE J366b)

l)
GROSSVEIIICLE ACCELERATION TEST( (SAEJ366b)
WEIGliT RATING EXTERIOR NOISELEVELS• INTERIOR NOl3E LEVELS NO,OF BUS'03

: (POUNDS) STREETSIDE CUR0SIDE FRONT MIDDLE REAR TF._TED/TOTAL
MEAN STD, DEV. MEAN STD, DEV. MEAN STD, DEV. , MEAN STD,DEV. MEAN STD, DEV. NO. OF TESTS

23,660 81,4 028 80.2 ],10 89.2 0.50 83,0 O.10 02,1 O,14 3/]8
; (gLO) (o,Te) (_0.0) 0,13) (872) O,sg) (gl.3) (i.6_) (SO,l) (I.07)

22.000 82.8 2.55 80,0 ],68 87.0 0,28 83,0 OA0 0],2 0,36 7/46
..... _62.4. (2,27) (?9.6) 0,s_) (gs,o) (o,66) (_],D (0.02) (70.0) (LI_)

• 20,500 81,7 0,69 79,7 2,53 84,9 0,00 80,7 028 80.6 0.22 2/16

' (80,9) 0.42) (78,$) (1.42) (84.8) (0.26) (79,8) (IAI) (78.9) (2.0l)

W 19.?fie 81,6 0,64 81.1 0.09 872 0,36 83,8 0.78 80.8 0.28 2/12 :
(80.0) (I,46) (70.8) (L57) (g6.0) (0,37) (g2.3) (0,72) (80.9) (020)

• 19,200 .. i 81,6 J.06 81,4 1,20 89.0 0.14 84,7 0,42 82,4 0.50 2/14
(8L0) (i,04) (8L0) (I.62) (gS.0) (I,23) (84.2) (0,75) (32.2) (0,34)

12,700 ' g2.6 0.64 82.8 0,58 g8,4' 0.22" g3.7" 0.14' 84,0" 0,22" 116
(82,2) (0.38) (82,5) (0.30) (88.4)' (0.22)" (82.7)" (0.14)* (84,0)' (0.22)"

A][Busel 62,1 1,60 fiOA 1,67 86.6 J.39 82.2 L94: 00.6 1.86 --
(61,9) (1.09) (70,8) (120) (86,6) 0.34) (02.0) (L70] (80,6) (1.66)

• Onlyonereadingwas ]aken,

(I) Top towof numbersErenoizelevelre]uet compuledInaccoxdancewhb SAE S]andardJ366b,l,e,, taking]beaverageor"die two hi#tell readingswhichwerewithin2dE(A]
ofeachot]ler, for cad*bus(n IheGVWRclass.Nmnber=Jnparentheseswerecompmedby averaginga6reading*['or_11busesin eachGVWR clatL "All Buses"valaes(las¢
line)wes¢lim6afly ¢ompoled.

Source: ]tefelence23



While there is no clear trend as to which side of the older, converm

tional buses is noisier, exterior measurements from the new school buses

tested indicate that the streetside of the buses is generally noisier

than the curbside (see Table 4-2). It is believed that the difference

in standard deviations between the streetside and the eurbside measure-

ments of the older buses indicates that the variation in noise levels is

probably a function Of the test conditions and the age of the bus rather

than bus design itself. These data and past Vehicle tests indicate that

production buses, if tested under carefully controlled test conditions,

will all preduee noise levels within four to five decibels of each other.

Therefore, an allowance of 2 to 2.5 dB appears appropriate between the

mean design noise level and a regulated "not to exceed" level.

Figure 4-i showsIhistograms of measured exterior noise levels on

each side of the gasoline powered in-service school buses along with

interior noise levels at the driver and the maximum levels frc_,all

the buses. Figure 4-2 presents the same data for the new 1976 buses.

Maxlmtm levels are shown separately because not all buses had higher

noise levels on one side.

Octave band spectra for gasoline-powered conventional school bus

noise are shown in Figure 4-3.

None Of the conventional school bus body manufacturers that were

contacted Was able to provide noise level data on their current produc-

tion buses. Chrysler Corporation did provide some noise data based on

Dodge gasoline truck chassis that have identical camponants to their corm

ventional school bus chassis. These data are summarized in Table 4-3.
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FIGURE 4-1

Histograms of In-Service Gasoline Engine
Conventional School Bus Noise Levels

(SAE J366b)
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STREETEIDE CURRSIOE

MEAN -82,1 MEAN -80.4
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F 'rGUR'R 4-2
Histograms of Noise Levels for New (1976) Gasoline Engine
Conventional School Buses Acceleration Tests (SAE J366b)
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Table 4-3

Noise Data Supplied by
Chrysler Corporation

Equivalent Engine Equivalent Exterior Sound Level
Model Bus Displacement School Bus (SAE J366b)

3

Chassis (in ) Chassis dBA

D600 $606 318 $600 76.8to81.6

D600& S600& 361 S600& 79.2to81.3
D700 $700 $700

D700 S700 413 $700 79.1to82.6

Source: Rsference 22

Interior Noise Levels

Tests on both in-service and 1976 conventional school buses indicate

that the noise levels are significantly higher at the front of the bus

as opposed to the rear of the bus. During tests for new buses involving

an idling engine only, interior fan accessories only (heating and cooling

fans), and then an idling engine and interior fan accessories together,

the average noise level difference between the front and rear interior

of the buses tested was about 4 dBA (see Table 4-5).

Tests on new buses with all accessories on under maximum sccelera-

tlon conditions produced a range of interior noise levels from 85 to

89 dBA for the front interior and 81 to 84 dBA in the rear interior.

Interior noise levels at the driver's seat for the in-use school buses

tested under maximum acceleration conditions with all fan accessories

on ranged from 81 to 86 dBA while levels at the rear interior'of the

buses ranged from 78 to 81 dBA. Full results on interior noise levels

are shown in Table 4-1 and 4-2 for both in-use and new conventional

gasollne-powered school buses, respectively.
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TABLE 4-5

Interior Noise Levels for New (1976) Gasoline Engine
Conventional School Buses -- Engine at Idle Conditions

Stationary Tests (Complete Data for All Buses and All Test Runs)

TEST G1(O$$ VEIIICLE MANUFACTURER TRAN$_,ISSION ENGINE STATIONARY TF_qT- INTERIOR NOISE LEV£L_

VEIIICLE WEIGIIT RAriNG CiiAssis/I]or)%' Tytl E SIZ]{ _NGINE ONLY .%CCES$ORIESONLY ENGINE & ^¢C_ORII'_
NUMBER (I_DUNDSI (IN. J) FRONT t_IIDDLI_ RE_.I_ FRONT t41DDLE _EAI( FI(ONT MtDDL_ _E^I(

I_ 23.660 IIICl$upcdar M_I_I 392 56.9 $4.L 55,1 71].4 7_.-1 7].0 El.2 ¸'/4.7 ?3.8

3 ¸ 23.660 • I]lC/$upcllor Aummalic 392 57.1 55_8 $3-1 77.4 71.1] 71.0 78.9 73-1 _ 72,3

4 . 23.660 I_lC/SUl_rlor A_lQm_llc 3'J2 54.7 5].5 53.S 76.8 "/0.] 69.8 78.2 72.4 n.8

8 2;z.ooo Fc_d/Supedor M_,ual 330 5$_o $4_0 53.S 77.2 72.7 74.5 78.6 74.1 75.1

9 22.000 FordISuFer_ol t.lanu_l 330 ?7.2 72.8 73.7 ?9.7 75.0 75_

I] ."2.000 Fold/SuFerlor _.lmnu_l 36] 57.S 5_*_) 56.5 ?6.4 71.0 71.I 77,3 72.5 72.7

12 • .°.000 GKIC/$upcrlo_ f.l_nugl 3_0 7?.3 70.7 70,3 "/7.7 73_1 n.8

13 22,000 G_*_C/$upcrtol _*I_lu_l 3_0 _4.7 $6.0 S._O 76.8 7_.._ 74.2 _0.9 76.8 71].1
tD

14 ."2.000 G_lCISupcllor t.l_u_] 35(] 54.3 53,3 $1.1_ 77._. 722 74.4 78.2 73.$ 74.3

15 22.000 G_.ICISup¢fior _.l_m_L 350 6_].S S6.f. $5.0 77.4 71.1 70.0 _0._ 74.6 7_.']

16 20.S00 Cl_v/Supcrtof f.l_lu_l 350 -- 7_._ 71.6 70.6 76_ 72.1 70_

17 "20,$00 Ch_vlS,l_=d.r _._] 3_0 5_.7 _._.S SI.O 73.7 70.9 72.7 ?f8 73-1 7S.a

2 19.700 l]lCISup_lol M_,u_l' 34_ 76.S 72.2 71.8 79.8 75.4 74.6

6 19.7_) IliCtsUl_lor M_u_] 345 74.2 68.9 66.4 7S._ 72._ 69,3

7 1_J.200 I:_l_lS_crlur _.1_1 3_1 5?.5 53,3 52.8 ?/L$ 74.] 7_.7 81.0 76.7 78._

. I0 19.".00 F_fdtS_rl_r _.l_,ual 38_ 73._ 7... ?_._ 7S_ 7_-1 76.0

15.7_ I_lCISupclior Aul.m_llc 34_ 57.". 54.0 _6.0 76.7 73_0 7[}._ ?9.2 ?_.] 73,3

slLs_ sm I._2 __ 1.69 _L4." s" 1.24 *-2.44 s- I._ s- 1.4_ *-2.44



Current component Noise Levels

Table 4-4 shows the estimated range of contributed noise levels of

conventional gasoline powered school bus major noise components. These

estimates are based on cc_ponent noise levels of medit_ duty trucks using
1,2 3

similar engines and estimates made during a previous study. None of

the school bus body or chassis manufacturers contacted were able to

supply actual measured data for component noise levels of gasoline-engine

school buses oF of equivalent trucks.

Table 4-4

Range of Component Noise Levels for Current
Gasoline Powered Conventional School Bus

Contributed Noise Level,
NoiseSource dBAat 50feet

(SAE J366b Procedure)

• , , , , , • •

Engine,includingair intake 69 to 73
and transmission

Exhaust 75 to 78

Fan 71 to 82.4

Chassis at 30 mph (including 65 to 73
aecessorlea)

TotalBusNoise 77 to84

Source: References l, 2 and 3

Tire noise is not included in Table 4-4 as a separate noise source

since with the use Of maximt_n acceleration noise testing procedures the

vehicle does not exceed 35 mph; the veloclty at which tire noise becomes

a major contributing factor to the overall noise level.
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(2) Diesel'Powered.Conventional School Buses

Physical dimensions and weight rating for diesel-powered

conventional school buses are similar to those for gasolinspowered

conventional school buses.

A variety of medium duty diesel engines are used in this type of

bus incluaingtha CAT 3208, the Ford V636, and the IHCD-150, D-170,

D-190, a_ the DT-460.

Current Overall Noise Levels

Very llttledata are available in the form of direct measurement

efnoise from conventional diesel school buses. Since dieselpowered

conventionalsehool buses utilise medium diesel truck chassis, noise

levels from such_trucks can be considered representative of thos£_>f

buses. Unfortunately, Very little data on noise from medium diesel

trucks are available, but noise levels from medium diesel trucksare

similar to those from heavy duty diesel trucks with similar size en-

gines. Thus, noise characteristics of a conventional diesel school bus

are described in.terms of available noise data from conventionaldiesel

school buses as well as from diesel trucks.

None of the conventional diesel school bus manufacturers contacted

was able to provide noise test data for their buses. International

Harvester (iHi iedicated that exterior noise levels measured fromall of

their school buses were below 86 dBA. Moreover, school buses sold

in California and Oregon were said to meet those states' exterior noise

level standards of 83 dBA.

Table 4-6 gives the results of a study involving noise measurements

from diesel trucks. For school buses, the interior noise levels with

4-11 I
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closed truck windows would apply (see Section 8). Another study of noise

levels from two conventional heavy diesel trucks showed a variation in

exterior noise levels from 82.7 dBA to 86.8 dBA, slightly higherthan the

exterior noise levels for the new gasoline engine schcol buses (see Table

4-2).

Table 4-6, shown below, suggests that maximum acceleration exterior

noise levels for conventional diesel school buses range from 82.7 to 88

dSA at 50 feet. It is not clear from the data which side of the vehicle

iS noisier. The interior noise levels at the driver's seat range from

88 to 94.5 dBA. Production buses, as evidenced from these data and past

tests, will exhibit noise levels within 4 to 6 dB of each other, if

tested u_der carefully controlled conditions. Here again, an allowance

of 2 to 2.5 OB between the mean design noise level and the regulated;

level appears appropriate.

Table 4-5

Overall Noise Levels From Conventional

Heavy Diesel Trucks (SAtJ366b Test Procedures)

Exterior Sound Level Interior Sound Level

_:uck [dSA] ....[d_A]
Number

Curbside Streetside Open Window Closed Window

3 86.5 86.0 92.5 91.0

4 88.0 85.0 94.5 94.0

6 85.5 85.5 94.5 94.0

13 87.5 87.0 90.5 88.0

Source: Reference
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Current Component Noise Levels

For diesel vehicles, important noise sources are the engine, the

exhaust, and cooling fan. The typical range of noise levels from each
6

of these sources is between 75 dBA and 85 dBA.

Another major noise source in diesel engines is the intake noise.

Typical unsilenced intake noise levels for diesel truck engines at high

idle vary between 70 dBA and 85 dBA, measured st 50 feet from the engine
7

inlet.

(3) Forward Engine Forward Control School Buses

By forward control it is meant that the driver is located as far

forward and to the left as possible. The erglne which can_be either

diesel or gasoline is located to the right of the driver, or under the

floor between the two axles. This type of bus typically has a flat

front end.

Current Overall Noise Levels

Noise characteristics for this type of bus are similar to those

of conventional school buses. Currentnoise levels from forward engine

buses made by Blue Bird for states uther than California are shown in

Table 4-7. These levels are similar to those given,in Table 4-6 for

conventional diesel trucks. The forward engine forward control school

buses sold in California are said to meet the state standard of an 83

dBA exterior qevel under acceleration.

Concerning interior noise levels, the noise level ac the driver

for front engine buses may be higher for these buses co_pared to corm

ventlonal school buses because of the'close proximity of the engine to

the driver.
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Table 4-7

Noise Levels From Diesel Powered Forward Control

Forward Engine Buses by Blue Bird
(Sold in States Other Than California)

Sound Levels d_A

Type of Exterior Interior
Engine Used (J366b Test) (BMCS Test)

o

CAT 3208, 320A 86 90

CuT_nlnsV504, 504A 89 90

Detroit Diesel 6V53, 6V53A 92 95

Source: Reference 15

Current Com_osent Noise Levels

Although no data are available for cunponent noise levels from this

type of bus, they are expected to be similar to those for convesti0nai

school buses.

(4) ParcelDelivery Chassis Buses and Motor Home Chassis Buses

CarPenter Body Works' Cadet "CV" and Sheller-Globe's (Superior)

"Pacomaker" models are built from parcel delivery vehicle chassis and

motor home chassis. GMC also recent/y introduced a motor home vehicle

that is.also offered as a bus, called Transmede.

Current Noise Levels

GMC measured the noise level of one Trans_ode Bus in accordance
14

with the SAE J365b procedure. This level is reported as 81.7 dBA.

No interior noise level da_a was reportod.

Since these buses use the same engines as full size conventional

school buses, the exterior and component noise levels are expect&4 to

be similar. The interior noise levels at the driver's seat may be higher

for these buses as campared to conventional school buses because of the

closer proximity of the engine to the driver.
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(5) Mid-Engine School Buses (Inteqral)

The only mid-engine integral school buses available today are made

by Gilllg Brothers and Crown Coach Corporation.

Current Overall Noise Levels

Although the engine location and engine types for mid-engine buses

differ from front and rear-engine school buses, their exterior noise

characteristics are not significantly different. However, in contrast _

to the noise levels inside rear engine buses, the interior noise in a

mld-englne bus would be higher in the front of the bus than in the rear

because the engine is relatively closer to the front end.

Exterior noise levels from the Gilllg buses, which were measured in
i0 22

1975 , and Crown buses which were measured in 1973 , are shown in Table

4-8. These levels range from a low of 80.9 dBA on the curbside to a

high of 86.3 dBA on the streetside.

Table 4-8

Exterior Noise Levels FrOm Diesel Powered
Mid-Engine school Buses at 50 Feet

Exterior Sound Levelr dBA
Bus

Manufacturer Engine Curbside Streetside

Gillig Detroit Diesel 83.6 86.3
6-71

Gillig Cummins Diesel 88.9 82.1
NHHTC-240

Turbocharged

Crown Detroit Diesel 82.6 84.9
6-71

Crown Cummins Diesel 83.9 85.9
NHHTC-270

Tu;bucharged

Source: References 10 and 22
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For exterior noise considerations, mid-engine buses may be

considered to be similar to transit buses rear-engine integral School

buses. Interior noise, however, is expected to be higher for mid-engine

buses because of the shape and position of the engine co_partment.

Crown Coach Corporation has indicated that the interior noise level

at the driver's seat in their buses is about 87 dBA.whsn measured at

35 mph under full throttle conditions.

Current Compnent Noise Levels

Data on component noise levels for mid-engine school buses are not

available.

In order to meet the California exterior noise standard of 83 dBA,

Gillig provides sheet metal covers with noise damping insulation around
i0

the complete engine. The muffler is also wrapped with insulation.

Fan speeds are said to be as low as their cooling requirementswill
r

i allow.

! _ Crown Coach Corporation also provides sound absorbing insulationi

around their engine. Engine compartment doors are lined with 1.5 inch

thick acoustical material. Exhaust noise from their turbocharged

Ctmmins engine is said to be sufficiently low. Therefore, no special

exhaust noise treatment is provided for that engine. However, for the

Detroit Diesel 6-71 engine a heavier gauge muffler shell is used which,

when tested, provided the same attenuation as a wrapped muffler. Crown

also uses an acoustical floor in its buses. The floor, used since 1964,

is made up of one-half inch "Celstex" sandwiched between two i/4 inch

and 5/8 inch thick plywood panels. (cslstsx is a fire-resistant material

i made by Georgia Pacific.)
i
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(6) Rear Engine School Buses (Integral)

Oillig Bros. is the only manufacturer of rear engine integral school

buses, urban trsnslt and intercity buses, which are also integral rear-

engine buses, are discussed separately because of differences in engine

sizes, engine cc_partment layout, and ruggedness of construction.

Current Overall Noise Levels

Althoughthe integral rear-engine school buses and the urban transit

bus use different types of diesel engines, they have similar noise charac-

teristics. While urban transit buses use Detroit Diesel's naturally

aspirated 6V-71 and 8V-71 engines, the rear engine school buses, preduced

by Gillig use either the naturally aspirated CAT 3208 or the turboeharged

C_ins 230:engine. Exterior noise levels for Gilllg school buses are

shown in Table 4-9.

Table 4-9

Exterior Noise Levels at 50 Feet From

Gillig Integral Rear Engine School 8uses
(SAEJ366b Test)

Sound Levals, dBA

Type of Engine :_ curbside Streetsi4e

Cunmins 230

(Turbocharged )
-with grille on engine

compartment doors 83.7 82.7

CAT 3208
_ly aspirated)
-With grille on 84.0 83.5
engine doors

-With solid engine doors 81.3 82.5

Source: Reference i0
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• The streetside noise levels from the top two buses in Table 4-9

are slightly lower than those on the curbside because of an additional
!

inner compartment wall on the streetside of the engine compartment.

When Gilllg replaced the grill on the engine doors with solid panels on

the Caterpillar•engine powered bus, the noise levels were reduced as

seen in the table. Giving the same treatment to the Cu_nlns engine

powered buswould probably provide similar reduction. Because of a

lack of more detailed test data, the reason for attaining relatively

greater noise reduction on the curbside from the Caterpillar engine

powered bus with solid engine doors is not clear.

Interior noise levels for rear engine school buses are not avail-

able but ere expected to be similar to transit bus interior noise levels.

Current Component Noise Levels

No conponent noise data for rear-englne (integral) school buses

are avail_ble.

(7) Rear Engine School Buses (Body-on.-Chassis).

There is one bus which falls into this category, the Carpenter

corsair and Transit bus which is offered with a front-mounted engine as

well as with a rear_nounted engine. No noise level information is pre-

sently available for this type of bus.

Exterior, interior and component noise levels are expected to be

similar to diesel powered forward control school buses and rear engine

(integral)schoolbuses, f

i
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(7) Urban Transit Buses

Current Overall Noise Levels

Noise level measurements taken for EPA of 24 in-use urban transit

buses along with mean levels and standard deviations are presented in

Table 4-10 for various measurement procedures.

The'Variation in noise levels between in-use buses of identical

construction is thought to be due to the following reasons:

o The maximum noise occurs at transmission shift, which
does not always occur at the same engine rpn or test
location for each test for older buses.

o The rear engine compartment doors for the older buses
tend to be ill-fitting and failed to lock on many of
the buses tested causing some variation between test
runs.

J

The difference in noise levels between the eurbside and streetside

of the buses ocoured because the fan and radiator are located on the

streetslde of the bus causing higher levels on that side.

Histograms of in-servlce transit bus exterior noise levels under

maximu_ acceleration, pull-away, and stationary conditions and interior

noise levels in the front and rear of the bus under maximum acceleration

test conditions are shown in Figures 4-4 and 4-5. It should be noted

that in the interior tests involving the front and rear interior of the

bus, the higher noise level was measured in the rear location each time.

Noise levels of two GMC transit buses under different operating
; 22 i

conditions are given in Tables 4-ii through 4-14. The buses are i

designated as #440D and #704. Attention should be given to a i
{

comparison of the noise levels on the streetside and curbside. I

• I
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TABLE 4-10

Summary of Exterior and Interior Noise Levels
for In-Service Transit Buses

MAKEAND '_1[IHtlCl_ NOI_ t._VJ!_._ISO ) (_AEJ3t_b)
14ODELNO' TI_NSMtSSION (SA[!J366b_ pUI.bAWAy STATIONARYIM[ INTERIORNOI$1

_IREETS]DE CURUSlD[i STRELT$1DE _URhSII]_ $TREET_IDE CUEiI$1DE R_R

GM45G4 A_I0m_tlC 83 8] g7 79,5 .... g]
(83) (803) (e6|} (79.$) 482._)

GM4302 ^%,lombt_ 82 79,$ 82 79,5 -_ _ B7,2
(HI.?) (7#,7) (82) (79,$) (86.6)

CM_3_3 At_tOmall¢ _4 h0 35 77 --_ _ 89,,5
(s].9) O9.71 (8SI (77) (88.8)

GM.(:610 A%Ltom|Ii¢ 82 _0 g_J 76.2S .... 86.75
(_2) ("0) (_2) (7_,.2) (86,4)

GM_4_ AtJIom_ti¢ B_ _9.7 _2 ?_*_i .... 83.$
(St,S) (79,1) [e._) (78,2) (_,2)

GM'_01 A_tolnalL¢ 84._$ 83,1 8|._ 6D.5 -_ .- _4
(_._) (aZ.4) t.S 3) (80_) (86.?) (--) (".7),

GM4_321 AUtom_ll¢ 864 ISI,_ 36 I_._._ 82

GM.6616 A_1omltl¢ 82 78,25 84,21 79
H6,7 _ I 90

1821 17_,2S1 184.171 1791 IS6,?) 1--1 1S8,,_1

GM.610$ AgmmllIc 78,75 81,?S 76 _6 _- 87
1--1 (78,81 (aLl) 17731 (86) (~-1 (aS.g)

GM_?03 Aul_'aali= 83.$ 83,_.$ 89,28 78 g'/ ?4 85,75
(63,3) (St8} (6').2S) (77.S) (S_} (_4) (84,u)

GMa_60i Aulom_tk 82,S 77 8LS 77 8_ 7_ B3
(g2,2) ' (?7) (Sl.2( (76,S) (87) (_8) (s2.S)

FLX.6B08 A_lomitic 6] S0 82._ 78,$ 89 74 86
(uo,8) (80) (82J) {78,_} 489) (74) (SS,S)

FL_.6M2 Auttlmatt¢ 80,75 79.5 _0.._S 76,78 67 79 65

(BO.7) (79,7) (81,28) (76.5) (/17) (79} 485)

FLX.6826 Autornall© _lO 7d+78 Si,7_ 76._ 86 74 86.7S

(so) (16.S) (81,7( (76._) (e6) (7_) (ES,8)

FLX,6P._ Automlt_= B2,25 _L,S 81 81 91 75 85
(82,L7) (el.3) (81,1) (_l) (91) 475) (e4.8)

AM.T110 A,IOm|lic 79,15 EO.TS 8),?S 78,28 H9 80 61
(79,7) (e0.?) (6],$) (71_.2) (89) (80) (80,6)

A_[.7)20 ' A_lomati¢ _ 80 80+7S 8Z.S 79.:l$ 69 76 B2.75
(so) (so.7( (s;.s] (?9) (89) (76) (6_.._)

AM.71_O Autonl_t_ 60 ' li I _J._ 77,'/S 6_ 74 80.25
(6£1) (8_) (83_) (77,_) (68) 474( (8O)

AM,TL_5 AUto*.IIIIC aQ 8l S_ 77.78 88 79 6115
(e0) (e0.6) (S2) (77._) (se) (79) (7_,_)

AM,'/540 A_tomtt_c 8L,7$ 77.75 80.S ?0 _3 '75 g{].25

(8i,2J (77.S), (KO_I) (78,?) {_3) (75) (79,6)

AM.754$ Autonlltl¢ 77.7_ 79 ?92_ 75,$ 83 _0 93._
(7"/,S) (78,3) (79.2) (78) (8;) (ao) (SO.l)

6M,50J5] Standald 78,75 78.75. 61 77 _8 76 82,78
(7,'_,7) (?S. (Sl) (76a) (ss) (76) (79,4)

FIX.6S09 Aatom_[t_ B[ BI 82,5 79._ 8B 76 85
(80,7) (_0.8) (_2,_) (79) (88) {76) S ,9

MEAN 61,S 80(] H_.9 78,1 E7.2 76.4 84,3
(6L,3) (79,6( (828) (?S) (l_?,l) 4"/64) (S].4)

5TD• 1.96 1.53 2,,1l 1.75 2_c_ 2,31 2.67
(I,93) (1,44) (_,28) (L74) (I.98) (2.31) (_.82)

NOTE; NumhcltIr_pal,'nth='.e_arc¢ompuled(ro_ _11data,wh_]eoumbe[t0o1InparenL_e_e_4[e¢_pgtcd [romthe1_ hi,tit n_e le_ill.
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FIGURE 4-4

Histograms of In-Service Transit Bus Noise Levels

SAE J366b (Acceleration) and Pull-Away Test Levels
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FIGURE 4-5

Histograms of In-Service Transit Bus Noise Level Tests
Stationary Runup Levels (50 ft.)
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Table 4-11

Exterior Noise Levels, Bus #440D

Sound Level, dBA

Test Description Accessories Curbside Streetside

25 ft 50 ft 25 ft 50 ft

Acceleration, J366b Test OFF 81.5 77.5 87.0 84.0
Acceleration, J366b Test ON 81 77 86 81.5

Deceleration frc_ 30 mph
(nobrakes) OFF 70.5 67 74 66

Deceleration from 30 mph ON 73 70 72 71
(no brakes)

Coast-by 30 mph OFF 72 70 74 71
Coast-by 30 mph (fan off) ON - 71 75 71
Coast-by 30 mpb (fan off) OFF 70.5 68 75 70

Coast-by55 mph OFF 80 77 83 80

Cruise 30 mph ON 75 72 80 76

Source: Reference 22

Tables 4-12 and 4-13 indicate that carpeting will lower very slightly

the noise level in the interior. Inside the non-carpeted buses, no

difference in noise level appears evident from a change in the height

of the microphone for noise levels taken at any one measurement location.

This indicates that a sitting or standing passenger in the same general

area of the bus receives the same noise exposure.
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Table 4-12

Exterior Noise Levels, Bus #705

Test Description Sound Level, dBA

Curbslde .Streetside

CurbIdle - 5 ft 77

0-5 mph, Wide Open
Throttle, Rear Corner - 5 ft 88

0-5 mph, Wide Open
Throttle, Rear Door - 5 ft 90

10mphDriveBy - 50ft 66 73

30 mph Drive By - 50 ft 72 78

55mphDriveBy - 50ft 78 87 i
L

25 mph Acceleration - 50 ft 75 81

50 mph Acceleration - 50 ft 78 86 i

30 mph Deceleration - 50 ft 71 77 i

55 mph Deeeleratlon - 50 ft 77 84

55 mph Coast By - 50 ft 77 84

Source: Reference 22
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Table 4-13

Interior Noise Levels (_pty Bus), Bus #440D

, . , , ,.

i., Sound Level, dBA

T@stDesc[iption Without Carpet With Carpet

.... Standing Seated Standing Seated

10mph Front 68 67 68 67
Middle 70 71 70 70
Rear 74 74 - 75

30mph - Front 73 72 72 71
Middle 75 76 73 72

i Rear 80 81 78 78

55 mph - Driver's Ear - 77 - 77
Front 79 79 77 75
Middle 79 79 77 77
Rear 84 83 84 83

0-55 Acceleration - Front
Middle - 79 77 76

1 • Rear 81 81 79 79
82 84 84 84

55-0 Deceleration - Front 78 76 75 74

Middle 78 77 77 77
Rear 80 81 81 83

Standing Idle - Accessories Off, Middle - 63 - 61

Stmlding Idle - Accessories On, Middle - 69 - 68

i0 mph - Accessories Off, Middle - 67 - 63

30 mph - Accessories off, Middle 72 - 69

55 mph'- Accessories Off, Middle 78 - 76

,. ,,.

Source: Reference 22
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Table 4-14

Interior Noise Levels (Empty Bus), Bus #705

Sound Level, dBA

Test Description Standin_ Seated

i0 mph Front 74 73
Middle 75 75
Rear 79 78

30 mph Front 75 74
Middle 77 77
Rear 85 84

55mph -Front 77 78
Middle 79 80
Rear 85 85

0-55Acceleration- Front 78 78
Middle 82 81
Rear 89 86

55-0Deceleration- Front 77 76
Middle 77 79 '
Rear 86 85

%

Source: Reference 22
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The FlxibleCo. has performed an extensive series of noise

measuraments on their buses under controlled test conditions. Their

measurements are suI_narizedin Table 4-15.

Table 4-15

Stm_ary of Measured Translt Exterior Bus Sound Levels
The Flxible Company

Sound Level at 50 Feet,
No. J366b Procedure, dBA

Coach Engine Tested Cu_oside ...... Stree'6side

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.

40' 6V-71 7 80.46 .55 82.25 .69

40' 8V-71 9 80.92 .87 82.05 .73

35' 6V-71 3 82.16 1.26 83.17 .76

35' 8V-71 1 80.50 82.00

.. ,., , ,, . = • ..... .

Source: Reference ii

The mean interior noise level measured 24 inches from the rear

window under maximum acceleration conditions was 83.5 dBA with a stan-

dard deviation of 0.75. Flxible Co. also reports that interior noise
12

levels of seme coaches can be 87 dBA at shift point.

AM General reports their exterior bus noise levels to be "in the

range of 80 to 86 dBA" when measured according to the existing SAE
13

J366b test procedure.

Based on the above data for new and in-use buses concerning

variation in noise level data, the medium design level of new buses

should be 2 to 2.5 dBA below a not to exceed standard.

General Motors Corporation has recently initiated a "Quiet Bus
21

program". For a GMC new-look bus before it was "quieted", Model No.
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T8H5307A, GMC reports a mean noise level of 80.5 dBA using a modified SAE

J366b test procedure with the fan off, and 83.7 dBA with the fan on.

This model is a 40 ft, 53 passenger urban transit bus powered by an 8V-71
i

diesel engine. GMC also reports that for 15 identical transit coaches, of !

this model (TSH 5307A) using a modified SAE J366b maximum acceleration !

procedure a moan noise level of 81.2 dBA with the fan off (standard

deviation of 0.43) was moasured while a moan level of 83.9 dBA was
• 9

measured with the fan on (standard deviation 0.75).

In four trials, while using a special dual muffler configuration,

GMC Was able tO lower the noise level of the "quieted coach" to just over

75 dBA under acceleration on the left side of the test coach and less

than 71 _A on the right. GMC indicates this developmental coach would

meet a regulated level Of 78 dBA. Exact results are shown in Table

_: 4-16. The test used is a modified SAE J366b test with the starting point

adjusted so that the transmission shift, and therefore maximum noise, is

achieved in the end zone. All cooling fans were running during the test.

Table 4-16

GMC Quiet Bus Program Exterior
Sound Levels SAE J366b

Run Left Side (dE&) Right Side (dBA)

1 75.3 71.5

2 74.9 70.0

3 75.8 71.4

4 75.i 70.6

Source: Reference 21
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GMC also reported a reduction of interior noise levels [or its "Quiet

Bus". Measurements were made at ear level in various coach seat positions

during a wide open throttle acceleration and maximum sound levels were

recorded. Observed data are shown in Table 4-17.

Table 4-17

(_C Quiet Bus Program Interior Sound
Level Data at Wide Open Throttle Conditions

Interior Unmodified Coach Modified Coach
Seat Location SAE J366b SAE J366b

Rear 81c_A 76dBA

Center 79dBA 72dBA

Driver 73dBA 70dBA

Source= Reference 21

Current Component Nolse Levels

For diesel powered urban transit buses of current configurations,

the i_ortant noise sources are the engine exhaust, engine, cooling fan,

air intake system, chassis, and tires. (Tire noise becomes important at

high speeds and_ay become the dominant noise source at highway speeds

when all the other sources have been quieted.) Data on relative

contributions of these sources (minus tire noise) were ob_alned for a
22

GMC transit bus during tests conducted by EPA. Additional data were

obtained from tests conducted for the U.S. Department of Transportation
15, 16

(DOT) by two major transit bus manufacturers. This data is summa-

rlzed in Table 4-18. All buses were 40 feet long and had Detroit Diesel

8V-71 engines except for the Rohr (Fl_ible)bus which was a 35 foot bus

with a 6V-71 engine. The GMC and Rohr buses demonstrated the potentlal
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of feasible retrofit techniques to lower bus noise. The manufacturers'

contracts with DOT required th_ to make these retrofit parts available

to t_ansit bus users. (It should be noted that the GMC data in Table

4-18 was not obtained du_ing their "Quiet Bus Program" but rather under
15

the retrofit study for DOT. )

An independent estimation of transit bus ecrnpenentnoise levels con-
3

ducted by Wyle Laboratories is also included in Table 4-18.
,,,,,. , ,

Table 4-18 i

Urban Transit Bus Component Exterior
Noise Levels, dBA at 50 Feet

EPA GMC Rohr

Tests Standard Quieted Standard Quieted Wyle
BUS BUS BUS BUS Estimate

Engine
Mechanical 75 73 71 79 75 79-80

Exhaust 80 76 74 79 65 80

Cooling Fan 81 84 73 77 73 78-85

Intake 70 60-75 i

All Other

Sources _ 70 76 76 65 65 68-73

Overall

Sound Level 84.5 85.5 80 83.5 78 84-87.5

Source: References 3, 15, 16 and 22
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The main contributor to interior noise for transit buses is the

engine. Engine noise is transmitted through the panels by vibration

and by flanking paths. The latter two transmission mechanisms are

very difficult to control and are thought to be the limiting factor

to interior noise reduction. Air conditioningventilation noise is

also a contributing source to interior noise levels. Since all major

co,loonentnoise sources are located in the rear of the bus, it is dif-

ficult to diagnose the relative contributions of component sources to

interior noise and as such no data is presently available.

(9) Interalty Buses

Exterior and interior noise level data gathered on intercity

buses for the three major U. S. intereity bus manufacturers (Eagle

Internatlonal, General Motors Corporation and Motor Coach Industries)

are presented below.

Current Exterior Noise Levels

Exterior sound level data, measured by EPA, of 12 newly manufactured

intercity buses under various test procedures may be found in Table 4-19.

The buses tested emitted average exterior noise levels ranging between 82

and 87 dBA under _aximumascsleration conditions (SAEJ366b) with a mean

level of 85.5 dBA. In addition, SAE J366b deceleration tests were run on

two intercity coaches with engine brakes fully engaged. The buses emitted

average maximum noise levels of 89.4 dBA under the SAEJ366b deceleration

procedure as compared to average maximum noise levels of 87 dBA under the

SAE J366b acceleration procedure. The standard deviations exhibited in the

data indicate that a 2-2.5 dBA difference between an engineering design

level and a "not to exceed" regulatory level appears adequate for intsrcity

buses.
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TABLE 4-19

Summary of Exterior Noise Levels for Intereity Buses
!,

(_A_JJf_bj

_U5 ! MAXI_U_L I'UI_.AWAy

I CURB$1DE CUR_SiD_ CUR_$1D_ CUR_$tD

(|1_?_ [_1_1 I_l (_1 I_ (?_ I (_1

(_ I I_ (_ I_2_ _(_ _1 (_1 (_

I_$1 (l_l_ _$|_|_ (_1 (_1 I_ (_$1 _ I?|_

_1 _?_ (_1 _l_I?I (_ (_1 _?#_?_ (_
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Data measured by using the SAE J366b procedure for a G_C manual
14

transmission production interelty coach Model PBM490SA is shown in

Table 4-20.

Table 4-20

GMC Intercity Bus
J366b Test Procedure

CoolingFanOn Coolin_FanOff

Streets/de Curbside Streetside Cutbside

84.2 dBA 81.4 d_ 80.6 dBA 79.1 dBA

Source: Reference 14

In addition, during a demonstration at the GMC noise test track in

Pontiac, Michigan, on Desemb_r 16, 1975, maximum acceleration (SAE J366b)

f noise levels at 50 feet of 83.4 snd 84.1 dBA were measured on the street-

side of a _MC inter_ity coach while 82.8 and 83._ dBA were measured on
22

the curbslde. The test was performed with the transmission in second

shift.

Motor Coach Industries [MCI) reports a curbside noise level o£

82.5 dBA and a streetslde noise level of 85 dBA using the SAE J366b pro-

eedure. At 70 mph cruise conditions, the same bus was said to produce
17

80.5 dBA on the curbslde and 82.5 dBA on the streetside.
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Wyle Research estimated SAE J366b noise levels for intercity

coaches at 84 to 86 dBA, which is about the same as their estimate

of 85.5 dBA for urban transit buses with 8V-71 engines.

Under high speed eruise conditions, tire noise levels at 50 feet

may reach 75 dSA at 55 mph for rib-type tires used for intercity
16

coaches. This estimate is based on measuraments conducted by DOT and

the National Bureau of Standards at WalloPS Island, Virginia, on a

loaded International Sarvester Truck (Model No. 1890) of 25,640 pounds

GVWR.

Current Interior Noise Levels

Table 4-21 presents interior noise level data for 12 intercity

coaches recorded during various testing procedures. It is interesting

to note that in certain cases up to a 10 dS difference in noise level

is present from the front of the vehicle to the rear of the vehicle.

Besides the data reported in Table 4-22 Eagle International reports
19

levels of 72 to 73 dBA at the rear seat at 50 mph , after noise

treatment had been added around the engine cGmpartment.

MCI reports levels of 70 to 71 dBA at an unspecified seat
17

location in their MC-5 35-foot coach: MCI also conducted measurements

• under stationary and cruise conditions at various locations in the

coach with and without approximately 90 square feet of sound insulation

(Baryfoil #10.25) between the engine compartment and passenger compart-

ment. This insulation was found to have no consistent effect on interior

sound levels, which are summarized in Table 4-22.
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TABLE 4-21

Summary of Interior Noise Levels for-lntercity Buses

A.WEIGIITEDSOUND LEVEL. dBfA)AT SD FT.

BUS ($,%EJ.166b) ! SI'^TtONAR¥
SERrALNO. /_IODI!L TRANS,',tlSSION _I£ASURE_IENTLOCATION _I^_(IM_I i_Ut.bAWA,s, $TATEONAR%' _tAXIMtJM

^CCELERATEON IMI GOVERNED
SPEED

$ t2327¸ P.IC.;_ $11ndprd l_ronl 74,S ?4,25̧
_ild 73,_$ 73

Rear 70,_ 77,_ 74,3

S 12337 /dC.B $1ar,_rd Flont 7._.7S 73._
Mid 7._ T2

$ I...239 _IC.8 ^uto.lgti_ FIo,I 73 73 72,$

_IL_ 72 T2 71.7
E_ir 77,_ 77.5 7&6 74.6

S 122.19 _IC,_ A_'lo,1_IJc F,_int 7.1.5 • • 7_,75 T3,2 _ • •
_II_l 7,4 74.25 72.$

Eclr _0,._$ T0 ¸'/7,5 74

$12359 MC.g ^ulamaI_¢ Fio.l 73 7J 73
_.tJd 71 71 ?0.TS ,
l_r 77 7_,5 T4,7 73

S 123._ [ _IC.S_ $1an,_ifd Fro_,I 7,1,6 77,_ 75,S

_.lld 7_ 76,_ 78,75

• E©_; 70,T_ L '_9.25 7_,5 , • 76.75

$12323 _C._I_ SIi.dlr_t Floilt 77,2_ 7_.._ 74,5

R_r _l " ?9,_ _0,15 ";9

I_699 0_ $tJ,d_id Fm,I 71,."_ -- 71,5 70

19704 05 $1m_dlr_ Fr_ll; 69.5 _. r 72,25 6_

_Id4 74,7_ 72,?$ 70

9678 O_ _I_tn_h,J_l Fro_I 67,75 -_ 70 66
_.lld 7_ 77._$ 74,8

9677 0$ St_,dai_ Fiont ?0,7_ -- ?._ 69,$

. _lJd • T7 7_ 72,$

-- " i17 ._ulornRII_ F_I 7,4 -- _$_ ,T2 •

R©ir _ _4 83

M_in AU All R,:ii 80,3 77,3 _0,L 77,7 •

$1d,D_v. ,%11 All i_c_r =_,06 t,_'6 2,01 3.36

M_n MC._. ^II R_as 78,_ T7,3 76_6 74,3
$t_,Dcv. /tiC.8 All R©Ir 1.17 1,7_ 1.13 .'_8

M_in MC.$[_ St_ndsrd Rca; HD,4 79,,_ 79,3 T7.9

S_d.Dav. MC._U Sl_,dlfd R©_r ,88 .18 1,17 L_9

S_In , 05 • $1a,ld_t_d _ml _1.7 -- _2.2 80._

$1d,D_v, 05 SIa_41f_ R_r ,47 ,29 .$I_

M©in 17 Auto.lallc E,_zl 84 -- _4 _3
$1d,D_v. 1? A_'lo.lali_ R¢ir 0 D 0
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Table 4-22

Interior Sound Levels in
Rear of MCI MC8 Coach, dBA

Normal High Maximum 60 mph
Idle Idle rpm Cruise

i Standard
Coach 64 65 69 73

Insulated

Coach 63 65 i 72 72

Source: Reference 17

i 18

Bray :reports average front seat levels for intercity coaches

of 74 to 78 dBA and rear seat levels of 70 to 84 dBA.

I Levels under normal street acceleration conditions at the rear

seat of a new GMC intercity bus ranged from 80 to 84 dBA, compared to
22

77 dBA at cruise (30 mph) and 72 dBA at idle.

i For intercity buses, interior noise levels a£ pass-bys of 55 mph

are more representatlve of actual driving conditions than the interior
i

noise levels measured under maximum acceleration. However, maximum noise

levels are most likely to occur under maximum acceleration conditions.

current'Com_onent Noise Levels

.[ Data on component levels of intercity buses are presently not

available but are believed to be closely aligned with urban Transit Bus

component noise levels. This is believed to be true since many of the

same noisegenerating sources (engine, transmission, cooling system)

are similar or identical to Urban Transit Buses. Thus, refer to the

urban Transit Bus discussion on component noise levels for intercity

bus cc_ponent levels.
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Section 5

NOISE ABATEMENT TECHNOLOGY

For buses of current configurations, the important noise sources

are the engine, exhaust, cooling fan, intake, and chassis. The relative

contributions of these sources vary depending on the type of bus and on

the type of bus operation.

Engine

Engine noise is the mechanically radiated noise associated with

the ecrnbustionprocess and the mechanical components of the engine.

This noise is a result of vibration of the engine structure, covers,

and accessories. In general, noise from the transmission, turbomharger

(if so equipped), and the blower are included in the noise source

comprising engine noise. In the case of diesel engines, the air intake

is treated as a separate noise source from engine noise. For gasoline

engines the air intake noise component is included as part of the engine

noise.

Exhaust

Exhaust noise includes the noise produced by the exhaust gases at

the tall pipe exit, the noise generated by the vibration of the muffler

shell and piping, and the noise caused by leakage of the exhaust system

components (muffler, exhaust manifold, exhaust pipe, and tall pipe).
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Fan

Fan noise includes the various noise sources of the cooling system.

Although the predominant noise source is tilefan, the shrouds, radiators,

shutters, and grills affect the noise produced by the cooling system.

Intake

In the case of diesel engines, intake noise includes the noise from

the air inlet, the air cleaner shell and ductlng, and the leakage of the

air intake system components.

Chassis

Chassis noise refers to that noise generated by a bus when it is

coasting by at approximately 30 m.p.h, with the engine idling and the

transmission in neutral. This noise includes any wind or turbulent

noise caused by the passage of the bus. It is considered to be the

lowest level of noise attainable for a vehicle.

Component Noise Abatement Technolo@ies

(i) Engine Noise

a. Gasoline Engines

In the case of gasoline engines, it is customary to lump engine,

air intake, and transmission noise together. This is done because the

air intake filter is mounted directly on the engine carburetor, in close

proximity to the engine. Transmission noise becomes an important noise

contributor on gasoline engine vehicles only after the noise from the

engine and the intake have been lo_ered below 70 dBA.
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Intake noise is relatively IS in gasoline engines. This is true

because Of the presence of the carburetor and the inherently quieter

air intake process. As a comparison, current intake noise levels for

diesel englnes, which are considered noisier than gasoline engines,
1

range from 56 to 75 dBA.

Current gasoline bus engine noise levels under acceleration range
2

from 69 tO_73 dBA. Chrysler Corporation estimates the combined

engine and air cleaner noise levels for their 1976 model school bus

chassis at 76 to 79 dBA. The EPA Background Document for Medium and
3

Heavy Truck Regulations es£imates that engine noise levels range from

75.7 to 77 dBA for gasoline engines with ratings of 160 to 230 net

horsepower.

Several methods are available for lowering the contribution of

engine noise to overall bus noise levels. All of these techniques

have been successfully tested in the laboratory and, for some,
4,5

put into practice on diesel engines. These techniques,and their

expected noise reductions, are summarized below:

Noise Reduction at 3 Ft,

Covers and panels attached to the engine 3 to 5 dB
Closefittingenginecovers 5 to 8 dB
Partialengineenolosures 5 to10 dB
Completeengineenclosures Up to15 dB
Major structural engine modifications 4 to 7 dB
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Noise reductions at other distancen are expected to be somewhat

lower.

Turbooharging of diesel engines results in some engine noise

reduction because of its smoothing effect on the rate of combustion

pressure rise in the cylinder. This is not expected to be of slgni-

flcant benefit to gasoline engines.

Conventional school bus cowls provide an inherent barrier to

some engine noise radiation. Improvements in the cowl design, addi-

tion of acoustic materials in the engine compartment, and provision

j of belly -nderpans all are beneficial to the overall reduction of

engine noise.

Because interior noise levels are mostly controlled by engine

noise, both radiated and structurally transmitted, care in the place-

ment of flre-wall acoustical insulation and engine mounting is indicated

to reduce interior no_ss levels.

b. Diesel Engines

Diesel engine noise is the result of forces generated by combustion
6

and the mechanical aspects of the engine. Diesel engine combustion

forces are of sufficient magnitude to distort or vibrate the engine block,

crankcase and attachments. Primary combustion forces are at engine funda-

mental firing frequencies. These frequencies are relatively low, but the

structure responds to all harmonics of the basic firing frequency. The

steep pressure rise inherent in diesel cycle combustion results in the
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introduction of high-frequency components into the engine structure

which are readily radiated by the sides of the block and rocker arm

covers. Changes in the character of or reduction of combustion forces

have been under investigation by'researchers for a number of years.

Pcecombustion chambers or indirect injection (IDI) can be used
7

effectively to lower combustion rate related noise levels. IDI

is cor_moslyused in diesel engines powering light-duty vans and

passenger cars. For heavy diesels of the type used in diesel school

buses and transit coaches, noise control by retardation of injection

timing and turbocharging has proved to be effective. Retardation

has been shown to have advantages is terms of power, fuel economy,
6

and emissions, but it also /nereases exhaust smoke.

Turbecharging also increases the horsepower output for a given

size engine and has advantages from the emissions viewpoint. Turbo-

charging is not as advantageous for transitbuses as it is for trucks.

Current transit buses use naturally aspirated engines of adequate power.

Additienll power would not be very useful because passenger capacities

cannot be increased without exceeding overall size and axle weight

regulations. The dynamic lag of turbochargers results in little in-

crease in engine power levels until the engine reaches maximu,n speed.

There is, therefore, no gain in dynamic torque and hence no improvement

in bus performance in city traffic conditions. However, a tailored

combinatinn giving the desired characteristics can be developed.
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Another method to lower engine-radlated noise would be to alter

the stiffness or increase damping of all structures sufficiently to

prevent their response to input forces. The cast iron diesel engine
i

block is inherently damped and added dan_ing has been found to offer

little i_provement.

Thin walled components such as oil pan, rocker arm covers, and

manifolds can be isolated from the cylinder head casting by means Of

soft gaskets, rubber washers at mounting belts or, in severe cases, by

splitting the cover i,msdiately above its meunting surface and joining

together by a bonded, rubber section. This is conceptually shown in

Figure 5-1.

A common method of reducing engine radiated noise is by noise

barrier panels attached to the engine exterior surfaces. These covers

or panels are merleof a high-density barrier material llned with an

absorbent material, usually sheet metal lined with glass fiber or mineral

wool. These shields must be designed specifically for each engine model

since proper covering and edge seal_ng is quite important. Panels

generally are attached to and cover each side of the engine block and

oil stm]p. They must be contoured to the engine shape and be attached

through isolation mountings. Experience has shown they are more effec_

tire on iniline engines than Vee engines because of the greater, flat,

radiation area on in line engines. Current practice for urban transit

buses is to use Detroit Diesel V-6 or V-8 engines, which makes this

method less effective.
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Figure 5-1
Isolated Rocker Arm Cover

Cover

_llglne Block
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Engine covers have definite disadvantages and advantages. They

restrict engine service operations. The possibility of undetected oll

leaks being absorbed by the panel-lining material creates a potential

fire hazard as well as destroys the noise absorption characteristics.

The engine physical dimensions are increased, making installation in

a vehicle more difficult. Heat radiation from engine surfaces is
6

reduced, but experience has shown that this effect is minimal.

Quality control must be maintained to assure seal of all panel edges

and joints. On the plus side, panels can be applied without redesign or

modification of the engine itself. They can be applied to present new

engines or even to engines in service as a retrofit package. This is

much easier than making changes to the basic engine structure. Reduc-

tions of 3 toi8 dBA at 3 ft. in engine noise radiation are possible by

means of close-flttlng covers. However, from a practical standpoint,

a set of panels giving 8 dBA reduction would cover virtually all engine

and engine mounted accessory surfaces by many separate complex shaped

panels, in general, a 4 dSA reduction in overall engine sound levels at

50 ft. is close to the practical limit for engine-mounted barrier panels.
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!
Sound level reduction due to modified engine structure, reduced !

piston clap, damping, and isolation can be used in conjunction with

barriers to produce overall reductions greater than 4 dBA, although

each additional decibel reduction is more difficult to achieve than

the preceding one. When the panels are combined with a partial en-

closure, the resultant reduction is often less than the sum of the

separate reductions due to each method.

The urban transit bus engine compartment already provides some

shielding from engine noise, at least on the curb side of the bus.

The large opening on the left side for a_nitting cooling air through

the radiator allows much engine and fan noise to escape on that side.

Rohr Corporation has experimented with a forward-facingair scoop in-

stalled over the radiator and by covering the standard grills with an
8

inverted Vee non-llne-of-sight louver. A llne-of-sight barrier

between the engine and the radiator opening was found to be effective.

General _Iprovement of theenglne compartment door seals and sound

_sol_tlon of the existing engine compartment walls can result in

additional engine radiated noise reduction. The design of radiator

grills to eliminate line-of-sight sound propagation and also to

provide sound absorption without excessive increase in cooling system

flow resistance ks attainable, but will require some developmental

work.
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Shielding under the engine can be effective if the entire area under

the engine is treated. Engine noise reaches the receiver by two [outes,

via straight line from the engine area and by reflection from the_iroed

beneath the vehicle. Belly pans are effective in blocking the reflective

! path and ate currently available for all transit buses. In general,

{ however, belly p_ns are not specified or used extensively due to the added

engine servicing problems, restriction of cooling air exit, and p_oblems

associated with sealing. A 2 dB reduction in the engine contributed noise
b

level can be expected by sealed belly pans in the case of buses._ This will

be especially effective in reducing bystander and pedestrian ear level

noise'since the reflective sound path from the engine off the road•surface

toward the side of the bus will be virtually eliminated.

Full engine enclosures are in use for certain European buses.

Saab-Scanla buses have a completely encapsulated engine, with remotely

placed dual radiators and electrically operated fans. The engine

enclosure is ventilated by a third fan, with air being admitted through

an opening in the roof. European bus technology is discussed in greater

detail in Appendix A.

Disadvantages of engine enclosures include reduced accessibility

to the engine compartment, added weight, some reduced passenger and freight

capacity due to increased engine co_oattment size, and a greater

potential fire hazard.
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Transmission noise for diesel buses can be lowered by the applica-

tion of damping material to reduce resonant amplification at troublesome

frequencies, by stiffening or by weakening housing areas t_oshift resonance

frequency components, by decoupllng housing areas'by slotting or adding
9

mass dampers, and by altering panel geo(netrlcs. Engine shields can be

extended to include the transmission housing in the case of buses.

Engine mountings are important since engine vibrations can be

transmitted to the body framework and to the body panels through the

mounts. Engine mount design technology is sufficiently advanced to

provide good Isolation at high frequencies between the engine and body

frame or chassis while allowing the large torque forces to be trans-

mitted to the tran_Ission. Vibration isolation is important because

current bus interior noise levels are dominated by floor and body side

panel radiated noise which appears to be the result of engine vibration.

(2) Exhaust Noise

a. Gasoline Engines

Gasoline engine school buses, without exception, require the tail

pipe outlet to be at the rear of the bus, extending at least five inches

beyond the body wall. This results in ample exhaust Pipe lengths for

adequate engine exhaust noise q_letlng. Moreover, gasoline euglnes can

tolerate higher back pressures to allow mufflers of greater restriction

to be used eampared to diesel engines. The average back pressures of
ii

current p@ssenger-ear mufflers range from 6 to 16 inches Hg. The
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exhaust systems for gasoline-poweredmedium trucks are designed for

3-inch Hg back pressure allowance. Wide open throttle (_DT) operati0n

is common in _e case of trucksand high back pressures and ensuing_high

exhaust valve area temperaturescan affect engine durability. However,

school bus applications seldom require WOT operation, and if they do,

it is limited to a few hours only per day. Thus, higher back pressures

may he allowable on bus chassis rather than on comparable truck chassis.

There are a few problems associated with school bus exhaust systems.

Even when the exhaust pipe outlet noise is lowered, the long exhaust!:and

tail pipe can still generate noise from the muffler shell and pipe walls.

Horizontal muffler and tail pipe systems are inherently noisier than

comparable vertical systems because of groumd-reflected acoustical energy.

The,large bus floor undersurfacealso reflects the sound which escapes

from the sides resulting in higher sound levels on both sides of the bus.

• _le positioning of the muffler in the exhaust system is also eriti-
ii,12,13

eel, and some improvement in exhaust noise levels can be

obtained by experimenting with this. since school bus exhaust systems

are optimized for engine cruise conditions, the exhaust noise has a

characteristic tinniness during brief periods of high and low engine

rpm.

No quantitative information is available for gasoline truck, bus,

or automobile exhaust noise levels for the various engine and muffler

combinations employed. The EYA Background Docement for Medium and
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and Heavy Truck Regulations reports that exhaust noise levels of current

gasoline trucks under acceleration are around 80 dBA at 50 feet. Chrysler

Corporation has estimated the current production school bus exhaust noise

levels at 50 feet to be from 75 to 78 dBA under acceleration conditions.

_. b. Diesel Engines

.Naturally aspirated diesel engine exhaust noise levels with currently
1

available mufflers range from about 70 to 82 dBA. Turbocharglng results

in reducedexhaust noise levels but the selection of a muffler to take

advantage of this noise reduction requires care because allowable back

pressures are generally lowar.

Data isavailable from manufacturers on t_e acoustic performance

of a given muffler on a given diesel engine.. However, changes in pipe

routing, installation, etc., can have significant effects. Because of

packaging problems, transit bus exhaust pipe often take winding routes

between the two manifolds and the horizontal muffler. Newer model buses

have a vertical tail pipe routed through the left side of the bus. Older

buses:have a short horizontal tail pipe exiting at the rear under the

engine.

The location of a muffler between the bus floor and pavement worsens

the effect of muffler shell radiated noise.

(3) Cooling System Noise

a. Conventional School Buses

The cooling system fan is a major cunponent source of noise for trucks

and buses. Sound levels of fan noise at 50 feet vary from near 70 dBA
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to 85 dBA depending predominantly on fan blade tip speed end the

position of radiator shutters. Other components of the cooling system

gecerate noise, but are of secondary importance. Noise from the water

pomp, belts and pulliesi and air flow through the radiator contribute

very little to the overall noise level.

Because they are part of the fanenvlronment, the engine, radiator,

shroud, cab, and other components all affect the coolingability of the

vehicle. _ey also affect the noise generatad by the fan because of the

effect which each component has on the air flow or the flow resistance

against which the fan must operate. Studies conducted by two major

heavy truck manufacturers traderthe DOT Quiet Truck Program have indicated

that medlficatimns to improve the fan environment are very effective

in reducing the fan noise levels by allowing lower fan tip speeds without
14, 15

reduction in cooling ability.

_e potential for reducing fan noise hinges on the possibilities for

maximizing the cooling rate at a given fan speed, thereby minimizing fan

speeds and/or fan-on time. Several approaches ts such an optimization

have been suggested:

o Fan redesign
o Improved fan shrouds
o Increased cooling system pressures
o (_timlzed radiator to fan end fan to engine clserence
o Radiator redesign
o Fen clutches
o Ducts and flow deflectors

o Ring shrouds to prevent tip recireulatimn.
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A combination of these techniques has resulte_ in lowering fan

noise,levels from 81.5 dBA to 66 dBA on the left, and from 80 dBA

to 68dBA on the right side of an IHC model CF-4070A diesel cab-over
14

truck without reducing the cooling capacity, similarly, the fan

noise level was lowered from 80 dBA to 64 dBA by using a different

comb/nation of techniques for a Frelght-liner cab-over truck using a
15

Cummins NTC-350 engine.

The following noise reductions have been demonstrated /n the

laboratory for a 20-/neh 5-bladed truck fan:

Reduction
dBA

Sealed shroUds and op_imized fan coverage 4.5
Optimum fan-to-radiator distance .5
E_g/ne mounted air deflector 4.0
Contoured shroud with i/4-inch tip clearance 7.5
Opt_nized radiator heat transfer 2.0

These reductions are not always c_ulative.

Generally about one-third of the total energy of the fuel used

in a gas engine is relsese_ as heat to the cooling system. Another

one-'thirdis released as heat to the exhaust or radiated away, and the

remaining one-thlrd generates useful power. This ratio varies with engine

configuration, cc_pressinn ratio, spark timing, valve timing, engine load,

and speed. At Idle, for instance, no useful power is developed and all

the fuel energy is released as heat. The heat released to the cooling

syste_ is released to the atmosphere through the radiator. The fan

draws air thro_h the radiator _o improve heat transfer.
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The noise generated by an engine cooling fan can be decreased

by changing the fan drive ratio to reduce the maximum speed. This

change will also reduce the speed of the water pump and the fan speed

at idle. Both of these changes could cause cooling performance problems.

The water pump capacity may be recovered by increasing the diameter of

the water pump impeller, which may necessitate redesigning the entire

water pump on sums engine models. Reducing fan capacity requires a

larger radiator to maintain the same cooling performance. Configura-

tion of the front end sheet metal on a bus limits the radiator size,

but the sheet metal can be raised on the frame to accc_medata a

larger radiator. This change _mpacts bus body mounting, tooling,

and driver visibility.

Fortunately, the cooling problem is not critical for conventional

school buses. School buses use the same sheet metal as medium-duty

trucks, but are seldom fitted with the largest engine that is available

in trucks of the same load capacity. This would indicate that larger

radiators are available than currently fitted to most school buses. Also,

since the majority of school buses do not operate during the hot summer

months, the design temperature can be lower for a school bus than for a

truck. On the other hand, cooling performance at idle cannot be com-

prumised on a school bus.

Air emission control requirements for gasoline engines also need

to be taken into account. Current engine designs require highly retarded
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ignition tining which increases the exhaust temperatures and heat rejec-

tion to the cooling system. The reduced compression ratios and changes

in camshaft to delay exhaust valve opening end increase valve overlap

also increase the heat rejection. On the other hand, the use of higher

temperature thermostats gives some relief.

_le chief differences between the diesel truck application and

conventional gasoline bus application are s_nmsrized in Table 5-1.

:!Itshould be noted that the cooling systems of forward control

buses require special attention. The technology in the DOT QJiet

Truck Program is not directly applicable for such buses.

b. Transit end Intorcity Buses

Urban transit buses of current design employ a radiator end fan

for engine cooling on the left side of the engine compar_nent. _he

arrangement results in uneven flow speeds through the radiator, and

thus little or no ram air is obtained from the forward motion of the

bus. GMC intercity buses also employ the some arrengement.

MCI intercity buses employ twin radiators with thermostatically

controlled centrifugal fans s_ the top of the engine compartment directly

above the Engine. The fens are connected to the radiators by ducts.

_his arrangement results in a quiet cooling system with evenly distrib-

uted sound levels on the two sides.

_e three DOT Trensbus prototypes use different cooling system

arrangements. (For a discussion of the DOT Trensbus P_ogram see

Appendix B.) None of the Trensbuses use Detroit Diesel engines.
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Table 5-i

Comparison of Coolin 9 Fan Parameters for Gasoline
and Diesel Engines

Conventional

Diesel Engine Gasoline Engine
Truck School Bus

Maximum engine rpm 2100 3600-4000

Seat rejection at idle 2 Btu/hp/min 7 Btu/hp/min

Seat rejection at
maximum throttle 24 Btu/hp/min 27.5 Btu/hp/min

Load factor Sustained opera- Under 20% of
tion at maximum time at maximum

engine speed engine speed

Fan-on time (when on-off
Clutches are used) Under 5% 23-40%

Coolant pressure Atmospheric 14-16 psig

Shutters _ _ Employed Generally not
employed

Air conditioners Available Rarely employed
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The ;94General Trensbus uses a Caterpillar 3406 TAPC turbochargedand

eftercooled 6-cylinder in-line diesel for propulsion. The engine cooling

radiator end the air conditioning condenser are mounted in series

directly above the engine across the rear of the coach. The cooling

fan is hydraulically driven, with no speed modulation. The _ Transbus

used a gas turbine and hence does not require a water cooling radiator.

The oil coolers were on the right side of the engine comparb_emt with a

squirrel cage type fan directly driven off the accessory drive system.

The evaporators, including the two-speed circulation fans, are mounted

in the air conditioning compar_emt above the engine. The Rohr Indus-

tries Trensbus uses a Cummins VT-903, V8 turbooharged diesel engine for
2

propulsion. The 1300 in cooling radiator with the transmission

oil eooldr was located between the left side of the bus and the front

of the engine, the conventional location for current design buses. The

fan was hydraulically driven with the speed modulated to meet cooling

demands by a sensor in the bottom tank of the radiator.

Although it is not certain where the future transit bus cooling

systems will be located, for this discussion, it shall be assumed that the

radiator and fan will be located in the left hand side rear portion

until space considerations dictate relocation.

The advantage of locating the side-facing radiator close to the

rear end of the bus is that the radiator air inlet is in the only high

pressure area at the rear of the bus. The disadvantage of the rear

side-facing placement of the fan is that the air near this section of the

bus is relatively dirty. As a result the fan draws this dirt through
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the radiator and usually deposits it in the engine compartment.

MCI reports that on their interclty buses with compromised radiator

positioning, during actual operating conditions on the h_ghway, the ,

cooling fan air flow is only 50 percent of the air flew measured

during static bus tests.

Current transit bus cooling fan noise levels range from 77 to 85

dBA under acceleration conditions. The fan-on time with viscous fan

clutches is on the average higher than for trucks. It depends on the

operation cycle of the bus which may range from intermittent city opera-

tion to an occasional continuous highway cruise. The GM and Rohr quieted

buses used a fan clutch to lower noise levels on the left side of the bus

to 73 dBA. Even when the fan is engaged, it does not reach full engine

speed under normal operation. !

(3) Air Intake Noise

Air intake noise of gasoline engines is included in the engine noise

for reasons discussed earlier. The following discussion will be limited

mainly to diesel engine intake systems. _

Intake noise is produced by the opening and the closing of the

inlet valve. When the valve opens, the pressure in the cylinder is usually

above atmospheric and a sharp positive pressure pulse sets the air in the

inlet passage into oscillation at the natural frequency of the air colLmln.

This oscillation is rapidly damped by the changing volume caused by the

piston's downward motion. When the inlet valve closes it produces similar

pressure oscillations, which are relatively undamped. In the diesel engine,
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air inlet noise is generally observed in the low to middle frequencies (up

to 1000 Hz). (On gasoline engine, this inlet noise may be important at

higher octave bands due to the flow noise produced in the carburetor.) !

Typical unsilenced intake noise levels for truck diesel engines at i

high idle vary between 70 dBA and 85 dBA, measured at 50 feet from i
I

the engine inlet. Production air filters used on_ost trucks ptovlde a

noise reduction (Insertion Loss) of from 9 to 22 dBA. In the case of i

eleven trucks with Detroit Diesel Engines and production model intake
17

filters, intake noise exceeded the noise levels from the remalning

components in only one case. Six trucks had sufficiently quiet air

intake such that further reduction of the intake noise would not be of

any benefit to overall vehicle noise levels. The remaining trucks

shcwed overall noise reductions of 0.5 to 3 dBA for a 6 dBA reductlon

of intake noise. If the noise from remaining components were lowered,

intake noise would assume greater importance for a great proportion

of trucks.

Intake filters act as silencers because of the sound absorption

properties ofthe filter element and because of the area changes.

Additionalsllsnolng may be provided by deslgnimg flow passages to

restrict llne-of-slght transmission.

Heavy duty oil bath cleaners usedln transit buses are good

nolsesuppressors. Cleaners that have large flat sections of sheet

metal can radiate significant amounts of noise from mechanical vibra-

tions. Useof rubber sections such as elbows, tubes or connectors

in the air intake piping should be avoided as much as possible. Most
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rubber sections are not good acoustic barriers and radiate excessive

amounts of noise because of their pulsating walls.

FOE maximum quieting, as additional intake silencer can be in-

stalled betwsen:the air cleaner and the engine inlet. _hese devices

are sot particularly expensive, are easy to install, and will do a good

job of absoabing higher frequency noises. _he silences should be

_stalled as close ;to the engine inlet as passible. The additional

space requira_ant may be a problem in transit and foEward control

school buses.

With the precautions outlined above, the attainment of intake

noise iT4els under 65dBA is practicable with available intake

filters for diesel engines.

(5) Chassis and Accessory Noise

In the category of chassis noise, the coasting noise of the vehicle

with no propulsive power being applied to the vehicle and the noise from

the re_aini_g_minor sources such as air conditioning and air brake

compressors are included.
18

Motorlndustries Research Association (MIRA) has collected

data on coasting noise levels for a broad range of vehicles. Coasting

_oise depends on size or weight of vehicle, conditions of road surface,

and ro_d speed. Variations might also be expected due to tire tread

pattern and construction, number of axles and tires, axle loadings,

and bus body surface area. A useful general relationship for the
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coasting noise of a vehicle at 30 mph (44 fps) on a smooth, dry surface

is given by the equation:

dBA 65 + 7 log W
i0

where:

W = gross vehicle weight in tons

dBA = sound level 7-1/2 meters from vehicie cen£erline.

At ical busof23,000 accordingto formulawili
produce 66 dBA at 50 f_t while coasting at 30 mph. A vehicle of

10'000 lbs wlll produce 64dBk under t.hesane _onai_Ions.

EPA conducted tests on the coasting levels of several school buses
• --25 .....

of 17,400 Ib to 23,000 ib G_; rating chassis, I A 23,000 ibGVWRbus

measured65 dBA on the curbslde and 69 dBA on the streetslde while

coasting at 30 mph. A 17,400 ib G_bus equipped with snow tires

measured 73 dBA on the curbside and 74 dBA on the streetside while

coasting at 30 mph. Both tests were conducted with the engine idling,

the transmission in neutral, and all accessories on. Hence the measured

levels reflect'the total chassis noise levels to be expected rather than

the coast-by noise alone.

Current school bus chassis noise levels appear to be in the 65 to

74 dBA range at 30 mph with the engine shut off. Coast-by noise levels

for conventional school buses (without accessory noise) without snow tires

are approximately 64 to 68 dHA. Chassis noise levels can approach these

coast-by levels by lowering the contributions from accessories and body

vlbratioas.
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Chassis noise levels of current transit buses range from 65 to
16

76 dBA for 35 ft. and 40 ft coaches. It is felt that chassis noise

levels of 70 dBA are achievable on today's 40-foot transit coach.

In the case of integral design transit buses, the outer skin

panels are load-carrying me_nbers. Hence any road or engine vibrations

transmitted through the suspension or engine mounts will be transmitted

to the skin as stress and result in vibrations of the panels. These'

panels are acoustically efficient radiators of sound at audible fre-

quaneles. _he mounting of accessories will need special care _o avoid

eacitatlon of the body panels into resonance. The windows of the bus

should also receive attention. Apart from rattles, loose window panes

also result in large vibrating surfaces and hence chassis noise.

i i . ,
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Overall Noise Abatement

The abatement of bus noise is a systems problem. In the following

discussion, the classification of buses according to their noise com-

ponent configurations attempts to make t/istotal universe of buses

into,a manageable number of systems that are similar from the noise

abatement viewpoint. Total bus noise abatement is further broken down

into a number of steps or target noise levels. Each targeted noise

level may be achieved by combining component noise control measures

in a specific way. System compatibility is implicit in the selection

of such combinations.

In general, noise control strategy is determined by the source

levels of the noisiest and/or most dlffimult-to-control components. The

successive steps in noise reduction invariably require increasingly more

complex, and in most cases increasingly expensive, technologies.

(i) Conventional Gasoline-Powered School Bus6s

Five study levels have been identified for conventional gasollne-pow-

ered school buses. Component levels to achieve each study level are indic-

ated in Table 5-2. The production bus noise design levels should be 2 to

3 dBA under the targeted not to exceed noise levels, as shown.

Table 5-2

Component Noise Level Matrix for Gasoline-Powered Conventional School Buses

Sound Levelt SAE J366b Test t dBA

Bus exterior study level 83 80 77 75 73
(Not to exceed level)

BUS design level 80.0 77.5 74.5 72.0 70.5
Engine and intake 77 74 71 68 65
Exhaust 73 69 65 65 64

Cooling fan 73 70 64 64 64
Chassis and accessories 70 70 70 65 65

Interior Study Level (at driver) 83 80 80 75 75
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83 dBA Exterior and Interior Study Levels

Engine

No special engine, intake or transmission treatments will be needed.

Exhaust System

The usa of best available mufflers will be sufficient to obtain 73

dBA exhaust noise levels. The muffler will be located in an optimum

position for t/_eschool bus exhaust system after the tail pipe length

has been adjusted for the body length.

Cooling Fan

To obtain the 73 dBA fan noise level, careful sealing of the

shroud to the radiator along with optimization of fan coverage by the

shroud will be needed to maximize the air flow. In tests conducted by

International Harvester Company, the air flow rate was increased by

this method from 10.66 ib/sec to i1.5 ib/sec (see Figure 5-2). OptS,urn

fan coverage for the sealed shroud was obtained at 90 to i00 percent

coverage, while the original ansealed shroud gave maximum air flow rates

at 65 percent coverage. The increased air flow rate allowed a reduction

of fan speed to reduce overall noise level by as much as 5 dBA. Opti-

mizatinn will help only to the extent of the actual departure in the

present system. The reduction in fan maximum speed can be obtained by

providing a viscous t_pe fan clutch. The latter approach is recommended

because it has the advantage of minimizing the fan power requirements when

cooling loads are less than maximum. Because there is always some slippage

at fan speeds approaching maximum shift speed, the maxlmu_nfan speed will

be automatically lowered with the usage of a fan clutch.
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Figure 5-2
Effect of Fan Coverage o:*Aih_ FIc_,

With Shroud Sealed to Radiatmr

50 100

Fan coverage ( __x ) percent
pw

Fan Speed 2520 rpm.

Source_ International Harvester Company
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An on-off type clutch is not considered to be a feasible solution

because it will not lower the maximum fan speed, unless the engine to

fan pulley ratio is changed appropriately.

In those eases where the sealing of the shroud and optimizing fan

coverage does not result in sufficient noise reductions, flow rates may

be increased further by choosing a fan that will allow reduction in

shaft speed. This again is dependent on the present fan on thevehicle.

In most cases, increasing the number of blades and/or blade twistwill

result in achieving the air flow at reduced speeds. A shaft speed reduc-

t/on of ten percent will be sufficient.

Chassis

The required 70 dBA level for chassis and accessories is already

attained by most gasoline school buses on the road friday.

With the above exterior technologies interior noise should be

reduced to the 83 dBA level.

80 dBA Exterior and Interior Study Levels

Engine

Some engines may require the inclusion of acoustic treatment of engine

hood. For this, acoustic barrler-cum-absorption material of the type

currently used for automobile hoed insulation may be added.

To reach the interior noise level of 80 dBA at the driver's location,
2

one layer of barrier-type acoustic insulation weighing 1 ib/ft should be

employed at the cowl face and under the floor extending about 5 feet am

shown in Figure 5-3. All holes in the firewall for pedal linkages, steering

colLmln,etc., should be carefully sealed with heavy rubber boots.
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Figure 5-3
Engine Noise Abatemenu

by Shielding

I lb/ft 2 Barrier Material

Attached to Firewall

, ["

' ' _.s -/" -k_. . //
"'-. ./

Approximate Area of Barrier = 25 ft 2
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Exhaust

To reduce exhaust noise to 69 dBA, larger, more advanced mufflers

will be needed. Careful design of the exhaust system to place the muffler

in the optimum position will be necessary. It will also be necessary for

the exhaust system designer _ specify that the tail pipe length not be

altered by anyone adapting the chassis to schoolbus application.
19

In April 1973, GMC reported that by using a larger muffler, with

the pipes rerouted where possible to lie within the confines of any engine

eompart;nsetshielding and to avoid conflict with a belly pan installation,

the exhaust noise level of a CE 6500 gasoline engine truck was successfully

lowered from 83 dBA to 70 dBA.

Automotive mufflers are designed smpirieally by the muffler manufac-

turers who work with the engine manufacturers to achieve acceptable noise
Ii

reduction without loss in performance. For a simple expansion chamber

muffler, the transmission loss increases by a maximt_ of 7 dBA for a doubling
2O

of expansion ratio. Increased expansion ratios can be obtained without

increasing the thickness of the mufflers by using elliptical cross sections.

It is estimated that almost a doubling of muffler volume will be needed to

achieve exhaust noise levels of umder 69 dBA, which are 4 to 5 dBA below

those of currently available mufflers.

Special attention must be given to the support sys£em for the exhaust

pipes and muffler under the bus floor to prevent the transmissionof vlbra-

floss to the chassis. Airborne noise could also excite the floor to radi-

ate noise to the bus interior. Current plywood floor designs appear

adequate in reducing floor transmitted exhaust noise to the bus interior.
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Cooling Fan

Two alternate approaches are possible for achieving fan noise

levels of under 70 dBA.

i. Contoured Shroud with I/4-1neh Tip Clearance

This type of shroud is shown diagrammatically in Figure 5-4.

Tests by the International Harvester Company have shown that the use of this

shroud resulted in allowing fan speed to be reduced by 6 percent while

3 to 6 dBA noise reduction was obtained in comparison to the noise level

of the carefully sealed shroud. The shroud wiil need to be mounted in

such a way as tO maintain the i/4-inch clearance even iwhen the engine

moves relative to the radiator. This can be achieved by mounting part

of the shroud to the engine and part to the radiator with _tbetwo sections

connected together by a flexible rubber boot. Recent road tests completed

on a truck equipped with such a shroud have demonstrated the practicality
21

of this design.

Total noise redu_tlon expected from using the"low tip clearance

shroud with careful seals, a viscous clutch and a seven-blade fan will

be between 10 and 13 dBA. The maximum fan speed has now been lowered to

79 percent of the origi,al fan speed without sacrificing air flow and hence

cooling system performance. The radiator has not been altered in any way.

2. Increased Radiator and Fan Size

Increasing the radiator area can result in significant reduction in
1

fan rpm and noise. Estimates show that by using simple fan laws show

that increasing the radiator area by 20 percent and the fan diameter by

10 percent, fan rpm can be lowered by 37 percent without sacrificing
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Figure 5-4
Emgine.-Mounted1/4 Inch Tip
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Flexible

Rubber Seal Aqounting Strut
(one of three)
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cooling capacity. This would in turn result in lowering the fan noiSe

level by 8 dBA. Additional noise reduction can be obtained by careful

fan and radiator sealing and increasing fan diameter (the larger radiator

will allow this).

Chassis and Accessories

Current chassis noise levels are sufficiently low and no trea_ent

will be required.

77 dBA Exterior and 80 dBA Interior Study Levels

_En_ine

To reach the 71 dSA required engine noise level, additional en-

gine side shields will be required. TheSe may be located as sketched in

Figure 5-5. The shield may be made from 20 gauge steel sheets lined on

the inside with a 2-inch layer of acoustical glass fiber. To keep the

glass fiber from losing its effectiveness from saturation with oil, gaSO-

line, or water, s 2-railnonflammable plastic barrier should be provided.

Finally, a perforated thin (22 gauge) metal cover should be added on the

inside bo minimize mechanical wear and tear. This is sketched in Figure

5-6. Glass fiber materials are relatively inexpensive. The study of

currently available cowl and engine sizes for school buses indicates that

sufficient space is available for such shields and no alteration in cowl

design will be necessary.

The reduction in open area around the engine may result in some loss of

cooling air flow. Thus, in all probability, cooling fan redesign would be

needed to achieve the 77 dBA bus regulated level.
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Figure 5-5
Engine side Shields in Position For

77 dBA Overall Bus Noise Levels

Steel-Glass Fiber Side Shields

Dstails in Fig. 5-6

Rail
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Figure 5-6
Detail of Side Shield Construction

2-Inch Glass Fiber

Filling
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The transmission noise at this level is expected to be sufficiently

below engine noise so as not to warrant any attention.

Engine accessibility will be somewhat reduced by the incorporation of

sideshields.

Exhaust System

To reach exhaust noise levels of 65 dBA will require a carefully{

designed advanced dual horizontal exhaust system with double walled
"i

mufflers and premufflers or resonators to optimize the system under o{uise

as well as high rpm conditions.

The usa of a dual system allows greater expansion volume for the

exhaust gases and hence greater reduction of the pulsations which are

responsible for exhaust noise. The larger flow areas allowed by dual'

pipes will also reduce the existing velocity of gases which is responsible
.!

for the characteristic hiss of well-silenced exhaust systems of some of

the cdrrent luxury automobiles.

Heavier gauge exhaust and tall pipes with gastight exhaust joints will

be needed to minimize shell radiation and leaks.

The use of premufflers or resonators may not be necessary for all

engines. Since insertion loss data for mufflers and resonators designed

for the gasoline engines is not available, it is not possible to make any

judgments at this time as to which engines may need less treatment.

Double wall mufflers are currently being made available for diesel

truck applications by several manufacturers." Donaldson Co., Riker and
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Stemco. Donaldson markets the "Silent Partner" muffler wrap which

consists of an asbestos blanket held in place by a stainless steel

wrap together cover. Although current designs are for diesel truck

vertical stack mufflers, little development is expected to be

necessary to adapt these techniques to horizontal mufflers for school

bus applications.

Coolln.qFan

For achieving overall bus noise levels of under 78 dBA, fan

design noise levels will need to be lowered to 64 dBA and under.
•r

This is 13 to 18 dBA under current gasoline engine bus fan noise

levels. These levels have already been demonstrated by International

Harvester and Freight-linerquiet trucks. International Harvester

Company was able to achieve a 66 dBA fan noise level by employing a

i/4-1nch tip clearance fan shroud along with an engine enclosure which

reduces fan noise level by 2 dB and by replacing the original 4 row,

i] fln-per-inch, plate fi_ radiator by a 4 row, 14 fin-per-lnch, serpen-

tine fin radiator. Freightliner Corporation achieved a 64 dBA estimated

fan noise level by replacing the standard 28 inch slx-bladed fan with a

specially made 31 inch seven-bladed fan featuring staggered blade spacing

manufactured by Schwitzer Corporation. The fan speed was lowered from
2

2100 rpm ro 1280 rpm and the standard 1200 in six-row radiator was
2

replaced by a 2000 in four-row radiator,

For current application to gasoline powered school buses, the

suggested method of achieving the 64 dBA level is to increase cediator
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frontal area by 20 percent and fan diameter by approximately i0 percent.

An engine-mounted close-fitting shroud should be used along with an

advanced serpentine-fin radiator with approximately 30 percent greater

heat transfer area than a comparable plate-fin _ype radiator. The

increased core thickness of the serpentine fin radiator will result in D

slightly greater pressure drop across the radiator resulting in somewhat

greater fan speed. Howevel, the overall effect of all the improvements

will allow fan rpm to be lowered to almost 50 percent of the original

fan speed.

With this low fan speed, the far*shaft, pulley, and belt sys_e_

will need to be redesigned. The water pump could be mounted on a

separate shaft independent of the fan shaft so as to make its redesign

unnecessary.

Chassis and Accessories

No treatment is anticipated.

75 dBA Exterior and Interior Study Levels

En@ine and Intake

To reach the 68 dBA source level, gasoline engines will require

the side shields shown in Figure 5-5 and an underpan between the radiator

and bell housing. Since gasoline engines require servicing from underneath

for regular oil changes, an underpan with small removable panels such as

that sketched in Figure 5-7 will be suitable. Some innovative provision
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Figure 5-7
Possible Underpan Configuration for

Achieving 75 dBA
Overall Noise Level

• .... / Barrier '
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Under Engine _ /"
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Material . " _"_

ged ver
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Is necessary to ensure that the removable panels are always replaced after

the routine maintenance or servicing; otherwise, the benefit of the ,

underpan may be greatly reduce4. One method to accomplish this weuld.be

to hinge the panel so that it cannot be completely removed and discarded.

Warning labels could be attached to the panels to make maintenance personnel

aware of the purpose of these panels.

Hazards due te fuel or oil collection in the underpan can be :

minimized hy careful design so that the liquid flows to a small dralq

hole under all operating conditions. A_ain, the cooling capacity may,

need to be increased to provide adequate ventilation and air flow rates.

TNis is not expected to increase fan noise since the side shields and

underpartwill provide sound attenuation to fan noise also. This treat-

mant is expected to lower engine and air intake contribution from 2 to

5 dBA.

To achieve the interior noise levels, engine vibrations trans-

mitted through the chassis will need to be lowered by isolating the

engine or by isolating the body from the chassis.

Exhaust

The exhaust system will not need any alteration beyond that re-

c_Ire_ for the previous study level.

Coolin@ Fan

_he cooling system will need readjustment because of the presence

of the engine belly pan. The increased flow restriction will require
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the maximum fan speed to be increased. To maintain the fan source

level at 64 dBA, the engine side shield should be redesigned to give

some shielding to fan noise escaping from the sides of the cowl.

Chassis and Accessories

To meet the bus noise levels of 75 dBA, the chassis exterior

noise design levels will need to be at 65 dHA and under. TO approach

this noise on buses over 23,000 GVWR will require careful body design

to minimize noise radiation from body panels. Some critical body panels

may need damping treatment or stiffening to make them inefficient radia-

tors of sound energy at the troublesome frequencies peculiar to the body-

chassis _combination.

The isolation between the body and chassis will need improvement.

School buses employ truck chassis with stiffer suspensions than those

employed for automobiles. The number of isolation pads between the

chassi_sand the body should be kept at a minimum since each pad provides

a path for some of the chassis vibrations to the body. Doubling the

thickness and halving the stiffness of the rubber pads, for example,

will lower the critical frequency by a factor of 1.4 and improve the

isolation over a greater range of frequencies. Floor insulation in

the form of double flooring with isolation material in between has been

in use by Crown Coach for reducing road noise inside their diesel buses.

This technique will be very helpful in lowering engine contributed interior

levels also if the floor and body are carefully isolated from the chassis.
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Interior carpeting, fabric covering of roof, and safety padding

of seats and bus walls can reduce interior noise levels further if

necessary.

73 dBA Exterior and 75 dBA Interior Stud_ Levels

Engine

To reach the 65 dBA engine noise level, side shields will need

to be extended to include the rerouted exhaust pipes which should be lagged

with thermal insulation. The cowl lid will need additional acoustical

treatment that will lock into the side shields. The engine will be virtually

encapsulated. This is conceptually shown in Figure 5-8.

Enclosure design technology has been demonstrated through experience

with!the Quiet Truck Program. It should be noted that the enclosure will

provide shielding also to the fan noise. The greater heat buildup in the

engine compartment and increased restriction to the alr-flow will require

cooling fan speeds to be increased, which will nullify some of the acousti-

cal benefits of shields. It is anticipated that in spite of this, the

enclosure will provide reductions of 5 to 8 dBA to the engine noise and

about 2 dBA to the fan noise.

The air intake noise will need further suppression by adding an

intake silencer between the carburetor and air filter.

The lowered engine and other component noise levels will require

some attention to the transmission casing, which may need to be redesigned.
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Figure 5-8
Engine _closure for Achieving
73 dBA Overall Bus Noise Level

i
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Approaches to reduce airborne noise radiation by the transmission

housing include the application of da0plng material to reduce resen_nt

amplification, the stiffening, or the weakening of housing areas to

shift resonance frequency components out of the range of excitation

farces; the decouplin9 housing areas by slotting or by adding mass :i
22

dampers, and the altering of panel geometries. Transmission manu-

facturers are already aware of these techaiques and are anticipating,

future noise reduction needs.

Exhaust S_stem :

The achievement of 73 dBA overall bus noise levels will requirei

the reduction of exhaust noise levels to 64 dBA or below. This is

only one decibel below the levels for the previous case and will not

require any major improvements in exhaust systems. It may be necessary

to lag some lengths Of the exhaust pipes between the engine and the

mufflers to reduce pipe wall radiated noise and to minimize tempera-

tures in the engine enclosure. This section of the exhaust system
4

generally carries the largest pulsations from the engine exhaust.
i

Currently one of the bus exhaust system manufacturers, AP Parts Co., i

is working on the development of double walled exhaust pipes, and re"- i

ports promising results.

Cooling Fan System

The cooling system will need ceadjus_ent to maintain adequate

cooling in the presence of the sealed engine enclosure.
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(2) Conventional Diesel Powered School Buses

Based on data from diesel trucks, the attainable exterior noise

levels fro_ conventional diesel school buses range from 83 dBA to

75 dBA, which is the lowest study level.

Allowing 2-3 dBA for vat'iationamong production buses, the design

levels would range from 80.5 dBA to 72.5 dBA. Table 5-3 shows the

targeted study "not to exceed" levels and design exterior noise levels

along with a set of possible combinations of ca_posent levels to achieve

the overall noise levels. Other ccaloonentnoise level combinations may

be used to achieve the same overall_noise levels, but those shown in

Table 5-3 appear to be the most logical.

Interior levels ranging from 88 dBA to 75 dBA can be met using

similar techiques as discussed for conventional gasoline-powered

school buses.

The noise control packages are stmmarlzed below:

Table 5-3

C_ponent Noise Level Matrix for Diesel-Powered Conventional School Buses

Sound Levelr SAE J366b Testr dBA

Bus Exterior Study Level 83 80 77 75
(Not to exceed level)

Exterior Design Level 80.5 77,5 74.5 72.5
Engine 77 74 71 68
Exhaust 73 69 68 65
Fan 73 70 64 64
Intake 72 69 65 65

ChassisandAccessories 70 70 65 65
Interior Level at Driver 86 83 80 75
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83 dBA Exterior and 86 dBA Interior Study Levels

Englne

Diesel engine noise can be reduced to a source level of 77 dBA

by using engine quieting kits. Such kits include covers for the sides

of the engine block and oll pan, vibration isolation of the valve covers

or air intake manifolds, and cross-overs and possible damping treatment

on sheet metal covers.

The engine hood should be lined with acoustical material such as

non-flanmable felt or glass wool.

NO special treatment will be needed to reach the 86 dSA interior

level beyond the application of the exterior technology.

Exhaust Syst_

Exhaust noise levels of 73 dBA will need available advanced double-

wrapped mufflers. A premuffler may be needed to obtain maxim_ attenua-

tion over the broad range of frequencies characteristic of engine opera-

tion over a wide speed range.

Coolin_ System

Cooling system design will be similar to that used to achieve 73

dBA source noise levels for gasoline engine buses.

Intake

Air intake noise from most current diesel engines is below 72 dBA

with available intake filters.

Chassis

No treatment will be necessary.

80 dBA Exterior and 83 dBA Interior Study Levels

Englne

In order to attain this level, engine noise shields and an underpan

would be required. A sketch of side shields is shown in Figure 5-5,
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whereas a passible underpan configuration is shown in Figure 5-7. _e

slde shields and underpan have been described in detail for gasoline engine

buses. The dimensions of the shield will be somewhat larger than those

shown /n Figure 5-5.

For the interior level technology refer tD the 80 dBA interior tech-

nology of gasoline-powered conventional school buses.

Exhaust Szstam

Mufflers with exhaust design levels of 70 dBA or lower are currently

not available. One way or reducing the exhaust_noise is to uses turbo-

charged engine instead of a naturally aspirated engine. Because of addi-

tional expansion of exhaust gases through the turbocharger, the exhaust i
I

noise levels should be significantly reduced. Alternately, diesel truck muffler !
!

manofacturersour:ently have several experimental mufflers that could be i

modified for bus aPplications to glve source levels under 69 deA. i
r

Coolin_ System i

The cooling system design will be similar to that for attaining 70 i
i,

dBA source levels for gasoline engine buses described earlier.

In take

In order to attain the design level of 69 deA, some noise treat-

ment weuld be required. On the International Harvester OJiet Truck,

the intake noise was reduced from 72 dBAto 69 deA by replacing
i0

the intake rain cap with one with a better design. Thus, it is

possibl_ to achieve the intake design level of 69 dBA by using be_ter

designed parts for the intake system.

Chassis and Acoesse[ie@

No brem_ent will be necessary.
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77 dBA Exterior and B0 dBA Interior Study Levels

Engine

Most medium duty truck engines can be quieted to a 71 dBA source
[

level by using side shields and an underpan as mentioned in the control

pcakage for 74 dBA. The noisiest engines may require a flow-through

engine enclosure with special engine mounts. Figure 5-8 shows such an :

enclosed engine.

If a turbocharged engine has been substituted for meeting air emission

and e_haust noise levels a larger engine cab will be required.

For attaining the interior level refer to the technology for the

75 dBA interior level of conventional gasoline-powered school buses.

Exhaust System

In addition to the exhaust system modifications described for achlev-

ing the previous study level, exhaust pipes may need to be wrapped with

thermal/acoustlcal material, j

Cooling System i

The cooling system design will be the same as that for gasoline i

engine buses for attaining the same source level.

Intake

An air intake silencer will be required.

Chassis and accessories

The same considerations for gasoline powered buses will be applicable

for attaining the 65 dBA chassis and accessory source level.
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75 dBA Exterior and Interior Study Levels

Engine

Attainment of 68 dBA source level for diesel engines will he

difficult. Engines will be turhocharged and a sealed tunnel type flow-

through enclosure will be mandatory. Major redesigns of engine cowl

and cooling system will he required.

For attaining the interior 75 dSA level, refer to the technology

for the 75 dBA interior level of conventional gasoline powered school

buses.

Exhaust System

In order to achieve this level, manifold mufflers or advanced

double-walled dual mufflers, double-wall exhaust piping, and pipe joint

seals would he required. Exhaust design levels of 65 dHA or lower have

been demonstrated on the Freightliner Quiet Truck and the Flxible quieted

bus. Quieting exhaust noise to this level would require additional lead

time beyond the normal development to production lead times.

Cooling System _

The system will he similar to that for gasoline engine buses. However,

due to the greater space limitations in engine cab, a redesign from the pre-

vious level cooling system will be required.

Chassis and Accessories

No additional treatment beyond the previous level will he required.

(3) Front-Engine Forward Control School Buses_ Parcel Delivery Chassis

• School Buses and Motor Home Chassis Buses

The progression of noise levels and corresponding source levels

of these vehicles will be the same as those levels for school buses with
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conventional chassis powered by gasoline and diesel engines except for

the 73 dSA level for gasoline engine vehicles, which is not felt to be

applicable to the forward control school buses. The 73 dBA level and

its attendant technology is applicable, however, to parcel delivery

chassis and motor home chassis buses.

The methods for achieving these levels in forward control, parcel

delivery chassis and motor home chassis buses will be identical to

conventional school buses using similar engines, except that space

constraints will be more severe. Interior noise levels will be more

difficult to achieve, while the contribution of the engine to exterior

noise levels will be of a lesser extent.

I

(4) Mid-Engine School Buses i

Exterior noise level reduction and component noise levels to achieve 1J

the overall noise level reduction for mid-engine school buses are shown I
I

in Table 5-4. 'i.

It is assumed that the bus will need to be designed to produce a

noise level oh the average 2 to 3 dBA below the not to exceed

level because of the expected spread in production vehicle noise levels.

The noise control packages are su_narlsed below.

86 dBA Exterior and 88 dBA'Interior {Over Engine) Study Levels

Existing noise levels generated by this type of bus under

acceleration are expected to meet a 83.5 dSA design level without any

additional applied techn01_y_ _"
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Table 5-4

Component Noise Level Matrix for Mid-Engine School Buses

Sound Level, SAE J366b, dBA

BUS Exterior Study Level 86 83 80 77 75
(Not to exceed)

Exterior Design Level 83.5 80.5 77.5 75.0 72.5
Engine 79 75 71 71 67
Exhaust 79 75 70 65 65

CoolingFan 77 76 73 70 65
Intake 65 65 65 65 65

C_assis 70 70 70 65 65
Interior (Over Engine) 88 86 83 80 78

83 dBA Exterior and 86 dBA Interior (Over En@ine) Study Levels

To achieve this study noise level, damped engine covers and oll pan

will need to be incorporated and engine compartment treated to mini,]ize

transmission of engine airh0rne noises.

Advanced double wall mufflers and premuffler compartments will be

needed. (These mufflers have been used in the DOT quiet truck program.)

All leaks between radiator, bus Sidewall, and shroud should be

sealed and a thermostatically controlled fan clutch incorporated.

These treatments should result in lowering interior noise level

above the engine to 86 dBA.
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80 dBA Exterior and 83 dBA Interior (Over Engine) Study Levels

To achieve this study noise level, the engine compartment will

need belly pans.

The exhaust system will need improvement to achieve 70 dBA for

non-turbocharged engines. _lis can be obtained by adding a large

resonator in series with the main muffler. Leaks in exhaust system

become very important at this level and consequently must be sealed.

The engine mou_ltswill need improvamente to reduce transmission

of vibration to fl_r and body members.

77 dBA Exterior and 80 (_A Interior (Over Engine) Study Levels

To achieve this study level, the exhaust and cooling system will

need further improvement. The non-turbocharged engine would have to

be replaced with a turbcohanged engine and a large resonator _uld be

needed.

Providing a 10 percent greater radiator area and engine mounted

contoured shroud with i/4-inch tip clearance can be expected to reduce

the cooling fan noise to 70 dBA. To increase the radiator area, a

larger radiator would be required. To reduce the chassis noise to 65

dBA, the body panel design should consider the resonant modes of all

hcdy panels. Damping treatment on the inside or outside of the panels

may be required. A floating slab floor may also need to be employed to

achieve the interior noise level.

75 dBA Exterior and 78 dBA Interior (over Engine) Sted_,Levels

The achievement of the 75 dBA level has been demonstrated for the

rear engine Scania CR IIIM bus (see Appendix A).
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Total engine encapsulation would be required. To provide adequate

engine cooling, two radiators located on either side ef the engine might

be necessary along with thermostatically controlled fans or blowers.

(5) Rear-En@ine School Buses (Inte@ral and Body-on-Chassis)

Exterior noise level reduction and component noise levels to

achieve the everall noise level reduction from rear-engine school buses

are shown in Table 5-5. Because of variationin noise levels among

production buses, the design noise levels are 2-3 dSAbelow the "not

to exceed" levels.

Table5-5

i _ Component Noise Level Matrix for Rear-Englne
School Buses (Integral and Body-on-Chassis)

J366b Sound Level_ dBA

Bus Exterior Study Level 86 83 81 80 77 75
(Notto exceedlevel)

Bus Exterlor.Deslgn Level 83.5 80.5 78.5 77.5 75.0 72.5
Engine and Transmission 79 75 75 71 71 65
Exhaust System 79 75 70 70 65 65
Cooling Fan 77 76 73 73 68 65
Intake 65 65 65 65 65 65
Chassis 70 70 70 70 68 68
Interior Level (Rear) 84 83 83 80 80 78

86 dBA Exterier and 84 dBA Interior (Rear) Study Levels

Existing noise levels generated by this type of bus under acceleration

are expected to meet the proposed 83.5 dBA design level without any

additional applied technology.
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83 dBA Exterior and 83 dBA Interior (Rear)Study Levels

Damped engine covers and an oil pan should be incorporated. Engine

compartment should be treated to minimize transmission of engine and fan

airborne noises.

Double wall or wrapped body mufflers will be needed to produce

75 dBA exhaust noise levels. These mufflers are currently under develop-

ment by muffler manufacturers.

All leaks between the radiator, the bus sidewall and the fan shroud

should be sealed and a thermostatic control fan clutch incorporated.

81 dBA Exterior and 83 dBA Interior (Rear) Study Levels

The engine and transmission treatment remains the same as for previous

levels. The exhaust system will need improvement to achieve 70 dBA. This

can be obtained either by substi£uting a turbeeharged engine or by adding

a large resonator in series with the main muffler. Leaks in the exhaust syst_

become important.

Rectangular cooling fan shrouds should be replaced by contoured shrouds

and fan coverage reeptimized. This may need adjustment of fan to radiator

distance. Sealing and thermostatic fan speed control will be needed.

80 dBA Exterior and 80 dBA Interior (Rear) Study Levels

The exhaust system remains identical to the previous step. Engine

contributed level will be lowered to 71 dBA by providing a sealed belly

pan, an acoustically treated exit duct, and a line-of-sight shield between

the engine and the fan.

The fan will have to be replaced with one capable of delivering

the same airflow as before against a greater total head.
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Engine mounts will need improvement. Body panel vibrations in rear

area will need to be minimized by damping or isolation or by means of

barrier material. Interior reverberationsshould be minimized with aeous-

tlcal material.

77 dBA Exterior and 80 dBA Interior (Rear) Study Levels

The exhaust and cooling systems will need further improvement. A

turbocharged englne with manlfold mufflers or turbeeharged engine with

improved resonators and a muffler with stack silencers will be needed.

Contoured or venturl Shroud with i/4-ineh tip Clearance will be required

along with 10 percent increase in radiator frontal area.

75 dBA Exterior and 78 dBA Interior (Rear) Study Levels

This level will need either total engine encapsulation or an improved

flow-through engine enclosure. Both concepts need development and extensive

testing. So_e passenger seats will most probably be lost. retailed discus-

slon given for urban transit buses will be applicable. A floating slab floor

may be required for attainment of the interior noise level.

(6) Urban Transit Buses

The lowest exterior noise level of integral transit buses studied was

75 dBA a£50 feet, measured according to the Section 8 (recommended)

procedure. Current transit bus noise levels with the cooling fan engaged

can be under 86 dBA with little difficulty, step-by-step reduction of

noise levels of major contributors can result in four intermediate levels

as shown in Table 5-6.
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Table 5-6

Component Noise Level Matrix for Diesel
Powered Integral Transit Buses

J366b Sound Level_ dBA

BusExteriorStudyLevel 86 83 81 80 77 75
(Not to exceed level)

Bus ExteriorDesign Level 83.5 80.5 78.5 77.5 74.5 72.5
Engine and Transmission 79 75 75 71 71 65
ExhaustSystem 79 75 70 70 65 65
CoolingFan 77 76 73 73 68 65
Intake 65 65 65 65 65 65
Chassis 70 70 70 70 68 68
Interior (Rear) 84 83 83 80 80 78

with the application of the exterior noise abatement technologies

for transit buses outlined in the following discussion, the interior

noise levels at the rear of transit buses should be met. However, in

ssme cases additional treatment may be necessary. Refer to the discus-

sion of interior noise abatement technology for Interclty buses for a

description of additional interior noise abatement technology which will

be applicable to transit buses.

86 dBA Exterior Study and 84 dBA Interior (Hear)Study Levels

Engine

No treatment to the engine or engine compartment is considered

necessary for achieving exterior engine source level of 79 dBA. The

blocking of all airborne engine noise from the passenger compartment will

be essential to achieve the interior level of 84 dBA at the rear seat

location.
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Exhaust S_stem

No modification to current exhaust systems will be required. When

a vertical tail pipe is present, it should be resiliently mounted to

prevent transmitting vibrations to the bus body.

Cooling system

_hese levels will be achievable by installing a viscous clutch

between the engine end the fan without any modification to the cooling

system. All leaks between the engine eompartznentsidewall and radiator

and between the radiator and the shroud should be carefully sealed to

minimize fan-on time. An on-off type fan clutch will also be suitable

if the radiator grill is redesigned to minimize llne-of-sight transmission

of sound.

Intake

Best available air cleaner with careful sealing of all leaks will be

adequate.

Chassis and Accessories

_he mounting of accessories will need special care to avoid exeita-

t/on of the body panels into resonance. Air conditioner compressor area

may need some acoustical treatment.

83 dBA Exterior and Interior (Rear)Study Levels

Engine

For diesel transit buses, the attainment of 75 dBA engine contri-

buted noise levels will not require any major changes in the engine
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compartment. P_hr Corporation demonstrated a reduction of 3 dBA

on Detroit Diesel 6V-71 engine noise for a 35-foot transit bus by

using damped rocker arm covers and acoustical material on existing

parts of the hoed, engine campart_ent sidewall, and forward bulkhead.

Detroit Diesel has developed such damped covers for retrofit
17

purposes. It is possible that such covers or similar improved covers

would be offered as standard equipment for future bus engines to comply

with83dBAexteriorlevels.

It ks expected that sealed underpans will not be necessary to

reach this level.

: The engine contributed level on the street side of the bus is

generally higher because of the radiator opening. Design of the

radiator grill to prevent line-of-sight sound transmission while

maintaining adequate cooling is one method of curbing atreetsids radi-

ated noise.

All other engine compartment holes should be carefully sealed,

and the entire compartment lined with sound absorbent material. Thin

metal panels such as hood and sidewalls will require sound barrier

type material, such as 1 ib/sq foot lead-llned vinyl. Alternatively,

mylar-faced acoustical foam with lead septam and an insulation layer

between the septam and panel can be used for the entire area. This

trea_ent is illustrated in Figure 5-9.

Exhaust System

_lis level can be achieved by substituting single wall mufflers

with advanced double-wrapped body mufflers. These mufflers are
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already available for both 6V-71 and 8V-71 engines.* The design noise

level of this muffler with an MAM09--104 Wye connection is 75 dBA for

5-inch systems on the 8V-71 engine, giving a back pressure of only 3.4-

inch Hg. Transit bus applications permit higher back pressures (up to

6-inch Hg.). The larger number of bands in the exhaust pipes will not

cause any penalty for naturally aspirated engines.

(_MCachieved exhaust noise levels of u_der 75 dBA without exceed-

ing the back pressure limitation on their TeH5305 coach by replacing

the standard Nelsen muffler with a Nelson T13680 muffler.

Exhaust noise should not present any difficulty for turbecharged

engines.

Cooling System, Intakef Chassis, and Accessories

The same treatments as for the previous level will be sufficient.

81 dBA Exterior Study and 83 dBA Interior (Rear) Study Levels

Enqine

No treatment beyond the previous level is indicated, unlese the

option of turbocharged engine is adopted for achieving lower exhaust

noise levels.

Exhaust System

70 dBA exhaust source noise level will be necessary to achieve

overall bus median noise levels of 78.5 and 77.5 dBA. It appears

that at present mufflers with exhaust design levels of 70 dBA are

not available for naturally aspirated two-stroke Detroit Diesel engines.

* Donaldson Co. Part No. MCM 12-0189,
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There are two alternatives available to achieve 70 dBA exhaust noise

levels.

(i) Turbonharged Engine - A turbocharged six cylinder engine

may be substituted in place of a naturally aspirated eight

cylinder engine to obtain the same amount of power. Because

of the inherently low exhaust noise levels of turboeharged

engines, currently available mufflers or modifications

thereof to allow for the greater air flow rates can be em-

ployedto obtain the 70 dBA exhaust noise levels.

Stemco Mfg. Co. has currently available dual horizontal I

mufflers, part No. 9428, producing 73.5 dBA which can

be treated to yield 70 dBA noise levels on the 8V-71T
i

engine. J

(2) Adding a Resonator - Optimum exhaust system design to pro-

vide adequate muffling under low as well as high engine rpm

conditions requires the whole system to bedesigned with

a resonator (or premuffler) in series with the main muffler.

This allows a smaller size muffler than if the entire silenc-

ing were to be achieved from a single muffler.

Because of the allowable 6-inch Hg. back pressure at full

load for naturallyasplrated engines, a single resonator and

muffler, with a vertical stack, should be sufficient. The

absence of any leaks in this type of exhaust system become

a necessity at the 70 dBA exhaust noise level.
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Gas-tight exhaust joints are available sod should be used.

_]e muffler, if outside the engine enclosure, should be of

the double-walled type to minimize the noise entering the

passenger compartment.
8

Rubr Flxible bus retrofit noise reduction study resulted

in the development of such a resonator/muffler system in

cooperation with Donaldson Co. for which the estimated con-

trlbution was only 65 dBA. qhis system may be used as a

guideline for a future 70 dBA exhaust system.

Cooling Szstem

Noise levels of 73 dBA were reported by (IMCand Rohr for their

quieted buses with optimized shrouds and thermostatic clutches. The

rectangular shrouds should be replaced by contoured shrouds with as

low a clearance as practical. The fan coverage should be optimized

after the new shroud is installed. The fan to radiator distance may

also have to be changed to ensure optimL_nair flow distribution across

the radiator.

An experimental fan with a U-shaped circular ring attached to the
23

blade tips has been tried by H. n. Blatchford Co. and GMC for the

BTS-2. This fan is designed to prevent tip recirsulation without un-

usually small tip clearances. However, this is an experimental design

and to date no apparent advantage from the noise viewpoint has been

demonstrated.
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Intake, Chassis, and Accessories

No medifications will be required.

8__0_0dBA Exterior and Interior (Rear) Study Levels

Engine

To reach engine contributed levels of 71 dBA, complete engine

belly pans and line-of-sight shielding betWeen engine and radiator open-

ing will be required. _he layout for this arrangement is shown in Figure

5-10.

It is important to provide an adequate outlet area for engine com-

payment ventilation and cooling air. Such an outlet can be provided

forward of the engine compar_nent between the floor and engine support

rails. _he outlet opening should be designed to minimize the radiated

sound energy. This may be done by linh_g the inside of this duct with

two inches of glass fiber or open-cell foam and providing louvers at

the exit to minimize line-of-sight between the interior end the pavement.

_he drive-shaft opening will need careful design to minimize sound

escape. It is not admissible to allow any other opening in the belly

pans, because that would render the belly pans ineffective. Refrigerant

and other fluid lines should be routed through holes sealed with asphalt

or rubber gro,_ets°

The design of the Outlet ahead of the belly pan, as shown in

Figure 5-10, is critical. Proper aerodynamic shaping of the exit and

the louvers may be able be provide some suction when the bus is in _otion.

The redesign of the cooling system will be a major undertaking.
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_he belly pans may be provided in two or three r_novable sections

for maintenance. Belly pans are currently available as optional items.

Suitable warning labels will be necessary to caution maintenance personnel

against discarding the belly pans.

The line-of-sight shield between engine and cooling fan can be

aerody_amieally shaped to minimize restrictions. The shield should be

carefully matched with the cooling system to maximize the air flow through

the radiator. International Harvester Company used such shields to lower

the pressure head against which the fan must operate, allowing lower
14

fan speeds and lows: fan noise levels.

Space limitations and added heat buildup in the engine compartment

for turbocharged engines will require auxiliary engine compar_ent ventila-

tion systems.

Exhaust System

The same two options as for the previous study level are applicable.

Coolin9 System

With the sealed engine belly pans, the cooling air will experience

some restriction, thereby affecting the cooling ability of the system.

This "increasedrestriction has to be overcome by increasing the pressure

rise across the fan without decreasing the voleme_im air flow rate.

Alternatively, the radiator and fa, .areamay be increased to permit ade-

quate cooling at the reduced air flow velocity, again impacting the bus
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capacity. Since the latter approach requires increased engine compart-

ment space, the modification of fan design to produce greater pressure

rise across the fan appears more attractive.

Intake_ Chassis, and Accessories

No modification will be required from the previous level.

77 dBA Exterior and 80 dBA Interior (Rear) Levels i

Enpine
b

The engine noise abatement methods for the previous level will be

sufficient. Turbocharged engines will be required.

Exhaust System

The achievement of 65 dBA exhaust source levels on production
b.

model buses will be a major undertaking, although these levels have

been demonstrated on the Flxible quieted bus and the Freightlimer

quiet truck.

The exhaust system for the previous study level, with some added

volume can be used t

The Freightliner quiet truck employed a manifold muffler along with

dual current production Donaldson mufflers and stack silencers. The

engine was a turbocharged C_unins NTC-350, which is an in-line six

cylinder engine. The experimenta ! exhaust manifold muffler had a volume

4-1/2 times the volume of the standard manifold. For the V-form engines

used in transit buses, two manifold mufflers would be required.
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A turbocharged engine with large resonators as close to the mani-

folds as possible, followed by the exhaust pipe and _uffler wrapped with

asbestos or mineral wool to provide acoustic as well.as thermal insul-

ation will be needed,

Coolin_ System

TO achieve fan noise levels of 68 dBA with the engine compart-

ment belly pan and line-of-slght shield in position, extremely low fan

tip to contoured shroud clearances and soma increase in radiator

frontal area will be required.

The incorporation of an englne-mounted contoured or venturi shroud

with i/4-insh tip clearance can be expected to allow fan top speed

reductions of approximately 6 percent, and noise reductions of 3 to 6

dBA. The mounting of such a shroud was explained for gasoline engine

school buses. The engine compartment area will probably need to be

increased slightly to accommodate a 10 percent larger radiator to assure

the achievementof 68 dBA noise levels in the case Of high horsepower

turbecharged engines for alr-condltioned buses operating on highways.

The increased radiator area will allow a further reduction in fan top

speed by 20 percent, resulting in an average noise reduction of 8 dBA.

Because of the lack of ram air land slde-faclng fan position in transit

bus applications, the achievement of'68 dBA will be somewhat more diffi-

cult than the achievement of 68 dBA levels for heavy duty diesel truck

appllcations. Increased engine compartment sizes suggested for the

previous level may become mandatory now'
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Intake, Chassis and Accessories

chassis and accessory noise will need to be lowered by about 2 dBA

by changes in basic body design such as acrylim panels bonded to the skin.

Improved accessory and engine isolation will be required.

75 dBA Exterior and 78 dBA I.terimr (Rear)Study Levels

Engine

_lgine contributed levels of 65 dBA will require the engine to

be further enclosed and isolated from the bus framework. _#o types

of enclosures are possible. Neither type of enclosure has been demon-

strated on a bus meeting the performance specifications of U.S. urban

transit buses.

In the first, the enclosure covers the cooling fan as well as the

eng_e, openings for cooling air inlet and exit greatly reduce Me

effectiveness of the enclosure. On the other hand, the enclosure provides

some shielding to fan noise. The cooling system generally has to be

adjusted to prevent overheating.

A flow-through type of enclosure may be incorporated. The square

radiator can be replaced by a rectangular radiator or twice the frontal

area. Two centrifugal blowers in the suction mode would draw air in.

Centrifugal blowers allow better isolation of engine-noise. The radiator

and blowers will be enclosed in a duct. The seal between bus body sidewall

end radiator is particularly important.

The air from the engine compartment should be allowed to exit through

an acoustically treated opening on the eurbside, at a height above normal

pedestrian head level. The flow-through concept is sketched in Figure 5-11.
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• It is estimated that the bulkhead will have to be moved forward

approximately one foot, resulting in loss of passenger capacity. However,

the space above the engine need not be as large end probably the wall

can be shaped to provide some interior space. Another possibility is

that the floor can be inclined to provide more Lmdsrfloor space in the

rear of the bus.

Such an _closure will result in source levels of 65 dBA if the

future diesel engines are at least 4 dBA quieter than current engines

without any treatment.

The second type of enclosure places the co_llng fan outside the

enclosure, qhls allows greater reduction of engine noise. The radiator

and fan will generally require relocation because of the restriction

presented by the engine enclosure. [[histype of enclosure is used on

production buses in Europa, such as the Scania CRIIIM.

In the Scseia buses, the _ngime compartment is completely sealed

on all sides and is provided with a fan for ventilating of the engine

compartment. The air intake for ventilation is located on the roof

of the bus. The single radiator on the left side is replaced by two

radiators, one on each side of the bus located ahead of the closed

engine compartment. Cooling air is drawn in by individual electrically

operated fans st each radiator. The cooling system of the CRIIIM is
o

designed'for an air-to-boil t(_p_rature of 85-90 F. _his would not

be acceptable for most climates in the United states.
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Air conditioning is not offered on the Scania bus, even as an

option. Exclusion of air conditioning reduces horsepower requirement

and engine cooling requirement significantly. Almost all transit coaches

in this country are air conditioned and noise reduction, at the expense

of eliminating air conditioning, _uld not be acceptable in our climate.

Further details of the Seania bus are given in Appendix A.

Exhaust System

Treatment remains the same as for the previous level, with the addi-

tion of water-cooled manifolds.

Cooling System

Cooling system design will have to be coupled with the achievement

of 65 dBA for all the major noise producing components of the bus. The

limiting factors at this stage will be the chassis and tire noises. The

engine will he either completely encapsulated, or a flow-through enclosure

provided with opening on both sides of the engine compartment.

(i) Totally Encapsulated Engine. - In this case, two radiators

will he remotely placed, forward of the engine enclosure,

with hydraulically or electrically driven thermostatically

controlled fans or blowers. This technique is currently

used in the Swedish Scania CRIIIM bus and its limitations

have been discussed earlier. New innovations to improve

the volumetric air flow rates without increasing fan speeds

will be required. These may include air scoops or larger

radiators. Another possibility would be to relocate the
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radiators on the roof of the bus to reduce sideline noise,

though this may result ira.excessive noise levels at second

story apartment levels.

The noise of the auxiliary fan to ventilate the engine

compartment has to be considered separately.

(2) Flow-Through Engine Enclosure - The principals of such flow-

through enclosures have been studied earlier for quiet trucks.

If the engine compartment area is increased to accommodate

the flow, and blowers substituted in place of fans, 65 dBA

cooling system noise levels appear achievable. By flowing

the cooling sir through the enclosure, any heat radiated from
14

the engine and transmission is carried away. With proper

placement of acoustical material, much of the sound is

absorbed before it escapes from the inlet or outlet.

Multi-speed thern_static speed controls will be required
[

to maintain optimized operation.

The substitution of the axial flow fan by multiple centri-

fugal blowers may be beneficial in minimizinng sound and

distributing the flow evenly over a rectangular radiator.

i MCI buses have been using a dual radiator and centrifugal

fan system for engine cooling fo£ the past twenty years.
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For transit bus application, the long rectangular radiator

may be located on the left side of the engine compar_ent

with the larger side parallel to the ground. Two blowers

in parallel would draw the air in, which weuld be directed

over the engine casing. The engine compar_ent ventilation

will be aided by another blower directing the air out on

the cumbside through louvers located sufficiently high as

to direct air flow above by-stander head level. The design

of the louvers will be important to prevent leakage of engine

noise to the outside. Such a system is shown conceptually

in Figure 5-11.

This type of enclosure has not been demonstrated for transit

bus application. Current evaluation of feasibility is based

on experience with the IH quiet truck and on the assumption

that engine compar_ant temperatures can be maintained by

providing Lmrestricted cooling air flow rates.

Intake, Chassis and Accessories

The comments for the previous level are applicable.
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(7) Intereity Buses

In view of the many similarities in construction and source levels

between urban transit and intercity buses, the progression of component

and overall noise reduction will be the same as that for urban transit

buses, However, due to the different mechanical layouts of Intercity

buses, some details of noise reduction packages, will vary from one design

to another. These differences are analyzed during the discussion of the

variousnoise abatement stuffylevels. The component and overall noise levels

are shown in Table5-7.

Table 5-7

Component Noise Level Matrix for
Diesel Powered Integral Interoity Buses

J366b Sound Level, dBA

Bus Exterior Study Level 86 83 80 77 75
(Not to exceed level)

Bus Exterior Design Level 83.5 80.5 97.5 75.0 72.5
Engine and Transmission 79 75 71 71 65
ExhaustSystem 79 75 70 65 65
Cooling Fan 77 76 73 68 65
Intake 65 65 65 65 65
Chassis 70 70 70 68 68
Interior Level (Rear) 84 83 80 8D 78

The three major manufacturers of intercitybuses used in the United

States offer buses that look very similar from the outside with roughly

the same performance and ride qualities.
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Power Train Arrangements

The General Motors,Corporation (GMC) intercity bus is identical in

many respects to their urban transit bus. The transverse rear engine
o

drives a 60 Vee-drive transmission. Motor Coach Industries (MCI) which

furnishes buses to Greyhound Lines, uses a T-drive arrsegement,which

offers maximum utilisation of truck components but results in a long rear

overhang and higher drive axle weight. %_ss a third axle is needed aft

of the drive axle. _he Eagle International design* circumvents this

problem by means of a drop back axle drive which allows thedrive axie

to be under the transmission giving a larger wheelbase thanthe cenven-

ticDal T-drlve arrangement. Continental Trailwsys uses Eagleand Bus &

Car Co. buses. These three power train arrangements are shown in Figure

5-12.
i

The accepted power source is the Detroit Diesel 8V-71 engine,

Pour-speed manual as well as automatic transmissions are available.

EncJineCooling S_stsms

i The CMC bus uses an asiai flow fan driven directly by the engine

erahkshaft. _e radiator is located in the left rear as in the case

oftransi_buses." .

MCI bfisesuse centrifugal fans located in ducts above the

engine. There are two radiators with shutters, one on each side of

the bus, and two fans drawing air in through the radiator and discharg-

ing it over the engine. The fans are driven from a gear-box located

between them and driven by a belt from the engine crankshaft. The

*Original design by BUS & Car CO., Belgium.
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Figure 5-12
Drive Tra/n Arrangements

for Intercity Buses

T Drive T Drive With

60 ° V Drive (Standard) Drop-Back Gear

L
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duet between the fan housing and the radiator is sealed off from the

engine compartaent to maximize flow through the radiator. _he engine

air cleaner intake is located in the left side radiator opening. The

relative locations of the system components are shown in Figure 5-13.

Eagle buses also utilize a longitudinal engine arrangement. A

standard 8-bladed 28-inch diameter axial flow fan located on the left

side of the bus is used for engine cooling. The fan is driven off a
o

90 gearbox located in the rear oente_ ef the engine compartment. A

6-bladed fan, located on the right side of the engine eompartaent,

provides air flow through the air conditioningsystem condenser. There

is no thermostatic clutch arrangement for the fans.._ne layout is _own

i in Figure 5-14.

Exhaust S_stems

_[hsexhaust system arrangement for the (RC intercity bus is similar

i to GMC's transit bus. MCI uses as ellipticalhorizontal muffler with a

short tail-p_pe located in the left rear corner. The two exhaust pipes

are connected together with a _e before entering the muffler, as seen in

Figure 5-13°

Eagle uses a dual horizontal exhaust system with Donaldson M_M-08-5080

mufflers. These are standard truck-typemufflers. There are two

tail pipes located syr_setricellyin the rear, as seen in Figure 5-14.
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Figure 5-14

Layout of Eagle (Bus & Car)
_gine Conp_; ,,_nt



Noise Control Packages

The noise control study levels and technologies will be similar to

those for transit buses except in certain cases for MCI coaches. Moreover,

in the case of intercity buses, turbocharging of the engine appears more

Justifiable than was the case with transit buses because of longer

sustained high-speed maximal power operation periods. The Joint DOT-EI_
24

"&tedy of Potential for Motor Vehicle Fuel Economy Improvement" has

shown that the following fuel economy improvements may be obtained by

engine improvements in integral intercity buses.

Fuel Econom_zImprovement
Turbocharge Diesel 0-8%
Derate Horsepower 2-5%
Demate rp_ 7-10%

All of the improvements are expected to lower engine noise levels.

TO attain the engine source levels of under 71 dBA, Eagle buses

will need an additional shield between the engine and air-conditioner

condenser open_ng on the curbside. Since MCI buses use centrifugal

fans instead of axial flow fans,engine and fan noise will not escape

to the same extent as the transitbuses through the radiator opening.

For the 65 dBA engine source level, the enclosure for MCI buses

will need an outlet near the axle. The enclosure will cover the entire

transmission casing. Additional suction fans may be needed at the en-

closure exit to minimize restriction to air flow through the radiators.

Exhaust noise reduction packages will be identical to the transit

bus exhaust noise packages. Differences in the exhaust systems of G_C,
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MCI, and Eagle buses were described earlier. Since all use the Detroit

Diesel 8V-71 engine, the treatments will be similar. A dual system,

already used by Eagle, will probably offer the most advantages. The

tail pipes will need to be rerouted to exit at :the roof llne for all

cases except the 79 dBA level.

The packages for cooling system noise abatement will be identical

to transit buses except for MCI buses.

Centrifugal fans which MCI buses already utillze, are inherently

quieter for the same mass flow delivered. Also, the ducts are amenable

to acoustic treatment to minimize the noise •escaping through the radiator

openimg. The air flow velocityls higher, and hence flow noise may

become audible if other sources are quieted....

Intercity bus radiators_are larger than transit bus radiators

because of continous englneoperatlon at high power factors, and heavlsr

bus loads due to baggage. However, the percentage changes in radiator

and fan sizes to achieve equivalentlnoime reductions for interclty and

transit buses will be similar. :

For _interior noise ;abatement,MCI has experimented with treatments

with no conclusive result. Eagle uses "Sorba-glass" which is a quilted

material wlth.lead sheet between layers of glass fiber and aluminem foil.

In ;addition, the use of _undercoatingcompounds to damp bulkhead panels

near the engine has been found to be effective.

Road noise is a problem for highway operations. To this end, the

baggage compartment under the passenger compartment offers a partial

barrier to tire noise transmitted to the interior.
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Air conditioning system noise, and especially evaporator noise,

may require attention.

For the achievement of 80 dBA interior rear section noise levels,

redesign of engine mounts and a careful analysis of the vibration trans-

mission paths from the engine to body panels and floor boards will be

required. If resonant vibrations are present in the panels, damping

treatmen_ will be beneficial. Otherwise, sound radiation to Interior

can be minimized by covering the interior surfaces witha limp heavy

acoustic mate=ial such as lead/vinyl sheeting, This will impose a

Weight penalty which may be c=itical if legal restrictions on axle

loading exist. The floor boards may need sandwich construction with

an isolating layer of soft rubber between two boards.

Another approach to interior noise reduction would be to isolate

the rear section body panels from the main integral body framework.

This would mean a major redesign of the entire structure if these

panels were initially designed am load-bearing members....

.: The eddltion of seend absorbing linings in the interior, such as

pile carpeting and acoustic (and thermal) insulation on the roof; will

minimize reverberation and ensure low front seat noise levels.

The 78 dBA interior noise level at the rear seat for the 75 dBA

exterior noise level bus will be attained since the engine will be mare

ea_efully isolated and completely encapsulated.
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DEGPADATION OF NOISE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY

The noise abatement methods described in Section 5 are based on

existing noise control techniques for the lowering of noise emitted

by currently designed buses. Many of these methods have been demon-

strated on prototype trucks and transit buses, while some of the

technology discussed (fan clutches, improved slower turning fans) has

been incorporated into production model vehicles. The durability of

these noise control technologies are of particular interest to the EPA.

If individual noise control components are set durable, total vehicle

noise emission characteristics may degrade (increase in measured vehicle

sound level) early after introduction into service. Such an increase in

noise level could significantly reduce the benefits expected as a result

of noise emission standards applicable at time of vehicle manufacture..

Thus; the Agency has considered in its technology assessment studies of

acoustical degradation potential of the total vehicle and its noise

control components. The following is a general discussion of EPA's

findings on acoustical degradation as it applies to bus noise control

technology.

(i) Engine Noise Control Degradation

Englne-mounted shields have been thoroughly tested by several diesel

engine manufacturers, such as Cummins Engine, General Motors, Detroit

Diesel Allison, and Catepillar. Degradation normally only occurs if

the p_sels are worked loose by vibration or if the acoustical materials

beccmesaturated with oil.

Based on the above experience, engine side shields on conventional

school b_ses, which have been integrated into the engine cowl, can
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reduce the accessibility of the engine to servicing. As a result;

during servicing, care should be taken to avoid damage to the panels

from mechanic's tools, oil contamination and excessive vibration which

may loosen the shields themselves or the panels upon which they are:

attached.

The use of belly pans on various types of heavy vehicles has

been unpopular with maintenance personnel because the pans can

collect oil,:reduce engine accessibility from under the vehicle, and

are easily damaged by road hazards. However, rapid detachment systems

have been developed which haveimproved acoessabillty for maintenance.

The removal of belly pans, when they have been designed specifically

for constant use on a vehicle, can cause certain vehicle systems not to,

operate efficiently. For example,_a cooling _eystemdesigned for efficient

operation with belly pens in place may suffer if the pan is permanently :

removed,,since the air flow route through the engine compartmentwill: be

changed. Increased air flow rates through the radiator, brought abeut_

by the permanent removal of the pan, may not be ,advisable,especially

for diesel engines which are used in colder climates without radiator _,

shutters.

Degradation of noise levels from vehicles with totally escapsuated

engine compartments is unlikely if the shielding around the engine is

properlyassembled.

(2) Exhaust Noise Control Degradation

If manufactured with comparable materials, the improved types of

mufflers, discussed in this section, should not deteriorate faster 'than

those mufflers being presently produced.
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(3) Cooling System Noise Degradation

Fans clutches and on/off fan devices are somewhat complicated

devices which can malfunction due to mechanical failure Dr failure of i

the heat sensing elements. Any malfunction which causes the fan to he

on when not needed will result in higher average fan noise levels across
r .

a vehisie's work cycle.

r

• In conclusion, degradation appears to be a potential problem only

in the case of engine noise abatement measures. However, with proper

c_mponsnt design and maintenance procedures which incorporate checks on

critical noise abatement devices, degradation if any, should be kept to

a minimum. In support of this contention, the maxmium change in the

noise levels of four International Harvester (DOT) Quiet Trucks during

an average mileage of 157,000 miles was 2 dBA, with the final level of
21

all the trucks within i dBA of the initial level. This fact i_plles

that with the technolegy applied to these vehicles there were no signi-

ficant noise level changes in the noise emissions from the various

components during that mileage period.

i
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SECTION 6

POtenTIAL BENEFITS OF BUS NOISE REGULATION
SCHEDULES ON THE m_VI20NMENT

6.0 I_'rRODUCrION

Pursuant to the Noise Control Act of 1972, the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) has preposednoiseemissiee regulations on newly

manufactured buses (EE). The proposed regulations specify levels not to

be exceeded as measured according to a modifiedSAEJ366b test procedure,

and are intended to control all contributing components of bus noise.

In the analysis of this section, predictions of thepetential health and

welfare benefits forarange of possible regulatory schedules of new bus

noise_emissions are presented.

Because of inherent differences in individual responses to noise,

the wide range of traffic situations and environments encountered, and

the complexity"of the associated noise fields, it is net possible to

examine all traffic situations precisely. Hence, in this predictive

analysis, certain stated assumptions have been made to approximate typical

or average situations. The approach taken to determine the benefits

associated with the noise regulation is, therefore, statistical in that

an effortis made to determine the order of magnitude of the population

that maybeaffectedfor each regulatory option. Some uncertainties

with respect to individual cases or situations may remain.
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6.1 HEALTH AND WELFARE BENEFITS OF BUS NOISE REGUIATION

6.1.1 Measures of Benefits to Public Health and Welfare

The phrase "public health and welfaret" as used here, includes

personal comfort and well-being as well as the absence of clinical

symptoms such as hearing damage. People are exposed to bus noise in a

variety of situations. Some examples are:

i. Inside s home or office

2. Around the home (outside)

3. As a pedestrian

4. As a bus operator

• 5. As a bus passenger

Reducing exterior noise _ittnd by buses should produce the following

benefits_

i. Reduction in average traffic noise levels and associated

cumulative long-term impact upon the exposed population.

2. Fewer activities disrupted by individual (single-event)

passby noise.

Furthermore, the reduction of noise levels inside buses should

result in reduced annoyance in terms of less interference with speech

:communication, and reduced potential hearing damage risk to bus operators

and passengers in combination with non-bus noise exposures.

: Predictions of vehicle noise levels under various regulatory

schedules are presented in terms of the noise levels associated with

typical vehicle passbys. These noise levels are weighted according to

traffic populations or mixes before averaging to determine traffic noise

levels. Reductions in average traffic noise levels from current condi-

tions (i.e.,with no noise emission regulations) are presented for 15
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regulatory options on new buses both with and without noise emission

regulations on other traffic noise sources. Projections of the popula-

tion impacted as well as the relative reductions in impact from current

conditions are determined from reductions in avereg_ traffic noise levels.

The average noise level for traffic does not adequately describe

the annoyance produced by s single bus passby for all situations since

annoyance frequently depends on the activity and location of the indi-

vidual. In addition, the average noise level tends to average out the

disruptive and annoying peak noise level produced by a single bus passby.

As an additional measure of benefits, therefore, the undesirable effects

of intruding bus passby noise levels are evaluated in terms of sleep

disturbance, sleep awakening and speech interference.

6.1.2 Regulatory Schedules

This analysis predicts the impact of the reduction of bus noise

based upon the exterior and interior regulatory schedules shown in Tables

6-1 and 6-2. For predictions of health and welfare benefits with concur-

rent reductions in future emissions from new automobiles and motorcycles,

an effective date for the regulations of January 1979 is assumed. For

Predictions of benefits concurrent with the regulation of new medium and

heavy duty trucks, effective dates of January 1978 for the limit of 83 dBA,

and January 1980 for the limit of 80 dBA are used. It should be noted

that regulatory schedule 15 for both exterior and interior bus noise were

examined in order to determine the maximum benefits achievable with the

virtual elimination of bus noise. Both schedule 15's are not under con-
i

sideration as a noise limit for newly manufactured buses.
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Table 6-1

Regulatory Schedules Considered
'in the Health and Welfare Analysis of

Exterior Exterior Bus Noise

Regulatory
Schedule

Not To Exceed Regulatory Level for All
Bus Types Unless Noted, (c_A)

Calendar Year

1979 i981 1983 1984 1985 1986

2 83 ,- -

3 - 83 - - -

4 - 80 - -

5 - - 80 -

6 83 80 - - -

7 83 - 80

8 83 80 - 78 - -

9 83 - 80 78 -.

• i0 83 80 - 77 -

11 83 - 80 - 77 -

12 83 80 - - 75

'_ 13 '83 - 80 - - 771)_

14 83 80 I 78 - 75

15 ss ss 5s s5 55

(i)
Gasoline Powered School buses 73 c_
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Table 6-2

Regulatory Schedules Considered
in the Health and Welfare Analysis of

Interior Interior Bus Noise

Regulatory,
Schedule

Not TO Exceed Regulatory Level for All
Bus Types Unless Noted, (dBA) '

Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1984 1985 1986

2 86 - -

3 84 - -

4 - 83 - -

86 83 - -

6 86 83 80 '_ -

7 86 83 80 - -

8 84 - 80 m _ - -

9 86 - 84 80 -

i0 86 - 83 80 -

ii 86 - 80 78

12 86 83 80 78

13 84 - 80
- (i) 78(1)

14 '_ 86 83 - 80 78

15 55 55 55 55 55 55

(i)
Gasoline Powered School buses 75 c_A
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6.1.3 Outline of the Health and Welfare Analysis

The predictions of the reduction of the population impacted

within various land use categories due to the reduction of average

traffic noise levels by regulating buses are contained in Part 6.2. In

Part 6.3, predictions of relative potential changes in sleep disturbances,

sleep awakenings and speech interferences, due to single bus passbys are

: estimated for different land uses for each of the regulatory schedules

under consideration. Related reductions in interior noise levels and the

resulting potential reduction in hearing damage tlsk and speech interfer-

ence to bus operators and passengers are presented and discussed in Part

6.4.
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6.2 REDUCTIONS IN THE IMPACT FROM TRAFFIC NOISE

Projections of reductions in average traffic passby noise levels

are presented for scenarios of both urban street traffic, where the aver-

age vehicle speed is assumed to be 30 mph, and highway traffic, where the

average vehicle speed is assumed to be 55 mph. Note that the benefits

accrued from the regulatory schedules considered for new buses will be

less for highway traffic than for urban street traffic for the following

reasons..

o The number of people exposed to highway traffic noise is

less than the number of people exposed to urban street

traffic noise.

o The reductions in traffic noise levels resulting from the

regulations on new buses will be less in freeway traffic

than in urban street traffic.

As depicted in Figure 6-1, the number of people currently

exposed to outdoor noise levels that are greater than L = 55 dB dumi-
dn

hated by 6rban street traffic noise is significantly higher than the

number exposed to highway and freeway traffic noise (93.4 million as

opposed to 4.9 million). Thus, reducing urban street traffic noise will

benefit significantly more people than will similar reductions in high-

way traffic noise.

The bus regulation schedules considered in this analysis are based

on bus noise emission levels measured in accordance with a medified BAE

J366b test procedure. In the test procedure, bus noise emissions are

• measured under maximum acceleration conditions with the bus traveling

at a speed less than 35 mph. Because, in general, engine-related noise
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emissions increase with engine speed and load, and noise generated by !

tires increases with vehicle speed, the test procedure is designed so

that maximum engine-related noise emissions are the dominant noise

sources. The noise generated by tires under the proposed test conditions

is not expected to be significant.

At freeway speeds, bus tires contribute significantly to overall

bus passby noise levels. Therefore, the reduction of engine-related

noise brought about by bus noise regulation will be partially masked

by tire noise in freeway traffic. Because vehicle speeds are lower

in urban street traffic, tire noise contributes less to overall noise

emissions in urban areas. Thus, reductions in overall bus noise levels

by lowering engine-related noise emissions will be less affected by

tire noise in urban street areas.

6.2.1 Description of Traffic Noise Impact

In examining the reduction of traffic noise by regulating

buses, three steps must be followed (Figure 6-2). First, the average

noise level produced by each type of vehicle is determined. This

level is the average of the levels produced in each operational mode -

acceleration, deceleration, cruise, and idle which are weighted

according to the proportional time spent in each n_)de, In effect, it

is an energy average of the passby levels produced by all vehicles of

a given type during a typical operating cycle. From the point of view

of the observer, it is an average of the passby levels that would be

measured at random paints along the vehicle's route of travel.

The average passby levels for each vehicle are combined in the

next step to form the average traffic noise level. This level is
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computed by weighting the average passby level produced by each type

of vehicle by its relative frequency in typical traffic mixes. Composite

passby levels are determined for operation on both streets and free-

ways based on the different passby levels and proportions of vehicles

involved in each case.

The final step in determining traffic noise impact of which

buses are a component, utilizes a measure that condenses the infor-

mation contained in the noise environment into a simple indicator of

quantity and quality of noise which correlates well with the overall
34

long-term effects of noise on the public health and welfare. This

measure was adoptedasa result of the Noise Control Act of 1972, which

required that EPA present information on noise levels that are "requisite

to protect the public health and welfare with an adequate margin

of safety". EPA has chosen the equivalent level in decibels Leq as its8

general measure for environmental noise; its basic definition Is:

Leq _ l0 ilog10 (- tl-tll tltllp2 (t! _t)__20 (1)

where (t2 - t11 is the interval of time over which the levels are

evaluated, P(t) is the tlme-varylng magnitude of the sound pressure, and

P0 is a reference pressure standardized at 20 micrepascals.

When expressed in terms of A-weighted soued level, LA, the

equivalent A-welghted sound level, Leq, is defined as:

1 . 10'[LA(t)/10] dt (21
Leq = 101ogl0 t2- tI tlj
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In describing the impact of noise on people, a measure called

the day-nlght average sound level (Ldn) is used. This is a 24-beur measure

with a weighting applied to nighttime noise levels to account for the

increased sensitivity of people ro intruding noise associated with the

decrease in background noise levels at night. The Ldn is defined as

the equivalent noise level during a 24-hour period, with a i0 dB

weighting appliedte the equivalent noise level during the nighttime

hours of 10 p.m. ro 7 a.m. This may be expressed by the following

equation:

+9 10(Ln+101/I0 (3)

where Ld is the "daytime" equivalent level obtained between 7 a.m.

and 10 p.m., and Ln is the "nighttime" equivalent level obtained

between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.

In order to assess the impact of traffic noise, a relation

between the changes in traffic noise and the responses of the people

exposed to the noise is needed. The responses may vary depending upon

previous exposure, age, socio-amonomic status, political cohesiveness,

and other social variables. In the aggregate, however, for residen-

tial locations, the average response of groups of people is related

to cumulative noise exposure as expressed in a measure such as Ldn.

For example, the different forms of response to noise such as hearing

damage, speech or other activity interference, and annoyance were
8

related to Leq or Ldn in the EPA Levels Document, For the purposes

of this part of the study, criteria Dased on Ldn presented in the
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EPA Levels Document are used. Furthermore, it is assumed that if the

outdoor level meets _n < 55 dB, which is identified in the EPA Levels

Document as requisite to protest the public health and welfare, no adverse

impact in terms of general annoyance and co_unlty response exists.

The community reaction data presented in Appendix D of the
8

EPA Levels Document show that the expected reaction to an identifiable

source of intruding noise changes from "none" to "vigorous" when the day-

night average sound level increases from 5 dB below the level existing

without the presence of the intruding noise to 19.5 d8 above the level

before intrusion. For this reason, a level which is 20 dB above _n =

55 dB is considered to result in a maximum impact on the people exposed.

Such a change in level would increase the percentage of the population
8

which is highly annoyed to 40 percent of the total exposed population.

Furthermore, the data in the Levels Document sugges_ that for envirort-

mental noise levels which are intermediate between 0 and 20 dB above

Ldn = 55 dB the impact varies linearly, that is, a 5 4B excess (Ldn =

50 dB) constitutes a 25 percent impact, and a 10 dB (Ldn = 65 dB)

constitutes a 50 percent impact.

For convenience of calculation, percentages of impact may

be expressed as fractional Japact (FI). An FI of 1.0 represents an

l_pact of 100 percent, in accordance with the following formula:

0.5(L-55) for L > 55

FI = (4)

0 for L < 55
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where L is the observed or measured Ldn for the environmental noise.

Note that FI can exceed unity for exposures greater than Ldn = 75.

The impact of traffic noise may be described in terms of exten-

siveness (the number of people impacted) and intans[veness (the severity

of impact). The fractional impact method accounts for both the extent

and severity of impact.

The Equivalent Noise Impact (ENI) associated with a given level

(L_) may be assessed by multiplying the nnmber of
of traffic noise

people exposed to that level of traffic noise by the fractional impact

associated with this level as follows:

ENIi= (FIi)Pi (5)

where ENI1 is the magnitude of the impact on the population exposed to

5_ and is numerically equal to the number of people who
traffic noise

would all have a fractional impact equal to unity (100 percent impacted).

FI. is the fractional impact associatedwith an equivalent traffic noise
l

level of Lc_i and Pi is the population exposed to that level of traffic

noise. To illustrate this concept, if there are 1,000 people living in

an area where the noise level exceeds the criterion level by 5 dB (and

thus are considered to be 25 percent impacted, FI = 0.25), the environ-

mental noise impact for this group is the same as the impact on 250 people

who are 100 percent impacted, FI --1.0 (1000 x 0.25 = 250 x 1.0).

When assessing the total impact associated with traffic se[se, the

observed levels of noise decrease as the distance between the source and

receiver increases. The magnitude of the total impact may be computed by

determining the partial impact at each level and strainingover each of the

i
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levels. The total impact is given in terms of the equivalent number of

people impacted by the following formula:

ENI =X P ' FI (6)
i I i

where FIi is the fractional impact associated with L_ and Pi is the
i

population associated with Ldn. In this analysis, the mld-level of each
i

5 dB sector of levels above Ldn = 55 dB is used for Ldn in computing ENI.

The change in impact associated with regulations on the noise

emissions from traffic vehicles may be assessed by comparing the magni-

tude of the impacts with and without regulations, One useful measure

is the percent reduction in impact (/%), which is calculat_ from the

following expression:

/% =.100 ENI(befere) - ENI(after) (7)

ENI before)

The population figures (Pi) in Eg (5) for urban street traffic

are based on a survey in which the total population exposed to outdoor

noise of Ldn above 55 dB was estimated from measurements taken at i0012

sites throughout the United States. The sites were selected far enough

from freeway traffic end airports so that these sources of noise were

not significant contributors to the measured outdoor noise levels. Thus,

urban street traffic was a dominant source of noise for each of the survey

sites. The results from this study are gives in Table 6-3.

Using the data contained in Table 6-3, an ENI for existing

traffic conditions (without noise regulation of medium and heavy trucks)

of 34.6 million is calculated as shown in Table 6-4.
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Table 8-3
12

Dislributionof"Urban PapulaHonat or Greater Thana Specified Ldn

Cumulative Cumulative
NumberoFPeople NumberoF People

Ldn (M;lliom) Ldn (Millions)

'-34 134.09 59 66.738

35 133.94 60 58,997

36 133.76 61 51,234

37 133.46, 62 43,668

38 132.99 63 : 36.542

39 132.34 64 30.061

AO 131.46 65 24. 320

41 130.37 66 19.352
i

42 129.04 67 15.200

43 127.53 68 : 11.791

44 125.87 69 9.046

45 124.09 70 6.853

46 122.19 71 :5.!55

47 120.15 72 3.826

48 117.98 73 2.776

49 115.64. 74 1.963

50 113.Ol 75 I. 347

51 110,12 76 0.889

52 106.80 77 O.559

53 102.98 78 .332

54 98,544 79 . i87

55 93.427 80 .093

56 87.665 81 ':.0_9,

57 81.237 B2 :.012

58 ,74.222 83 .GO2

84 .0
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Table 6-4

Calculation of Equivalent Number of People Impacted By

Urban Street Traffic NoiSe9

Ldni Population Population Exposed Fractional Equival_nt
Exposed to to Levels Between Impact to Number of

Ldn i or Higher Ldni and Ldni+l Midlevel People Impacted

m Pci (millions) P_ = p1+l-Pci (millions) FIi FIiPi

55 93.4 34.4 0.125 4.3

60 59.0 34.7 0.375 13.0

65 24,3 17,5 0.625 10.9

70 6.9 5.5 0.875 4.9

75 1.3 1.2 1.125 1.4

80 0.1 0.i 1.375 0.1

Total ENI = 34.6



The ENI values associated with reductions in the average urban

street traffic noise levels are predicted by shifting (reducing) the

values of Ldn in Table 6-3 by the traffic noise reduction of interest

and performing ccmputations similar to those shown in Table 6-4. In

followiug this procedure for estimating ENI, it is asstmledthat: (i) F
T

reductions in urban street traffic noise levels produce equal reductions

i

in the Ldn for the outdoor noise, and (2) the population in urban areas

will remain constant until the year 2000. The latter assumption is made

for convenience only. It does not affect the relative effectiveness

of the study regulation schedules. If population increases are somewhat

homogeneous within urban land use areas, only the absolute number of

people impacted will be different from the estimates. Furthermore, the

actual numbers can be approximated by multiplying the ENI estimated for a

given year by the fractional increase of population expected to occur in

thatyear.

While the exact value of present or future ENI!s may not be known

precisely, the relative reduction of the ENI due to noise regulations--of

prima_y interest here--are known with much greater accuracy than the

absolute value of the ENI since the changes in the theoretical components

of ENI can be well defined. For instance, it may not be possible to

determine whether the present estimated ENI due to urban street traffic

noise, an absolute valua, is actually 0.i million too high. However, it

is possible to determine, for example, that the regulation of diesel-

powered school buses will not reduce the ENI by more than 0.i million

(see Part 6.2.3 below). Extenslve imvestigation of such small charges may

seem innocuous if it is not kept in mind that, although buses represent
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only a small part of traffic in the United States, their impacts may be

considerable when measured by metrics other than ENI. Thus, the changes

found to occur in ENI may help indicate what equivalent changes would

occur in impact measures which are not used in this analysis hut whose

absolute values may reflect more accurately the .effectsof bus noise on

people.

As discussed above, the concept of fractional inpact, expressed

in units of ENI, is most useful for describing relative changes in

impact from a specified baseline for the purpose of comparing benefits

of alternative regulatory schedules. In order to assess the absolute

impact or benefits correspnding to any regulatory schedule, information

on the distribution of population as a function of noise environment

is reguired. This information is included in this section and in

Appendix F in the form of graphs showing the number of people exposed

to different levels of traffic and/or bus noise. The anticipated

absolute impact of noise upon those individuals exposed to any given

noise level may be traced by referring to the various noise effects
8

criteriapresented in the Levels Document as well as in this analysis

(see Figures 6-16, 6-17, 6-18 and 6-19).

6.2.2 Urban Street and Highway Traffic Noise

Two steps are employed to predict average noise levels from beth

urban street and highway traffic. First, an energy average is taken of

the noise emissions from several passbys of each type of noise source.

Next, "theaverage traffic noise level is then co,puted by energy averaging

the derived pasaby levels for each vehicular source, after appropriate

weighting for the proportion of each type of vehicle in the traffic flow.
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6.2.3 Vehicle Noise Levels in Urban Street and Hi@hway Traffic

The following nolse sources are considered in modeling urban street

and highway traffic noise:

o Automobile and motorcycle noise emissions that are unregu-

lated and regulated (assumed).

o Medium and heavy truck noise emissions that sre unregulated

and regulated.

For a sample of instantaneous noise levels observed at equally

spaced time intervals that has a normal (Gaussian} distribution, the

enengy-average of the noise levels over time (see equation i) is given --byb."8

Leg --LL0 + o.n5 _2 (8)

where LL0 is the median noise level and _ is the standard deviation.

It is assumed that the distribution of roadside passby noise levels for ':

each type of vehicle is approximated by a norm_l (Gausslan)distribution

and that there is a steady stream of closely spaced passbys. This assump-

tion permits calculation of the energy-average of the passby noise levels

from median passby noise levels in a manner similar to the computation of

Leq in Equation 8; that is

La = LL0 + 0.115_ 2 (9)

where La is the energy-average of the passby levels, L50 is the median

level and _ .is the standard deviation of vehicle passby noise levels. As

Equation 9 d_anonstrates,vehicle passby noise depends on both median level

and the variability of these levels. The average passby noise levels

assumed to be produced by trucks, automobiles and motorcycles are shown

in Table 6-5 along with the references from wbich they were derived.
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Table 6-5

Psssby Noise Levels for Non Bus Vehicles

Urban Street Highway

Type of Vehicle dBA dBA

L50 ¢ La , 550 • La

Medium and Heavy Trucks 9

(a) Unregulated 85.0 3.7 86.6 85,5 3.5 86.9

(b) EPA New Truck
Regulations 74.6 2.0 75.1 81,7 2.0 82.2'

Autom0bilea9

(a) Unregulated 85.0 3_7 66.6 75.0 3.5 76.4

(b) Assumed Regulatlon 61.0 2.0 61.5 71,0 2.0 71.5

Hotorcyclesl!" '

(a) Unregulated 76.0 2.9 77.0 80.6 2.8 81.5

• (b) Assumed Regulation 72.0 2.9 73.0 76.5 2.8 77.5
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6.2.4 Bus Noise Levels

6.2.4.1 Levels for Unregulated Buses

BUS passby noise levels are presented in Table 6-6. Bus

interior noise levels as measured near the driver and the rear seat are

presented in Tables 6-7 and 6-8.

Most of the bus noise research conducted to date has dealt with

only one bus type; transit buses. Thus, measurements have been made under

many operational conditlons--acceleration, deceleration, cruise, passby,

etc. These measurements, when combined with the estimated percent of

time spent in each mode (Table 6-9), allow the computation of an energy

average noise level over a typical drive cycle. Where similar data was

found to be.unavailable for particular operational modes of school and

inter¢ity buses, levels were estimated as follows: The arithmetic dif-

ference between the acceleration level and each other operational mode

level was computed for transit buses. This difference was then applied to

the acceleration levels of the other bus types to derive their remaining

ol_eratlonallevels. The method was used in both the exterior and interior

cases. Themeasurement procedure used for obtaining most of the available

acceleration test level data is similar to one developed by the Society of

Automotive Engineers (SAE). The EPA proposed measurement procedures for

interior and exterior bus noise emissions are described in Section 8.

6.2.4.2 Levels for.Regulated Buses i

Vehicles which initially do not meet regulatory limits may be

modified in a variety of ways in order to do so. It is expected that I

in order to comply with a given regulation, manufacturers will design I

new vehicles to produce noise levels about 2.5 to 3 dB lower than the
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Table 6-6

Exterior Bus Noise Levels By Operational Mode and Bus Type
(Data from Reference 15 Unless Noted)

50 Foot Mexim_nPassby Levels, dB Energy Average

Deceleration & Cruise Passby Level, dE*

Bus Type Acceleration 30 mph 55 mph Idle 3freer Highway

Transit

R/_nge 76'-83 70-72 78 66
Mean 80 72 78 66 74.5 75.3

School

(avg.)**

Range 74-9215'43 (72-78)*** (78-85) 6646
Mean 80 (72) (78) 66 74.5 75.3

Intercity

Range 81-86 73-7742'54 79-8042,54 6647
Mean 84 75 80 66 77.5 80.1

*Based on time spent in each mode given in Table 6-9.
**Derived from vehicle population data on gasoline and diesel school buses provided

in Reference 14. For complete breakdown, see Appendix F, (Table F-l).
***Data in parentheses extrapolated from transit bus data.



Table 6-7

Interior Bus Noise Levels Near the Driver By Operational
Mode and Bus Type

(Data frum Reference 15 unless NOted)

Interior Noise Levels Near Drier, dB
Energy Average

Deceleration & Cruise Passby Level, dB*
i

Bus Type Acceleration 30 mph 55 mph Idle IStrset Highway

Transit

6016Range 78-79 74 76-78
Mean 79 74 78 60 75.2 75.8

School

(avg.)**

Range 80-95 8046 (79-84)*** (65)-7046
Mean 85 80 184) (66) 77.8 83.8

Intercity

Range 70-78 69-7516'42'54 73-7542'54 6047
Mean 74 72 74 60 71.8 73.8

*Based on time spent in each mode given in Table 6-9.
**Derived from vehicle population data on gasoline and diesel school buses provided

inReference 14. For complete breakdown, see Appendix F, (Table F-2).
***Data in parentheses extrapolated from transit bus data.



Table 6-8

Interior Bus Noise Devels Near the Driver By Operational
._ Mode and Bus Type

(Data from Reference 15 unless Noted)

Interior Noise Levels Near Driver, dB Energy Average
Deceleration & Cruise Passby Level, dB*

Bus Type Acceleration 30 mph 55 mph Idle IStreet Highway

Transit

Range 80-90 81-8417 83-8517 6916
Mean 84 83 84 69 81.6 81.8

School

(avg.)**

Range 77-8443 794-8(80) *** (76)-8328 65-7846,43

Mean 81 (80) (811 74 77.5 80.8

Intercity

Range 70-84 69-7817'42'54 73-78 64-7217

•Mean 7942'54 7342,54 75 68 74.1 75.2

*Based on time spent in each mode given in Table 6-9.
**Derived from vehicle population data on gasoline and diesel school buses provided

in Reference 14. For complete breakdown, see Appendix F, (Table F-3).
***Data in parentheses extrapolated from transit bus data.



Table 6-9

Percentage of Time Spent in Each Operational Mode By
Buses on Streets and Highways

(Data from Reference 15 Unless Noted)

, ' . I - "' ' " Operational' Mode
I . . ! _[ I

Bus-Type ' Acceleration Deceleration •Cruise Idle

' Translt_-, ,..-. ... . , : , .

Street 20 20 26 ' 34

Highway 5 5 85 5

School

Street 9 9 21 61
" Highway . b..... 5. . 5 .. _ 85 ' 5

Intercity

,Street* 13 17. 56 14

Highway 5 " 5 'l 85 5

*Data based on typical urban street cycle for automobiles,
Reference 33.

L
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regulatory limit (see Section 5, Bus Noise Reduction Technology). This

design level may be assumed to be the mean of what is actually a distri-

bution of noise levels for the redesignedbuses. Since it is expected

that nearly all redesigned buses will comply with the regulation, the

upper tail of the distribution is assum_edto terminate st the regulatory

limit. Thus all new production Vehicles not initially complying with

a regulation are assumed to be redistributed in a normal distribution

• with a width of 5 dB centered 2.5 dB below the regulatoly limit (see

Figure 6-3).

By Changing the distribution of new vehicle noise levels with

the implenentati0n of noise regulations, the fleet-average acceleration

test level is reduced ever time as more and more old unregulated vehicles

are replaced by new regulated ones. Furthermore, regulating the noise
i

'emissions from new vehicles lowers the median and average noise levels

as well as the variability of the noise levels within each vehicle class.

This is true because all the vehicles within each class are subject to

the same regulatory level, which tends to decrease the spread in noise

levels across all classes (see Figure 6-3).

For simplicity, the reduction of acceleration test levels can be

assuned to result in equal reductions in the noise levels produced by

buses under actual accelerating conditions. Actual reductions may be

somewhat smallsr, but since data is not available to estimate how much

s_aller, the reductions are assumed to be equal. The actual reduction

in noise levels produced under deceleration and cruise conditions can

be estimated, however, from measured data. Figure 6-4 demonstrates the

relationship between acceleration test levels and 30 mph cruise levels

that buses are expected to produce under regulatory conditions. Since
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Acceleration Test Level (dB)

Figure 6-3. Illustrative Example of Redistribution
of New Vehicles Previously Exceeding
Regulatory Limit
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variations from this curve for different types of buses are extremely

! small, the average curve is plotted and used for all bus types. Figure

6-4 is also used to find the reduction in deceleration levels. Noise

levels produced under idling conditions are not expected to be affected

by regulation of acceleration noise.

The reduction of cruise levels at high speed (55 mph) is less

than what can be obtained at low speed due to the fact that tire noise

creates a lower limit on the cruise-by noise level. This lower limit

is the "coast-by" or chassis noise level--the noise level measured when

the bus coasts by the measuring point with its engine off. This level

ilasbeen measured for twelve newly manufactured intercity buses at an
42, 54

average of 75 dB at 50 feet. Asst_nlngthe same level is valid for

transit buses, the reduction of cruise levels at high speed can be esti-

mated by applying the same reduction to the engine compenent of the high

speed levels as was presented in Figure 6-4 for low speed noise, and adding

the result to the tire noise floor. The result is shown in Figure 6-5.

<

,= 80

oJoJ

Io 8 6 4 2 6
Reduct:_.on _n Acceleration Test: "_evei_, dBA

Figure 6-5. Relationship Between 55 mph Cruise Maximu_ Fassby Level
and Reduction in Acceleration Test Level Measured

at 50 Feet for Transit and Intercity Buses
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6.2.5 Traffic Noise Levels

Traffic noise levels at observer locations obviously depend on

the traffic settings and geometry. People living downtown may find that

a nearby high-rise completely blocks noise generated by a thoroughfare

located on the opposite side. On the other hand, buildings may enhance

the reverberation of traffic noise such that the resulting levels are

higher than what would occur in a rural setting devoid of barriers. In

addition to propagation factors, different traffic may have different

mixes of vehicles in the traffic flow, different average speeds, etc.,

each giving rise to different average traffic noise levels and, thus, to

dlfferent degrees of impact. To simplify the variety of cases in the

following analysis, the impact of traffic noise, and the contribution of

buses to that impact, is examined within four land use areas: high den-

sity urban; low density urban; suburban; and rural; as well as the total

urban case which is the s_mation of the high density urban, low density

urban, and suburban land use areas. In the urban and suburban land use

areas, the assessment is further divided into street and highway settings.

In rural areas, only highway and ot_er main-road traffic are considered

for bus noise impact. Transit buses are aSSLmledto operate in the urban

and suburban areas only, intereity buses and school buses are assumed to

operate in all four land use areas.

The estimated average mix of trucks, automobiles, motorcycles,

and buses within urban and rural traffic settings is shown in Table 6-10.

The estimates are primarily based on the number of vehicle miles traveled
1 19

by each bus type and by other vehicles. By using these traffic mixes

to weight the contribution of passby levels for each traffic vehicle within
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Table 6-10

Estimated Mix of Trucks, Autos, Motorcycles and Buses
in Urban and Rural Areas

Percentage of Total Traffic

URBAN RURAL

Vehicle High Low High Low Main Local
Density Density Sub. Density Density Sub. R_. Nd.

TruCk50 7.5 7.5 7.5 10.0 10.0 10.0 25.01 25.01

AutomobileI* 90.4 90.6 90.3 88.9 88.92 89.0 73.6 72.8
O%

Motorcycles19 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5

BUS**

Transit 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.04 -

• School-gas 0.i 0.1 0.5 - 0.2 0.7

-diesel....

Intsrcity - 0.04 - 0.2 -

_(EAL I 100.0 100.00 100.00 1od.0o 1o0.00 Ioo.oo i00.00 lO0.00

*Difference between 100% and sum of percent of other vehicles.
*"Derived in Appendix F, Table F-4.



the traffic stream (Table 6-5), an average traffic passby level was

computed for each land use area. Noise emission limits on new buses tend

to reduce these average traffic levels. Consequently, changes in urban

street traffic noise levels lead to changes in the distribution of peo-

ple exposed to day-nlght average sound levels (Ldn). As depicted in

Figures 6-6 through 6-9, however, the change in the number of people

exposed to various Ldn levels is minor for the regulatory schedules con-

sidered. Figure 6-6 shows the shift expected in the year 2000 between

the "no regulation" case (regulation schedule number i) and an ideally

protective regulation case (regulation schedule number 15) in high density

urban areas. Figure 6-7 shows similar but slightly smaller changes in

law density urban areas, and Figure 6-8 displays even smaller changes

in suburban areas. Figure 6-9 presents the sum of these changes for all

land use areas.

If noise regulations are applied to non-bus vehicles such as

trucks, there will already be an initial reduction in traffic noise,

depending on the severity of the regulation, the date of its implemen-

tation, and the turnover rate for the vehicle population involved. In

Appendix F, data (Tables F-5 through F-7) is presented which were used

to calculate average traffic passhy levels for the following three

baseline cases:

(I) Regulation of new trucks, automobiles_ and motorcycles

(2) Regulation of new trucks only

(3) No regulation of non-bus vehicles

The reductions of urban street traffic noise estimated by this method

for each land use area are shown in Tables 6-i1 through 6-13 for the
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FIGURE 6-7
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FIGURE6-9
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Table 6-11

Reduction of Urban Street Traffic Noise in

High Density Urban Areas with Regulation of New Trucks, Autos, and Motorcycles

Reduction of Average Traffic Passby Noise Level (d8 at 50 ft)

Exterior Calendar Year

Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 .25 1.18 2.32 3.36 4.50 5.12 5.48 5.71
2 .25 1.18 2.32 3.36 4.50 5.13 5.49 8.72
3 .25 1.18 2.32 3.36 4.50 5.13 5.49 5.72

m 4 .25 1.19 2.32 3.37 4.53 5.15 5.52 5.76
5 .25 1.18 2.32 3.36 4.51 5.15 5.52 5.75

"_ 6 .25 1.19 2.32 3.37 4.52 5.15 5.52 5.76
7 .25 1.18 2.32 3.37 4.52 5.15 5.51 5.75
8 .25 1.19 2.32 3.37 4.55 5.16 5.44 5.78

9 .25 1.18 2.32 3.37 4.52 5.18 5.53 5.77
i0 .25 1.19 2.32 3.37 4.53 5.16 5.54 5.78
Ii .25 1.18 2.32 3.37 4.52 5.63 5.54 5.78
12 .25 1.19 2.32 3.37 4.53 5.17 5.55 5.74
13 .25 1.18 2.32 3.37 4.52 5.16 5.54 5.79
14 .25 1.19 2.32 3.37 4.55 5.17 8.55 5.88
15 .30 1.24 2.39 3.45 4.62 5.26 5.63 5.87



Table 6-12

Reduction of Urban Street Traffic Noise in

Low Density Urban Areas with Regulation of New Trucks, Autos, and Motorcycles

Reduction of Average Traffic Passby Noise Level (dB at 50 ft)

Exterior Calendar Year

Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 .26 1.19 2.32 3.38 4.53 5.16 5.52 5.76
2" .26 1.19 2.35 3.38 4.54 5.16 5.53 5.76
3 .26 1.!9 2.35 3.38 4.53 5.16 5.53 5.76
4 .26 1.19 2.34 3.39 4.55 5.18 5.55 5.79
5 .26 1.19 2.33 3.39 4.54 5.18 5.55 5.79
6 .26 1.20 2.34 3.39 4.55 5.18 5.55 5.79¢0

7 .26 1.19 2.34 3.39 4.54 5.18 5.55 5.79
8 .26 1.20 2.34 3.39 4.55 5.19 5.56 5.80
9 .26 1.19 2.34 3.39 4.55 5.18 5.56 5.80

i0 .26 1.20 2.34 3.39 4.55 5.19 5.56 5.80
ii .26 1.19 2.30 3.39 4.55 5.19 5.56 5.80
12 .26 1.20 2.34 3.39 4.55 5.19 5.57 5.81
13 .26 1.19 2.34 3.39 4.55 5.19 5.56 5.81
14 .26 1.29 2.34 3.39 4.55 5.19 5.56 5.81
15 .29 1.25 2.38 3.44 4,61 5.25 5.62 5.80
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first baseline case. Reductions in urban street traffic noise rela-

tive to the other baselines are presented in Appendix F (Table F-7).

Reductions in urban street traffic noise relative to the other two

baselines are presented in Appendix F (TablesF-8 through F-13).

From these tables, it should be noted that:

(i) Reducing bus noise emissions has little effect on overall

traffic noise for either urban highways or urban streets.

(2) The most stringent regulation schedule considered in

the analysis--a reduction of bus noise to an ideally

protective level of 55 dB at 5D feet (regulation sched-

ule 15)--results in a statistical change in the average

traffic passby level of less than 0.16 dB in the base-

line case most favorable for observation Of measurable

differences due to bus regulation, i.e., baseline (i).

6.2.6 Reduction of Traffic Noise Impact

The equivalent noise impact in each land use area is calcu-

lated for each regulation schedule and study year by (i) applying the

traffic noise reduction for the land use to the present distribution

of people living in all urban areas with Ldn greater than 55 dB (Table

6-3), (2) calculating the new total ENI, and then (3) taking the same

percent of the ENI as the percent of population contained in the given

land use. The results obtained by this method are presented in Tables

6-14 through 6-16 for the first baseline case. Stmmary tables show

the total ENI due to urban street traffic for all urban land uses (Table

6-17) and the percent reduction of this total ENI (Table 6-18) for each

regulation schedule and study year--for baseline (i). Results for base-

lines (2) and (3) are given in Appendix F (Tables F-14 through F-23).
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Table 6-14

Equ_ent Number of People Impact_ By Orb_ Traffic Noise in
High Density Urban Areas with Regulation of New Tr_ks, _tos, _d Mo_rcycles

Equiv_entNt_ber of People Impacted (Millions) Per Day:

Exterior ' Calend_ Year :_ i i '

Regulation
Sch_ule _79 1981 1983 1985 1987 _90 1995 _ 2000

1 2.92 2.61 2.27 1.97 1.64 1.46 1.36 1.30
2 2.92 2.61 2.27 1.97 1.64 1.46 1.36 1.30
3 2.92 2.61 2.27 1.97 1.64 1.46 1.36 1.30
4 2.92 2.61 2.27 i196 1.63 1.46 1.35 1.29
5 2.92 2.61 2.27 1.96 1.64 1.46 1.35 1.29
6 2.92 2.61 2.27 1.96 1.63 1.46 1.35 1,29

7 2.92 2.61 2.27 1.96 1.63 1.46 1.35 1.29
8 2.92 2.61 2.27 1.96 1.63 1.45 1.35 1.28
9 2.92 2.61 2.27 1.96 1.63 1.45 1.35 1.28
i0 2.92 2.61 2.27 1.96 1.63 1.45 1.35 1.28

• ii 2.92 2.61 2.27 1.96 1.63 1.45 1.35 1.28
12 2,92 2.61 2.27 L96 1.63 1.45 1.34 1.28
13 2.92 2.61 2.27 1.96 1.63 1.45 1.35 1.28
14 2.92 2.61 2.27 1.96 1.63 1.45 1.34 1.28
15 2.90 2.60 2.25 1.94 1.61 1.43 1.32 1.25



Table 6-15

Equivalent Number of People Impacted By Urban Traffic Noise in

Low Density Urban Areas with Regulation of New Trucks, Autos, and Motorcycles

Equivalent Number of people Impacted (Millions) Per Day

Exterior Calendar Year
Regulation
Schedule 1979 198i 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 8.34 7.47 6.49 5.61 4.67 4.16 3.87 3.68
_? 2 8.34 7.47 6.48 5.61 4.66 4.16 3.86 3.68

3 8.34 7.47 6.48 5.61 4.66 4.16 3.87 3.68
4 8.34 7.47 6.48 5.60 4.66 4.14 3.85 3.66
5 8.34 7.47 6.48 5.60 4.66 4.15 3.85 3_66
6 8.34 7.47 6.48 5.60 4.65 4.14 3.85 3.66
7 8.34 7.47 6.48 5.60 4.66 4.15 3.85 3.66
8 8.34 7.47 6.48 5.60 4.65 4.14 3.84 3.65
9 8.34 7.47 6.48 5.60 4.65 4.14 3.84 3.65

i0 8.34 7.47 6.48 5.60 4.65 4.14 3.84 3.64
ii 8.34 7.47 6.48 5.60 4.65 4.14 3.84 3.64
12 8.34 7.47 6.48 5.60 4.65 4.14 3.83 3.64
13 8.34 7.47 6.48 5.60 4.65 4.14 3.84 3.64
14 8.34 7.47 6.48 5.60 4.65 4.13 3.83 3.64
15 8.31 7.44 6.45 5.56 4.60 4.09 3.79 3.60



Table 6-16

Equivalent N_ber of People Impacted By Urban Traffic Noise in
Suburban Areas with Regulation of New Trucks, Autos, and Motorcycles

Equivalent N_nber of people Impacted (Millions) Per Day

Exterior Calendar Year

Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 22.26 19.96 17.33 15.00 12.50 11.16 10.39 9,90

2 22.26 19.96 17.33 15.00 12.49 11.15 10.38 9,88
t 3 22,26 19.96 17.33 15.00 12.49 11.15 10.38 9.88
w 4 22.26 19.96 17.32 14.98 12.47 ii.ii 10.32 9.82

5 22.26 19.96 17.33 14.99 12.47 ii.ii 10.33 9,82
6 22.26 19.95 17.32 14.98 12.45 11.08 10.29 9.78
7 22.26 19.96 17.32 14.97 12.45 11.09 10.29 9.78
8 22.26 19.95 17.32 14.98 12.45 11.08 10.29 9.77
9 22.26 19.96 17.32 14.97 12.45 11.09 10.29 9.78

I0 22.26 19.95 17.32 14.98 12.45 11.08 10.28 9.77
11 22.26 19.96 17.32 14.98 12.46 11.09 10.29 9.77
12 22.26 19.95 17.32 14.98 12.45 11.08 10.27 9.75
13 22.26 19.96 17.32 14.99 12.46 11.09 10.28 9.76
14 22.26 19.95 17.32 14.97 12.45 11.07 10.27 9.74
15 22.16 19.84 17.19 14.82 12.27 10.09 10.11 9.60



Table 6-17

Equivalent Number of People Impacted By Urban Traffic Noise in
All Urban Areas with Regulation of New Trucks, Autos, and Motorcycles*

Equivalent Nuaber of People Impacted (Millions) Per Day

Exterior Calendar Year

Regulation
Schedule .1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 33.51 30.05 26.09 22.58 18.81 16.79 15.63 14.88
2 33.51 30.94 26.08 22.57 18,79 16.77 15.60 14.85
3 i33.51 30.05 26.09 22.57 18.80 16.77 15.60 14.85
4 33.51 30.04 26.07 22.55 18.76 16.71 15.52 14.76
5 33.51 30.05 26.08 22.56 18.77 16,72 15.53 14.77
6 _ 33.51 30.04 26.07 22.54 18.75 16.71 15.52 14.76
7 33.51 30.04 26.08 22.55 18.76 16.72 15.53 14.77
8 33.51 30.04 26.07 22.54 18.74 16.68 15.48 14.71
9 33.51 30.04 26.08 22.55 18.75 16.69 15.49 14.72

10 33.51 30.04 26.07 22.54 18.74 16.67 15.47 14.69
ii 33.51 30.04 26.08 22.55 18.75 16.68 15.48 14.70

12 33.51 30.04 26_07 22.54 18.74 16.66 15.45 14.67
13 33.51 30.04 26.08 22.55 18.75 16.68 15.46 14.67
14 33,51 30.04 26.07 22.54 18.73 16.66 15.44 14.66
15 33.37 29.88 25.88 22.32 18.48 16.41 15.22 14.45

*The ENI Baseline for traffic noise from Table 6-4 is 34.6 million.
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Upon inspection of Tables 6-17 and 6-18, it is clear that little

relative change in the impact of overall traffic noise is obtained through

the regulation of bus noise. In the most severe case (regulatory schedule

15), the equivalent Of slightly less than half a million people would be

benefited by the implementation of bus noise regulation in the year 2000--

less than 2 percent of the present total ENI. Yet bus noise is perceived
21

hy many as a major concern in comparison wit/1noise from other vehicles.

To investlgats the cause of these concerns, a more direct approach is i

discussed in Part 6.3 for evaluating the impact attributable to bus noise i

in isolated passby situations.

6.3 REDUCTION OF INDIVIDUAL PASSBY NOISE IMPACT

Up to this point, the analysis of bus noise impact has been con-
[

cerned with the contribution that buses make to day-night average traffic

levels (Ldn). The impact contributions which are calculated in this way

are not wholly representative of the input attributable to bus noise,

for the calculations are relatively independent of the actual operating

conditions of the buses. For example, they do not reflect the fact that

I almost the entire amount Of hourly acoustical energy contributed by buses

in an area ,my be generated in only 10 seconds of noise during a single !

acceleration near a bus Stop. Yet this intrusive, short, intense event

may be the most annoying noise-related situation faced over the entire day

by a large number of pedestrians, residents, or people waiting near the
2, 21

bus stop.

On some occasions bus noise will be completely masked out by

other noises, making the conclusions reached by using Ldn essentially

correct. At other times or situations, one can expect that other noise

sources will not mask the noise of a passing bus, and thus the bus will
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cause a finite impact. The actual impact from buses is certainly due

to a combination of various levels of bus noise and other environmental

noise.

Annoyance is difficult to describe. It may pass rapidly and

the cause remain unnoticed. Or it may add to other agents causing stress
20

and lead to physiological problems. AS measured from people's responses

in questionnaires, however, there is no doubt that annoyance to bus noise

does exist. In fact, in a recent survey of people's annoyance to motor

vehicles, it was found that, on the averaget buses are perceived as the
21

loudest and the most intensely annoying of any of the motor vehicle noises."

A loud vehicle passby may also interrupt people's activities, Such as

conversation or sleeping. The interruptions may again lead to annoyance,

but in themselves they may represent a degradation of health and welfare.

For instance, in a recent study of the annoyance caused by different levels

of simulated aircraft noise for people seated indoors watching television,
35

annoyance was seen to be mediated at least in part by speech interference.

Not only is the TV program, or other person speaking, more difficult to hear

during the time in which a noisy vehicle is passing by, but it has been ob-

served that the distraction which may occur from the conversation in which
35

the person is engaged may contribute in itself to annoyance. The speaker

may behaviorally attempt to cope with the noise intrusion either by increa-

sing his or her vocal effort, or in more severe cases, by ceasing to speak

altogether. Such behavioral reactions may be quite indicative of general

annoyance and disturbance with the intrusive noise event. Similarly, the

reaction to a noise intrusion during sleep may be in many cases a change

in sleep stage (from a "deeper" to a "lighter" stage) or, if the intrusive
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noise is intense or long enough, an actual awakening may result. L In

either case, repeated disturbance of people's activities may be

expected to adversely affect their well-being. The eovariance of ver-

balized annoyance with the interference of activities has been amply
8, 23, 56, 57

demonstrated in several investigations.

For these reasons it seems appropriate for the analysis of

passby impacts to examine the two activities of speech communication

and sleep in 'some detail, both in order to determine the direct effect

bus noise may have on them, as well as to aid in an estimation of the

total annoyance attributable to bus noise. These single event passby

noise intrusions become particularly important in light of other regu-

lations and efforts to reduce the noise from other motor vehicles and

urban noise sources, i.e., without a reduction in noise emissions for

buses, the bus may very well stand out as one of the most, if not the

most, intrusive noise source.

6.3.1 Sleep Disturbance

The sleep periods of ht_ans are typically classified into five

stages. In Stages I and If, sleep is light and the sleeper is easily

awakened. Stages III and IV are states of deep sleep where a person is

not as easily awakened by a given noise, but the sleep may shift to a

lighter stage. An additional stage is termed rapid eye movement (REM)

,and corresponds to the dream state. When exposed to an intrusive noise,

a sleeper may (i) show response by a brief change in brainwave pattern,

without shifting sleep stages; (2) shift to a lighter sleep stage; or

(3) awaken. The greatest known impact occurs due to awakening, but

there are also indications that disruption of the sleep cycle can cause
34

(irritability, etc.) even though the sleeper may not awaken.
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36, 37
TWO recent studies have summarized and analyzed sleep

disturbance data. These studies showed a linear relationship between

frequency of response (disturbance and awakening) and noise level, and

demonstrated that the duration of the noise stimulus was a critical para-

meter in predicting response. The studies also showed that the frequency

of sleep disruption is predicted by noise exposure better than is arousal

or behavioral awakening. An important fact is that sleep disturbance is

defined as any physiological change which occurs as a result of a stimu-

lus. The person undergoing such disturbance may be completely unaware

of being afflicted; however,ithe disturbance may adversely affect total

sleep quality. This effect on overall sleep quality may lead to, in
34

certain situations, behavioral or physiological consequences.

To determine the magnitude of sleep disturbance caused by

buses, some consideration must be made of the hours of bus operation.

Only two types of buses generally operate at night--transit buses:and

intercity buses. School buses may be operating in the early morning

hours in some locales, but probably not ,uch before 7:00 a.m. Transit

buses, too, have limited nighttime operation. For five major bus lines

in LoslAngeles, for example, only i/6of the scheduled runs occur at

night, i.e., before 7:00 a.m. and after 10:00 p.m. (this ratio of day-

time to nighttime operation is not atypical throughout the nation).

Although some fraction of the population sleeps during the daytime,

it is assumed for the purposes of this analysis that sleep only occurs

during the nlgbtti_e hours. Therefore, the fraction of the total vehi-

cle miles traveled by transit buses which are likely to disturb sleep

is assumed to be 1/6 of the total.
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Official estimates of the portion of inter-city bus mileage

traveled at night are not available; however, some approximations may be

made. If there were no change between night and day operations, 37;5

percent (9/24)would occur at night and 62.5 percent (15/24) in the day.

For people taking short trips (a few hours long) on inter-city buses it

. is assumed that somewhat less bus travel per hour actually occurs during

nighttime hours than during the day. A brief investigation of several

cross-country, inter-city bus schedules indicates that only a slightly

greater daytime biasing of the travel time is warranted for long trips
49

(37.1percent night versus 62.9 percent day). In this analysis, a

35/65percent split between intercity bus nighttime and daytime opera- _I

tions is used. !
}

To find impact on sleep and the reduction in sleep disturbance

achievable with bus noise emission regulations, the following method

is utilized:

Step i. Average passby levels at 50 feet are computed for both bus

types (transit and inter-city buses). These data are pre-

sented in Table 6-6.

Step 2. The distances from a typical bus passby at which these levels

are decreased in steps of 5 dB are calculated (Figure 6-10).

These distances are assumed to begin from the center of the

roadway since, on most roads, buses travel beth disections

in equal frequency.

Step 3. The number of people living in each 5 dB band from the 50-foot

passby level is calculated by multiplying the population

density of each land use in which the buses operate by the
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AverageBUS PassbyNoise Level
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width of the 5 dB bands (calculated in Step 2) and then by

the number of miles traveled within the given land use by

buses. Depending On the land use, the first 40 to 90 feet

on each side Of the center line is asstm_edto be part of the

roadway and adjoining sidewalk, and thus it is assu_aedto

containnopeople.

Step 4. The average sleep impact is calculated in each of the 5 dS

bands. The impact, expressed as a fraction, is found from

i a curve relating sleep impact to passby noise level (Figure

6-16 and Figure 6-17). This procedure is analogus to the

fractional impact method presented in Part 6.2.

Step 5. The relative total impact is computed in each band by
!

:: multiplying the number of people living in each band (frc_

Step 3) by the associated fractional impact (from Step 4).

We shall now discuss in detail the steps outlined above, starting with

Step 2, since Step 1 has been previously defined.

Step 2 - For the purpose of analyzing bus passby noise in this

section, each of the four land uses discussed in Part 6.2 is assumed
L

tO have a simplified mix of high-rise, low-rise, and open-space areas
51

(Table6-19) which correspond to different propagation laws. The com-

putation of the distance between each 5 dB band of attenuation from the

bus roadway involves determining the noise attenuation characteristics

typical of each area. In urban high-rise areas the building density may

be so great that the noise from a point source, such as a bus, located

in the middle of an intersection, decays in the lateral direction as if

the vehicle were a line source: the acoustical waves have little chance
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Table 6-19

AssumedMix of Building Typesand Land UsesImpacted by Buses

Percent of Different Typesof Building Development
Correspondingto Different PropagationLaws*

Land Use High-Rise Low-Rise OpenSpace

High DensityUrban 100 0 0

Low DensityUrban 50 50 0

Suburban 0 100 0

Rural 0 0 100

See Figures 6-12 through 6-14

i
1
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to dissipate in the direction parallel to the bus's line of travel

(Figure6-11). In low-rise areas, the noise travels more radially !

and the attenuation is correspondingly greater. In addition to these i

two forms of laterally directed geometric spreading, building, ground, !

and air absorption also contribute to attenuation. A recent review

of the literature on urban sound propagation produced the attenuation
22

values for traffic line sources shown in Figure 6-12. Applying the

same excess attenuation values to point source spreading losses yields

the curves of Figure 6-13. As a simplification, all low-rise areas

are assumed to have point source attenuation characteristics and all

hlgh-rime areas are assumed to have line source characteristics.

The attenuation of noise in rural areas also involves many

factors (Figure 6-14). The low density of buildings in rural areas

allows the neglection of building reflection and absorption, so that

the distance computations are straightforward.

The build-up of reverberation in the longitudinal direction

(alongthe path of travel of the.bus) must also be considered as a

factor in the propagation of paamby noise in high-rise areas. Figure

6-15 shows the apparent amplification of noise level due to reveberant

buildup on narrow streets completely, or nearly completely, bounded by
38

buildings. The amplification of the noise level will occur when buses

are tr@veling along streets bounded by buildings less than 78 feet apart.
39, 40

In a survey of twenty metropolitan areas, it was found that dis-

tanmes between building fronts vary widely within each city. In Boston,

for example, some building fronts are 50 feet apart, while others are 120

feet apart. Although _ere are thoroughfares in Eastern and Mid-western
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Figure 6-11. Schematic of Attenuation of Bus Noise
by Low and High Rise Buildings

Note: Not drawn to scale.
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cities with building fronts less than 78 feet apart, it is estimated

that these do not constitute the vast majority of public bus routes.

Western cities, as a rule, have constructed streets with building fronts

farther apart than Eastern and Mid-western cities. Thus, reverberant

amplification along bus routes was excluded from the analysis used in

this study.

step 3 - once the 5 dB band distances are known, the number Of

people living within each band can be found by multiplying the bandwidth

area by the average population density of the locale. The three urban

densities and one rural density which have been selected are shown in

Table 6-20. The densities are converted to people per mile of road per
i

fOOt from the roadway. Thus, by multlplying by the appropriate distance

!from the roadway, the total number of people per mile of roadway can be

found,

Step 4 - The fractional impact of the disruption of sleep by

inolse is given in Figure 6-16 where the frequency of no sleep distur-

_bance (as measured by changes in sleep state, including behavioral

awakening) is plotted as a function of the Sound Exposure Level (SEL) of

the intruding noise. Likewise, the frequency of behavioral awakening as

a _u,etion of SEL is shown in Figure 6-17. These relationships/adapted

from Figures 1 and 2 of reference 36, consist of data derived from a re-

view of most of the recent experimental sleep data as related to noise

exposure. The curves, which indicate the approximate degree of impact

(percent disruption or awakening) as a function of noise level, have

been modified somewhat from those contained in References 36. (Note that

*Personal communication, J. S. Lukas, July 1976
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Table 6-20

Population Densities for SeJectedAreasof BusOperation

! • Urban
I

I Land UseArea " High Density Law Density Suburbanl Rural

51 Denseand UrbanRow Suburban : Single
Type of Housing Very Dense ,Apartments Single Fom!ly Family

' " Urban and Suburban Detached Detached
Apartments Duplexes

Percentof the 8.7 24.9 66.4
1970 U.S. Urban

Popu!atlonSI
!

Average Popula- _, 20,877 _, 8,473 21286 20,
Ulatlon Fer SRucre .....

, .h4ffe24

Popuiatlon per ' 7. 908 3.209 .B66 .0076
Mllelef Readper
Foot'fromRood-
way (BothSides)

1

i.,i " h

!L •r • .
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Figure6-16. Fractional Impact of Sleet Distruptlon36
as a Function of Sound Exposure Level

(Regressions of Sleep Distruptlon on SEL, revised)
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in Figure 6-17, the relationship beyond SEL = 95 dB is an extrapolation

of data. However, indoor SEL's from bus passbys rarely exceed SEL = 70

dB.) Furthermore, the noise data contained within these studies were

measured in terms of "effective perceived noise level" with a reference

duration of .5 second (EPNL.5 sec)' EPN5.5 sec is converted to SEL by

the following approximate relationship:

i SEL = EPNL.5 sec -16 dB (i0)

The SEL is defined as:

t_(t)2

SEn = loglo 0JPo 2 dt (ii)

where

t is the duration of the noise

P(t) is the A-weighted sound pressure

and

Po is the reference pressure (20 micropasoals).

For triangular time histories such as vehicular passbys, an approximation

is

SEL = Lmax _I0 lOgl0 t/2 (12)
where

Lmax is the maximum A-welghted sound level

and

t is the duration in seconds measured between the "i0 dB down"

points where the sound ievel is equal to Lmax -i0.

Based on the urban and rural attenuation curve_ (Figures 6-12 through

6-14), an observer located 50 feet from the roadway would find t = 8
5

seconds for an average bus speed of 15 mph. In rural bus operation on
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main roads where the average speed is likely to be twice this value

but the excess attenuation is less, it is found that t = 6 seconds,

These durations are increased to 17 and 14 seconds, respectively, at

distance of 100 feet from the road. The differehee between the longer

and shorter durations shifts the SEn by 3 to 4 dB which changes the

fractional impact of sleep disruption by only 4 to 5 percent. It was

therefore decided to use an average value of i0 seconds as the passby

duration for all buses in the analysis. Selecting this duration sim-

plifies equation (12) to:

SEL = Lmax + 7.0 (13)

Using the average passby levels given in Table 6-6 for Lmax,

the SEL's were found for each bus type. To determine the resulting

SEL inside the home the following transmission losses were applied

to the propagated noise levels, depending on land use.

i. A noise level reduction of 20 dB was used for high and

low de41sityurban areas to represeht the case in which,

(because of the type Of building construction) windows

of half of the homes are open and half of the homes are
6

closed.

2. A noise level reduction of 15 dB was used for suburban

and rural areas to represent the case in which the
6

windowsofallhomesareopen. i

Step - The equivalent noise impact (ENI) for sleep disturbance was j

derived for each of the regulatory schedules and study years under Ii

investigation. The FI equations for sleep disturbance and sleep awak- !

ening are included in Figures 6-16 and 6-17. Table 6-21 presents the
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total sleep disturbance ENI per night as a function of regulatory

schedule summed over all land use areas for various years. Table 6-22

shows the percent reduction in potential sleep disturbances brought about i

by each regulation schedule with reference to the no regulation case.

Table 6-23 shows the total potential sleep awakening ENI occur-

ring per night as a function of regulatory schedule for all land uses.

Table 6-24 shows the percent reduction in potential sleep awakenings

brought about by each regulation schedule with reference to the no regu-

lation case.

In order to more fully explain the contents of Tables 6-23 and

6"24 an example follows. In Table 6-23, by consulting the year 2000

column, it is found that for regulation schedules 3 and 12 the sleep

awakening ENI due to buses are reduced to 27.88 million and 15.52

million per night respectively. Therefore, the relative difference in

ENI between the two schedules in the year 2000 is 12.36 million per

night. (Regulatory noise levels and dates of implementation for all

schedules are shown in Table 6-1.) Table 6-24 indicates the percent

reduction frc_ the baseline level, 30.38 million (regulation schedule

i, 1979 shown in Table 6-23). Thus, the 27.88 million ENI value for

regulatory schedule 3 from Table 6-23 translates into a 8.23 per cent

reduction while the 15.52 million ENI value for regulation schedule 12

translates into a 48.91 per cent reduction from the baseline, a differ-

ence of 40.68 per cent between the two schedules. The above procedure

can be used to assess the relative differences among any group of regu-

latory schedules for any of the years shown in the tables. Furthermore,

the tables presente_ throughout this analysis (Section 6) follow the
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Table 6-21

Sleep Disturbance ENI Due to BUS
Passbys in All Land Use Areas

Sleep Disturbance ENI (Millions Per Night)*

Exterior Calendar Year

Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 247.0 247.0 247.0 247.0 247.0 247.0 247.0 247.0
2 245.13 241.92 239.21 237.09 235.18 233.07 228.49 227.19
3 247.00 245.13 241.92 239.21 237.09 234.38 231.43 1229.72

4 247.00 241.83 232.49 224.57 217.77 209.32 199.95 187.42
i 5 247.00 247.00 241.33 232.49 224.57 214.16 203.38 196.45
m 6 245.13 238.47 229.76 222.08 215.66 208.01 199.17 187.38

7 245.13 241.92 235.74 227.46 220.83 212.34 202.76 196.39
8 245.13 238.47 229.76 217.80 207.37 194.78 172.65 162.20
9 245.13 241.92 235.40 225.28 214,90 201.11 186.52 174.46

i0 245.13 238.47 229.76 218.28 207.12 192.03 165.60 152.43
ii 245.13 241.92 235.74 224.49 212.72 197.07 178.75 164.42
12 245.13 238.47 229.76 222.08 207.37 188.86 156.69 140.32
13 245.13 241.92 235.74 227.46 213.08 194.10 169.66 151.49
14 245.13 238.47 229.65 217.80 203.51 185.82 154.39 138.89
15 6.99 6.99 6.99 6.99 6.99 6.99 6.99 6.99

*Values include potential for multiple disturbances per night for
individuals near bus routes
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same general pattern as Tables 6-23 and 6-24 for all exterior bus noise

ENI calculations and all interior bus noise ENI calculations. The only

major difference is that in the case of interior bus noise ENI, Table

6-2 should be consulted for the interior bus noise regulatory levels

and their respective implementation dates.

The potential equivalent number of sleep disturbances and sleep

awakenings categorized by bus type (transit, intercity) and land use

are presented in Appendix F (Tables F-24 through F-35).

The data presented in this section and in Appendix F concerning

reductions in potential sleep disturbances and sleep awakenings are

measures of people times events. One person impacted (e.g., awakened)

i0 times is equivalent to i0 people being impacted one time each. l

It should also be noted that the individual bus passby noise

impact analysis examines the effects of reducing bus noise alone, and

hence does not take into account the presence of other noise sources in

the environment. .Itis obvious that other envfronmental noise sources

create background noise ever which in many situations bus noise will not

intrude. The benefits presented in this analysis represent the benefits

accrued during those times when the bus noise clearly intrudes over an

ambient level. The absolute sleep disturbance and sleep awakening impact

attributable to buses is dependent, of course, on the background level

assumed. However, the per cent reduction of ENI (Tables 6-22 and 6-24)

is representative of the relative reduction of bus noise impact over any

given ambient level. For a more precise description of the absolute

number of people impacted by nighttime bus noise, computer plots are

presented in Appendix F (Figures F-I through F-8) showing, for each of
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the study years, the number of people exposed to various bands of noise

measured in terms of the SEL inside their homes for each regulatory

schedule.

Additional analyses are underway to examine the absolute impact

of individual bus passbys assuming various background noise levels.

6.3.2 Speech Interference

Unlike the disruption of sleep, the interference of speech,

i.e., conversation, occurs when people are both indoors and outdoors.

For the purposes of this analysis, it was assumed that virtually all

conversation takes place during the daytime hours; thus, only "daytime"

(7 a.m. to 10 p.m.) bus operations were considered to contribute to

speech disruptions, whereas only "nighttime" operations were considered

to contribute to the disruption of sleep. This assumption pertains to

all types of buses in the speech impact analysis.

People can have their conversation disrupted by externally

propagating bus noise in at least three major settings during the day:

as pedestrians on the street, as residents inside their homes, or as

residents who are involved in leisurely activity just outside their

homes. Three different approaches are required to assess the impact

of these three different situations. Each approach will be examined

separately. In the discussions that follow, "inside the home" and

"outside the home" should be taken to mean, respeetivelyt "inside any

building" and "outside any building but not along a street."

6.3.2.1 Pedestrian S_eech Interference

Approximately 149 million people live in urban areas of the
24

United Stetes according to the 1970 census. Extensive information on

pedestrian travel is not available to estimate the portion Of the urban
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population which experiences bus noise as _ pedestrian. However, for

the purposes of this discussion, a rough estimate of one-half mile of

travel per person per day may be assb_ned. A large fraction of the popu-

lation is probably too old or too young to walk even a tenth of this

value per day. Yet many healthy urbanites of young or middle age may i

walk as much as a mile or more each day. Bus stops are typically spaced
45

1/2 mile apart. The average distance from a person's house stationed

along a bus route to the nearese bus stop is then about 1/8 mile. An

average bus passenger thus walks a total of 1/2 mile each day going to

and from the bus stop at which the passenger alights. For people who

do nor ride buses, a 1/2 mile per day average walk would be equivalent

to driving to work in a car and walking two blocks (1/8mile each) to

and from a restaurann for lunch. This walk may he assumed to take place

along main streets, and therefore these people are also exposed to bus

noise.

Table 6-25 gives the step-by-step rationale for the derivation

of the number of pedestrians exposed to bus noise used in this analysis.

From the point of view of the pedestrian, two average maximum

passby levels are considered to occur for each bus type: (i) the level

measured when the bus is passing by on the same side of the street as

the pedestrian (10 to 15 feet away), and (2) the level measured when

the bus passes by on the opposite side (60 to 75 feet away). The exposure

level occurring in the first case san be estimated from data on transit
52

bus levels at 3 feet. Under the acceleration mode a maximum passby

level of 97 dS is reported. This level represents approximately a 4

dH increase per halving of distance from the average acceleration level
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Table 6-25

Derivation of the Number of Equivalent Pedestrian-Impacts
Due to the Disruption of Speech bY Bus Ressby Noise

Transit School Inter-City Derivation

i. DaytimeVehicleMiles 1450 478 25 Reference1
Traveled on Urban

Streets (Millions per
Year, 1973)

2. Vehicle Miles Per Day 8.28 2.73 .14 (i) " (480,000 St. Miles)Per Street Mile

"-(365Days)

3. Pedestrian Miles 40,000,000 (80 Million Workers)*
Traveled Per Day on x (1/2 Mile/Day
Urban Streets Walk Per Worker)

4. Pedestrlan/Street 1.88 (3) " (480,000 St. Miles)Mile

-" (3 mph Pedestrian
Velooity

-"(15 Hours/Day

5. • Pedestrlan-lmpact 15.3 5.05 .26 (2) x (4)
Events Per Street

Mile Per Day

6. Average Fractional .68 .52 .81 From Table 6-26

Speech Impact

7, Equivalent Impacts 5.0 1.3 .i (5) x (6)
(millions per day) x (480,000 St. Miles)

24
*Employed non-agricultural civilians in 1973.
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at 50 feet of about 81 dB. Assuming the same attenuation figure can be

applied to the noise levels produced under other operational modes as

well, the average maximam passby levels can be computed for buses on

either side of the street. The estimated values are given in Table 6-26.

The criteria for outdoor speech interference is shown in Figure

6-18 as a function of the level of an interfering noise. (Note that

the appropriate noise metric for the criteria is an I_q occurring for

the duration of the passby, rather than the SEL of the event.) The

ENI speech for pedestrians is obtained by finding the fractional impact

produced by the average passby level of each bus type (Table 6-26) and

multiplying by the number of pedestrians impacted (Table 6-25). Reduc-

-tions of bus levels measured at 50 feet were ass_ed to yield equal

reductions inlevcls measured at thedistances from the bus at which

pedestrians are exposed. The effect of various regulations on the

predicted equivalent number of pedestrians impacted by bus nolse inter-

fering with speechis given inTable 6-27, The percent reduction in

ENI Is glven in Table 6-28.

6.3.2_2 Residential Speech Interference

The interference of conversation between people located in or

near their homes involves both indoor and outdoor situations. For the

outdoor case, the same criteria used in the pedestrian impact analysis

was again utilised. In this case, however, disruptions only occur

beyond 40-90 feet from the bus, depending on land use, and they are

measured our re the point where the bus pessby level is equal to the

background level. In this assessment, an outdoor cutoff background

level of 55 d8, an6 an indoor cutoff level of 45 dB are used. Although
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Table 6-26

Average Maximum Passby Levels to Which Pedestrians Are Exposed
and Fractional Speech Impact, by Bus Type and Location of Passby

BusType

Location of Pansby Transit School Inter-City

Average Maximum Passby Level (dBA)

J BUS on Same Side of Street 81.6 80.4* 85.5
! an Pedestrian
4

Bus on Opposite Side 74.0 71.3" 77.0
of Street

Fractional Speech Impact**

Bus on same Side of Street 1.0 .94 1.0

BUS on Opposite Side .35 .I0 _ .62
of Street

Arithmetic Average .68 .52 .81

*Levels weighted 97 percent gas-powered, 3 percent diesel-p(_ered
14

school buses.

**Frum Figure 6-18. Six dB is added to the x-axls legend to account for
a halving of the speaker-listener distance to 1 meter.

[
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Table 6-27

Speech Interference ENI Due to
Bus PasSbys for Pedestrians

Speech Interference ENI (Millions Per Day)

Exterior Calendar Year

Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

]_ 1 2.44 2,44 2.44 2.44 2.44 2.44 2.44 2,44t.

2 2.42 2,40 2.37 2.36 2.34 2.33 2.31 2,30
3 2.44 2.42 2.40 2.37 2.36 2.34 2.32 2,31
4 2.44 2.38 2.28 2.20 2.13 2.03 1.93 1,85
5 2.44 2.44 2.33 2.28 2.20 2.09 1.97 1.89
6 2.42 2.35 2.26 2.18 2,11 2.03 1.92 1.84
7 2.42 2.40 2.33 2.24 2,17 2.08 1.97 1.90
8 2.42 2.35 2.26 2.12 2,00 1.85 1.66 1.54

9 2.42 2.40 2.33 2.22 2.10 1.93 1.73 1.60
i0 2.42 2.36 2.26 2.14 2.00 1.82 1.58 1.42
ii 2.42 2.40 2.33 2.21 2.07 1.88 1.64 1.48
12 2.42 2.36 2.26 2.18 2.00 1.77 1.46 1.24
13 2.42 2.40 2.33 2.24 2.07 1.84 1.53 1.30
14 2.42 2.35 2.26 2.12 1.95 1.73 1.41 1.20
15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



Table 6-28

Percent Reduction in Speech Interference ENI
Due to Bus Passbys for Pedestrians

Percent Reduction in Bquivalent Number of Speech Interferences _

Exterior Calendar Year [ ,
Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 i995 2000

0%

1 O.O0 O.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OO o.oo 0.00
2 0.62 1.64 2,53 3.16 3.76 4.38 5.25 5_74

3 0.80 0.62 1,64 2.53 3.16 4.00 4.88 5.38
4 0.08 2.26 6.37 9.87 12.78 16.51 20.77 23.87
5 0.80 0.80 2.26 6.37 9.82 14.13 19.17 22.48
6 0.62 3.38 7.22 10.63 13.52 16.80 21731 24.59
7 0.62 1.65 4.26 7.93 10.86 14.66 19.13 22.04
8 0.62 3.38 7.22 12.86 17.82 23.95 31.94 36.97-
9 0.62 1.65 4,26 9.07 13.96 20.61 28.86 34.33

18 0.58 3.29 7.15 12.06 17.93 25.41 35.30 41.58

Ii 0.62 1.65 4.26 9.48 15.10 22.77 32.72 39.39
12 0.62 3.38 7.22 10.63 17.82 27.16 40.12 48.96
13 0.62 1.65 4.26 7.93 14.91 24.36 37.07 46.52
14 0.62 3.38 7.22 12.86 20.01 29.19 41.96 50.82
15 IO0.OO lO0.OO iO0.O0 i00.00 iO0.O0 100.00 lOO.O0 100.00
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average urban ambient noise (Ldn) tends to be about 5 dB grea6er than

the sss_ed outdoor background level, a concerted effort to reduce motor

vehicle noise in the future would make the 55 dB level a more appropriate

figuretouseforthisanalysis.

Propagation loss is computed for each land use category in the

same manner as was discussed in Part 6.3.1. First, the distances from

the road at w_imh the passby noise levels fall off in 5 dB steps are

computed. Then the n_ber of "people" per mile living within each band

is derived. Finally, the relative impact is fractionally calculated

using the criteria shown in Figure 6-18. This number is multiplied by

the number of bus miles traveled during the time in which people are

estimated to be outdoors each day (.4 hours, i.e., 2.7 percent of the
33

day) to give the total ENI due to outdoor speech interference.

The potential ENI for outdoor speech interferences per day is

given in Table 6-29 for the 15 regulatory schedules. The reductions

in ENI obtained with these regulations are tabulated in Table 6-30.

It should be noted that "people outdoors" does not include pedestrians,

or people engaged in other forms of transportation during the day.

Rather it is intended to include those time-periods in which people are

relaxing outdoors - either outside a home, business, or cultural insti-

tution.

Indoor speech interference is assumed to occur when bus noise

propagates through walls of residences or buildings and remains above a

typical indoor background level of 45 dB. The criteria of impact for

indoor speech interference is given in Figure 6-19. The curve is based on

the reduction of sentence intelligibility relative to the intelligibility
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Table 6-30

Percent Reduction Speech Interference ENI
Due to Bus Passbye for people Outdoors

Percent Reduction in Speech Interference ENI

Exterior Calendar Year

Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.0o
2 0.85 2.21 3.39 4.27 5.11 6.09 7.42 8.08
3 0.00 0.85 2.21 3.38 4.27 5.45 6.78 7.49
4 0.00 3.05 8.57 22.57 27.26 31.22 34.69 37.95
5 0.00 0.00 3.05 8.57 22.57 29.25 33.39 36.03
6 0.85 4.54 9.74 23.94 28.33 31.56 34.97 38.22
7 0.85 2.21 5.72 10.74 24.31 29.76 33.64 36.16
8 0.85 4.54 9.74 27.39 32.22 37.09 44.64 40.60
9 0.85 2.21 5.72 21.42 29.09 34.45 40.76 45.80

10 0.85 4.54 9.74 26.17 32.31 38.24 47.29 52.40
ii 0.85 2.21 5.72 22.06 30.01 36.14 44.23 49.83
12 0.85 4.54 9.74 23.94 32.22 39.59 50.99 58.11
13 0.85 2.21 5.72 10.74 29.86 37.38 47.76 55.42
14 0.85 4.54 9.74 27.39 33.83 40.92 52.06 58.89
15 i00.00 i00.00 i00.00 i00.00 i00.00 i00.00 i00.00 i00.00
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which would occur at 45 dB. If people are conversing indoors during

the time a bus is passing by, the probability of a disruption in com-

munication is given by Figure 6-19. Before the fractional impact is

c_puted, the same reductions in the passby levels due to transmission

through walls which were used in Part 6.3.1 must be taken into account.

During times when buses are not passing by, no bus-related speech inter-

ference occurs. It is estimated that people spend an average of 13

daytime hours inside each day, i.e., they spend about 86.7 percent of
33

the day inside. Taking this fraction of the daytime bus vehicle-miles,

we can compute the indoor speech impact. The esti_mted ENI for indoor

speech interference is given in Table 6-31, and the percent reduction

is given in Table 6-32. Adding these impacts to the pedestrian and

outdoor impacts described above gives the total estimated potential

ENI due to the interference of speech by bus passbys shown in Table

6-33. The associated percent reductions are shown in Table 6-34. In

Appendix F, Tables F-36 through F-38 present the reduction in speech

interference ENI categorized by the major bus types (transit, intercity

and school).

The actual levels to which people are exposed in the areas of

speech impact described above are of interest for analyzing the daytime

effects of bus passby noise. Appendix F contains figures (Figure F-9

through F-16) which show the average maximum passby levels to which the

daytime population of pedestrians, people indoors, and people located

outdoors are exposed. Each graph is a plot of the distribution of popu-

lation by exposure level for a given year. Again, the differences become

more noticeable as the years progress.
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Table 6-31

Speech Interference ENI Due to BUS Passbys for People Indoors

, Speech Interference ENI (Millions Per Day)

Exterior Calendar Year

Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 i983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 , O.Ol 0.Ol 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

2 0.Ol 0.01 0.Ol 0.01 0.01 0;Ol 0.01 0,01
3 0.011 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.Ol 0.01 0.01 0.01:

m 4 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.Ol 0.01 0.01 8.00
I 5 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 I O.01GO i

6 0.01 0.01 O.Ol 0.01 0.01 0,01 0.01 O.OO
7 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0,01 0.01 0.01 ' 0'01
8 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0,00 0.00
9 O.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00

1O l 0.01 O.01 0.01 O.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
ii 10.01 0.01 O.Ol 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00

12 I 0.81 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
! 13 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00

14 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
,; 15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



Table 6-32

Percent Reduction in Speech Interference ENI Due to
Bus Passbys for People Indoors

Percent Reduction in Speech Interference ENI

Exterior. Calendar Year
Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 i990 1995 : 2000

1 0.00 0,00 0.00 ,.0.00 0_00 O.OO 0.0o: 0':00
2 2.39 6.44 11.27 15.49 19 14 23.76 40,00 49,56

3 0.00 2.39 6.94 11.27 15.49 20.79 35,48 41,744 0.00 3.43 10.12 17.32 24.13 33.17 50.39 80.07
_" 5 0.00 0.00 3.43 10.12 17.32 27.30 45.05 76_05

6 2.39 7.97 15,23 22,06 28.51 36.96 51,90 80.55
7 2.39 6.94 12.70 19.77 26.34 38.14 50.98 78'74
8 2.39 7.97 15,23 23.26 30.89 41.36 80,45 82.82
9 2.39 6,94 12.70 20.31 28.07 38,90 78,80 80.89
i0 2.39 7.97 15.23 22.87 30.94 42.38 81.02 83.51
ii 2.39 6.94 12.70 20.53 28.72 40.29 80.75 82.07
12 2.39 7.97 15.23 22.06 30.89 43.50 81.85 84.58
13 2.39 6.94 12.70 19.77 28.62 41.36 82.60 84.10
14 2.39 7.97 15.23 23.26 31.97 49.95 81.48 84.70
15 i00.00 100.O0 10O.00 i0 0.00 i00.00 I00.00 i00.00 I00.00



Table 6-33

Speech Interference ENI Due to BUS Passbys for
Pedestrians, People Indoors, and People Outdoors

Speech Interferance ENI (Millions Per Day)

Exterior Calendar Year

Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 15.55 15.55 15.55 15.55 15.55 15,55 15.55 15.55
2 15.43 15.22 15.05 14.92 14.79 14,65 14.45 14.35
3 15.55 15.43 15.22 15.05 14.92 14.74 14.54 14,44
4 15.55 15.10 14.28 12.36 11.67 11.06 10.50 9.99
5 15.55 15.55 15.10 14.28 12.36 11.37 10.71 10.28
6 15.43 14.88 14.10 12.16 11.51 11.00 10.45 9.96
7 15,43 15.22 14.70 13.95 12.10 11.29 10.70 10.27
8 15.43 14.88 14.10 11.65 10.89 10.10 8.92 8.27
9 15.43 15.22 14.70 12.52 11.40 10.53 9.50 8.71

10 15.43 14.88 14.10 11.83 10.88 9.92 8.49 7.66
Ii 15.43 15.22 14.70 12.43 11.25 10.26 8.95 8.06
12 15.43 14.88 14.10 12.16 10.89 9.70 7.88 6.74
13 15.43 15.27 14.70 13.45 11.27 10.06 8.39 7.15
14 15.43 14.88 14.10 11.65 10.63 9.47 7.70 6.59
15 0.00 0.O0 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.00 0.00 0.00



Table 6-34

Percent Reduction in Speech Interference ENI Due to BUS
Passbys for Pedestrians, People Indoors, and People Outdoors

Percent Reduction in Speech Interference ENI

Exterior Calendar Year
Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 0.00 0.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.82 2.13 3.20 4.10 4.91 5.84 7.10 7.74
3 0.O0 0.82 2,13 3.26 4.10 5.23 6.50 7.17

4 O.00 2.93 8.22 20.57 24.99 28.92 32.35 35.77
5 0.O0 0.00 2.93 8.22 20.57 26.88 31.17 33.92
6 0.82 4.36 9.35 21.85 26.00 29.26 32.81 35.95
7 0.82 2.13 5.49 10.30 22.20 27.40 31.20 33.95
8 0.82 4.36 9.35 25.11 29.97 35.04 42.67 46.80
9 0.82 2.13 5.49 19.49 26.72 32.29 38.89 44.00
10 0.82 4.36 9.35 23.96 30.06 36.23 45.43 50.73
11 0.82 2.13 5.49 20.09 27.68 34.04 42.43 48.20
12 0.82 4.36 9.35 21.85 29.97 37.64 49.31 56.70
13 0.82 2.13 5.49 10.30 27.52 36.34 46.08 54.02
14 0.82 4.36 9.35 25.11 31.66 39.09 50.50 57.65
15 100.OO i00.00 i00.00 100.O0 1O0.00 i00.00 i00.00 100.O0
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6.4 REDUCTIONOFINTERIORNOISEIMPACT _
i

Interior bus noise affects primarily two population groups; i

bus operators and bus passengers. Transit and inter-city bus operators i

tend to spend more time each day driving their buses than school bus i

operators since school transportation is usually only required during

the opening and closing hours of school. Typical passenger exposure

times are also different for each bus type. Inter-city passengers tend

to take infrequent but long trips, whereas short but recurrent trips

are characteristic of transit and school bus passengers. Two kinds of

impact may be associated with interior bus noise: the impact on hearing

for bus operators and passengers, and the disturbance of conversation

of bus passengers. These impacts are discussed in the following section

along with the reductions which are obtainable with the interior regula-

tion schedules (Table 6-2).

6.4.1 Hearing Loss Reduction

Average exposure levels measured in the driver's position and

in the rear of the bus have been given in Tables 6-7 and 6-8. Since

these levels are averages, an accurate description of the effects of

interior bus noise must include an assessment of those buses which are

much noisier than these levels may suggest. Based on data from EPA

i

studies, interior noise levels have a standard deviation of about 2 dB
15

for buses of the same bus type. If the distribution is normal, buses

producing an average interior noise level of L are distributed about I
18

L as follows:

Level(dS) L- 4 L - 2 L L + 2 L + 4

Percent (%) 6.6 24.2 38.4 24.2 6.6
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Although it is possible that some bus operators and passengers are

exposed to a variety of bus levels and therefore receive the average i

noise exposure for a given type of bus over a long period of time, in

many cases passengers and operators may receive higher-than-average or

lower-than-average exposures. This would be the case if a school system

were to purchase only one type of bus for its operations, for instance,

or if bus operators were assigned particular buses for long periods of

time.

The distribution of people about an average interior bus noise

level may be estimated in this way for both front and rear sset loca-

tions. Lacking information to the contrary, it may be assumed that half

of the population riding buses of a given type (transit, school, etc.)

receive front seat exposure levels and half receive rear seat exposures,

i.e., half ride in the rear of the bus and half ride in the front; In

the case where the engine is located in the middle of the bus and middle

seats receive the loudest exposure levels, as occurs with mid-engine

diesel-pewered school buses, the distribution of people by exposure level

will again be broken down into two equal groups - those receiving an

average middle seat exposure level and those receiving an average of the

front and rear seat exposure levels.

The reduction in the acceleration test interior noise levels

measured near the engine due to the regulation of interior noise is cal- l

culated in much the same manner as the exterior noise situation, using
33

the HINCSAM program. These reductions are again assumed to yield equal

reductions in the acceleration levels measured under actual operating

conditions. The reduction of deceleration and cruise levels are taken
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from Figure 6-3. Interior noise levels produced in the idling mode are

again expected to remain constant and unaffected by the regulation.

With :theseassumptions, the calculations of the new average interior

noise levels are made for each regulation and study year for the front

and rear seat locations.

The total number of operators and passengers riding each type

of bus is given in Table 6-35. To find the equivalent noise impact on
L

hearing (ENIH) applicable to each population group the following frac-
13

tlonsllsation equation is used:

FIH = 0.025 (Leq(24) -70)2 (14)

where

FIH is the representative Noise Induced Permanent Hearing

!_• " Threshold Shift (NIPTS) expected over a 40-year exposure

_ .r. period averaged over the .5, i, 2, and 4 kilo hertz

: - frequency bands .

and

Leq(24) is the equivalent continuous sound level experienced by

the bus operator or passenger ever typical 24-hour periods.

To estimate the Leq(24) of the bus-rlding population it is necessary to

ascertain the exposure levels received while off the bus. While some

data has been collected in this regard for workers in manufacturing in-

dustries, very little data is available Which would enable an accurate

prediction of the average daily exposures emperleneed by the great ma-

jority of the population. In order to proceed with the estimate of

Leg(24) therefore, three non-bus exposures have been chosen in order to
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Table 6-35 ' ' ;'

Statistics of Bus Operators and Passengers
Estimated for Each Bus Type

Drivers Passengers '
BUs Type (thousands) (miles/day)

Transit 80 (1) : 8.3(4)
{

(2) . (5)
School - Gas 290 23,0

(2) (5)
School - Diesel I0 .7

'6'_,(3)
Inter-clty 24 i.I

9

(1) (1.545 x,10, vehicle miles/yr,) ' :

, (15 mlles/hr) x ((6 work hoursday) x (225 work days/yr))

(2) Assuming approximately one driver per bus. Gas/Diesel breakdown fron Ref. 14.

(3) Estlmata based on extrapolation ftc_ Class I cartier data in Ref. 27.

i (4) Assuming 2 trips per day. Total from Ref. 28.
i (5) Ref. 28. Gas/Diesel brsak3own fr(_nRsE, 14,
J

I (_) Re_;27.

i
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cover the possible range of values which may occur: 60 dB, 70 dB, and

80 dB. The Leq(24) is then calculated using the following formula:

tb 24-% Ln/lO
Leg(24)= lOlog _T l°h/l° +24 io (is)

where

tb is the time spend on the bus per day

24-tb is the time spent off the bus per day

Lb is the average level of interior bus noise

Ln is the level of non-bus exposure

Exposure times for operators and passengers are d_rived in Table 6-36 for

each bus type.

Once Leq(24) is calculated for a given interior noise level
13

and FIH iS thereby defined, the estimated ENI_Iis found by the formula:

ENIH =_FIH • P

where

P is the population exposed

The impact of bus noise on potential hearing loss is estimated

for each regulation schedule and ase_nd non-bus exposure level. Table

6-37 Shews the ENIH for bus o_erators assuming they are exposed to an

energy-average level of 60 dB during the time _hey are not driving buses.

Table 6-38 shows the percent reduction from the baseline case (regulatory

schedule i) that each regulation would accomplish. Note that for regula-

tion 15, interior bus noise is set to an arbitrary health and welfare

level of 55 dB. Table 6-39 shows the ENIH for operators which would

occur if their non-bus driving exposure were 70 dB, and Table 6-40 shows
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Table 6-36

Duration of Daily Noise Exposure Experienced by
Operators and Passengers, by Bus Type

Exposure Per Day (Hours)

Operator Passenger

T S I T S I Basis For Estimate

2 2 4 2 2 4 Reference 2

8 8 8 - - Assuming a full _rk day

1-2 - - 1-2 Derived below(1)

- - 1-2 Derived below(2)

- 5-6 - - Derived below(3) ;

6 2 6 2 2 2 _Assumed for this report i
I
=

Keyl " i
f-- !

T Transit
S School

I Inter[City I

(i) (2 bil bus miles/yr " (15 - 30 mph)
330,000 buses) x (180 school days/yr) "

- = 1 - 2 hours/operator or passenger/day

(2) (25.6 biilion revenue passenger miles/yr) " (30 - 50 r_pb)
_ (0.4 billion revenue passengers/yr)

= 1 - 2 hourspassengerday

(3) (1.2 billion bus milss/yr) " (40 m_h)
(2_,000 operators) x (225 work days/yr)

= 5 - 6 hoursoperatorday
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Table 6-37

Hearing Loss ENI Caused By Noise Inside Buses Assuming :
a Non-Bus Exposure of 60 dB - Bus Operators

Hearing Loss ENI (Thousands)

Interior Calendar Year
Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 11.66 11,66 11.66 11.66 11.66 11.66 ii.88 11;66
w 2 11.25 10.54 10.04 9.73 9.45 9.18 8,84 8;70

3 10.47 8.65 7.26 6.32 5.65 4.99 4.32 4.02
4 11.66 9.96 7.31 5.59 4.48 3.56 2.77 2.38
5 11.25 9.29 6.93 5.33 4.34 3.49 2.75 2.36
6 11.25 9.29 5.79 3.31 1.98 8.87 8.84 0.21
7 11.25 9.29 6.92 3.82 2.31 1.04 0.87 0.22.
8 10.47 8.65 5.75 3.29 1.98 0.87 0.84 0.21
9 11.25 10.54 9.38 6.23 3.50 1.63 0.80 0.22

10 11.25 10.54 8.83 5.58 3.21 1.48 0.86 0.22
ii 11.25 9.29 5.79 3.31 1.63 0.48 0.11 0.08
12 11.25 9.29 6.93 3.85 1.93 0.51 8.11 0.08
13 10.47 8.65 5.75 3.29 1.63 0.40 8.11 0.08
14 i1.25 9.29 6.93 3.75 1.93 0.51 0.11 0.08
15 0.00 0.OO 0;0O O.00 0.00 0.0O 0.00 0.88



Table 6-38

PercentReduction in Hearing LOSS ENI Due to Noise Inside
Buses for Average Non-Bus Exposure of 60 d8 - Bus Operators

Percent Reduction in Hearing Loss ENI

Interior Calendar Year

Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.O0 0.00 O.O0
2 3.57 9.62 13.92 16.58 18.97 21.29 29,20 25.37

3 10.21 25.84 37.73 45.80 51.55 57.20 62.85 65.53
4 0.00 14.60 37.29 52.05 61.57 69.47 76.22 78;55
5 3.57 20.38 40.88 84.26 62.79 70;11 76.44 79.75
6 3.57 20.38 50.31 71.59 32.99 92.53 82.80 98.18
7 3.57 20.38 40.68 67.26 80.19 91.10 92.84 98.10
8 10.21 25.84 50.72 71.76 83.00 92.53 92.80 98.18
9 3.57 9.62 19.55 46.61 69.96 86.02 93.14 98.15

10 3.57 9.62 24.31 52.13 72.51 87.27 92.62 98.15
Ii 3.57 20.38 50.31 71.59 86.03 96.61 99.06 99_30
12 3.57 20.38 40.58 67.00 83.43 95.64 99.04 99.29
13 10.21 25.84 50.72 71.76 86.04 96.61 99.06 99.30
14 3.57 20.38 40.58 67.81 83.43 95.64 99.04 99.29
15 i00.00 IO0.OO i00.00 lO0.OO lO0.OO IO0.O0 lOO.O0 i00.00

. . k. _. • ........ _ _, .:_i,¸ .......... ,. ,



Table 6-39

Hearing Loss ENI Caused by Noise Inside Buses Assuming a
Non-Bus EXpOsure of 70 dB - Bus Operators

Hearing Loss ENI (Thousands)

Interior Calendar Year
Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 56.76 56.76 56.76 56,76 56.76 56,76 56.76 56,76
2 55.94 54.54 53.41 52.62 51.88 51,13 50.19 49.71
3 54.37 50.38 47.05 44.46 42.46 40.20 37.59 36.19
4 56.76 53.32 47.40 42.80 39.11 35.05 30.62 28.16
5 55.94 51.89 46.40 41.90 38.46 34.59 30.37 28.02
6 55.94 51.89 43.62 34.92 28.27 21.09 14.17 10.54
7 55.94 51.89 46.38 36.90 29.83 22.12 14.68 10.84
8 54.37 50.38 43.36 34.70 28.09 20.99 14.06 10.52
9 55.94 54.54 51.94 44.59 35.60 25.99 16.65 11.84
I0 55.94 54.51 50.81 42.67 34.31 25.11 16.20 11.61
ii 55.94 51.89 43.62 34.92 26.52 17.77 9.71 5.95
12 55.94 51.89 46.40 37.03 28.11 18_77 10.17 6.15
13 54.39 50.38 43.36 34.70 26.16 17.68 9.67 5.91
14 55.94 51.89 46.40 35.99 26.82 17.35 8.77 4.90
15 0.0O 0.00 O.OO O.0O 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



Table 6-40

Percent Reduction in Hearing Loss ENI Due to Noise Inside
Buses for Average Non-Bus Exposure of 70 dB - Bus Operators

Percent Reduction in Hearing LoSS ENI

Interior Calendar Year
Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.00 0.00 O.O0 O.0O O.00
2 1.44 3.91 5.89 7.28 8.59 9.92 11.56 12.41
3 4.20 11.24 17.09 21.66 25.18 29.18 33.77 36.24
4 0.00 6.05 16.47 24.59 31.08 38.25 46.05 50.39
5 1.44 8.58 18.26 26.17 32.24 39.06 40.49 50.63
6 1.44 8.58 23.14 38.47 50.19 62.84 75.03 81.43
7 1.44 8.58 18.31 34.98 47.45 61.03 74.15 80.90
8 4.20 11.24 23.61 38.86 50.51 63.02 75.23 81.47
9 1.44 3.91 8.48 21.43 37.28 54.22 70.66 79.14

i0 1.44 3.91 10.48 24.47 39.55 55.77 71.46 79.54
ii 1.44 8.58 23.14 38.47 53.28 68.69 82.90 89.51

-_ .............. 12 1.44 8.58 18.26 34.76 50.48 66.93 82.09 89.16
...... 13 4.20 11.24 23.61 38.86 53.59 68.86 82.97 89.59

14 1.44 8.58 18.26 36.63 52.75 69.44 84.55 91.37
15 i00.00 i00.00 100.O0 I00.00 10O.00 i00.00 i00.00 i00.00



the resulting percent reduction. Tables 6-41 and 6-42 show the comparable

ENIH and percent reduction respectively, for an operator non-bus exposure

of 80 dB. Tables 6-43 through 6-48 show the ENIH and percent reduction

for the same three non-ous exposure levels 6or bus passen@ers. Appendix

F (Table F-39) contains a percentage breakdown of the contribution to

hearing loss _mpacss for each major bus type considered in the analysis.

The distribution of bus operators by [nterlor bus exposure level

(level experienced independent of the time of exposure) is presented in

Appendix F (figures F-17 though F-34). From these figures it is clear

that in the year 1979 there is very little difference between the regula-

tions except for the ideally protective level (55 dBA) regulation number

15, which is assumed to be implementedand complied with In_ediately by

all buses. As the years progress, however, a shift is noticeable from

the higher to the lower noise bands. Appendix F also contains figures

(Figures F-25 chgough F-32) showing the distribution of bus passengers

by interior bus exposure level which display the noise band shift again

becoming more noticeable as the years progress.

6.4.2 Speech Interference Reduction

Interior bus noise has a secon6 impact on people which must be

considered - the interferencewith speech. The implications of speech

interference for passengers are perhaps not too great. A conversation

may be interrupted for a few seconds as the bus accelerates, for instance,

or a few words may De missed. On the other hand, the interruption of

speech between passengers and the driver during an emergency situation

may have critical implications. A school bus driver should be able to

hear a child in need, for example, regardless of the loud commotion that

usually occurs on school buses.
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Table 6-41

Hearing Loss ENI Caused by Noise Inside Buses Assuming a Non-Bus
Exposure of 80 dB - Bus Operators

Hearing Loss ENI (Thousands)

Interior CalendarYear

Regulation
SchedUle 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 1414.66 1414.66 1414.66 1414.66 1414.66 1414.66 1414.66 1414.66
2 1413.98 1412.79 1411.83 1411.15 1410.49 1409.82 1408.97 1408.52
3 1412.59 1409.07 1406.06 1403.66 1401.77 1399.59 1397.00 1395.57
4 1414.66 1411.65 1406.34 1402.04 1398.48 1394.42 1389.77 1387.06
5 1413.98 1410.43 1405.44 1401.20 1397.86 1393.95 1389.49 1386.90
6 1413.98 1410.43 1402.81 1394.22 1387.13 1378.69 1369.26 1363.43
7 1413.98 1410.43 1405.41 1396.27 1396.27 1379.98 1370.01 1363.94
8 1412.59 1409.07 1402.56 1394.00 1386.93 1378.57 1369.10 1363.40
9 1413.98 1412.79 1410.52 1403.76 1394.94 1384.57 1372.86 1365.62

10 1413.98 1412.79 1409.49 1402.12 1393.61 1384.55 1372.22 1365.25
ii 1413.98 1410.43 1402.81 1394.22 1385.14 1374.38 1362.06 1354.51
12 1413.98 1410.43 1405.44 1396.38 1386.95 1375.72 1362.88 1354.98
13 1412.59 1409.07 1402.56 1394.00 1384.95 1374.26 1362.00 1354.42
14 1413.98 1410.43 1405.44 1395.33 1385.56 1373.93 1360.60 1352.34
15 1315.56 1315.5 1315.56 1315.56 1315.56 1315.56 1315.56 1315.56



Table 6-42

Percent Reduction in _earing Loss ENI Due to Noise Inside
Buses for Average Non-Bus Exposure of 80 dB - Bus Operators

Percent Reduction in Hearing Loss ENI

Interior Calendar Year

Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 '0.00 O.OO O.O0 0.00 '0.002 0.05 0.13 0.20 0.25 0.29 0.34 0.40 0.43
3 0.15 0.39 0.61 0.78 0.91 1.07 1.25 1,35
4 0.0O 0.21 0.59 0.89 1.14 1.43 1.76 1.95
5 0_05 0.30 0.65 0.95 1.19 1.46 1.78 1.96
6 0.05 0.30 0.84 1,44 1.95 2.54 3.21 3.62
7 0.05 0.30 0.65 1.30 1.82 2.45 3.16 3.59
8 0.15 0.39 0.85 1.46 1.96 2.55 3.22 3.62
9 0.05 0.13 0.29 0.77 1.39 2.13 2.95 3.47

I0 0.05 0.13 0.37 0.89 1.49 2.20 3.00 3.49
ii 0.05 0.30 0.84 1.44 2.09 2.85 3.72 4.25
12 0.05 0.30 0.65 1,29 1.96 2.75 3.66 4.22
13 0.15 0.39 0.85 1.46 2.10 2.86 3.72 4.26
14 0.05 0.30 0.65 1.37 2.06 2.88 3.82 4.41

15 7.01 7.01 7.01 7.01 , 7.01 7.01 7.01 7.01



Table 6-43

Hearing LOSS ENI Caused by Noise Inside Buses Assuming
a Non-Bus Exposure of 60 c]B" Bus Passengers

Hearin9 LOSS ENI_(Thoussnds)

Interior Calendar Year

Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

i 523.89 523.89 523.89 523.89 523.89 523.89 523.89 523,89
o 2 510.42 487.89 472.09 462.45 453.94 445,73 435.60 431.56

3 488.42 432.74 389.14 398.37 335.39 311.62 285.15 271.97
4 523.89 473.78 391.87 333.41 290.92 249.00 209.55 190.30
5 510.42 451.78 378.56 324.02 285.21 245.38 208.25 189.17
6 510.42 451.78 340.65 236.65" 172.59 112.24 57.36 32.95
7 510.42 451.78 378.56 261.34 187;46 122.12 61.53 34.85
8 488.42 432.74 339.09 235.94 172.48 112.24 56.85 32.95

9 510.42 487.89 453,09 355.43 246.13 154.88 77.23 41.27
10 510.42 487.89 436.94 333.03 231.91 146.69 73.53 39.75
Ii 510.42 451.78 340.65 236.65 156.27 83.03 26.97 11.33
12 510.42 451.78 378.56 262.21 171.55 91.90 29.49 12.22
13 488.42 432.74 339.09 235.94 156.22 83.03 26,97 11.20
14 510.42 451.78 378.56 258.94 172.31 91.90 29.49 12.22
15 0.00 0000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table 6-45

._ .... Hearing Loss ENI Caused by Noise Inside Buses Assuming a NorcBus '-'._'_
......... Exposure of 70 dB - Bus Passengers . - ,

• Hearing Loss ENI (Thousands) ' , ' '

Interior Calendar Year

Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

%.
o 1 3309.03 3309.03 3309.03 3309.03 3309.03 3309.03 3309.03 3309.03

2 3261;77 3182.70 3118.59 3072.44 3029.93 2986.69 2935.44 2806.55
3 3188.57 2983.13 2814.80 2681.37 2578.88 2460.43 2327.10 2284.27
4 3309.03 3140.38 2849.08 2619.82 2435.11 2227.57 2001.55 1873.21
5 3261.77 3058.62 2790.12 2568.12 2396.06 2201.33 1986.41 1866.15
6 3261.77 3058.62 2669.19 2257.19 1931.16 1563.45 1183.29 967.64
7 3261.77 3058.62 2789.76 2342.90 1998.89 1612.78 1209.88 984.33
8 3188.57 2983.13 2651.26 2242.23 1918.57 1555.98 1176.21 966.16
9 3261.77 3182.70 3046.72 2702.99 2281.45 1811.12 1321.24 1046.06

10 3261.77 3182.70 2996.44 2623.77 2220.08 1765.01 1296.26 1032.33
11 3261.77 3058.62 2669.19 2257.19 1852.13 1432.33 940.06 690.27
12 3261.77 3058.62 2790.12 2350.95 1927.62 1454.34 968.24 704.67
13 3188.57 2983.13 2651.26 2242.23 1839.99 1395.48 937.08 687.17
14 3261.77 3058.62 2790.12 2280.13 1839.65 1354.08 862.95 602.28
15 0.00 0.00 0.00 ' 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



Table 6-46

Percent Reduction in Hearing Loss ENI Due to Noise Inside Buses

for Average Non-Bus Exposure of 70 dB - Bus Passengers

Percent Reduction in Hearing Loss ENI

Interior Calendar Year

Regulation "
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 O.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

2 1.43 3.82 5.76 7.15 8.43 9.74 11.29 12.16
o 3 3.64 9.85 14.94 18.97 22.07 25.65 29.67 31.88
w 4 0.00 5.10 13.90 20.83 26.41 32.68 39.51 43.30

5 1.43 7.57 15.68 22.39 27.59 33.48 39.97 43.60
6 1.43 7.57 19.34 31.79 41.64 52.75 64.24 70.76
7 1.43 7.57 ' 15.69 29.20 39.59 51.26 63.44 70.25
8 3.64 9.85 19.88 32.24 42.02 52.98 64.45 70.80
9 1.43 3.82 7.93 18.31 31.05 45.27 60.07 68.39

10 1.43 3.82 9.45 20.71 32.91 46.60 60.83 68.80
ii 1.43 7.57 19.34 31.79 44.03 57.62 71.59 79.14
12 1.43 7.57 15.68 28.95 41.75 50.05 70.74 78.70
13 3.64 9.85 19.88 32.24 44.39 57.83 71.60 79.23
14 1.43 7.57 15.68 31.09 44.41 49.08 73.92 81.80
15 100.00 i00.00 100.00 i00.00 i00.00 100.00 100.00 i00.00



Table 6-47

Hearing Loss ENI Caused by Noise Inside Buses Assuning a Non-Bus

Exposureof 80 dB - Bus Passengers

Hearing Loss ENI (Thousands)

Interior Calendar Year
m Regulatory

Schedule 1979 ! 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 81786.20 81764.70 81764.70 81764,70 81764.70 81764.70 81764.70 81764.70
2 81748.92 81686.18 61634.14 81596.05 81560.29 81523.18 81478.38 81451.93
3 81689.70 81521.61 81381.37 81267.43 81178.40 81072.69 80951.12 60882,41
4 81786.20 81680.54 81411.14 81217.11 81056.57 80870.07 80659.07 60533.76
5 81748.92 81584.72 81361.94 81172.20 81021.12 80845.30 80643.39 80526.29
6 81748.92 81584.72 81261.38 80905.29 80609.12 80254.70 79655.74 79607.71
7 81748.92 81584.72 81361.41 80979.19 80670.69 80302.13 79683.65 79626.34
8 81689.70 81521.61 61244.91 80890.64 60595.99 80246.18 79647.29 79605.54
9 81748.92 81686.18 81574.64 81269.02 80925.43 80494.46 80003.51 79698.95

10 81748.92 81686.18 81533.74 61222.08 80871.04 80452.54 79997.11 79683.11
ii 81748.92 81584.72 81261.39 80905.29 80536.24 80094.37 79585.07 79269.40
12 81748.92 81584.72 81361.94 80986.39 80605.58 80148.21 79617.82 79428.15
13 81689.70 61521.61 81244.91 80890.64 60523.42 80066.24 79580.81 79264.92
14 81748.92 81564.92 81361.94 80916.80 80511.92 80025.80 79462.38 79107.10
15 77307.69 77307.69 77307.69 77307.69 77307.69 77307.69 77307.69 77307.69



Table 6-48

Percent Reduction in Hearing LOSS ENI Due to Noise Inside Buses
for Average Non-Bus Exposure of 80 dB - Bus Passengers

Percent Reduction in Hearing Loss ENI

Interior Calendar Year
Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

i 0.00 O.00 O.OO 0.00 0.00 O.0O 0.O0 0.00

_ __ 2 0.05 0.12 0.19 0.23 0.28 0.32 0.38 0.413 0.12 0.32 0.49 0.63 0.74 0.87 1.02 i.ii
4 O.00 0.17 0.46 0.70 0.89 1.12 1.38 1.53
5 0.05 0.25 0.52 0.75 0.94 1.15 1.40 1.54
6 0.05 0.25 0.64 1.08 1.44 1.87 2.36 2.66
7 0.05 0.25 0.52 0.99 1.36 1.81 2.33 2.64
8 0.12 0.32 0.66 1.09 1.46 1.88 2.37 2.67
9 0.05 0.12 0.26 0.61 1.05 1.58 2.18 2.55
i0 0.05 0.12 0.31 0.69 1.12 1.63 2.21 2.57
ii 0.05 0.25 0.64 1.08 1.53 2.07 2.69 3.08
12 0.05 0.25 0.52 0.98 1.44 2.00 2.65 3.05
13 0.12 0.32 0.66 1.09 1.54 2.08 2.70 3.08
14 0.05 0.25 0.52 1.06 1.56 2.15 2.84 3.28
15 5.48 5.48 5.48 5.48 5.48 5.48 5.48 5.48



It has been suggested that the masking of speech between pas-

sengers net conversing with one another is a benefit of bus noise.

Passengers are often reluctant to have their conversation overheard by

others, and in cases Where the bus level is quite low, they may compen-

sate by lowering their voices unnaturally or by DOt talking st all due

to the lack of privacy. This argt_ent may be somewhat valid, however,

it cannot take precedence over a program to reduce the impact of in-

terior bus noise on hearing.
!

EPA has identified 72 dB as the intruding noise level at which

a conversation at .5 meters with normal voice projection is considered

to be satisfactorily intelligible (95% sentence intelligibiity) in
8

steady state noise. It has been suggested that 0.5 meters is a typical
2

speaker-t0-1istener distance for bus passenger. Thus, the outdoor speech

interference curve shown in Figure 6-18 was adjusted to 0.5 meters for
8

bus passengers by adding 6 dB per halving of distance, or a total of

12 dB, to the abscissa. The outdoor speech intelligibility criteria was

then used to assess the _I for speech inside buses.

It was decided that outdoor speech criteria were better than

indoor speech criteria for estimating the impact of speech disturbance

inside buses because the background level ass_ed for the estimation of

outdoor speech disturbance is closer to the background level actually

experienced by bus riders and operators. A typical outdoor day-nlght
7

equivalent sound level in urban areas is 60 dB, which is the background

level assumed in the outdoor speech disruption criteria and is considered

comparable to actual background levels inside buses. The indoor criteria,

however, uses 45 dB as a background level. In addition to reasoning on

6-106



the basis of background levels, it is also felt that outdoor criteria

should be applied to the case of bus passengers and operators because

the setting inside buses is not the typically relaxed environment one

experiences indoors.

Utilizing the values for the average interior front and rear

noise levels described in Part 6.4.1, the speech fractionalization method

described above, and the passenger populationdata of Table 6-35, the

equivalent number of people disturbed by interior noise as measured by

the potential disruption of speech can be estimated by the following

formula:

ENIspeech = FIi speech X P

where

FIi speech is shown by Figure 6-18 (as adjusted by the above discus-

sion) for each interior level and Pi is the population exposed per day.

Table 6-49 shows the potential equivalent number of people esti-

mated for ENIspeecb for each of the sample interior regulatory schedules

and study years. Table 6-50 shows the percent reduction which can be

accompllshed wit_ each regulation schedule.

Appendix F contains information (Table F-39) regarding the ENI

contributions ey bus type ro all interior ENI (hearing loss effects and

speech interference effects) discussed in this part.

6-i07
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'fable 6-50

Percent Reduction in Speech Interference ENI
Due to the Noise Inside Buses

Percent Reduction in Speech Interference ENI

Interior Calendar Year
Regulation
Schedule 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

i

1 O.O0 O.O0 0.00 0.00 O.O0 O.O0 0.00 I 0.00
o 2 2.59 2.59 2.62 2.62 4.25 4.25 4.35 1! 4.80

3 2.59 2.59 2.62 4.25 6.24 8.05 8.49 8.66
4 0.00 2.59 2.59 2.91 7.95 6.05 8.49 8.66
5 2.59 2.59 2.62 6.24 7.95 8.05 8.49 8.66
6 2.59 2.59 2.91 7.95 8.07 30.68 42.47 42.69
7 2.59 2.59 2.62 7.95 8.05 31.33 42.47 42.69
8 2.59 2.59 2.91 7.95 8.07 30.88 38.69 42.69
9 2.59 2.59 2.62 4.25 7.95 8.78 38.69 _ 42.69

10 2.59 2.59 2.62 4.54 7.95 8.78 42.72 42.69
ii 2.59 2.59 2.91 7.95 8.68 38.52 42.72 55.86
12 2.59 2.59 2.62 7.95 8.07 38.52 42.72 55.86
13 2.59 2.59 2.91 7.95 8.78 38.52 42.72 55.97
14 2.59 2.59 2.62 7.95 8.07 38.52 46.25 57.56
15 300.00 100.O0 I00.00 i00.00 i00.00 i00.00 10.008 i00.00



6.5.0 SUMMARY

The impacts from bus noise presented in Parts 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4

are based primarily on a single equation:

ENI = FIx F

where

ENI is the equivalent noise impact

FI is the fractional impact produced by the noise

and

is the population impacted

This basic equation finds many forms as the investigatedarea of impact

changes from traffic noise to single passbys to interior noise. Table

6-51summarizes the forms used in the preceding sections. Five areas of

impact are distinguished:

a. Annoyance from urban street traffic

b. Sleep disturbance from bus passbys

e. speech disturbance from bus passbys

d. searing loss from interior bus noise

e. Speech disturbance from interior bus nolse

The first three impact areas concern exterior bus noise, while the last

two areas concern interior bus noise.

!

i
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Table 6-51

,SummaryEquationsDescribing Calculationof BusNoise Enpacls

Basic Equation: EquivalentNoise Impact = Fractional Impact x Population

a F'+nnoya0c°,"= 5d

where

l0 Ldn s 55dBFInnoyunce .05(Ldn -55) Ldn > 55 dP, :

b, ENilleePdlsturbance= SEL_max \/FItsleePdlsturbance'+xPopDensityx BusMiles x Distance from Roadi /
(awakening) I ;=37 dB : (awakening)(5O)

where

Flsleep disturbance = (1.35' SEL-50.0) x .01

Flsleep awakening=(1.19 SEL-59,71 x ;01
i

c. ENlspeeoh = FIIspeeeh x PopDensity x BusMiles xDistance fromRoadi
disturbance outdoors
outdoors I = 5,5dB (indoors)
(indoors) (45)

where Leq = Lmax - 10 log 2.3 (kmax - Lb)/10
Lmax is the maximumlevel of a triangulartime historypassby

Lb is the backgroundlevel

FIspeechis definedin reference8,
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/c_b]e 6-51 (Continued)

• • * ,O •SummaryEquat)onsDescrrbangCalculph n oFBus.Norse Impacts

m . /- = (24) ax (FIhearing x pc:p/d. I:NIHhearing
- i"_"70 dB

where

(Leq(24i"_70)2Flhearlng = .05 ,

L " .

e, EN_peoch = max (FiIpeec h x Popl )
disturbance i ='55 outdoors
for passengers

where

FIspeechis defined in reference 8.
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SECTION 7

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF BUS NOISE CONTROL

I. OVERVIEW OF ECONOMIC IMPAC_ ANALYSIS

The purpose of this overview is to outline EPA's approach to the

economic impact analysis of bus noise regulation. Figure 7-1 describes the

conceptual format Of the analysis in terms of a flow diagram, and the dis-

cussion that follows is essentially an elaboration of that diagram.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

_iS part describes the basic supply/demand model underlying the

analysis. For each of the major areas of bus noise abatement -- inter-
i

city buses, urban transit buses, and school buses -- two separate but highly

related markets are under analysis:

i. The market for fully equipped, finished buses, viewed as durable

capital goods input to producing transportation services.

2. The market for bus transportation, from the view point of final

consumers of bus services.

It should be noted that the market for school bus services in a consumer

sense differs from the market for other bus transportation in that it is

dictated more by the need to transport pupils and associated policy and legal

considerations than by individual consumer choice.

Bus transit firms, whether interclty carriers, urban transit authorl-

ties, or public school districts, act as intermediaries, operating in beth

of these markets.
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FIGURE 7-1. ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS OF NOISE REGULATION
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"lhe demand for buses as a capital good is a "derived" demand for a fan-

tot input, that is, derived from the demand for final consumption of bus

services by eventual end users. A large portion of the emonomio analysis

is devoted to describing the relationship between fac£s that can be ascer-

teinod about final demand and the conditions under which that final demand

translates into a demand for buses as capital inputs.

_'nemix of regulatory and managerial incentives observed in the various

bus transportation markets implies a variety of potential responses to the

proposed regulations. A separation of the parallel analyses of the three

major categories (transit, intensity, and school buses) is maintained

throughout the EConomic Impact Analysis.

SUPPLY AND DEMAND AT
_HE CONSUMER LEVEL

(a) Urban and Intarcity

•rans_ortation Services

Figure 7-2 portrays a standard supply and demand model for urban and

intereity transportation services at the consumer level. Ideally, both

thesupply and _emand schedules could be estimated econometrically, and the

analysis conducted in precise, empirical terms. Realistically, however, we

know very little about either the supply or the demand curve, part/cularly

"the former, and it is ,ecessary to proceed in terms of heuristic argk_ents

combi6od With sensitivity tests of specific parametric assumptions.

The sL_ply and demand_curves of Figure '7-2apply to the relevant market

or su_arket in which the transit firm operates. For example, the relevant

market for a_ urban transit system is the appropriate urbanized area, while

the market for'interclty bus carriers is nationwide.
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FIGURE 7-2

SUPPLY AND DEMAND AT THE CONSUMER LEVEL

Fare per _
_us-mile L

• S1

So
1)

lB
0 Q1 Qo _us-mi'_es per un:Lt: time

Consider the effect of a rlse in the cost of transportation equipment.

Assume, to begin with, that the increased cost of equipment results in an

increase in the marginal cost of operating a bus transit firm, hence of the

supply curve facing bus passengers. The assumption can be verified sobse-

quently in am analysis of transit fit.s.

Since the exact shape of the curve SS is not known in advance, a hori-

zontal supply curve SOSO is taken as a first approximation. This shape is

consistent with a long-run supply of an industry that does not experience
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economies or diseconomims of male (Referenoe 1) in its bus operations, so

the initial analysis also has implications for long-term economic impacts.

(b) School Bus

Transportation Services

_he d_aand for school tr_nsportatimr services are viewed as being signl-

flcantly different Erom that of urban and imtercit'ytransportation services,

Figure 7-3 is an approximation of the demand for school bus transportation.

PIC4JRE7-3

TOTAL _RI_T D_AND fOR
SCHOOL BOS TRANSfORTATION

Price per

Pupil Nile ___

P2 " Demand

'ill
I I
J I

Q2 QI _0 Bus Miles
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Present conditions are approximated by the price/quantlty relationship
1

of _o x Po where Po = $0.009 represents an approximation of_the

present taxpayer burden per pupil mile for school bus transportation (cal-

culated in terms of numbers of students transported at public expense).

Price P1 represents one of several alternative price levels per

pupil mile where other forms of transportation become visible alterna-

tives to school bus transportation. Depending upon Individualcircumstances,

prices around level P] can be viewed as the operating costs associated

with the following transportation alternatives:

-- price of riding transit buses
to and from school

-- car pool costs on a pet pupil
basis

cost of automobile transport
(if car pools are not a viable
alternative)

As the price pet pupil mile for °schoolbus transportation moves between

Po and P1 very few parents would be rational if they chose to transport

their children on a personal basis due to the following conditions:

i. Pupil transportation is viewed as an essentially free commodity

due to the =ax burden being shared by nearly all taxpayers i_ an

area.

2. If large nLmlbersof publicly transported pupils chose alternative

forms of transportation, the public costs would remain essentially

unchanged in the short term with an additional burden being berne

by the individual transporting families.

1

For 1973-74, 267,704 school buses transported 21,347,039 pupils at an
average cost of $0.72 per bus mile. (National Center for Education
Statistics, Statistics of State School Systems, 1973-74, Table 41)
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If the individuals were the only interested parties, the demand curve

between Po and P1 would be perfectly inelastic such that no reduction

in school bus usage would be realized from prime/cost increases. However,

state and local transportation coordinators and legislators feasibly have

options available to them such as changing policy to the extent that volume

of service offered as a free ¢or_edlty would be reduced. Such policy oon-

slderatimns might be in _he following areas:

• _ reduction in the quantity and/or

length of field trips

-- elimination of free transportation
..... to sporting events

-- changing physical conditions which
presently preclude walking at
present (such as installing side-
walks and traffic lights where
necessary for safe walkimg)

Nevertheless, the section of the demand curve between Po and P1 is

viewed as being essentially inelastic.

As prices move above level PI' the likelihood of eliminating school

transportatJnn •servicesbecomes much more viable, and we would view the curve

as being essentially elastic where it might be more attractive to eliminate

school transportation services entirely, with school districts possibly

'offering payments to differentially _npacted families.

INCREMENTAL
COST ANALYSIS

An estimate of the effect of the proposed noise regulations on the

supply curve SS (see Figure 7-2) can be formed by examining the expense

statement of a typical transit firm (or of U. S. transit firms in the aggre-

gate). From economic theory, we know that the supply curve of an industry
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is the horizontal_s_ of individual firm supply curves, and individual firm

supply curves are the "marginal" or "incremental" cost schedules for oper-

atingtransitfleets. I_i

The transit firm's expense statament e is a sum of contributing expense

accounts, including labor (L), maintenance (M), fuel (F), capital expense

(X), stations (S), and other expenses iS):

Expense = L + M + F + X + s + o.

Imposition of noise control technology, as a first approximation,

affects only a subset of these expenses. (For the costs of bus noise tech-

nology, refe_ to Appendix C.) Since only incremental impact is relevant

to movements in the supply curve, consideration of many expense categories
II

can be eliminated.

Specifically, we determine (fr_n Appendix C) the incremental effect

on E of imposition of regulatory level R:

dE/dR = dM/dR + dF/dR + dX/dR.

The derivatives with respect to other expense categories vanish,

since as a first approximation the technology has no effect on these items.
':J

Note, however, that the full response to the regulation may change all

expense categories as different forms of bus and fleet management

technology are applied. The "first-round" approximation is an approach that

provides an upper bound to the predicted economic cost impact.

Analysis of incremental capital cost c_/dR deserves special attention.

If the firm's capital stock of buses is K dollars, then the relevant annual

carrying cost is X - (r + i) K dollars, where r is the rate of depreciation

per year and i is the rate of interest. Incremental capital cost there-

fare is."

dX/dR= (r+ i) dK/_e,
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where dK/dR represents the additional cost of noise reduction equipment

installed on a newly-equipped bus.

(ai Effect on
Quantity Demanded

A rise in the supply curve to S1 S1 (see Figure 7-2) implies{

a reduction in equilibrlun qua_tlty from Qo to Ql' The econ_tric

formula for estimating this relationship is given by the fare elastiolty

of transit demand, EBF:

EBF . % Chan@e in Quantity Demaeded (B)% Change in Fare (F)

Appendix D reviews estimates of the fare elasticity of demand for
i

the urban bus transit market and the intercity bus transportation l,arketi

adequate data for a similar estimate of the school bus market is unavaii-

able, due to difficulties associated-wlth definisg the concept of a "fare"

in that market.

It is impertant to bear in mind certain cross-effects Vis-a-vis other

modes of transportation. Empirical work in this area suggests that such

"cress elasticities" ere indeed present to some extent, hence that a dif-
,j

ferentlal rise in the price of bus services as co,pared with fares (or user

cost8_ in the case of private suto,Dbiles) of competing modes will have a non-

nt_liglble impact On demand for the ;,odein question. A relevant consider-

ation in this regard is the possibility that simultaneous prom-,igatlenof

noise regulations on all modes of transit may have similar effects on fares

in all markets. To the extent that this phenomenon is true, the effect

of cross elasticities of demand is diminished.
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(b) Equilibrium
Quantity Impact

As a first approximation, the reduction of output to Q1 translates

into a reduced long-run demand for bus capital as input to providing bus

services by the ratio (i - QlOo). To examine this impact further,

we consider the market for finished buses. In doing so, it is hoped that
%

sume knowledge may be gained concerning the shape of the supply curve SS.

Analysis of the market for finished buses draws on the industry profile

section (Section 3). The aspects of the analysis can be distinguished as

one which is long-run and somewhat theoretical, and the other as which is

short-run and descriptive.

L_G RUN
ANALYSIS

The !ong-run anslysls considers the effect of a long-run reduction in

output of buses by the ratio i - Q1/Qo,.superimposed on the natural long-

term growth rate of the industry. Inasmuch as reduction in bus service is

predicted by movements along the demand curves in Figures 7-2 and 7-3,

reductlon in long-run bus output will be for£heoming. (This assumption is

supported by an observed constant share of bus capital costs in the expense

accounts of bus fleet operators.)

The bus industry profile (Section 3) provides information concerning

the size distribution and profitability of bus manufacturers, the history and

growth of the ir_ustry, trade-ln buses with foreign countries, life-cycle

characteristics of buses, and technical data concerning the manufacture and

design technology of buses. This information is examined to assess the

likelihood that reduced output levels result in a lower marginal cost of

newly produced buses (hence that the supply curve SS in Figure 7-2 is
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upward-sloping) and whether there are marginal firms in the industry, includ-

ing importers, who would be forced to cease operations due to the potential

reduction in equilibrium output. Note that this latter consideration properly

belongs to the normative phase of the overall impact analysis.

If so indicated, a rising supply schedule for bus production would

imply a rising supply curve SS in Figure 7-2, and a revision in the quan-

titative estimate of the impact Q1 /Qo " An interative procedure (Fig-

ure 7-1) then leads to a determination of the long-run equilibrium.

SHORT-RUN
ANALYSIS

Although the lang-run analysis is a reliable indicator on which to

base the overall study, some relevant short-run elements are worth consi-

dering, particularly in regard to assessing the possible costs of disrup-

tions following the initial promulgation of the regulatians.

One such effect is the so-called "pre-buying" phenomenon wherein bus

fleet operators invest heavily in pre-regulatlon bus capital to avoid

the higher costs associated with the post-regulation equipment. In con-

trast to the effect on buyers of buses, the disruptive _mpact on manufac-

turers of buses is reduced by providing adequate lead times for the develop-

ment and introduction of noise abatement technology. A precise statement

as to the relative magnitude of these phenomenon is difficult to produce,

but the potential existence merits attention.

A second short-run phenomenon is the determination of the degree to

which higher equi_nent costs are passed through to eventual consumers and

end-users by the manufacturers and the bus fleet firms. Since most bus

fleets (except teuris_.,some charters, and private, non-revenue fleets)
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i

operate in a regulated or public ownership setting, immediate pass-through

of operating cost increases may not occur, particularly in the short-run.

Factors working against immediate operating cost pass-through include: i

-- government funding of bus
capital expenditures

-- political decision-making
processes of regulatory bodies

-- regulations relating to routes
and service requirements

-- direct subsidies to mass
transit systems

-- costs of record-keeping and
financial control

Since all of these factors serve to reduce or forestall the pass-through

of long-run incremental cost increases, the long-run analysis serves as

an "upper-bound" on the overall impact estimates.

SENSITMTY
ANALYSIS

In complex nu_erimal computations, the term "senSitivity analysis"

refers to tests concerning estimated values of certain key parameters by I
}

varying their magnitude end by performing the calculations Lmder the changed i

assumptions to detect the significance Of errors on the final results. '.

Such sensitivity tests are performed in two ways on the economic

analysis below. First, the estimate of technology costs (Appendix C) are

determined as a range of potential values and EPA's independent estimate.
[

The three values (high, low, and the ED% independent estimate) are carried

through the economic and financial impact analyses. Since the high estimate

generally Corresponds to the highest estimate provided by industry sources,
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the calculations for this letel also have implications for assessing the

"worst case" conditions envisioned by respondent industry firms.

A second use of sensitivity analysis is in examining the effect of

certain heuristic assumptions about d_nand elasticities, public funding

levels, and product costs. _hese tests are made routinely in the devel-

opment of the overall analysis.

FINANCIAL IMPACT
ANALYSIS

The positive economic analysis of what occurs after the regulations

are promulgated has implications for financial impacts on various special

interest groups. Since these normative aspects of the regulations may affect

the decision-maker's decisions, pertinent information is supplied.

Specificareas covered are the effects on exports and imports, impacts

on marginal producers, differential impacts on municipalities and consumer

groups, costs to government in the form of increased subsidies to transit

firms, inflationary impacts, and possible balance of payments repercussions;

_he industry profile section (Section 3) presents projections for

industry output during the period 1976-90. The projections are combined

with the various technology cost estimates (Appendix C) and the assumptions

about the current capital stock of buses to produce a simulation of the

financial cost impact of the proposed regulations. The simulation permits

the assessnent of alternative regulathry actions on the basis of an annual-

ized resource cost to the economy as a whole.

Because the intent of these projections is to obtain estimates of the

total resource cost, and not to predict economic behavior, incramental

capital cost is handled sem_hat differently here than in the above economic

analysis. Here the objective is to measure the incremental capital cost
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actually expended in the aggregate, as opposed to the effect of a change in

marginal capital costs on pricing decisions of bus fleet operators.

Actual incremental capital expenditures in any given year are estlmata_

by multiplying the sum of depreciation and interest (r + i) times the value

of the stock of additional outstanding equipment, net of reserves for depre-

ciation, that has been cc_mltted for the purpose of noise _batement. If,

for example,Ak t additional equipment is installed in year t for noise

abatement, then the capital cost related to that investment in year t _ s

is given by:

(r + i) (i - r)s Ak t,

s:
where the term (i - r) reflects depreciation at annual rate r for s years.

Alternatively, if straight line depreciation is employed, this cast is

eatlr_atedby:

kt/_n- i (i- s/n)s Ak t,

where n is the depreciable life of the equipment installed.
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II. EC_C IMPACT OF NOISE I_I(ANS ON USERS A_D MANUFACTURERS

•_DUCTION

This part of the analysis deals with the economic i[_act of the
prc_ulgatlon of noise abatement regulations on bus nmnufacturers, industry
suppliers, end-users an_ other affected groups as have been identified.
The industry has been divided into three separate product groups --
interelty, transit, and school buses -- due to the following considerations.

i. The products are dissimilar with respect to

their end-use characteristics.

2. Operating entities in each category are

structured an_ regulated differently.

The three econcmim impact assessments appear in the following order:

A. Econcmlc Impact of Noise
Regulations on Intereity Motor
Bus Carriers and manufacturers

B. EcOnomic Impact of Noise Regulations
on Urban Transit Motor Bus Carriers
and Manufacturers

• C. _eencslc Impact of Noise Regulations
on School Bus Carrlers and Manufacturers

A. E_C IMPAL_fOF NOISE REGULATIC_S ON I_I_/i_CITY_JluR
BUSCARRIERSANDMANUFACI_

Appendix C indicates three _ajor effects of bus noise reduction te_-

nology:

o Additional noise-abatement equlpment
installed on newly-produced buses

o Increased maintenance costs for new
buses

o Reduced fuel efficiency of new buses
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Since the primary impact of these costs is on bus users -- fleet operators,

intercity cariers, and, ultimately, consumers -- the analysis below concen-

trates attention initially on the user end of the industry. Induced impacts on

manufacturers and financing authoritiesis studied subsequently.

ANALYSIS OF
USER COSTS

By way of introduction, Table 7-A-I summarizes operating expense accounts
2

of the Class 1 intercltymotor bus carrier d,,rlngthe years 1939-75. An

important result from economic theory (reference 2) states that as the d89and

for an intermediate product (llke buses) is less sensitive (elastic) to changes

in its own price, the m,aller is the share of that intermediateproduct in the

composition of the final product demanded (bus transportation). The reason is

that for a given elasticity of demand for the final prnduct, bus transportation,

the _aller the share of the intermediate input, buses, the _aller will be the

percentage impact of a change in bus prices on the total cost and price of the

final product. A relatively small change in the price of the final product,

transportation, impliesa relatively small effect on quantity demanded of both

the final product and the intermediate good.

2

Class designations are formed using annual revenue dollars.
Class 1 carriers have revenues of $1,000,000 ore more.
Class 2 carriers have revenues of $300,000 or more but less than $i,000,000.
Class 3 carriers have revenues less than $300,000.
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TABLE 7-A-I

OR_RATING EXP_NSE _ PSR BUS MILE),
CIASS I MOqDR BUS CARRIERS, 1939-75

Expense Category 1939 1950 1960 1970 1973 1974 1975
P P

Total 19.90 32.77 48.08 67.50 06.82 97.05 105.33

Operation and Maintenance - Total 14.72 26.53 39.59 57.52 74.09 83.29 91.38

Equipment Maintenance and Garage 3.44 6.67 8.01 10.33 12.27 13.31 14.58

Transportation 5.93 i0 98 17.33 23.97 30.67 35.54 38.88

Station 1.85 3.69 6.49 11.62 15.01 16.63 17.69
c

Traffic, Solicitation, and ;%dvertising 0.94 1.13 1.72 2.22 2.86 3.21 3.83

InsuraNce and Safety 1.06 1.45 1.99 2.41 3149 4.04 4.20
Administrative and General 1.49 2.62 4.08 7.43 9.79 10.56 12.19

Depreciation and Amortization 2.06 2.82 3.47 3.52 3.82 4.38 4.54

Operating taxes and Licenses 2.40 2.98 4.31 5.19 6.93 7.18 7.55

Operating Rents, Net 0.72 0.43 0.71 1.28 1.98 2.20 1.86

Source: National Association of Motor Bus Operators, One-half Century of Service to
. America, Tables 3 and 4. p| preliminary.



Using this theorem, Table 7-A-I lends insight into the probable

results of the economic impact analysis. Bus capital, the major component

of the "Depreciation and Amortization" account in the ICC reporting format,

represents a small fraction of totaloperating expenses, say five percent

of less. Hence, a given regulation-induced change in the price of new

buses has only a small effect on the "derived" demand for new buses, and

the ability of the bus manufacturlng 'industryto pass through the additional

equipment costs without sever@ly reducing their sales is thereby enhanced.

E4_pensesfor fuel and maintenance, are relatively important compon-I:

ents of the operating expenseaccounts, but here the potential for adverse

economic economic impacts on the suppliers of these inputs -- the petroleum

industry and the supply of skilledmechanic labor, respectively -- is

negligible due to the overwhelming size of these markets relat/ve to the

bus service industry.

COST ESTIMATES
FROM APPENDIX C

Table 7-A-2 s_mnarizes the pertinent estimates of technology cost from

Appendix C. Expense estimates are in terms of 1976 dollars. It should be

noted that the various proposed technology levels are cost independent of one

another.

The estimable in Table 7-A-2 are "incremental" expenses, that is, eddi-

tional expenses Over and above the costs in 1976 of purchasing and operating a

typical bus that has no noise abatement equipment installed. Incremental fuel

costs are computed on the basis of midpoint mileage estimates, as described in

the footnote to the table.
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TABLE 7-A-2

INCR_IEN_AL EGUI_MENT AND OPERATING EXPENSES
ASSOCIATED WITH PROIDSED LEVELS OF NOISE

ABATSMh_ TECHNOiOGY, DIESEL POWERED
INTEGRAL INTERCITY BUSES

EQUIPMENTCOSTPERBUS ,.

TECHNOiOGY EXTERIOR I_ERIOR EPA FUEL COST MAINTENANCE

LEVEL dBA dRA High Low Estimate PER BUS-YEARa FER BUS-YEAR

i 86 84 $ 2os $ o $ So $ _o $ o

2 83 83 505 0 195 0 70

_. 3 80 80 1,395 350 875 790 305
4

:: 4 _ 77 80 2,090 650 1,670 1,805 520
' [

5 75 78 4,090 750 3,270 4,060 830

Source: Appendix C •

: a

Nots" Fuel cost per bus-year is estimated by multiplying imcr_mantelgallons per
mile (Appendix C) times 42.2 cents per gallon times 250,000 vehicle miles

per bus-year. (National Association Of Bus Owners, One-half Century of
Service to America (1976)), Tables 2 and 4 indicate that the average Class I
intereity carrier operated 86,000 miles in 1975. From industry sources, how-
ever,:ER_ has determined that intercity buses are driven very intensively
during the initial two years of operation. THUS, 250,000 miles per year
estimate is used for pucpeses of the economic impact analysis.



For Technology Level 5, an additional consideration not reflected in

Table 7-A-2 is the fact that noise abatement egui[m]entrequired to attain

the 75 dBA exterior level and the 78 dBA interior level also entails a

reduction in seating capacity by two seats (four passengers) from the

standard 43-seat bus. Reduced seating capacity clearly imposes costs on

the inter¢ity carrier, but the magnitude of these costs is difficult to

assess. The average passenger load on intercity trips is 20 passengers,
[

or less than half-full, so s large proportion of current service wo%ildbe

unaffected by the lass of theseseats, except to the extent that ilncreased
[

crowding of remaining capacity adversely affects cust(_er demand._
3

Industry Sources have indicated to EPA that the price differential for

slmilarly-equipped 41 and 49 passenger-rated buses is $12,0100in i976.

The implied differential for estimating the cost of losing two seats (four

passengers)is $6,000. No measurable difference is indicated in the opera-

ting and maintenance costs between the two buses.

The only adjusb_ent called for in Table 7-A-2 is the addition of $6,000

to the equipment cost for Technology Level 5. This adjustment is included

in all subsequent calculations of the economic impact analysis.

The $6_0_00estimate is substantiated by some evidence collected in 1973

by Greyhound Lines, Inc., in connection with their discussion at that time

to make the 43-seat bus standard equipment in preference to the 38-seat bus.

Greyhound's study involved a survey of departure loads for twelve different

U.S. locations. For a sample of 2,179 scheduled bus departures, 45, or 2.07

Houmnan Bus Sales; Chicago, Illinois (a major distributor)
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percent, had passenger loads of 39 to 43 passengers. Since Greyhound

has a legal obligation to provide service for all paying customers, the

implicationis that a reduction in bus seating capacity from 43 to 38

seats would raise total operating costs by roughly two percent.

In the analysis set forth below, an increase of $6,000 in equipment

costs implies a maximum 1.40 percent increase (see Table 7-A-8) in total

operating costs. After adjusting this estimate to reflect five lost seats

instead of four, the agreement with Greyhouad's measure is apparent,

particularly in llght of the fact that the $6,000 estimate reflects full

adjustment of schedules to fleet capacity whereas Greyhound's test held

schedules constant.

ESTIMATES OF INCREMENTAL
CAPITAL COSTS

The formulafor estimating incremental capital costs is

' ax/_m= ¢r+ i) _/dR,

where dX/dR is the incremental Capital cost associated with regulatory

level R, dK/dR is the dollar value of noise abatement equipment installed

on new buses, r is the rate of depreciation, and i is the rate of interest.

A major difficulty arises in providing accurate estimates of the rate

of depreciation r.

Three alternatives for estimating r are discussed: estimates based

, on observations of prices of used equipment, life cycle estimates, and

analysis of carriers' accounting statements. Each of these methods en-

eohnters difficulties which are examined in turn.
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(a) Estimates Based on Observed

Used Equipment Prices

The major difficulty in this case is the lack Of meaningful data

on Which to base estimates. For time periods0f ten years or more, the

difference in quality and design of used buses versus newly produced buses

makes price colparisons highly difficult. The used market"itself is not

well organized, thus pure quotations are not easily obtained or necessarily

representative."

One major dealer did provide EPA with a pair of prices of Standard

intercity buses for the years 1976 and 1964._The prlee for the 1964 bus

includes expanses incurred by the dealer for equipnent overhaul and refur=

blshlng (as much as $10,000 per bus), so the extent to which the price

reflects true "depreciation" is not certain:

1976new intercitybus $85,009- $95,000

1964 good condition used intercity bus $31,000 - $32,000

The implied rate of depreciation overthe !2-yearperied is.estimated

asfollows:
1/12

_ _ i - (31,500/90,000) = 8.4% ....

(b) 'Estimates Based on

Life Cycle AssUmptions

Tables 7-A-3 and 7-A-4 demonstrate that the total U.S. papulation of

intereity buses has remained relatively constant during the past twodecades,

and that new bus production has amounted to flve-to-ten percent of total

stocks. #he 'difference between the two tables in the rati0 of new bus pro-

duction to total stocks is explained by thefaet _hlt Table7-A-4 records

only Class I bus inventories, whereas Table 7-A-3 gives estimates of Class I,

II and III inventories.
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_BLE 7-A-3

INTF/_CITYBUS FLEE_ VEHICLE
INVENTORY AND _3DUCTION

1970-75

Calendar Bus Bus Shipments as Percent
Year Invemtorza Shipments of Existin9 stock

1970 22,000 1,064 4.84%

1971 21,900 977 4.46

1972 21,400 1,353 6.32

1973 20,800 1,276 6.13

1974 20,600 1,350 6.55

i975p 20,500 ----

Source¢ Nati0nal Association of Motor Has Owners (NAMBO)i

a

Note: Bus inventory refers to estimated inventories of all
operating companies, including Class I, Class I_ and
Class Ill Carriers, from N_MBO, One-half Century of
Service to America, Table i. p: preliminary.
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TABLE7-A-4

SELECTED BAIANCE SHEET AND OPERATING S_TISTICS, _
CLASS I INTERCITY MOIDR BUS CARRIERS,

1941-73 :

Total Revenue Net Revenue Depreciation Equipment Equipment
Calenda_ Passenger Passenger of Revenue Acquired Owned At

Year Equipment _ _ _ Year-End(millions) (millions)

1941 $ 75.0 $ 42.4 $ 12.1 1,358 i 7,891
1950 214.2 88.7 24.4 697 13,200
1955 264.7 112.1 25.0 1,344 11,547
1960 318.8 119.4 27.6 1,639 11,093
1961 332.1 127.8 26.7 1,057_ 11,036
1962 402.2 178.5 32.6 1,329 13,873
1963 408.3 184.3 32.0 1,102 13,608
1964 428.0 205.1 37.7 1,543 14,274
1965 376.0 171.8 34.8 1,084 11,295
1966 394.7 186.1 37.4 1,376 11,749
1967 424.1 199.0 38.9 1,411 12,307
1968 450.0 194.3 40.7 1,205; 12,287
1969 415.9 250.2 34.3 743 10,063
1970 418.7 256.6 32.8 1,042 10,158
1971 439.5 255.9 32.9 893 9,900
1972 454.0 249.5 3113 972 9,711
1973 464.2 226.3 34.9 1,000 9,300

Source= Interstate Commerce Commission, Transport Statistics in the United
States (annual).

a

Notet Net of Reserves for Depreciation. Coverage varies from year to
year accor41ng to ICC definition of Class I carriers.
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A large portion of the supply of buses to Class II and Class III fleet

operators is in the form of second-hand, used busesfrom_Class I operators,

and only a small pert of this supply is in the form of newly-produced buses.

Hence, the total supply of new buses, around 1,200 per year, more properly

represents replacement service totho entire population of carriers and not

Just to Class I Carriers .... _ ..

On the assumption that the agedistribution and technology of buses is

roughly uniform over time, these numbers indicate a lower bound on the ratel

of depreciationof fivepercentperyear. ._

(c)EstimatesBasedon i
Carriers° FinancialStatements _._

An upper bound on the rate of depreciation may be obtained by examining

the pertinent accounting statements from ICC Class I annual complications_

These statistics are provided in Table 7-A-4 for the period 1941 through 1973.

ICC accounting rules permit a variety of depreciation formulas for

reporting purposes, including depreciation by number of miles driven, but the

industry norm is elght-year, straight-line depreciation. The ICC Class I

motor bus statistics are dominated by the major carriers (Greyhound,Conti-

nental Trailways, Bluebird, etc.) and the numbers in Table 7-A-4 undoubtedly

ref!ec_ this method of accounting in large pert.

The eight-year figure is well below the true economic life of Intereity

buses: actual service llfe is at least fifteen and potentially thirty years

or more. But due to the significantly greater intensity with which new inter-

city buses are driven during the initial two years of operation (250,000 miles
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per year as compared with an average annual mileage of 86,000 miles per year

for all Class I interolty buses), the official depreciation life of!eight

years represents a compromise between straight-line method and true economic

loss-of-valun..

The question remains as to whether to use the "total equipment" or "net

equipment" accounts as the basis for estimating the rate of annual depreciation.

Use of the "total" depreciation (ColLmm2 of 'fable7-A-4) results in.an under-

statement of depreciation, since it includes equipment still owned hut older

than eight years and therefore no longer depreciated. Net equipment, on

the other hand, results in an overstatement of depreciation because the eight-

years straight-line formula results in an understatement of the total capital

stack.

Note, however, that estimates of the rata of depreciation based on these

accounting summaries are no_._tbiased due to price inflation: both the n_erator

(stated depreciation) and the denominator (total or net assets) are increased

each year bY equally inflated increments,

Using He nag equipment definition of depreciable assets, an upper bound

for the annual rate of depreciation r is estimated from the years 1964 through

1973 as 16.65% per year.

(d) Summary of Rate of

Depreciation Estimates

Intercity buses have potentially long service lives, and the concept of a

"rate of depreciation" is not necessarily well-defined or applicable. Depre-

ciation is itself an economic variable, subject to variation according to the

maintenance and route decisions of the fleet operator.
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Historically, however, the size of the total U.S. fleet and production

of new equipment have maintained relatively constant levels through the past

two decades. On the assumption that this record is representative of the type

of depreciation that buses do in fact experience, EPA estimates an annual rate

of depreciation of five to fifteen percent, with a best midrange estimate of

ten percent per annum.

ESTIMATES OF INCREMENTAL
PRIME COST

• The technology cost estimates from Table 7-A-2 for incremental equipment,

fuel, and maintenance costs can becombined into singleestlmates of incre-

mental cost per vehicle mile. This is accomplished by converting equipment

cost increments from Table_7-A-2 intoper annum capital costs (depreciation

plus interest), and then by dividing the sum of annual capital, fuel, and

maintenance cost by 250,000 miles per year.

The relatively high figure of 250,000 vehicle miles per year is used

rather than the average 86,000 miles per year, because the purpose of the

analysis is to estimate the effect of marginal prime cost. The resultsof

using the alternative 86,000miles per year figure are indicated below in

Table 7-A-8.

Tables 7-A-5 and 7-A-6 provide results of the calculation for assumptions

of 5% and 15% annual rate of depreciation. It is clear that the calculated

numbers are relatively insensitive to both the assumption about the annual

{ate of depreciation and the incremental capital cost from Table 7-A-2. In

the following analysis, only the midrange estimate of these numbers (i.e.,

10% depreciation and EPA's independent estimate of incremental capital costs)

is considered.
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TABLE 7-A-5

INCREMENTAL _RIME COST PER BUS-MILE OF SERVICE
ASSOCIATED WITH PRQR3SED LEVELE OF NOISE

ABAT_IENT TECHNOLOGY, DIESEL KIWERED
INTEGRALINTERCITY BUSES

a

Incremental Cost--Cents per Vehicle-Mile
Technology Exterior Interior

Level. dSA dBA High Lo___W EPA Estimate

1 86 84 0.012 0.000 0.003

2 03 83 0.058 0.028 0.040

3 80 80 0.522 0.459 0.491

4 77 g0 1.055 0.969 1.030

5 75 78 2.561b 2.361b 2.512b

Source: Table 7-A-2. Interest and depreclation are calculated as 15%
of incremental capital cost (5% depreciation from Table 7-A-3
plus 10% interest), Estimates reflect an ass_nptian of 250,000-
vehicle-miles per bus year. (See Source note to Table 7-A-2.)

a
Note_ 1976 dollars.

b

Includes adjustment for seat less,
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TABLE 7-A-6

INCREMENTAL PRIME COST PER BUS-MILE OF SERVICE
DIESEL POWERED INTBGRAL INTERCITY BUSES

ASSUMING 15 PERCENT RATE OF
DEPRECIATION IN EQUIPMENT

a
Incremental Cost--Cents per Vehlcle-Mile

Technology Exterior Interior
Level dBA dBA High Low EPA Estimate

1 86 84 0.021 0.000 0.005

2 83 83 0.079 0.028 0.048

3 80 80 0.578 0.473 0.526

4 77 80 1.139 0.995 1.097
b b b

5 75 78 2.965 2.631 2.883

Source= Same as Table 7-A-5 but with interest and depreciationcomputed as
25% of incremental captial cost (i.e., 15% depreciation plus

• 10% interest).

a
Note: !976 dollars.

b
Includes adjustment for seat loss.
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IMPACT ON QUANTITY OF
BUS SERVICE DE_NDED

On the assumption that increments to prime cost are passed through

fully, to consumers, results of the sort provided in Tables 7-A-5 and 7-A-6

can be combined with average revenue statistimS to estimate the potential

increase in average fare per mile that results from the various levels Of

noise abatement technology.

Statistics on average revenues per vehicle mile are provided in Table

7-A-7. Comparison of these nLm_ers with expenses per revenue mile, Table

7-A-I, indicates that profit margins in this regulated industry are moderate

and relatively,constant over time. The average fare in 1976 dollars can be

estimated by applying the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index
2

(transportation) for 1975 to June 1976:

_(165.9/150.6) X 93.20 = i02.67c per;vehicle mile.
; [ , ,

Midrange calculations for the estimated percentage increase in average

fares are given in Table 7-A-8. These numbers are multiplied by the demand

elasticity estimate of -0.5 from Appendix D to compute the expected change

in quantity of service demanded.

IMPACT ON EQUILIBRIUM
BUS pRODUCTION

The foregoing analysis, and Table 7-A-8, indicates that for all teeh-

selegy levels proposed, the impact on equilibrium bus service demanded is

quite s_all, and in mast cases virtually imperceptible. Since it is unlikely

that the technology of bus fleet management permits substantial substitution

2

Survey of Current Business, July 1976; page S-8.
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_LE7_-7

OPERATING REVENUE PER RASSENGER AND PER

VEHICLE M_LE, 1939-75, U.S.
CLASS I INTERCITY BUS OPERATIONS

Calendar Passenger Operating Revenue Operating Revenue
Year Revenue per Passenger per Vehicle Mile

7_iIl-r_6s)

1939 $113.9 $ 0.83 22.35¢

1950 321.4 0.97 34.32

1960 354,8 2.12 49.68

1965 _ 453,2 2.73 59.36

1968 463.7 3.18 60,93

1969 483.2 3.55 65.25

1970 510.9 3.81 68.84

197i ! 540.1 4.19 74.32
[

1972 540.3 4.25 76,45

1973i 562.4 4.73 79,91

1974p :643.3 5.27 89.09

_ i 638.2 5.45 93.201975p i :

source: National Association of Motor Bus Cwners, One-Half Century
of Service to Ameriea, Tables 3 and 4: Regular route inter-
city service, p: preliminary.
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_%BLE 7-A-8

ESTIMATED PERCS_AGE INCREASE IN AVERAGE FARE PER MILE,
AND EFFBCT ON (_UANTITYDEMANDED, ASSOCIATED
WITH PROPOSED LEVELS OF NOISE ABATEMENT

TBCHNOLOGY, DIESEL POWERED INTEGRAL
INTERCITY BUSES

[

ASS[MFfION A ASStMPrION B

Technology Exterior Interior Fare Change in Fare Change in
Level dBA dBA Increase Demand Increase Demand

1 86 84 0.004% -0.002% 0.011% -0.006%

2 83 83 0.042 -0.021 0.123 -0.062

3 80 80 0.495 -0.247 0.851 -0.426

4 77 80 1.036 -0.518 1.670 -0.835

5 75 78 2.627a -1.314a 4.622a -2.311a

Source: Tables 7-A-2 and 7-A-7. Operating revenues per mile in 1976 dollars ate
estimated at 102.67¢ per revenue mile.

Note: Calculations ass_e i0 percent per annum depreciation, i0 percent per
annum rate of interest and EPA estimates of costs. Calculations under

Assumption A assu_e 250,000 vehicle miles per bus-year, whereas calcu-
lations under Assumption B assume 86,000 vehicle miles per bus-year.

a

Includes adjus_ent for lost seats.



between buses and other inputs in the production of bus service, it is

probable that reduced patronage of one or two percent resulting fr_ noise

abatement technology will translate into an equivalent reduction in long-run
5

demand for new buses.

To buttress this argument further, note in Table 7-A-2 that the noise

abatement technology in Levels 3 through 5 simultaneously affects maintenance

and fuel costs each to a greater extent than interest and depreciation

expense on incremental equipment.

Fluctuations in annual bus output of one or two percent are well below

the normal variation experienced from year to year by the bus industry as a

whole (Table 7-A-3). Any attempt to refine the analysis further along the

lines of an aggregate demand model would prove fruitless. The rumalnder of

Subsection 7-A addresses secondary financial impacts and the baseline pro-

Jectinss.

FINANCIAL IMPACTS

The proposed regulations may have adverse econ_ic impacts not recorded

above in the "long-run" analysis if they cause short-run financial disruptions

or have adverse distributional effects. Consider first the impact on the

consumer and fleet operators.

5
Passenger_ per bus (average load) have remained remarkably constant on
interclty bus service. 1950: 18.2 passengers per bus; 1960: 18.0;
1965: 19.2; 1970: 19.1; 1975: 19.3. (Source: NAMBO, One-half Century

; of Service to Amerlca.)
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Since motor bus intereity travel is typically somewhat slower and less

conveniant than travel by alternative modes (especially air and auto), a ;:

larger portion of intercity bus patronage is from lower income groups than

for other modes. Increases in the costs of intereity bus transportation will,

therefore, affect lower income groups more adversely than others. The magni-

tude of this distributional effect is likely to be quite small, however. An

increase in farm revenues by 4.62 percent (Table 7-A-8) and a resulting

predicted loss ,in demand of 2.31 would increase the total revenue of all U.S.

carriers by about $25.7 million (in 1976).

Fleet operators would be disadvantaged by the noise abatement technology

if the increased equipment costs could not be met without incurring sub-

stantial additienal financing. _he relatively small share of equipment

replacement costs (Table 7-A-I) in total operating expenditures makes this

an unlikely possibility, however. Moreover, the increased responsiveness of

regulatory bodies to permitting cost-justified fare increases will help firms

to maintain satisfactory profit margins.

FINANCIAL IMPACTS ON

PRODUCERS, INCLUDING
EXR3RTEBS AND IMRDRTERS

As indicated in the above economic analysis, the long-run impact on

equilibrium industry output is likely to be small in percentage terms, so

that given the current growth rate of industry output no actual reductions

in output are projected from one year to the next as a result of reduced

demand for bus services. There rema_s, however, the possibility of

adverse impact on specific supplies if their product or technology differs

significantly from the industry norm.
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For U.S. producers of intercitybuses, Figure 3-16 (Section 3) indicates

that the market is dominated by three large producers: Motor Coach Industries

(Greyhound),General Motors, and Eagle International, who together account

for virtually 100 percent of U.S. production, qhe production of these bus-

makers is highly standardized (Figure3-6), and no differential impact on

producers is envisaged.

U.S. International trade in intercity buses ievolves t_o major foreign

countries: Canada and Belgium. Canadian production, trade, and regulation

of buses are so completely integratedwith U.S. production (under the Auto-

motive Pact Trade Agreement) that virtually no differential impacts vis-a-vis

Canadian imports is expented. Imports of buses from Belgiom, which have

amounted to approximately 62 percent of annual U_S. production during 1970-

75, are almost exclusively production of a subsidiary of Eagle International;

currency devaluation by the U.S. has led Eagle to shift its manufacturing

facilities back to the United States, and beginning in 1976 this "import"

source is largely eliminated.

ANNUALIZEDCOSTSFOR
INTERCITY BUS NOISE ABATF_ENT

Annualised cost calculations projected to the year 2000 for 15

regulatory schedules are presented in Appendix E. Tnput variables for

intercity buses are listed in Table 7-A-9,
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TABLE 7-A-9

DATA INPUT AND pARAMETER VALUES
FOR ANNUALIZED COST CALCULATIONS

DIESEL POWERED INTEGRAL INTERCITY BUSES

Variable Description Source or Value

Baseline Production Rate Figure 3-23

Projected Production Rate Figure 3-23

Incremental Operating Cost Table 7-A-2

Incremental Maintenance Cost Table 7-/%-2
B

Incremental Equipment Cost Table 7-A-2

Depreciable Life (years) 15

Price Elasticity of Demand -0.50

Rate of Discount 0.i0

Note: aIneremental equipment costs in Table 7-A-2 for Technology Level 6
are increased by $6,000 to reflect seat loss.
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B. ECONOMIC IMPACT OF NOISE REGULATIONS ON
URBAN TRANSIT MOTOR BUS CARRIERS AND MANUFACTURERS

Appendix C indicates three major affects of bus noise reduction tech-

nology, as applied to the standard diesel powered integral urban transit bus:

o Additional noise-abatement equipment
installed on newly-equlpped buses

o Increased maintenance costs for new
buses

o Reduced fuel efficiency of new buses

The primary impact of these costs is on bus users -- fleet operators,

transit authorities, and consumers. The analysis below concentrates atten-

tion initially on the user end of the industry. Subsequently, induced

i,pacts on manufacturers and financing authorities are studied.

ANALYSIS OF
HSER COSTS

• Tables 7-B-I and 7-B-2 summarize operating empense accounts of a sample

I
of urban bus •transit systems which are alas members of the American Public f

Transit Association. The tables demonstrate that bus capital, the major
i

component of the "Depreciation and Amortization" account, represents a small i

fraction of total operating expense, about seven percent or less.

An important result from economic theory (reference 2) states that the

demand for an intermediate product (llke buses) is less sensitive (elastic)

to changes in its own price, the smaller is the share of that intermediate

product in the composition of the final product demanded (bus transportatlon).

The reason is that for a given elasticity of demand for the final product,
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TABLE 7-B-I

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPENSES BY EXPENSE
CATEGORY, AFfA BUS TRANSIT SYSTEM

RESPONDEN'I'S, 1960 AND 1969

Expense Cate,_ory Percent of Total

1960 _969

Total Operating Expenses 100.00 100.00

Operation and Maintenance - Total 85.56 86.72

Equipment Maintenance and Garage 19.26 16.37

Transportation 49.42 52.68

Station 0.60 1.04

Traffic, Solicitation, and Advertising 0.90 1.29

Insurance and Safety 5.31 4.41

Administrative andGenera] 10.07 10.93

Depreoiatlo_ and Amortization 6.06 6.98

Operating Taxes and Licenses 7.92 5.81

Operating Rents, Net 0.46 0.46

Note: Numbers arecompiles from American Transit Association,
Transit Operatin@ Re_ort, 1960 and 1969, as aggregates
of respondent-firm data. The sample contains 107 firms
in 1960 and 76 firms in 1969.

Source: John D. Wells, ec. al., Economic Characteristics of the

Public Transpertation Industry, Table 3.5 washington, D.C.:
U.S. Governmens Printing Office, 1972.
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TABLE 7-B-2

EXPENSES PER BUS-MIL_ BY EXPENSE CATEC49RY,
AGGREGATE FOR 48 BUS TRANSIT SYSTEMS,

AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION, 1974

CENTS PER PERCENT
EXPENSECATEGORY BUS-MILE OF %X_TAL

Total Operating Expenses 116.65 100.00

Operation and Maintenance -- Total 106.18 91.02

Equipment Maintenance and Garage 20.68 17.73

Transportation ' 63.31 54.27

Station 0.25 0.21

Traffic, Solicitation,
and Advertising 1.93 1.65

Insurance and Safety 4.65 3.99

Administrative and General 15.36 13.17

Depreciation and Amortlzatlon 5.27 4.52

Depreciation of Revenue Equipment 4.60 3.94

Operating Taxes and Licenses 5.20 4.46

Source: American Public Transit Association, Transit Operatin@
Report for CalendarFiscal Year 1974, Section D. The
sample consists of all APTA respondent systems in
locations where buses are the sole public transit mode
and for which either ICC or APTA format of accounts are

provided.
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transportation, the smaller the share of the intermediate input, buses,

the smaller will be the percentage impact of a change in bus prices on

the total cost and price of the final product. A relatively small change

in the price of the final product, transportation, implies a relatively

small effect on quantity demanded of both the final product and the

intermediategood.

Using this theorem, Tables 7-B-I and 7-B-2 lend insight into the

probable results of the economic impact analysis. Since bus capital has

a small share in total factor cost, a given regulation-induced change in

the price of new buses has only a small effect on the "derived" demand

for new buses. The ability of the bus manufacturing industry to pass

through the additional equipment costs without severely reducing sales

is thereby enhanced.

Expenses for fuel and maintenance are relatively important components

of the operating expense accounts, but here the potential for adverse

economic impacts on the suppliers of these inputs -- the petroleum industry

and the supply of skilled mechanic labor, respectively, -- is negligible

due to the overwhelming size of these markets relative to the bus service

industry.

COST ESTIMATES

AP,  ,,ixC
Table 7-B-3 summarizes the pertinent estimates of technology cost

from Appendix C. Expanse estimates are in terms of 1976 dollars. It

should be noted that the various proposed technology levels ate cost

independent of one another.
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TABLE 7-B-3

INCREMENTAL EQJIRME_ AND OPERATING EXPENSES
ASSOCIATED WITH PROPOSED LEVELS OF NOISE

ABAT_ENT TECHNODOGY, DIESEL _OWERED
INTEGRAL URBAN TRANSIt BUSES

E_JIE4ENT COST PER BUS

TSCHNOiOGY EXTERIOR INTERIOR Em FUEL COST MAINTE_E

LEVEL dBA dBA High LoW Estimate PER BUS-YEARa PER BUS-YEAR

1 s6 84 $ 205$ o $ so $ o $ o

2 83 83 505 0 195 0 70

3 81 83 1,683 0 380 0 140

4 80 80 2,900 350 875 145 305

5 77 80 4,200 650 1,670 300 520

6 75 78 5,500 950 3,270 890 830

Source: Appendix C

a • _ r- .

Note: Fuel cost per bus-year zs estimated by muir/plying incrementel gallons per
mile (Appendix C) times 42.2 cents per gallon times 30,000 vehicle males
per bus-year. (American Public Transit Association, Transit Fact Book
'75-'76pp. 23-24.)



The estimates in Table 7-B-3 are "incremental, expenses, that is,

additional expenses over and above the costs in 1976 of purchasing and

operating a typical bus that has no noise abatement equipment installed.

Incremental fuel costs are seaputed on the basis of midpoint mileage

estimates, as described in the footnote to the table.
r

For Technology Level 6, an additional consideration not reflected in

Table 7-B-3 is the fact that noise abatement equipment required to attain

the 75 dBA exterior level and the 78 dSA interior level also entails a

reduction in seating capacityby two seats (four passengars) from the

standard 45 or 53 passenger bus. Reduced seating capacity clearly imposes

costs on the trensit firm, but the magnitude of these costs is difficult

to assess in the absence of accurate information on capacity utilization

of existing buses.

An indirect estimate of the cost of reduced seating capacity is avail-

able by comparing the costs o_ constructing and operating buses of

different sizes. Currently, two sizes of urban transit buses are pro-

duced, with passenger ratings and specification as follows:

Standard

Passenger Wheelbase Length Weight Engine

Rating . (Inches) (Feet) (I,000 ibs,) Make and Model

45 225 35 17.6 - 22.7 Det D 6V-71N

- or -

53 285 40 19.3 - 23.8 Det D 8V-71N

Industry sources have indicated to EPA that the two bus types are

priced in 1976 as follows:
4

35 foot $58,000- $68,000
i

40foot $64,000- $75,000
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A comparison of midpoint price estimates indicates a price differential

of $6,500 for eight passengers, hence an implied differential of $3,250

for four passengers.

Bus industry sources have also indicated to EIA that there is no
• • {

measurable difference in operating and maintenance costs between the

two buses. Hence, the only adjus_nent called for in Table 7-B-3 is the

addition of $3,250 to the equipment cost for Technology Level 6. This
•[

alteration _is'included in all subsequent calculations of the economic
k

inlosct analzsis.

ESTIMATES OF INCREMENTAL
CAPITAL COSTS

The formula for estimating incremental capital costs is:

dx/dR--(r+ i)dK/dR,

where dX/dR is the incremental capi_l (equipment) cost associated with

+ regulatory level R, d_/dR is the dollar value of noise abatement equip-
....

memt inatolie4 on new buses, r is the rate of depreciation, and i is

the rate of interest. A major difficulty arises in providing accurate

estimates of the_rate of depreciation r.

In the absence of satisfactory price information on used urban

transit bases, two alternatives for estimating r are discussed:

(1) estimates based on life cycle aseu_ptions, and (2) analysis of

fleet operators' accounting statements. Both of these methods encounter

difficulties, which are examined in torn.

(a) Estimates Based on

Life-Czcle Assu_otions

Table 7-B-4 demonstrates that the total U.S. population of transit

buses has remained virtually constant at roughly 50,000 units during the
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TABLE 7-B-4

URBAN BUS TRANSIT VEHICr_EINVENTORY

AND P_ODUCTION, 1940-75

Calender Motor Bus New Passenger Deliveries as Percent i
Year Inventory Buses Delivered of Existin9 Stock

1940 35,000 3,984 11.38%
1945 49,670 4,441 8_94
1950 56,820 2,668 4.70
1955 52,400 2_098 4.00
1960 49,600 2,806 5.66
1961 49,000 2,415 4.93
1962 48,800 2,000 4.10
1963 49,400 3,200 6.48
1964 49,200 2,500 5.08
1985 49,600 3,000 6.05
1966 50,130 3,100 6.18
1967 50,180 2,500 4.98
1968 50,000 2,228 4.46
1969 49,600 2,230 4.50
1970' 49,700 1,442 2.90
1971 49,150 2,514 5.11
1972 49,075 2,904 5;92
1973 48,286 3,200 6.63
1974 48,700 4,818 9.89
1975p 50,811 5,261 10.35

Source: American Public Transit Association, Transit FactBook
'75-'76, Tables 12 and 14. p: prelimlnary.
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post World War II period. New production has averaged roughly six percent

of total inventories during this period.

On the assumption that the age distribution and technology of buses is

roughly uniform over time, these numbers indicate a lower bound on the rate of

depreciation of six percent per year. Some caution should be exercised,

however, in accepting this figure as an unbiased estimate of depreciation,

because of the likely possibility that inventory figures represent an

increasing proportion of relatively imactive buses. Such buses serve as

capi_l:reserves,b_ meet contingencies and periods Of peak demand. The

accretion of such reserves during the post-war period implies a downward

bias in the above estimate of the actual annual rate of depreciation.

A comparable estimate of the rate of depreciatimn based on life cycle

date was recently undertaken using fleet inventory characteristics •

collected by the American Public Transit Association (Reference.3). Using

survivor curve technlquas applied to the age distribution of current

bus fleet inventories, the study concluded that transit buses have an

average life of 19 years, implying a depreciation rate of roughly_six par-

cent per annum.[ As with the above estimate, however, the 19-yearage may be

biased (upwards) due_to the existence of significant stocks of old, low-

use buses. ,

_ , (b) Estimates Based on Fleet

Operators' Financial Statements

up.perbound on the rate of depreciation may be obtained by examining

the pertinent accounting statements from ICC annual compilations for

Class I carriers engaged primarily in local or suburban service. Since
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the coverage is limited to the large carriers, and hence to the larger

urban areas, the rate of depreciation is probably somewhat higher than that

experienced on a nationwide basis.

ICC accounting rules permit a varietyof depreciation formulas for

reporting purposes, but the industry norm (and the rule of the Internal

Revenue Service) is eight year, straight-llne depreciation, Eight years is

well below the true economic llfe of urban transit buses;actual service llfe

can extend to fifteen or twenty years or longer. Table 7-B-5records the

pertinent statistics from the ICC Annual Statistics. A question remains

as towhether to use the "total equipment" or "net equipment" accountsas

the basis for estimating the rate of annual depreciation. Use_of the "total"

definition (column 21nTable 7-B-5) results in an understatement or

depreciationw since it includes equipment still owned but older than eight

years and therefore solonger depreciated. Net equipment (Col_an 3 in

Table 7-B-5), on the other hand_ overstates depreciation because the eight-

year formula understates the total capital stock.

Note, however, that estimates of the rate of depreciation based on

these accounting summaries are no___tbiased due to price inflation; both the

numerator (stated depreciation)and the denominator (total or net assets)

are increased each year by equally inflated increments.

Using the set equipment definition of depreelable assets,_an upper bound

on thsannual rare of depreciation r is estimated forths years 1960-73 as

14.3% per annum.
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TABLE 7-B-5

SELECTED BAIANCE SHEET AND OFERATING S_TISTICS,
CiASS I MOTOR BUS CARRIERS ENGAGED IN LOCAL OR

SUBURBAN SERVICE, 1941-73

Total Revenue Net Revenue Depreciation Equipment Equipment
Calendar Passenger Passenger of Revenue Acquired Owned At
Year E_ui_ment E i enta _ Durin_ Year Year-End

(millions) (millions) (millions) (Buses) (Buses)

1941 $ 23.6 $ 9.1 $ 2.34 355 3,167
1950 259.7 25.7 5.26 247 5,146
1955 292.3 31.2 7.05 510 6,547
1960 390.9 37.3 6.08 578 5,928
1961 100.1 40.7 6.83 424 5,755

1962 43.8 17.8 3.38 414 3,311
1963 47.3 16.5 3.29 281 3,135
1964 55.3 21.0 3.55 439 3,357
1965 139.0 01.6 9.99 709 6,603
1966 141.2 87.6 10.46 622 6,953
1967 149.7 60.1 11.05 533 7,342
1968 152.2 97.2 11.09 635 7,344
1969 131.0 04.6 8.52 331 4,912
1970 132.0 88.5 8.24 213 4,837
1971 117.1 79.5 6.59 150 4,054
1972 134.6 89.1 7.44 127 4,518

1973 92.0 22.0 4.71 79 3,001

Source: Interstate Commerce Con_nission,Transport Statistics in the United
States (annual).

a

Note: Net of Reserves for Depreciation. Coverage varies from year to
year according to ICC definition of Class I carriers.



(c) Summary of Rate of
De_reciation Estimates
•[

Urban transit buses have potentially long service lives, and the concept

of a single '!rate"of depreciation is not obviously well-define_ or appli-

cable. Depreciation is itself an economic variable, subject to variation

according to the maintenance and route decisions of the fleet operator.

Historically, however, the size of the total O.S. fleet and production

of new urban transit buses have maintained relatively constant levels over

the past three decades. On the assunptinn that this record is representative

of the type:0f depreciation that buses do, in fact, experience, EPA estimates

an annual rate of depreciation of six to fourteen percent, with a best mid-

range estimate of ten percent per ann_n.
[

ESTIMATES OF INCR_4ENTAL
PRIME COST

The technology cost estimates from Table 7-B-3 for incremental equip-

mect, fuel, and maintenance cost can be combined into single estimates of

incremental cost per vehicle mile. This is accomplished by converting

equipment cost increments from Table 7-B-3 into per annom capital costs

(depreciation plus interest), and then by dividing the sun of annual capital,
6

fuel, and maintenance cost by 30,000 vehicle miles per year.

Table 7-B-6 p_ovidss results of the calculations for the assumptin,_of

a 10% annual rate of depreciation. The calculated nu_nbersare relatively

insensitive to the assumption about incremental capital cost from Table

7-B-3 (i.e.,low versus medium versus high).

6

American Fublic Transit Association, Transit Fact Book '75-'76, pp.
23-24.
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TABLE 7-B-6

INCREMENTAL FRIME COST PER BUS-MILE OF SERVICE
ASSOCIATED WITH I:ROFOSED LEVELE OF NOISE
ABATEMENT TECHNOLOGY, DIESEL _OWERED

INTEGRAL URBAN TRANSIT BUSES

a

Incremental Cost--Cents per Vehicle-Mile
Technology Exterior Interior

Level dBA dBA High Lo__w EFA Estimate

1 86 84 0.137 0.000 0.033

2 83 83 0.570 0.233 0.363

3 81 83 1.589 0.467 0.720

4 80 80 3.433 1.733 2.083

5 77 80 5.533 3.167 3.847

6 75 78 ii.567b 8.533h 10.OSOb

Source: Tables 7-BL3 and 7-B-4. Interest and depreciation are calculated
as 20% of incremental capital cost (10% depreciation plus 10%
interest). Estimates reflect an ass_ption of 30,000 vehicle-miles
per bus-year (American Pdblic Transit Association, Transit Fact

Book '75-'76, pp. 23-24).

a
1976 dolla_s.

b

Includes adjustment for seat loss.

L
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EFFECT OF [IMTASUBSIDIES
FOR EQUIIMENT _URCHASES

Qualified urban transit authorities receive a subsidy of up to 80%

of the cost of new equipment purchases from the urban Mass Transit

Administration (UM_). Since the urban transit firm has no incentive to

pass on costs borne by the Federal Government to its customers, the effect

of tM_% subsidies is to reduce the effective capital cost by 80%. Table

7-B-7 reproduces the calculations of Table 7-B-6 on the assumption that

incremental equipment costs have on annual value equal to 20% that assumed

in Table 7-B-6.

The calculations also constitute a sensitivity analysis with respect to

the assemptimn about the rate of depreciation. In effect, Table 7-B-7

assumes an annual rate of depreciation of 2.0% in place of 10% in Table

7-B-6. be difference in the resulting numbers is not substantial, and one

may conclude that the economic impact analysis is relatively insensitive to

the assumption about the annual rate of depreciation.

IMPACT ON Q3ANTITY OE

_GS SERVICE DEMANDED

On the assmptimn that increments to price cost are passed through to

consumers, at least in part, results of the serf provided in Table 7-B-7

con be combined with average revenue statistics to estimate the potential

increase in average fare per mile that results from various levels of noise

abatement technology.

Statistics on average revenue per vehicle mile are provided in Table

7-S-8. _le average fare in terms of 1976 dollars can be estimated by applying
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TABLE 7-B-7

INCREMENTAL PRIME COST PER BUS-MILE OF SERVICE
DIESEL K)WERED INfEGRAL URBAN TRANSIT BUSES
AssuMING 80 PERCENT FinDING OF CAPITAL

EXPENDITURES BY THE URBAN MASS

TRANSPORTATION ADMINISTRATION

Incremental Cost--Cents per Vehicle-Mile ....
Technology Exterior Interior

Level _BA dBA High Lo__w EPA Estimate

1 86 84 0.027 0.000 0.007

2 83 83 0.301 0.233 0.259

3 81 83 0.691 0.467 0.517

4 80 80 i.887 i.547 1.617

5 77 80 3.293 2.820 2.956

6 7s 78 690P 6299' 6.609

Source: Same as Table 7-B-6, but with interest and depreciation
computed as 4.0% of inoremcmtal capital cast (i.e.,
1/5 x 20%).

a
Note: 1976 dollars.

b

Includes adjustment for seat loss.
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TABLE 7-B-8

OPERATING REVENUE PER PASSENGER AND PER

VEHICLEMILE, 1940-75,U.S.
MOTOR BUS TRANSIT SYSTEMS

Calendar Passenger Operating Revenue Operating Revenue
Year Revenue per Passenger per VehicleMile

1940 $248.8 6.87¢ 20.83¢
1945 590_0 7.07 34.26
1950 734.2 9.56 38.74
1955 826.3 14.41 48.32
1960 _910.3 17.17 57.75
1961 897.8 18.57 58.69
1962 910.1 19_07 60.06
1963 932.2 19.62 61.20
1964 950.4 20.10 62.20
1965 971.9 20.55 63.59
1966 998.1 21.23 65.59
1967 1037.3 22.39 67.98
1968 1049.7 23.20 69.60
1969 1114.8 25.71 75.41
1970 1193.6 29.41 84.69
1971 1226.8 32.23 89.19
1972 1177.8 33.07 90.05
1973 1183.8 32.40 86.38
1974 1269.6 31.76 88.72

1975p 1310.1 32.10 85.74

Source: American B/blic Transit Association, Transit Fact Book

'75-'76, Tables 7, 9, and 1O. p: preliminary.
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7
the percentage increase in the Consumer l_ice Index (transportation) from

1975 to June 1976:

(165.9/150.6) X 85.74 = 94.45 per vehicle mlle.

ExaminatiOn of the cost/revenue ratio of U.S. urban mass transit

systems (Table 7-B-9) indicates that an asstInptionof full cost pass-through

of incremental expenses is _lwarrantad. Not only do urban transit systems

enjoy significant subsidies in the purchase of new equipment (a relatively

small proportion of total operating costs), but •subsidiesby federal (UM_),

state and municipal financing authorities has brought about a condition

of costs in excess of revenues by a ratio approaching two-to-one in 1976.

A reasonable assumption is that such subsidization will continue st

present levels. The calculations of Table 7-B.-10assume, therefore, that

only one-half of regulation induced cost increments are passed on toconsumers

in the form 0f higher fares.

Percentage increase in fares as computed in Table 7-B-10 translates

into estimates of the corresponding decreaSe in ridership demanded by Apply-

ing demand elasticity estimates from Appendix D. The calculations of _egu-

lation-induced reductions in quantity demanded in Table 7-B-10 assume the

relatively high elasticity of -0.5: actual percentage decreases in quantity

will probably be less than those computed in the table.

7

Surve_ of Current Business, July 1976; page S-8.
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TABLE 7-B-9

TREND OF TRANSIT OPERATIONS, 1940-1975

Calendar Operating Qgerating Cos t-Revertue
Year Revenue ExPense Ratio

1940 $ 737.0 $ 660.7 0.896
- 1945 i,360.4 i,231.7 0.892

1950 i,452.1 i,385.7 0.954
1955 1,426.4 1,370.7 0.961
1960 1,407.2 1,376.5 0.978
1965 l,443.8 i,454.4 i.007
1966 1,478.5 1,515.6 1.025
1967 _ :. _ 1,556.0 1,622.6 1.043
1968 1,562.7 1,723.8 i.103
1969 1,625.6 1,646.1 1.136
1970 I,707.4 1,995.6 i.169

: 1971 1,740.7 2,152.1 1.236
1972 1,728.5 2,241.6 i.297
1973 1,797.6 2,536.1 1.411
1974 1,939.7 3,239.4 I.670
1975p 2,002.4 3,705.9 i. 851

L

Source: _merican B/bllo Transit Association, Transit Fact
Book '75-'76 Table 4. p: preliminary.
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TABLE 7-B-10

ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN AVERAGE FARE PER MILE,
AND EFFECT ON QUANTITY DEMANDED, ASSOCIATED
WITH PROPOSED LEVELS OF NOISE ABATEMENT

TECHNOLOGY, DIESEL POWERED INTEGRAL
URBAN TRANSIT BUSES

EFA
HIGH LOW INDEPENDENT ESTIMATE

Technology Exterior Interior Fare Change in Fare Change in Fare Change in

Level dBA dBA Increase Demand Increase Demand. Increase Demand

1 86 84 0.014% -0.007% 0.0% 0.0% 0.004% -0.002%

"_ 2 83 83 0.159 -0.080 0.124 -0.062 0.137 -0.069
J
ta

_"i 3 81 83 0.366 -0.183 0.247 -0.124 0.274 -0.137

4 80 80 0.999 -0.499 0.819 -0.409 0.856 -0.428

5 77 80 1.743 -0.872 1.493 -0.746 1.565 -0.782

6 75 78 3.653a -I.826a 3.332a -1.666a 3.495a -1.748a

Source: Table 7-B-3 and 7-B-8. Operating revenues per mile in 1976 dollars are
estimated at 94.45¢ .

Note: Calculations assume i0 percent per annum depreciation and i0 percent per annum
rate of interest, and that 20% of the incremental capital costs are incurred by
transit firms (UMTA financing the remaining 80%). Fare increase are computed

on the ass_ption of a fifty percent cost pass-through. Calculations asseme
30,000 vehicle miles per bus-year.

a
Includes adjustment for lost seats.
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IMPACT ON E_ILIBRIh_4
BUS PRODUCTION

The foregoing analysis, and Table 7-B-10, indicates that for all Technology

Levels proposed, the impact on eguilibri_n bus service de_anded is quite small,

and in most cases virtually imperceptible. Since it is unlikely that the tech-

nolegy of bus fleet management permits substantial substitution between buses

and other inputs in the production of bus service, it is probable that reduced

patronage of one or two percent resulting from noise abatement technology will
8

translate into an equivalent reduction in long-run demand for new buses.

To buttress this argument further, note in Table 7-B-3 that the noise

abatement technology in Levels 4 through 6 simultaneously affects maintenance
!!

and fuel costs each to a greater extent than interest and depreciation expense

on incremental equipment.
I

Fluctuations in annual bus output of one or two percent ere well below the
x

normal variation experienced from year to year by the bus industry as a whole

(Table 7-B-4). The remainder of this analysis for transit buses addresses

secondary financial impacts and baseline projections.

FINANCIAL IMPACT
ON USERS

The PrOPOsed regulations may have adverse economic impacts not recorded

above in the "10ng-run" analysis if they cause short-run financial dislocations

8

Motor bus passengers per vehicle have declined steadily since kbrld War
II, despite fluctuations in relative operating costs. 1945; 5.74 passen-
gers per vehicle; 1950: 4.74; 1955: 4.24; 1960: 4.08; 1965= 3.80;
1970: 3.57; 1975: 3.32. (Source= AP_A, Transit Fact Book '75-76,
Tables 6 and i0.)
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or have distributional effects. Consider first the impact on consumers and

fleet operators.

Since urban transit by motor bus is typically somewhat slower and less

convenient than travel by alternate modes, especially auto, a larger portion
9

of urban bus patronage is from lower income groups than for other modes,

Increases in the costs of urban transit will therefore effect lower income

groups more adversely than others. The magnitude of this distributional

effect is likely to bequite small, however. A maximum predlcted inereaseln

fare revenues of 3.65 percent (Table 7-B-10) and a corresponding decrease in

demand of 1.83 percent would increase the to_al revenue of U.S. bus transit

systems by $35.1 million (in 1976).

Fleet operators would be disadvantaged by the noise abatement technology

if thelncreased equipment costs could not be met wlthoutlnourring substan-

tlal additlonalfinanclng. The relatively_all share of equipment replace-

ment costs (Tables 7-B-land 7-B-2) in total operating expanses makes this an

unlikely possibility, however, particularly when consideration is taken of

the UMTA equipment subsidy program.

The annual survey by the American PublicTransit Association of urban

transit fleet inventories makes possible a statement of the likely replace-

ment needs of various municipalities. Table 7-B-II presents such asummsry,

broken down by size of city fleet. It is apparent from Table 7-B-ll that

9

The Federal Highway Admlnistratlons's Nationwide Personal Transportation
Stud_r 1973, shows that for 1969-70, rldershlp on bus and street car
transportation is distributed as follows (by annual household income):
$0-3,000: 12.7%; $3,000-3,999: 10.8%; $4,000-4,999: 9.2%; $5,000-5,999:
8.8%; $6,000-7,499: 12.3%;.$7,500-9,999: 15.4%; $10,000-14,999: 16.3%;
$15,000 and over: 7.9%; Not applicable: 6.6%.
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larger cities do not differ significantly from smaller cities in terms of

median fleet age.

Table 7-B-12 identifies major municipalities with median fleet age in

excess of ten years as of June 10,1975. Municipalities that are especially

prone to replacement needs appear to be distributed evenly by geographical

region and city type.

FINANCIAD _MPACTS ON

PRODUCERSt INCLUDING
EXI_ORTEES AND IMPORTERS

AS indicated im_the above economic analysis, the long-run impact on

industry output eguilibrim is likely to be small in percentage terms.

Thus, given the current growth rate of industry output (in recent years), no

actual reductions in output are projected from one year to the next as a

result of reduced demand for bus services. There remains, however, the

possibility of adverse impact on specific suppliers if their product or

technologydiffers significantly from the industry norm.

I Figure 3-17i section 3, indicates that the market is dominated by three

large predanerst General Motors, Flexible, and AM General, who together

account for virtually 100percent of U.S. production. _he production of these

bun-makers is highly standardized_(Figure 3-7), in fact virtually inter-

changeable, and no differential impact on producers is envisaged.

Since the noise abatement technology involves mostly minor additions

and "modificationsto existing equipment, the potential for impacting U.S.

export production to non-regulated countries is minimal. The only,

importer of consequence of urban t_ansit buses is Mercedes-Benz, whose

marketing activities are devoted exclusively to the airport-hotel and mUni-

cipal "feeder route" markets.
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TABLE 7-B-II

MEDIAN AGE OF FLEET BY FLEET SIZE,
U.S. MOTOR BUS TRANSIT SYSTEMS,

AS OF JUNE 30f 1975

Fleet size (BuSes)N_llber of Cities Mean Median A_e Standard Deviation

500 or more 17 9.82 years 4.14

1O0 to 499 43 _.23 4.48

50to99 41 _.54 7.23

3 to49 104 : 8.64 6.68

Source: American Public Transit Association, Transit Passenger
Vehicle Fleet Inventory as of June 30_ 1975.

! .
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TABLE 7-B-12 _

MAJORBUS TRANSIT SYSTEMS WITH MEDIAN
FLEET AGE IN EXCESS'OF TEN YEARS

AS OF JUNE 30_'1975

City Fleet Size (Buses) Median Fleet A_e (Years)

Maplewood,NewJersey 1847 12

Boston, Massachusetts 1149 " 13

Oakland, California 878 12

Seattle,.Washington ' 559 20

Buffalo_,New York 556 12

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 523 13

Cincinnati, Ohio 444 ii

Houston, Texas ' 421 13

Norfolk, Virginia 285 18

Richmond, Virginia 233 14

Sacramento, California 204 13

Jacksonville,Florida 193 13

Louisville, Kentucky 179 14

Charlotte, North Carolina 132 14

Hampton, Virginia 106 19

Holyoke, Massachusetts 98 23

Dayton, Ohio 93 27

Des Molnes, Iowa 90 17

Des Plaines, Illinois 88 20

Source: American Public Transit Association, Transit Passenger
Vehicle Fleet Inventory as of June 30r 1975.
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The Mercedes-Senz buses sold in _e U.S. are _mall (passenger rating:

19), l_ited use vehicles which do not com_te with the industry standard

U.S. urban transit m_el. Annual average sales amount to 200 units, with

a base price of $26,111. Sales to municipalities are pr_arily to service

"feeder" routes,'_andsome further _netration of this market is anticipated

in future years.

Noise levels of the Mercedes bus areeurrently high (84 dBA) at 75%

of max_ throttle at 45 m_). Mercedes-Benz has e_aged in research to

reduce _ese levels, including the development of optional equipment to

reduce exterior noise to 80 dBA. Information on their ability or Me cost

of attaining noise levels below 80 dBA is not available at Prg_nt_ Some

adverse _pact on Mercedes-Benz _parts to the H.S. market dses appear

possible at this point. !

ANNUALIZEDCOSTSFOR
HRBANTRANSIT BUS NOISE ABATEMENT

,Annualisedcost calculations projected to the year 2000 for 15 r_u-
_j

latory schedules are presented in Appendix E. Inputvari_les for _rban

transit buses are listed in Table 7-B-13.
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TABLE 7-B-13

DATA INPt_ AND PARAMETER VALUES
FOR ANNUALIZED COST CALCU£ATIONS

DIESEL P__ RED INTEGRAL URBAN TRANSIT BUSES

Variable Description Source or value

Baseline PrOduction Rate Figure 3-24

Projected Production Rate Figure 3-24

Incremental Operating Cost Table 7-B-3

Incremental Maintenance Cost Table 7-B-3
a

Incremental Equi_ant Cost Table 7-E-3

Depreciabls Life (years} 12

Price Elasticity of Demand -0.50
r

Rate of Discount 0.i0

!

a
NOte: Incremental equii_ent costs in Table 7=B-3 for Technology Level 6 are

lecrease_ by $3,250 to reflect seat less.
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i

C. ECONOMIC IMPACI OF NOISE RSGULATIONS ON

_CHOOL ]BUSCARRIERS AND MANUFACTURERS f

INTRODUCTION

The school bus industry is a highly complex entity consisting of several ]

manufacturers producing an almost infinite number Of variations to the basic

product - a vehicle designed to transport pupils to and from schools. Almost

any combination of the following characteristic variables can be specified

by theschoolbuscustomer:

i. Engine Type - Gasoline or diesel of various horsepower ratings.

2. construction - Body-on-chassis or integral.

3. Engine Placement - Forward, told-unit,or rear.

4. Make - Chassis (3 primary manufacturers), body i6primary
_factsrers), integral (2manufacturers).

5. Size (seatin_ capacity) - as many as 97 passengers.

6. options - Air conditioning, interior quality, transmissions
(various speeds; standard or automatic), etc.

The production of school buses is, therefore, of a customizing nature with

differing costs and prises associated with each of the variables described

above.

Due to the impracticality of assessing the economics impact of noise

abatement regulations on all possible variations in the product, the

analysis has been limited in the following manner:

- Small buses (under 10,0O0 pound gross vehicle
weight rating (GVWR) have been eliminated from
consideration.

- Size of buses (in terms of passenger capacity)
and optional equipment have been considered
only with respect to their contribution to the
price range of the final product.
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The outgrowth of these limiting factors are the following school bus

"product" types:

i. Gasoline powered conventional
2. Gasoline powered forward control
3. Parcel delivery and motor home chassis
4. Diesel powered conventional i
5. Diesel powered forward control
6. Diesel powered integral mid-engine i

7. Dieselpoweredintegralrear-engine i

The proposed noise abatement schedules differ by type of power unit (gas

and diesel), and costs of meeting the proposed regulations differ by each of
+.

the seven product types defined above. Furthermore,consideration has been

given to differential noise abatement costs associated with individual manu-

facturers insofar as these costs can be identified.
i

The primary economic areas affected by the noise abatement requisitions

are shown Schematically in Figure 7-C-I. Each of the following economic

impact areas are given consideration in the analysis:

1. Manufacturers
2. End users :

3. Suppliers i_

The economic impact analysis assumes a quantitative posture where

possible, and the discussion is ordered in the following manner:

-- Timingo?i_'hlregulation
-- Costs of noise abatement
-- Industry considerations
-- Analysis of User Costs
-- Estimates of Incremental Capital Costs
-- Estimates of Incremental Prime Costs
--. Impact on Quantity of Bus Production
-- Financial Impacts
-- Baseline Projections

TIMING OF THE
REGULATION

The point in time when regulations are to be imposedon the industry is

important in several respects.
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FIGURE 7"C-I
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i. Technology considerations. The development of the technology

associated with quieting vehicles to the noise level allowed

by the requisitions can take several years of effort on the

part of manufacturers. If the lead time given to the industry

is sufficiently long, the opportunity exists to develop and

implement less costly emission control equipment for the

vehicles. Furthernmre, the potential for technology

advancements to he realized by all industry groups

increases with time.

2. Pianning horizon. The promulgation of regulatory constraints

has the potential of producing disruptive effects on an industry

and its market if the effective date and level of regulation

are known only s short time before regulation occurs. The

longer the time that industry has to gauge the effects of the

regulationon its markets, the more intell_gantly it is able

to react to those effects.

Thus, the economic impact of the various regulatory levels as recommended

by EPA and presented in this analysis assumes that sufficient time will have

elapsed between announcement and promulgation of the regulations such that:

i. Technology will he adequately developed when regulations

are effective.

2. The planning horizon for industry adjustment to any dissernable

market reactions is sufficiently lengthy.
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COSTS OF NOISE
ABATEMENT

After the assessment of the noise abatement technology presently.

available to the school bus industry was made by EPA an analysis of the

costs associated with applying that technology to the various types of

school buses was undertaken. EPA'S estimates of those costs and discussions

concerning the required manufacturing processes are included in the text

and figures of Appendix C of this report.

Note that each dBA level has three eosts.assoclated therewith--

low,high; and one called the EPA independent estimate. The low and

high estimates in _ost cases refer to cost estimates whlch were provided

to EPA by industry representativeswho responded to requests for cost

information. The independent estimates were developed by EPA and con-

sulting firms utilizing all available information. Although all three
C

estimates are utilized in developing the economic impact analysis, it

is felt that the independent,estimate more adequately reflects the actual

costs which can be expected to be expended in the process of meeting the

regulatimns.

In order to analyze the costs of quieting school buses in the

proper context, it is appropriate to relate the pest-regulatory costs

of manufacture to the present costs. Cost data of this nature in con-

sidered by most companies to be proprietary and confidential. Therefore,

the pest-regulatory price (assuminga full cost pass-through) related to

the pre-regulatory price will serve as a best available approximation of

the estimated cost increase.
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(a) Present School
Bus Prices

Due to the variance in model types available to the cons_er (as desc-

ribed in the introduction of this section), there is no one price which can

be pinpointed as being representative of all school bus prices. However, :

Table 7-c-i attempts to identify the range of prices a cons_er could expect

to pay for each type of bus.

Note in Table 7-C-I the wide range of prices quoted within bus type

category and Detween different categorles of bus. The range within categories

is primarily due to the variance in specifications required by bus purchasers

rather than any discernible differences of manufacturing companies. With

respect to the.wide variance between prices paid for different school bus

types, it should be noted that diesel powered units cost from $3,000to $4,000

more than comparably equipped gasoline powered units. Also, the nature of

construction and special characteristics of the integral units account for

the large price difference, in terms of the averageprice, between all other

bus types. .

(b) Estimated Cost
Increases

The percent Cost increase due to the proposed regulatory scenarios is

calculated by applying the manufacturing cost increases eXpressed in Appendix

C to theprices of respective units presented in Table 7-C-I.

IMPORTANT INDUSTRY

CONSIDERATIONS

In addltion to the following Industry considerations, Section 3 contains

a profile of the school bus industry. Certain major points are detailed here

as they are important factors to be considered for analyzing the econ_ic

impact of proposed noise amlssion regulations.
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TABLE 7-C-I

August, 1976 Prices for
Completed School Buses, by Type of Bus

T_of Bus Range of Prices Average Prlce1

Gasoline Powered:

Conventional $11,000-18,000 $14,500
Forwar4 Control $26,000-30,000 $27,000
Parcel Delivery $10,000-11,500 $ii,000

Diesel Powered:

Conventional $17,000-25,000 $19j00U
Forward Control $28,000-3G,000 $30,000
Integral Mid-engine $37,000-90,000 $50,000
Integral Rear-englne $37,000-75,00U _50,000

Note: _lhe average price expressed here is the price glven
by respondents as closely approximately the mean price
paid for units of the respective type.

Source: Telephone interviews conducte_ between EPA consultants
and manufacturers and school bur distributors.
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(a) Competition Nature of
the Industry

Due to the complex nature of the channels of distribution operating in

the school bus market, it is important to highlight some salient points

relative to industry competition.

The market for integrally constructed buses is distinctly different

from that of bodY-0nlchassis modelsboth in terms of market interactions

and marketability. The principle difference are as follows:

i. The sale of the integrallyconstructed bus is generally

conducted ib_ the manufacture:rof the unit, whereas the bedY-0n-

chassis bus is normally sold through a distributor representing

a particular body builder. The body builder, in turn, obtains the

drlveable chassis from the chassis manufacturers (with the

chassis•make and Specifications being indicated in the bid

document). • _ :

2. The integrally constructedUnit contains physical Characteristics

which make it more appropriatefor use in a particular region and for

..... specific functions where the body-on-chassis type of bus is

physically unsuitable or economically unjustified. Integral
T

units appear to be particularlywell-suited for use in mountain-

ous terrain and when high speed highway driving is necessary.

Also, integral units all well-suited for such special purposes

a_ the transportation for college football teams to and from

games.
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Due to these important considerations, among others, body-on-chassis

school buses are not thought of as being substitutes for integrally

constructed buses. Rather, they are in a class more like that of intercity

buses although they are neither as heavily construntednor as costly in

terms of purchase price.

As far as competition between buses other than the integrally con-

tructed types, a high degree of competition appears to exist at least within

bus categories. For example, gasoline powered conventional buses of dif-

ferent makes compete directly, as readily substitutable goods. Any make of
[

bus body can be constructed on any one of the four major ehesses makest and

sales are typically made on the basis of competitive bids by several pro-

ducers. Domestic market share data for the four major chassis manufacturers

(Table 7-C-2) shows that a great deal of brand switching does occur from

year-to-year -- further a priori information indicating a high degree of

competition.

At the assembly stage of manufacture, diesel and gasoline body-on-

chassis school buses are highly substitutable, and the assembler can switch

easily from production of one to the other. This is a significant consi-

deration in connection with the differential lead times envisaged for

attainment of the various levels of noise attenuation. Should an

industry-wide noise standard be promulgated, say, one year in advance

of compliance capability by diesel chassis maufacturers but not so

for gasoline chassis, the assemblers could shift production entirely to

gasoline chassis with minlmal hardship. Advance notice of the forth-

coming regulations would enable bus purchasers with strong preference

for the diesel mode to advance or delay their buying.
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TABLE 7-C--2

SHARES OF DOMESTIC MARKET
FOR SCHOOL BUS CHASSIS -- 1973-1975

Make 1973 1974 1975

Chevrolet 11.9% 12.8% 15.0%

(3MC 8.2% 9.2% 8.2%

Ford 29.6% 35.0% 22.7%

International Harvester 50.3% 43.9% 54.1_

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Source: MotQr Vehicle Manufacturers Asso61at_on
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(b) Price
Movements

No information has been found during the course of this study to express,

in a quantitative manner, the way in which manufacturers of school buses per se

have reacted to increased production costs in thapast. However, if the

Wholesale Price Index for all buses is a representative measure of school bus

price movements, we find that bus prices have lagged behind the WPI for all

manufactured goods since 1973 when prices jumped from an index of 117.9

(1967 base) for 1972 to 129.2 for 1973 (Table 7-C-3). In'1975, bus prices

showed an extraordinary increase from 128.6 in 1974 to 156.4 in 1975. The

margin of difference has narrowed again by June of 1976, possibly due in

part to cost increases associated with brake system regulations.

Irrespective of the behavior of manufacturers to other associated cost

increases, industry sources indicate that cost increases caused by regulatory

actions are passed through to consumers in full. Such is the expectation

relative to safety regulations to be effective in early 1977 and thereafter.

(c) Differential

Impacts
i

-- Differential impact on the school bus industry are discussed in the

following paragraphs in the context of differing costs, by firms manufactur-

ing the same product type, and of differing costs associated with

quieting different types of buses.

i. Differential costs_ by manufanturer_ for produein@ the same

product. As discussed previously, it is felt that the

regulatory levels under analysis here will cause no

dlfferestlal costs which will put one firm in a less favorable

competitive position than may be the case at present.
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TABLE 7-C-3

_0LF_ALE PRICE CCMPARISON -
ALL MANUFACTORERSVS. BUSES

(1967=100)

YEAR WPI - BUSES WPI -ALLMANUFACTHRED GOODS

1967 i00.0 i00.0

1968 103.6 102.6

1969 106.9 106.3

1970 111.2 II0.2

1971 115.0 113.8

1972 116.8 117.9

1973 117.7 129.2

1974 128.6 154.1

1975 156.4 171.1

1976 167.8 178.7

Source: U.S. Department of labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
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2. Differential costs associated with quietin9 different product

t_oes. Here it is necessary to analyze the pre-and-post-regulatory

prices of different product types relative to competitive product _,

types, i

It can be concluded from inspection of the price differential movements

for the various regulatory levels that little change in the relative competi-

tive positions of competing units will derive from the regulatory levels

under study. _

This result is of importance because it demonstrates that differential

impacts on the demand for various oonstructlon categories of school buses
i0

will be minimal under the proposed regulatory level. In the following

analysis cross-effects on demand, as between the different categories will

not be considered in detail.

For purposes of the overall mloroeconomlc analysis, there is little

loss in generality by proceeding to terms of the two principal construction

categories_ conventional gasoline and conventional diesel school buses.

Table 7-C-4 shows that in percentage terms, this simplification sacrifices

coverage only to a very limited extent.

Integrally constructed mld-englne and rear-engine buses built by Crown
Coach and Gillig Bros. are an exception to this statement, but as
ment_o_ledearlier, they are considered specialized products not
competlng directly with other school bus types.
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TABLE 7-C-4

PERCENT DISTRIBDTION
OF ALL SCHOOL BUS _qPES

Percent of

',- , Type 'of Bus Total Buses

Gasoline Powered:

-Conventional 84.8%

-Forward Control 0.7%

-Parcel Delivery and
Motor Home Chassis 4.4%

Subtotal Gasoline 89.9%

Diesel Powered:

-Conventional 4.9%

.... Forward Control 3.9%

-Integral Mid-Englne 1.0%

! -Integral Rear-Englne 0.3%

- : Subtotal Diesel 11.1%

TOTAL ALL TYPES 100.0%

Sources Based on market share information from
Motor'Vehlcle Manufactures Assoclation,
School Bus Fleet, industry interviews,
and EPA estimates,
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ANALYSIS OF
USER COSTS

TO assess the economic impact of noise abatemant technology on the over-

all market for school buses, an examinationof user costs parallel to that

in Subsections 7-A and ?-B is appropriate,despite the fact that no "fare",

as such, is generally charged to riders of school buses. Instead, pupil trans-

portati0nexpenses are funded out of general school system revenues. Route i

service decisions are determined in part by local school boards and in part

by requlrements of state and federal law to provide adequate transporta-

tion for all pupils.

Just under half of the pupils attending schools travel to their
ii

destination by means other than school buses, either on foot, by public

conveyance, or in private automobiles. Since the allocation of school

system revenues is in part at the discretion of local government, service

decisions -- and by implication, the demand for transportation equipment

wil! respond to changes in the cost of providing transportation service.

Figure 7-(2-2demonstrates that during the period 1963-74 expenditures

by school systems for replacement and new vehicles was a relatively small

percentage of total transportatlon expenditures. Since total bus invente_'les

were also rlslng significantly during this period (Table 7-C-7), annualicapital

replacement costs were at most ten percent of total transportation expen-

dltures.

ii

In 1971-72, 46.1 percent, and in 1973-74, 51.5 percent, of average daily
attendance was transported at pabllcexpanse. (National Center for
Educational Statistics, Statistics of State School Systems.)
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Figure 7-C-2

HISTORICAL REVIEW OF EXPEk_ITURES BY _ AND
SECONDARY SCHOOLS BY F_JOR ACCOUNT A_D BY TKANSPOR_TION

REIATED ACCOUNTS

(Dollar figures in thousands)

SchOOlyear8

_9_-_964 |96_-_966 1967-|968 19_9-1970 197|-1972 197]-|974

'_tal KIpeeditu ram(1) $_.897 $2S.600 S32.111 $40.048 $47_655 $56.518

•o_d_ OJrmnt _xpendit_rel f0_
[lemntarJ and Secondary Sc_ola 17.218 21.053 26.877 _4.218 41.61S 50.025

_lUl _ays'" -" 2.97a 3.755 4.2_ 4.659 4.4_S 4.B79

intar_mt on School L'wbt 7QI 792 97H 1_171 1,37a 1.514

To_*l _11 Trmu_atlm
Z_eqdit u_el ?_! 812 1,02l 1.2Ea 1,607 1,955

Caplt_ll CUtlays _o_ _z*n_tlen
VlhiClOB Mid _J_.t 4_ _ 40 49 9_ 97

OJ_tle_t _l_p_t_atg0_ Expenditure| S?4 _87 98] 1.219 I.SO_ 1.858

nm_wnt'oe P_hicles (_) ?2 _7 B2 : S_ ]04 1_2

D_S M_ (_9U 121 137 _4! 1_5 _8 271

Ot_|= l_anJpott_tim exp_nse_ (2113) 235 263 401_ SOl 664 83(

Yotal l*t_[1 _r_r_por_tion Z_Idltu1_s

8ala=lia M | o_ TO_I 1_11 _r_annpor_atlon expenditures 33.9t 38._ 34.1t 35.1t 33.11 32.0t

%_hicle P_plmnt & Capit_l _utlay| f_
VshiCltJ _ _quipmnt as t o_ _Potal
YraglpQrtitIon J_lr'2e_ltur_ 16._t 12.61 ll*9t 10.St 12.61 ]l.st

_1|_ _nd Malntmn_ncmas t o_ To_1 Tra,a_or_t_
K_n_1 t,ms_ 16._| 16.9t 14.or 14.6t 12.9t 13.91

Ot_ Z_q_a as | o_ _tal Traqsport_1oq

_t_lll (I] _cl_ir_ cur_,_ o_rditume_ _ot 0_r_ioea rmt _l_ted to elme,t_ry mM ueoondat%.

[2] "C_lC_l_t_d _n t_e _mn18 a_ e_erma diatrikutiml o_ _ta_el _Ich _I_ _o_iste.t
_ t_|_r z_x_ti_ mmUxMolc_. _I_ _ollOe|_ nlr_ 8tat_l _r_ i_om_l|t_nt |or
_ _at'a ©f th_ _lya|sl A_ab_L_S, Klsska, A_Izooa, Cal/forni_, }Mwail, Io_8,

[3) In_lu_|l _tt|cted sez'wzce|, _'8r_8 _r pu_llo _rans_ortatLo% and payments in
118U o_ _r_lx_tion.

_oJm_|l Di ut o_ _e|tlo_al Statl|_[c_, 1975 _ditl_, U*S. _part_ent OE Ileal_l, F.d_J_ation*
_ M_akl, _%JC_tloqDIv/s_ofl, T_bl_ _9.

_tist/c_ OE S_t_ School _tam, wrio_s _diti_s_ U,5* _rment o_ I_etlU_,
_a_lOn. and I_l[ame. NatiOnal Ce,L_r |or C_eJcabial _L_t[_S, vs_/oJ| _ble|.
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Following the analysis of the previous subsections, the fact that bus

capital is a small fraction of total factor cost in the production of bus

service implies that a given regulation induced change in the price of new

buses has only a small effect on the total cost of transportation and there-

fore, on the "derived demand" for new buses. The ability of the bus manufac-

turlng industry to pass through the additional equi_ent costs without

severely reducing sales is thereby enhanced.

COST ESTIMATES

FROM APPENDIX C

Tables 7-C-5 and 7-C-6 sLt_marlzethe pertinent estimates of technology

cost from Appendix C. Expense estimates are in terms of 1976 dollars. The

various proposed technology levels are also independent of one another.

The estimates in the tables are "incremental" expenses, that is, addi-

tional Sk'pensesover and above the costs in 1976 o_ purchasing and operating

a typicsl bus that has n0_nolse abateamantequi_nent installed. Incremental

fuel costs, a negative quantity in the case of gasoline powered conventional

School buSeS, are computed on the basis of a midpoint mileage estimate, as

dsscriboflin the note for Table 7-C-5.

ESTIMATES OF INCRF24ENTAL
CAPITAL COSTS

The formula for estimating incremental capital costs is:

dR/dR= (r+ i)dr/dR,
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TABLE 7-C-5

INCRF_AL EQUIPME_ AND OPERATING EXPENSES
ASSOCIATED WITH PROPOSED LEVELS OF NOISE
ABATEME_ TECHNOLOGY, GASOLINE-POWERBD

CONVENTIONAL SCHOOL BUSES

EQHIPMEN_ COST
PER BUS

(Body and Chassis)

TECHNOLOGy EXTERIOR INTERIOR EPA FJEL COST MAINTENANCE

LEVEL dBA dBA High Low Estimate PER BUS-YEAR PER BUS-YEAR

1 83 83 $ 275 $ 0 $ 50 $0 $120

"_ 2 80 80 950 ii0 150 -25 135
&
c_ 3 77 80 1,045 210 285 -25 _ 160

4 75 75 1,955 405 845 -25 170

5 73 75 2,190 700 1,145 -25 450

Source: Appendix C.

a

Notes: Appendix C indicates that the miles per gallon increase from 4.0 to 4.25,
for buses which adopt the viscous fan clutch technology. Only half of
production (i.e, other than International Harvester) is projected to
adopt this technology, and average miles per bus-year is roughly 10,000
(U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Statistics of State
School System, 1973-74, Tables 25 and 41.)



TABL_ 7-C-6

INCREMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND OPERATING EXPENSES
ASSOCIATED WITH pROPOSED LEVELS OF NOISE

ABATEMENT TEC_OLOGy, DIESEL-POWERED
CONV_IONAL SCHOOL BUSES

EQUIPMENT COST
PERBUS

(Body and Chassls)

TECHNOLOGY EXTERIOR INTERIOR EPA FUEL COST MAINTENANCE

LEVEL dBA dBA High Low Estimate PER BUS-YEAR PER BUS-YEAR

1 83 86 $ 650 $ 165 $ 630 $ 0 $ 20

2 80 84 2,125 260 730 0 155

3 77 80 3,005 900 1,480 0 215

4 75 75 3,410 1,010 1,580 0 450

Source: Appendix C



where dX/dR is the incremental capital (equipment) cost associated with

regulatory level R, dK/dR is the dollar value of noise abatement equipment

installed on new buses, r is the rate of depreciation, and i is the rate of

interest. A major difficulty arises in pr0viding accurate estimates of the

rate of depreciation r.

In the absence of satisfactory data sLm_marizing_fleetoperators'

balance sheets and annual depreciation charges, two alternatives for estima-

ting r are discussed: (i) estimates based on life cycle assumptions; (2)

estimates based on observed used equipment prices.

(a) Estimates Based on
Life Cycle Assumptions

Table 7-C-7 demonstrates that the total populationof school buses in

the United States has grown dramatically in the last decade. Replacement

requirements, as indicated in the last column of the table, have constituted

a relatively modest proportion of the total population, roughly five percent

per year.

This five percent figure is lower than the actual rate of depreciation

experienced, however, for two reasons. First, a significantportion of the

observed population of school buses consists of relatively inactive, reserve

inventories that are used only occasionally during the year for emergency

purposes or special events. Such buses, which have outlived their normal

lives as useful working capital, do not properly belong in the denominator

of the depreciation estimate. Secondly, the fact that the bus population

has experienced growth means that production from previous years was smaller

than in recent years, hence that the rate of obsolescence of past years is

lower than the rate of depreciation of the total stock.
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TABLE 7-C-7

UNITED STATES SCHOOL BUS
INVEMI_RY AND PRODUCTION

1968-74

a

Net Shipments
Calendar BUS Bus Shipments as Percent asPercent of

Year Inventory Shipments of Existing Stock Exlstln_Stock

1968 262,204 29,015 11.073 6.58%

1969 273e973 28,064 10.24 4.85

1970 288,750 27,408 9.51 3.09

1971 307,285 28,358 9.23 6.26

1972 316,421 30,635 9.68 4.16

1973 333,892 30,039 9.00 2.78

1974 354,634 29,561 8.34 --

8ource_ Industry Sources.

a

Note: Net shipments are defined as gross shlpmentsless
replacement requirements to keep inventory st m oonstant
level.
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A somewhat cruder estimate based on life cycle assumptions is the

industry estimate of an average useful life of 9-10 years for gasoline

powered conventional school buses (which comprise 85% of the total stock).

(See Table 7-C-4.) The implied depreciation rate is 10-1i% per year.

i(b) Estimates Based on
Observed Used

Equipment Prices

One major dealer in used school buses provided EPA with a repre-

sentative pair of prices for good condition conventional gasoline-powered

school buses built in the years 1976 and 1970. Both buses are equipped

with fire-speed transmissions:

1976 new conventional school bus $14,100

1970 good sendi£imn used conventional school bus $ 5,500

The implied rate of depreciationover the 6-year period is estimated as

follows:

i/6
1 - (5,500/14,100) = 14.52%

(c) stu_naryof Rate of

Depreciation Estimates

As with intercity and urban transit buses, conventional school buses

have potentially long service lives depending on routes traveled, main-

tesence, and mileage figures. Estimates based on llfe cycle assumptions

indicate a minimum rate of depreciation of at least six percent per annum,

whereas observed market prices of old versus new buses imply a depreci-

ation rate as high as fifteen percent. EPA's independent estimate for !

conventional gaseline-powered school buses is twelve percent, somewhat

above the ten percent figure for transit and intsrcity buses. For con-

ventional diesel powered school buses, EPA's estimate is ten percent

per annum.
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ESTIMATES OF INCREMENrA5
pRIME COST

The technology cost estimates from Tables 7-C-5 and 7-C-6 for incre-

mental equipment, fuel, and maintenance costs can be combined into single

estimates of incrementalmostper vehicle mile. This is accomplished by con-

Vetting equipment cost increments into per annum capital costs (depreciation

plus interest), and then by dividing the sum of annual capital, fuel, and J

maintenance cost by i0,000 vehicle miles per year. i

Tables 7-C-8 and 7-C-9 provide results of the calculations for conven-

tiona! gasoline-powered and conventional diesel-powered school buses,

resPeCtively. Sensitivity tests with respect to the assumption concerning

depreciation demonstrate relatively low sensitivity, and they are not repro-

ducedhere.

IMPACT ON QUANTITY
OF BUS SERVICE DE_%NDED : '[

• [ i

On the premise that i6erements to prime cost are transmitted to tax-

payers, the political declslon-maklng process will respond to increased i

transportation costs by reducing service, by lengthenihgpupil riding _imes,

and by imcreaslng the number of pupils riding in each bus. Given that the

declslon-maklng process is performing optionally, the equilibrium response

of rldsrshlp, equipment, and routes will be precisely the same as the res-

ponse tha_ would occur in a market environment where a fare equal to average

expense including normal profit was charged to each pupil,

The correspondence of market and non-market equilibria enables us to

obtain predictions concerning the effect of increments to prime cost on

equillbrlam school bus ridershlp and the demand for school buses.
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TABLE 7-C-8

INCREME_fAL PRIME COST PER BUS-MILS OF SERVICE
ASSOCIATED WITH PROPOSED LEVELS OF NOISE
ABATEMENT TECHNOLOGY, GASOLINE POWERED

S

Incremental Cost--Cents per Vehlcle-Mile
Technology Exterior Interior

Level dBA dBA High Low EPA Estimate

1 83 83 0.805 0.200' 0.310

: 2_ 80 80 3.190 1.342 1.430

3 77 80 3.649 1.812 1.977

4 75 75 5.751 2.341 31309

5 73 75 9.068 5.790 6.769

Source: Table 7-C-5. Interest and depreciation are calculated as 22%
of incremental capital cost (12%depreciation plus 10% interest).
Estimates reflect an assumption of 10,000 vehicle miles per bus
year.

a
Note: 1976 dollars.
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TABLE 7-C-9

INCREMENTAL PRIME COST PER BUS-MILE OF SERVICE
ASSOCIATED WITH PI_DPOSEDLEVELS OF NOISE
ABATEMENT TECHNOLOGY, DIESEL POWERED

CONVENTIONAL SCHOOL BUSES

, a

Incremental Cost--Cants per Vehicle-Mile
Techn01ogy Exterior Interior
Level dBA dBA Hi@h Low EPAEstimate

1 83 86 1.500 0.530 1.460_

2. 80 84 5.800 2.070 3.010

3 77 80 8.160 3.950 5.1i0

4 75 75 11.320 6.520 7.660

Source: Table 7-C-5. Interest and depreciation are caiculatadas20%
: of incremental capital cost(lO% depreciation plus 10% interest).
Estimates reflect an assumption of 10,000 vehicle miles per year.

a
Note: 1976 dollars.
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Statistics on average expense per vehicle mile for the United States

are provided in Table 7-C-I0. Average expense for 1974 may be adjusted to
12

1976 dollars by applying the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index

(transportation) for 1974 to June 1976:

(165.9/137.7) x .72 = 86.75_ per vehicle mile

Calculations for the estimated percentage increase in average expense

are given in Tables 7-C-II and 7-C-12. These numbers are multiplied by the

dsmand elasticity estimate of -0.50 to compute the expected change in the

quantity of service demanded. This elasticity is the same as that estimated

in Appendix D for urban transit. It is probably high in absolute terms d'ueto

Imperfectlorm in the political process, but the fact that pupils' marginal

cost of tlme is relatively low implies less sensitivity to service charges.

I_ACT ON QUANTITY

OF BUS PRODUCTION

The foregoing analysis, and Tables 7-C-II and 7-C-12, indicate that

the impact on equilibrium bus service is relatively small, particularly

compared to the three percent per annum projected growth rate of (baseline)

industry production. Since it is unlikely that the technology of bus fleet

management permits substantial substitution between buses and other inputs

in the predoctlon of bus service, reduced ridership of three to five per-

cent resulting fr_n noise abatsment technology translates into a similar

reduction in long-run dsmand for new buses.

Table 7-C-13 demonstrates the fact that school buses are utilized at

near capacity levels. The ability of school bus fleet managers to reduce

equipment expenditures for a given level of pupil service is severely

limited, and it isdoubtful that substantial factor substitution will occur

in response to a change in the relative price of bus capital.
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TABLE 7-C-I0

TRANSPORTATION EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL!
AND PER BUS MILE, 1963-74,

U.S. PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Vehicle Replacement and
School Average CostPer Average Cost per Capital Outlays as % Of
Year Pu_i.lTransported Bus Mile Transport Expenses

1963-64 $46.53 $0.40 16.7%

1965-66 50.68 0.42 12.6

. i , j

1967-68 57.27 0.50 il.9

1969-70 66.96 : 0.54 i0_8 ....
• !

1971-72 77.43 0.63 i2.61
1973-74 87.04 0.72 ii.6

Source: Statistics of State School Systems, var_0us editions, U.S.'
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, National Center
for Education Statistics, Table 41.
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TABLE 7-<3-11

ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN AVERAGE COST PER MILE,
AND EFFECT ON QUANTITY DEMANDED, ASSOCIATED WITH
PROPOSED LEVELS OF NOISE ABATEME_ TEC_ODOGy,

GASOLINE POWERED CONVENTIONAL SCHOOL BUSES

EPA
HIGH LOW Estimate

Technology Exterior Interior "Cost Change in Cost Change in Cost Change in
Level dBA dBA Increase Demand Increase Demand Increase Demand

1 83 83 0,928% -0.464 0,231% -0.115% 0.357% -0.179%

2 80 80 3.677 -1.839 1.547 -0.773 1.648 -0.824

3 77 80 4.206 -2.103 2,089 -1.044 2.279 -1.139

_, 4 75 75 6.629 -3.315 2.699 -1.349 3.814 -1.907

5 73 75 10.453 -5.227 6.674 -3.337 7.803 -3.901

Source: Tables 7-C-8 and 7-C-10. Operating costs per bus mile in 1976 are estlmated'at
96.75# (72¢ from Table 7-C-I0 times inflation factor derived from Consumer
Price Transportation Index change to June 1976). The elasticity of demand is
estimated as -0.50.



TABLE 7-C-12

ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN AVERAGE COST PER MILE, ,
AND EFFECT ON QUANTITY DEMANDED, ASSOCIATED WITH
PROPOSED LEVELS OF NOISE ABATEMENT TECHNOL(3GY,

DIESEL POWERED CONVENTIONAL SCHOOL BUSES

HIGH ' _LOW" _ Estimatei,

Technology Exterior Interior Cost Change in Cost Change in Cost Change in
Level dBA dBA Increase Demand Increase Demand Increase _Deman(}

l 83 86 1.729% -0.865 0.611% -0.305% 1.683% -0.841%

2 80 84 6.686 -3.343 2.386 -1.193 3.470 il.735 "%

3 77 80 9.406-4.703 4.553 -2.277 5.891 -2.945

4 75 75 13.049 -6.524 7.516 -3.758 8.830 -4.415i

source_ Tables 7-C-9 and 7-C-I0. Operating costs per mile in 1976 are estimated at 86.75¢
(72# from Table 7-C-I0 times inflation factor derived from Consider Price Index

Transportation change to June 1976). The elasticity of demand is estimated _s -0.50.



i' TABLE 7-C-13 ,

AVERAGE RIDERSHIP.pER SCHOOL BUS_ 1963-74

Average Daily Attendance

' ' Transported/Total Number
School Year " of Vehicles

1963-64 72.06

1965-66 :: 84.09 -

1967-68 • 80.67_-

[ 1969-70 76.77

: 1971-72-t_ ". i 76.75

1973-74 _' ' _ 82.07; ...

!: i _7

Source: National Center for Education statistics,, i

statistics of state school S_{stem8,Table[25,

• .: .' T ;i:'.

..... !;::

L

!
l
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FINANCIAL IMPACT ON
SCHOOL BUS USERS

The proposed regulations may have adverse economic impacts not recorded

above in the "long-run" analysis if they prompt short-run financial disloca-

tions or have distributional::effects. Consider first the impact on tax-

payers and municipal and state financing authorities.

The preceding analysis (Tables 7-C-II and 7-C-12) demonstrates that
I.

increases of no more than ten-to-twelve percent (across all school bus types)
; .. , [, -., . .,. ,

in pupil't_ransportetionexpenditures are anticipated even at the most stringent

level of proposed noise attenuation. This estlnlatecan be combined wlth

statistics on public school finance to:assess the extent of financial impact.

Table 7-C-14 demonstrates the fact that total pupil transportation

accounts for only a small percentage of public school system expenditures,

and that this percentage increases slghiflcantly in smaller, non-metropolitan

systems. For the purposes of sst_atlon, a ten percent increase in total

pupil transportation expenditures translates into a 0.24percent increase

in tots],pupil expandit,,resin_sentral metropolitan areas as compared with

a 0.57 percent increase.ln_.non-metropoli£anareas. ;.....

Public school systemflnances are shared by local, state, and federal

sources as shown in Table 7-C-15.

FINANCIAL IMPACTS ON
PRODUCERS __INCLUDING "'_:._......
EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS ' ; ' .... " .....

The above economic analysis puts an upper bound on the aggregate

percentage reduction in equilibrium demand for school buses at 5.4 percent
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TABLE 7-C-14

PUPIL TRANSPORTATIO_ SERVICES EXPENDITURES
BY ENROLLMENT SIZE AND

METROPOLITAN STATUS, 1970-71

(DollarFigures in Millions)

(i) (2) (3]
Pupil

Total Pupil Transportation
Current Transportation As % of Total

Expenditures Expenditures Expenditures

All U.S. Public

School _Systems $25,827.3 $I,376.7 3.84_

System Enrollment Size:

5,000 and Over $23,746.4 S 707.9 2.98%

L_SS than 5,060 $12,080.9 $ 668.8 5.54%

Metropolitan Status

Central Metrspolitan $10,193.8 $ 249.3 2.45%

Metropolitan, Other $15,178.3 523.7 3.45%

Non-Metropolitan $10,455.2 603.8 5.78%

Source: Ststistlcs of Local Public School Systemsr Finance, 1970-71.
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Ofice of Eduoatlon
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TABLE 7-C-15

REVENUE AND NONREVENUE RECEIPTS OF LOCAL PUBLIC
SCHOOL SYSTEMS BY SOURCE OF FUNDS:

UNITED STATES_ 1970-71

(Millions) (Percent)

Total Receipts $45,511 100.0%

Revenue Receipts $42,424 93.2%

Local 22,851 50.2

mte_edlate 504 1.1

State 15,784 34.7

Federal 3,285 7.2

Nonrevanue Receipts (Bonds) $ 3,087 6.8%

SOurce: National Center for Educational Statistics,

Statistics of Local Public School S_stems_
Finance 1970-71, Table A-I.
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from baseline levels, with an independent estimate of 3.9 percent at the,
13

most stringent level of noise abatement. ;:

Figure 3-25, (Section 3) indicates a growth rate in baseline produc-

tion of 3.0 percent poe year through the year 1990. Given proposed lead

times of sufficient length for the various noise abatement levels studied,

no reduction in existing manufacturing capacity will be required, and a£ the

aggregate level no financial impacts on producers are foreseen, r

T_O individual cases have been identified, however, for which the

estimated incremental cost impact of the noise abatement technology is

substantial. These are the transit-style integral construction school buses

produced in relatively small numbers by Gilli9 Bros. and Crown Coach

Corporation in California.

EPA's attempts to assess the cost impact on these producers has been

hempered by a lack of substantial information provided by the companies

involved. Differentially higher costs of noise abatement do appear likely,

however, and further investigation by EPA of the specific problems involved

appears warranted.

An important mitigating factor, not capable of accurate estimation from

an econometric viewpoint based on available data, is the fact that these

buses serve a significantly different market than the conventional school

Dus market.

13

These figures are computed as a weighted average from Tables 7-C-II
(85%) and 7-C-12 (15%).
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They are long-lived (20-30 years as opposed to 9-10 years), expensive

($50,000 as opposed to $14,000-$19,000), and intended primarily for

long-route, intensive use typical of the west-coast region in which

they are marketed. It is clear that the "cross-elasticity" of demand

for_theso buses vis-a-vis conventional buses is Substantially below

infinity, but the precise elasticity is not possible to estimate from

available date. ,

Section 3 indicates that the vast majority of school bus chassis

and bodies are produced domestically and in Canada (which"is virtually

equivalent, given the Automotive Pact Trade Agreement). Finished school

buses are generally bullt according to customer specifications, so that

the producers already possess the necessary flexibility to treat the

noise reduction package as an optional item, not included'on experts to

nonregulated countries.

Since school buses are not imported in significant quantities to the

• United States, no balance of trade or balance of payments effects are fore-

seen for the proposed technologies under consideration for regulation.

ANNUALIZEDCOSTSFOR
SCHOOL BUS NOISE ABATEf._ENT

: Annualized cost calculations projected to the year 2000 for 15
i

regulatory schedules are presented in Appendix E. Input variables for

school buses are listed in Table 7-C-16.
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TABLE 7-C-16

DATA INPUT AND PARAMETER VALUES

FOR ANNUALIZED COST CALCULATIONS ,.
SCHOOL BUSES

Variable Description Source or Value

....Baseline Production Rate Figure 3-25
]

Projected Production Rate Figure 3-25
[
i

• Incremental Operating Cost Appendix C

Incremental Maintenance Cost Appendix C

.... Incremental Equl_ent cost Appendix C

' Depreciable Life (years) i0

Price Elastieltyof Demand -0.50

• ': Rate of Discount 0.10

L
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• Section 8

The choice Of a ,rocedure for measuring the noise emitted by buses

was based on several considerations=

o Existing bus noise measurement procedures

o Bus noise characteristics

o Work cycle of buses

o Enforcement requirements

- Repeatability of measurement

1. EXISTING pI_OCEDL_S [

A nombe_ of existing and proposed noise measurement procedures

for buses and trucks were examined for applicability.

FOE a number of years U.S. industry has been using the SAt J366b

measurement procedure (full throttle acceleration) for measuring the

exterior sound levels for heavy trucks and buses. ISO recommend@tion,
i

R362, which follows a Similar procedure, is the basis for noise

measurement in some European countries. Table 8-i co_@ares the main

features of these two procedures.
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Table 8-1

Omparison of Existing Procedures

I_ Microphone Length of

Vehicle Condition

At Start of At End of Acceleration Sound Level

Procedure Distance tleight Acceleration Acceleration Lane Reported

SAE J366b 50 ft, 4 ft. 66% of rated or Maximum rated 60 to 100 ft, Average of two
(15.2 m) (1.2 m) governed or governed (18.3 to 30.5 m) highest SBA, fast

•! engine speed engine speed, readings within
,, without exceed- 2 dB of each other

ing 35 mph

ISO R362 7 m 1.2 m 75% of rated or Not specified , 20 m All readings--dBA,

governed engine fast
: speed, or

50 km/hr



Both procedures require the use of high quality (Type I or "Pre-

cision") sound measuring equipment, background noise levels at least

i0 dBA below the level produced by the test vehicle, and a flat, open

space free of reflecting surfaces. The recommended test sites for per-

for_ing measurements are shown in Figure 8-1.

The ISO recommendation includes a procedure for measurements with

stationary vehicles, with the engine operating at governed speed, or at

three-quarters of maximum rated speed if the engine is ungoverned.

The MITRE Corporation, under contract to the U, S. DOT Urban Mass

Transit Administration, has developed a standard procedure specifically
2

directed at urban transit buses. For exterior noise, two microphones

are required, one at a 15.2 m (50 feet) distance and a 1.2 m (4 feet)

height and another at a 18.8 m (35.4 feet) distance and 12.0 m (39.4

feet) height. The lat_er position corresponds to a slant distance of

15.2 m (50 feet) from the bus lane along a line 45 degrees to the road

surface, and is designed to insure controlled noise levels tO apartment

dwellers: A reco,lnendedtest site area is shown in Figure 8-2. A sta-

tlonary starting point ahead of the microphone reference line is selected

such that, when the vehicle is accelerated frc_ that point with rapid

application at wide open throttle, the chief vehicle noise source of

the test coach shall fall within a 32.8 ft. (i0 m) region on either

side of the microphone reference lines when the vehicle reaches maximun
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FIGURE 8-i

Recommended Test Sites for
ISO and SAE Procedures

ISO R362 Procedure
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FIGURE 8-2

Minimum Acceptable Test Area for Ur_9 Transit
Buses, MITRE Recommendation _"
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governed speed for manual transmissionmodels or shift point for auto-

matic transnlsslon models. Maximum vehicle speed during the test is

limited to 31mph (50 km/hr). Interior noise levels are measured at

the forward_ost passenger seat, the seat nearest the center of the bus,

and the rearmost seat.

_le Coach Noise Subccrnmltteeof the SAE Vehicle Sound Level

Committee has also been preparing recommended procedures for exterior

and interior sound levels of motor coaches which include school,

transit, and interelty buses. This subcommittee feels that for buses,

the "pull-away" or standing start mode of operation normally produces

maxlmum exterior noise levels. They are also considering a shortened

end zone where the bus reaches maxlm_ rated or governed speed between

tests. Test conditions have aiso been established for interior noise

measurements.

--- 2. BUSNOISECHARACTERISTICS

If the noise characteristics are similar while the vehicle is

stationary and moving, stationary test procedures are to be pre-

ferred because of the resultant ease of testing. Other considerations

are the consistency of noise levels between tests and the ease of

extrapolation of the measured level to actual noise levels experienced

in the c_nunlty. One of the difficulties with stationary procedures

is that if the engine is ungoverned, the maxim_ engine speed cannot
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be precisely controlled. In addition, sudden acceleration of gasoline

engines without load is considered damaging since excessively high engine

speeds would result.. The stationary procedure does offem_the advantage

of removing one of the unwanted sound sources, namely tires, fram the

overall sound measured. .....

Existing bus nolse level data (Section 4)include stationary

and.acceleration noise levels. The SAE Vehicle Sound Level Conmlttee

has collected and analyzed noise data on various vehicle:types using

stationary aed acceleration procedures. The data indicate that while each

of the procedures gives :repeatablemeasurements for a given vehicle, and

about equal spread _in levels between different vehicles, the correlation

between the two procedures 4s poor. 'In other words, vehicles may or may

not emlt hlgher levels during acceleration tests as opposed tostationary

tests. Thus, there does not appear to be a simple method to predict which

of the two levels would be higher for a given vehicle. Because of this

problem, most bus manufacturers have adopted the J366b procedure as the

standard procedure. : .....

Interior noise has not;recelved much attention frc_ bus manu-

facturers, except for intercity bus manufacturers. They have dis-

covered mainly that the noisiest section of the bus is generally

around the seat nearest the engine.
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3• WORK'CYCLES i.... .

• BuSeS are used fer _awide variety of applications under different

road and traffic conditions. _The proportions of operating time spent

under acceleration, deceleration, cruise,:-andidle conditions vary

accordingly. The work or duty cycles of buses are"important considera-

tions in thedevelopment of_a .noisemeasurement procedure because the

measured level should be representative ef one or mere of the prominent

modes of operatien ofthe bus. =-' •

: The school bus generally•operates in a suburban environment as.

opposed-to the urban environment of'the transit bus. Metropolitan

transit buses generally operate in an urban environment picking up

and dlschanglng passengers frequently along their daily runs. AS a

result work cycles consist mainlyof accelerations and decelerations

with minimum cruise time at constant speeds. The work cycle of an

intercity bus is comprised mainly of crulse time at high speed with

stops ecourring_enly near bus terminal locations. :,

A representative work cycle for school buses was estimated from

'_ data obtained from the Radner School District near Philadelphia, ,
6

Pennsylvania...

Number ef Routes 25
Number of Stops 541
Total Time 1263 mln.
Total Distance Cevered 129 miles
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Assuming an average cruise speed of 27 mph and acceleration/deceleration

rate of 3.22 ft/sec/sec, the percentage of time under different conditions

was obtained:

9% of time under acceleration
9% of time under deceleration
21% of time at cruise

61% of time at erg [ne idle

representative work cycle for urban transit buses was estimated from

data furnished by the EPA Mobile Source Air Pollution Laboratory, Ann
3

Arbor, and from the report on the California Steam Bus Project. Urban

drive cycles vary widely. _n average work cycle for buses making seven

to ten steps per mile would be as follows:

20% of time under acceleration
20% of time under deceleration
26% of time at crulse
34% of time at engine idle

Eagle International Inc., has furnished the following data for inter-

city buses:

Average cruise speed of intercity buses - 60 mpb

Average acceleration eeddeeeleration rakes - 1.5 to 3.0 mph/sec

Average,cruise distances - 50 miles

Average nut,bet of stops and starts per year - 5,000

Typical drive cycles: Acceleration - 5%
Deceleration - 5%

• Cruise - 85%
Idle 5%
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4. MEASUREMENT DISTANCE

The location of the receptors of bus norse vary widely.

Pedestrians are possibly subjected to the loudest noise levels from

buses because of their close proximity to the ous. GMC has reported

the existance of data showing that transit buses contribute measurably

to the background noise levels in downtown Detroit. They argue that

urban transit bus noise should, therefore, be measured at a distance
4

of 15 ro 25 feet from the eurbside of the pus. Extrapolation to 50 ft.

_easuEemenrs from closer distances than 50 ft., however, using the

standard 6 dB loss per doubling of distance would suggest levels lower

than those actually existing at 50 ft. In addition, because buses can

be up to 40 ft. long, measurement distances shorter than 50 ft. place

the microphone in a closer proximity ro the acoustic nearfield of the

bus. an undesirable position for repeatable results_

5. ENFORCEMEk_ REQUI_S

All available bus noise level data are in A-weighted decibel units.

All standard and recommended test procedures also recommend that measure-

ments be Fade in A-weighted decibel units. Available equipment for

msasursmene of sound directly in these units is reliable and readily

available. Since sound levels measured in these units also approximate

huma_ subjective response to noise, the A-welghted decibel unit is

recommended for any test procedure.

The procedure should be such that repeatable test conditions can

be easily obtained. Repeatability can be ensured by specifying engine

speeds, engine rpm, and test site surface and surrounding conditions.
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6. TEST MEASUREMENTS

Noise measurements from 65 school, transit and intercity buses were

taken under various test procedures. Exterior as well_as interlor:nolse

levels were measured during each test.

The SAE J366b Standard procedure was used for measuring exterior

and interior noise for all buses with manual transmissions and for

those buses with automatic transmissions which could be manually held

in gear. In addition, stationary noise measurament procedures were ::_

also employed for all buses tested.

A modified J366b procedure was used in the case of buses with

automatic transmission which could not be manually held in gear.: The

modified J366b procedure consisted of the bus accelerated under wide

open throttle frem a predetermined stationary l:osition. The starting

position was selected to assure that the bus reached maximum governed. ,:

speed (i.e., upshift) in the end .zonedefinnd by the SAE J366b proce-,_ -

durra. ,

;"A full throttle pull-away procedure was also examined fore.allbus

types With microphones in line with the front and rear bumpers of the:

bus. This test is not suitable for vehicles with manual transmissions

because of the non-repeatablity of the bus pull-sways.

It should he noted that all interior bus noise measurements were

taken with all bus windows and doors closed and all interior fan

accessories (including air conditioner fans andor heating fans)

operating. Windscreens were utilized during all the interior measure-

ments to assure that no variation in sound level due to the movement

of air throughout the bus would occur. In addition, in order to assure

that the interior microphone did not receive acoustic standing wave
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sound propagation from any bus wall (i.e., the ceiling), the microphone

was tilted towards the front of the bus at a 20-30 degree angle from

the vertical for all interior bus measurements made.

SCHOOL BUSES

The principal noise sources on conventional school buses, the J

cooling fan, the engine, and the exhaust outlet, are separated by the

leegth of the bus. Thus, two microphones, separated by the length of

the bus, were used simultaneously on one si4e of the bus as shown in

Figure 8-3.

Two stationary test procedures were examined for school buses.

_he IMI (Idle-Max.Governed Speed-Idle) procedl2rerequires the engine

throttle to be opened at a rapid rate from idling condition to its

maxim_n governed speed and then closed to return it to idle speed. The

maximum governed speed test requires the maximum governed speed to he

maintained for approxbaately ten seconds. This test is not recommended

for ungoverned engines as engine damage might result.

Measured noise levels for 29 new and in-use conventional gasoline

school buses under the stationary, pull-away and acceleration procedures

may be found .inSection 4, Tables 4-1 and 4-2. Maximum interior noise

levels were obtained during the J366b procedure at the seat (driver)

nearest the engine.

Since microphones were used to record maximumnoise exterior levels

with the front and the rear of the school bus as reference points, the

tests revealed which of the two ends of each bus was noisier. Figure

8-4 shows that on the average, the front of the bus is louder by 3

decibels on the surbside. Both ends of the bus are about equally loud

on the streetside.
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FIGURE 8-3
Bidirectional Test Site for

_'_: School BUS Noise Measurement
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FIGURE 8-4 [i
Differences in Sound Levels of
Conventional School Buses with

the front and rear
used for reference

L(2)-L(1) L(2)-L(1) r
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TRANSIT BUSES

Exterior and interior noise levels for 24 diesel powered transit

buses are summarized in Table 4-10 (Section 4). During the testing,

difficulty was encountered in maintaining uniformity of procedure when

performing maximum acceleration (modified J366b) and pull-away testing.

In the case of the maximum acceleration procedure the buses Would not

always shift at the same point in the end zone. In the case of the pull-

away procedure, although the buses were accelerated at wide-open throttle

the run-up of the engines to the maximum governed rpm was not always

consistent. Most of the variation in the bus operations was felt to be

due to the age of the buses tested.

It is interesting to note that in correcting for the variability in

the bus operation, it was found that it was easier to correct for the

variation in the shift point location by changing the starting point

location than for the variation in the engine run-up.

INTERCITY BUSES

Tables 4-19 and 4-21 (Section 4) display su_arles of exterior and

interior noise level data measured from 12 newly manufactured intermity

buses. Data was recorded using a modified J366b sound measurement proce-

dure (bethacceleration and deceleration modes were tested), a pull-away

procedure (for automatic transmission vehicles) and a stationary IMI

procedure. Interior noise level data was taken using all procedures.

7. SUNMA_S

Exterior Procedures

The standard SAE J366b procedure was found acceptable for school

buses and intercity buses with standard transmissions and automatic
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tra,smlssions that can be manually locked in gear to prevent upshifting

above desired gears.

For transit buses with automatic transmissions which cannot be

manually locked in gear, the modified J366b procedure was found acceptable

forexteriorsound measurement testing.

Interior Procedure

The selection of an interior measurement procedure is closely

linked to the selection of an exterior procedure. This leaves the

location Of the microphone as the most salient questlon. To this end,

it hasbeen found that in all EPA bus noise measurements, as displayed

in Section 4, the noisiest location in the bus is the seat location

nearest the main body of:the engine. Thus, it may be concluded that

measurements at this Seat location (nearest the main body of the engine)

characterize theloud extreme of the noise environment inside a bus.

1
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8. RECOMMENDED TEST PROCEDURE FOR MEASUREMENT OF EXTERIOR SO0_D LEVELS

(a) Instrumentation. The following instrt_entation shall be used,

where applicable.

(i) A sound level system which meets the Type 1 requirements

of ANSI SI.4-1971, Specification for Sound Level Meters or a

sound level system with a magnetic tape recorder and/or a

graphic level recorder or indicating meter, may be used providing

the system meets the Type I performance requirements of ANSI

SI.4-1971, Specification for Sound Level Meters.

(2) A sound level calibrator. The calibrator shall produce

a sound pressure level, at the microphone diaphragm that is

known to within an accuracy of +_0.5 dB. The calibrator shall

be checked annually to verify that its output has not changed.

(3) An engine-speed tachometer which is accurate within +--2

• percent of meter reading.

(4) An anemometer or other device far measurement of ambient

wind speed accurate within +_10percent at 19.3 km/hr (12 mph).

i (5) A thermometer for measurement of ambient temperature
o

accurate within +_iC.

(6) A barometer for measurement of ambient pressure accurate

within +..lpercent.

r (7) A windowscreen must be employed with the microphone during

all sound measurements. The windscreen shall not affect the

A-weighted sound levels from the vehicle in excess of _+0.5 dB.

(b) (i) The test site shall be such that the bus radiates sound

into a free field over a reflecting plane. This condition
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may be considered fulfilled if the test site consists of

an open space free of large reflecting surfaces, such as

parked vehicles, signboards, buildings or hillsides, located

within 30.4 meters (i00 feet) of either the vehicle path

or the microphone.

(2) The microphone shall be located 15.2 Z 0.1 meter (50 feet

4 inch_s) from the centerline of vehicle travel and 1.2 _ 0.1

meters(4feet _ 4 inches) above the ground plane. The micro-

phone point is defined as the point of intersection of the

vehiclepathand the normal to the vehicle path drawn from

the microphone.

The microphone shall be oriented with respect to the

source _in a fixed position so as to minimize the deviation

from the flattest frequency response characteristic over the

frequency range i00 Hz to 10 _]z for an accelerating vehicle

traversing through the end zone.

(3) Forvehleles with manual transmissions or with automatic

transmissions which can manually be held in gear, an acceleration

point shall be established on the vehicle path 15.2 meters (50

feet) before the microphone point.

(4) For vehicles with automatic transmissions, which cannot

be manually held in gear, a starting point shall be established

as descrlbed in paragraph (c)(2).

..... (5) An end pointshall be established on the vehicle path

'30.5 meters (100 feet) from the acceleration point and 15.2

meters (50 feet)from the microphone point.
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(6) The end zone is the last 12.2 meters (40 feet) of

vehicle path prior tO the end.

(7) The measurement area shall be the triangular-paved

(concrete or sealed asphalt) area formed by the accelera-

tion point, the end point, and the microphone location.

(8) The reference point on the vehicle, used to indicate

when the vehicle is at any of the points on the vehicle

path,shall be the front of the vehicle exceptas follows:

o If the engine is front-mounted and the horizontal
distance from the front of the vehicle to the

exhaust outlet is more than 5.1 meters (200 inches),
tests shall be run using both the front and rear
of the vehicle as reference points. The two
measurements may be made simultaneously by placing
two microphones, the distance of the vehicle apart,
as shown in Figure 8-3.

o If the engine is located rearward to the
center of the chassis or at the approximate
center (_+1.5 meters + 5 feet) of the ehasis,
the rear of the vehicYe shall be used as the

reference point.

(9) _The plane containing the vehicle path and the micro-

phone location (plane ABCDE in Figure 8-i) shall be flat

within _ .05 meters (+2 inches)

(i0) Measurements shall not be made when the road surface

or themeasurement area is wet, covered with snow, or

during precipitation.

(ii) Bystanders have an appreciable influence on sound

level meter readings When they are in the vimimityof the

vehicle or microphone; therefore, not more than one perssn,

other than the observer reading the meter, shall be within
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15.2 meters (50 feet) of the vehicle path or measuring

instrument and the person shall be directly behind the

observer reading the meter, on a line through the micro- _)

phone and observer. TO minimise the effect of the observer

and the container of the sound level meter electronics on

the measurements, cable should be used between the

microphone and the sound level meter. No observer shall be

located within 1 meter (3.3 feet) in any direction of the

microphone location.

(12) The maximum A-weighted fast response sound level

observed at the test site immediately before and after the

test shall be at least i0 dB below the regulated level.

(13) The road surface within the test site upon which the

vehicle travels, and, at a minimum, the measurement area

(BCD in Figure 8-1) shall be smooth concrete or smooth

scaled asphalt, free of extraneous material such as gravel.

(14) Vehicles with dle_el engines shall be tested using

Number ID Or Number 2D diesel fuel possessing a cetane

rating from 42 to 50 inclusive.

(15) Vehicles with gasoline engines shall use the grade

of gasoline recommended by the manufacturer for use by

the purchaser.

(16) Vehicles equipped with thermostatically controlled

radiator fans (fan clutches) will be tested with the fan

engaged in a "lock up" mode such that the fen drive hub

and the fan are turning at the same speed or as near the
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same speed as is possible within the design limits of the

particular fan clutch design.

(c) Procedure

(i) Buses equipped with manual (standard) tranmnlssimns

Or buses with automatic transmissions which can be manually

held in gear (governed or ungove=ned engines.). Full

throttle acceleration and closed thro£tle deceleration tests

shall to be used. A beginning engine speed and proper gear

ratio must be determined for use during measurements.

o Select the highest rear axle and/or transmission

gear ("highestgear" is used in the usual sense;

it is synonymous to the lowes_ numerical ratio)

and an initial vehicle speed such that at wide-

open throttle the vehicle will accelerate from

the accele@a£imn point:

- Starting at na_more than two-thirds
(66 percent) of maximum rated engine

• speed, if the vehicle is not equipped
with an engine governer, or of
governed engine speed, if the vehicle
is equipped with an engine governor.

- Reaching maximum rated or governed
engine speed within the end zone,

T Without exceeding 35 mph (56 k/h)
• before reaching the end point.

o Should maximum rated or governed rpm be attained

before reaching the end zone, decrease the approach

rpm in i00 r_n increments until maximum rlmnis

attained within the end zone.
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o Should maximum rated or governed rpm be attained

before reaching the end zone, decrease the approach

rpm in 100 rpm increments until maximum rpm is

attained within the end zone.

o Should maximum rated or governed rpm not be

attained until beyond the end zone, select the

next lower gear until maximum rated or governed

rpm is attainedwithin the end zone.

o Should the lowest gear still result in reaching

maximum rated or governed rpmbeyond the permis-

sible end zone, unload the vehicle and/or increase

the approach rpm in 10O rpm increments until the

maximum rated or governed rpm is reached within

the end zone.

o For the acceleration test, approach the accelera-
I

tion point using the engine speed and gear ratio

selected in paragraph'(c)(i) of this procedure and

at the accelerationpoint rapidly establish wide-

open throttle. The vehicle reference shall be as

indicated in paragraph (b)(8) of the recommended

exterior noise measurement procedure.

Acceleration shall continue until the entire vehicle

has vacated the end zone.

o Buses equipped with governed engines must be held

at wide openthrottle until the entire vehicle is

out of the end zone. Buses equipped with ungoverned

engines must not be allowed to drop more than 100
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rpm below maximum rated engine speed until the

vehicle is out of the end zone.

o Wheel slip which affects maximum sound level

must be avoided.

o If the vehicle being tested is equipped with an

engine brake, it must also be tested as follows:

Approach the microphone point st maximum rated

or governed engine speed in the gear selected

for the aoeeleratim_ rest. When the vehicle

reference point reaches the microphone point,

close the throttle and immediately apply the

engine brake fully and allow the vehicle to

_ecelerahe to one-half of maximum rated or of

governed engine speed. The vehicle reference

shall De as indicated in paragraph (b)(8) of

the recommended exterior measurement proce-

dure. The engine brake must be full on during

this test.

(2) Buses equis_ed with automatic transmissions which cannot

be manually held in any gear. Full throttle acceleration

tests are to be employed.

o Select the highest rear axle and/or tran_ission

gear (highest gear is used in the usual sense;

it Is synonymous to the lowest nu_erlcal ratio)

to accelerate the Pus under wide open thrsttle

from a stationary position.
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O A starting point along the test path at which the

vehicle shall begin the acceleration test shall be

determined by the following procedure:

The vehicle's reference point shall be placed
at the midpoint (+ 0.3 meters, + 1 foot) of
the end zone with-the front end-of the vehicle
facing back along the test path in the opposite
direction of travel that is used for the sound
measurement tests.

- The vehicle shall then be accelerated as rapidly
" _ as passible to establish a wide open throttle,

until the first transnission shift point is
reached.

- The lo:cationalong the test path at which the
front end of the vehicle is passing when the
first tran_ission shift point occurs shall be

the designated starting point.

- The vehicle's direction of travel shall then

:be reversed for Sound testing.

"o For the acceleration test, accelerate the vehicle

fron a standing :positionwith the front of the

vehicle at the selected stationary starting point,

..... obtained by using the proceduresoutline above,

as rapidly as possible to establish a wide open

• _ _' t/irottle. The acceleration shall continue until

' the entire vehicle has vacated the end zone.

o Wheel slip which •affectsmaximum sound:level

mustbe avoided.

o If the vehicle being tested is equipped wi_ an

englme brake, it must also be tested as follows:

Approach the microphone point at maximum rated

or governed engine speed, in the gear utilized
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during the acceleration test. When the vehicle's

reference point reaches the microphone point,

closethe throttle, i_iately apply the engine

brake fully and allow the vehicle to decelerate i

to one-half of governed engine speed. The vehicle

reference shall beas indicated in paragraph (b)(8)

of the recommended exterior measurement procedure.

• The engine brake:must be full on during the test.

(3) Measurements.

o The meter shall be set for"fast response" and the

A-weighted network_

o The sound meter shall be observed during the period

: while the vehicle is accelerating. The applicable

' : reading shall be the highest sound level obtained for

the run. The test is to be'rerun if unrelated peaks

should occur:dee to extreneousambientnoises.

.... o Sound level measurements shall be taken on beth sides

'_ ' ! of the vehicle. The sound level associated with a side

shall be the average of the first two pass-by measure-

: ments for that side, if they are within 2 dBA Of each

other. Average of measurements on each side shell be

:..... computed separately. If the first two measurements

for a given side differs by mere than 2 dBA, two

"' ' additional measurementsshall be made on each side,

;: and the average of the two highest measurements on

" each side, wlth_n 2 dBA of each other, shall be
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taken as the measured vehicle sound level for that

side. The reported measured vehicle sound level

shall be the higher of the two averages.

(d) General Requirements

(i) Measurements shall be made only when wind velocity

is below 19.3 km/hr (12 mph).

(2) Proper usage of all test instramentation is essential

to obtain valid measurements. Operating manuals or other

literature furnished by the instrument manufacturer shall

be referred to for beth recommended operation of the instru-

ment and precautions to be observed. Specific items to be

adequately considered are:

o The effects of ambient weather conditons on the

performance of the instruments (for example, tempera-

ture, humidity, and barometric pressure).

o Proper signal levels, terminated impedances, and

cable lengths on multi-lnstrement measurement systems.

s Proper acoustical calibration procedure, to include

the influence of extension cables, etc. Field calibra-

tion shall be made immediately before and after each

test sequence. Internal calibration means is acceptable

for field use, provided that external calibration is

accomplished i_medlataly before or after field use.

(3) A cemplete calibration of the instrtmlentationand external acous-

tical calibrator over the entire frequency range of interest shall be

performed at least annually and as frequently as necessary during the
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yearly period to insure compliance with the standards cited in i

American National Standard SI.4-1971 "Specifications for Sound

Level Meters" for a Type 1 instrument over the frequency range

i00 Hz - 10,000 Hz.

o If calibration devices are utilized which are not

independent of ambient pressure (e.g., a pistonphone)

corrections must be made for barometric or altimetric

changes according to the recommendation of the instru-

ment manufacturer.

(4) The vehicle shall be brought to its normal operating tempera-

ture prior to commencement of testing. During testing appropriate

caution shall be taken to maintain the engine at temperatures

within the normal operating range.

8. RECOMMENDED PIKJCEDUREFOR MEASU_24_T. OF INTERIOR SOUND LEVELS

Interior sound levels shall be measured using the sane vehicle operation

and measuring equipment as described in the Recommended Procedure for Measure-

ment of Exterior Sound Levels.

(a) Instrumentation. The following instrumentation shall be used,

where applicable.

(i) A sound level system which meets the Type I requirements of

ANSI SI.4-1971, SPecifications for Sound Level Maters.

(2) A windscreen must be employed along with the microphone

during all measurements. The windscreen shall not affect

the A-weighted sound levels frem the bus in excess of + 0.5 dE.

(3) A sound calibrator. The calibrator shall produce a

sound pressure level, at the microphone diaphragm, that is
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known to within an accuracy of _ 0.5 dB. The calibrator shall

be checked annually to verify that its output has not changed.

(4) An engine speed tachometer which is accurate to

within _ 2percent of the meter reading.

(5) A thermometer for measurement of ambient temperature
o

accurate within _ IC.

(6) A barometer for measurement of ambient pressure accurate

within_l percent.

(b) Microphone placement.

o The microphone shall be located next to the seat location

closest to the main body of the engine at a height of 1.25

meters (4.1 ft.) from the bus floor. In addition, the

microphone shall be placed at least 0.5 _eters (1.6 ft.)

from the nearest vehicle wall.

o For front engine buses the microphone shall be placed

•next to the vehicle operator's seat, at a height of

1.25 meters (4.1 ft.) from the floor and at least 0.5

meters (1.6 ft) from the nearest vehicle wall.

o The microphone shall be tilted towards the front of
o o

the vehicle at an angle of 20 - 30 from the vertical.

o The test site shall be such that the bus radiates sound

in a free field over a reflecting plane. This condition

may be considered fulfilled if the test site consists of

tan open space free from reflecting surfaces, such as

parked vehicles, signboards, buildings or hillsides,

located within 30.4 meters (100 ft) of the vehicle.
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(c) Vehicle operation. "

o The vehicle shall be operated in the same manner as

stated in the recommended exterior noise measurement

procedure. The same axle ratios, gear ratios, along

with the same procedure as modified by transmission

type shall be utilized.

o All windows and doors shall be closed on the vehicle

and all interior fan accessories (including air com-

ditioning fans andor heating fans) turned on.

(d) Measurements.

o The meter shall be set for "fast response" and the

A-weighted network.

o The meter shall be observed during the period while

the vehicle is accelerating. The applicable reading

shall be the highestsound level obtained for the

_ run. The observer is cautioned to rerun'the test if

unrelated peaks should occur due to extrineous ambient

-_: noises.

o The average of the two highest levels within 2 dB

of each other shall be reported as the interior

level of the bus.

(e) General requirements.

(I) Bystanders have an appreciable influence on sound level

meter readings when they are in the vicinity of the microphone;

therefore, not more than one person, other than the observer

reading the meter and the driver shall be in the vehicle at

the time of measurement.
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(2) The maximum A-weighted fast response sound level observed

in the test vehicle immediately before and after the test

shall be at least 10 dB below the regulatory level.

(3) Proper usage of all test instrumentation is essential to

obtain valid measurements. Operating manuals or other literature

furnished by the instrt_ent manufacturer shall be referred to

for both recommended operation of the instrument and precautions

to be observed. Specific items to be adequately considered are:

o The effects of ambient weather conditions on the

performance of the instruments (for example, tempera-

ture, humidity, and barometric pressure).

o Proper signal levels, terminating impedances, and

cable lengths on multi-instrument measurement systems.

o Proper acoustical calibration procedure, to include

the influence of extension cables, etc. Field calibra-

tion shall be made immediately before and after each

test sequence. Internal calibration means is acceptable

for field use, provided that external cslbrstlon is

accomplished immediately before or after field use.

(4) o A complete calibration of the instrumentation and

external acoustical calibrator over the entire frequency

range of interest shall be performed at least annually

and as frequently as necessary during the yearly period

to insure compliance with the standards cited in

American National Standard SI.4-1971 "Specifications

for Sound Level Meters" for a Type 1 instrument over

the frequency range 100-Hz - 10,000 HZ.
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O If calibration devices are utilized which are not

independent of ambient pressure (e.g., a pistonphone)

corrections must be made for barometric or alt_metric

changes according to the recommendation of the instru-

ment manufacturer.

(5) The vehicle shall be brought to a temperature within

its normal operating range prior to the commencement

of testing. During appropriate caution shall be taken

to maintain the engine temperature within the normal

operating range.
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A. GENERAL. The EPA enforcement strategy will place a major

share of the responsibility on the manufacturers for pre-sale testing

to determine the compliance of buses with the regulation. This approach,

besides relieving EPA of an administrative burden benefits the manufac-

turers by leaving their personnel in control of many aspects of the

compliance program and imposing only a minimum burden on their business.

Therefore, monitoring by EPA personnel of the tests and manufacturers'

actions taken in compliance with the regulation is advisable to insure

that the Admlnistrator is provided with the accurate test data necessary

re determine whether the vehicles distributed in commerce by manufacturers

are In compliance with the regulation. Accordingly, the proposed regul-

ation provides that EPA enforcement officers maybe present to observe any

testing required by the regulation. In addition, enforcement officers

under previously promulgated regulations [40 CPR Part 205 Subparu A] are

empowered to inspect records and facilities in order to assure that manu-

facturers are carrying out their responsibilities properly. !

The enforcement strategy in the proposed regulation, applicable

to both exterior and interior standards consists of three parrs: (i)

Production Verification (PV), (2) Selective Enforcement Auditing (SEA),

and (3) In-Use Compliance Provisions.
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The manufacturer who assembles the completed bus, as in the case

of intsreity add transit buses, is responsible for satisfying the PV,

SEA and in-use requirements of the regulation for both the interior

and exterior standards. In the case of vehicles which are assembled by

two manufacturers, such as many Type I school buses, the chassis manu-

facturer must eemply with the PV, SEA and in-use provisions of this

regulation with respect to the vehicle exterior noise emission standard.

The body aseemblsr/mounter of such a bus which is assembled by two manu-

facturers is responsible for compliance with the provisions with respect

to the vehicle interior standard. In addition, the body assembler is

prohibited frGm causing the vehicle exterior noise emissions to exceed

the standard and is subject to SEA provisions of the regulation for the

exterior standard.

B. Predustion Verification. Production verification is testing

by a manufacturer of selected early production models of a configuration

intended for sale, to verify a manufacturer has the requisite noise con-

trol technology in hand to comply with the standard at the time of sale

and during the Acoustical Assurance Period (AAP), and is capable of

applying the technology to the manufacturing process. The first pro-

duction models of a configuration tested must not exceed the level of

the standard minus that configuration's expected sound level degradation

(Sound Level Degradation Factor, SLDF) before any models in that config-

uration may be distributed in cammerce. Any testing shall be done in

accordance with the proposed test procedures.

Production verification does not involve any formal EPA approval

or issuance of certificates subsequent to manufacturer testing, nor is
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any extensive testing required of EPA. The proposed regulation would

require that prior to distribution in commerce of any model of a config-

uration, as defined within the regulation, the configuration must undergo

preductlon verification. All testing is performed by the manufacturer.

However, the Administrator reserves the right to be present to monitor

any test (including simultaneous testing with his equipment) or to require

that a manufacturer supply him with vehicles for testing at EPA's Noise

Enforcement Facility in in Sandusky, Ohio, or at any other site the

Administrator may find appropriate.

The production unit selected for testing is a vehicle configuration.

A vehicle Configuration is defined on the basis of various parameters

Inciudlng;the exhaust system, the air induction system, the cooling fan

type, horsepower, and, where applicable, certain interior design charac-

teristics, and any additional parameters that a manufacturer may select.

A manufacturer shall verify production vehicles prior to sale by

one of two methods. The first method will involve testing any early

production vehicle intended for sale of each configuration.

A'vehicle configuration is considered to be production verified

after the manufacturer has shown, based on the application of the sound

measurement tests, that a configuration does not exceed a sound level

defined by the new product standard minus that eonfiguratlon's expected

sound[level degradation during its defined acoustical assurance period.

The secondmethod allows a manufacturer, in lieu of testing vehicles

of every configuration, to group configurations into categories. A

category will be defined by basic parameters such as engine and fuel
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type, eegine manufacturers, engine displacement, engine configuration,

manufacturers, engine displacement, engine configuration, engine

location, andbus body style. Again, the manufacturer may designate

additional categories based on additional parameters of its choice.

Within a category, the configuration estimated by the manufacturer to

be emitting the greatest A-weighted sound pressure level at the end of

the Acoustidal Assurance Period is determined either by testing or good

engineering judgment. The manufacturer can then satisfy the production

verification requirements for all configurations within that category

by demonstrating that that configuration cemplies with the applicable

standards. This can eliminate the need for a substantial amount of

testing. HowRver, it must be emphasized that the loudest configuration

at the end of the acoustical assurance period must be clearly idsntifiod.

The proposed regulation also provides that the Administrator may

test vehicles at a manufacturer's test facility using either his own

equipment or the manufacturer's equipment. This will provide the

Administrator an opportunity to determine that the manufacturer's test

facility and equipment are technically qualified for conducting the

required tests. If it is determined that the equipment and/or facil-

ities ere not technically qualified, he may disqualify them fr_ fur-

ther use for bus testing. Procedures that are available to the manufae-

ture_ subsequent to disqualification are delineated in the proposed

regulation.

A production verification report must be filed by the manufacturer

performing the required production verification test bsfore any vehicles

of the configuration represented are distributed in commerce.
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A vehicle configuration is considered to be production verified !

when the manufacturer has shown, based on the application of the noise

measurement test, that a configuration does not exceed a level defined

by the standard minus the SLDF, and a timely report indicating such

compliance has been mailed to EPA.

If_a manufacturer is unable to test due to weather conditions, the

production verification of a configuration is automatically waived by

the Administrator for a period of up to 45 consecutive days without the

manufecturer,s request provided that he tests on the first day that he

is able. This• procedure will minimize disruptions to manufacturing i
facilities. The manufacturer may request an additional extension Of up

to 45 days if it is demOnstrated that weather or other uncontrollable

conditions prohibited testing duL'ingthe first 45 days. However, to j

avoid any penalties under the proposed regulation, the manufacturer

must test for purposes of production verification on the first day that i
J

he is able.

I If a manufacturer plans to add a new configuration to his product i

llne or change or deviate from an existing configuration with respect

to any of the parameters which define a configuration, the manufacturer

must verify the new configuration either by testing a vehicle and sub-

mitting data or by filing a report which demOnstrates verification on

the basis of previously suhmltted data.

Production verification is an annual requirement. However, the

Administrator, upon request by a manufacturer, may permit the use of

data from previous production verification reports for specific vehicle

configurations and/or categories. The considerations that are cited in
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the proposed regulation as being relevant to the Administrator's deci-

sion are illustrative and not exclusive. The manufacturer can submit

all data and information that he believes will enable the Administrator

to make a proper decision. It must be again emphasized that the manu-

facturer must request the use of previous data. If he fails to do so,

then he must production verify all categories and configurations for

each subsequent year.

The manufacturer need not verify configurations at any particular

point in a year. The only requirement is that he verify a configuration

prior to distribution in commerce. The inherent flexibility in the scheme

of categorization in many instances will allow a manufacturer to either

verify a configuration that he may not produce until late in a year based

on representation or else wait until actual production of that configura-

tion to verify it.

If a manufacturer fails to properly verify and a configuration is

found to be in non-conformity with the regulations, the A_,inlstrator

may issue an order requiring the manufacturer to cease the distribution

in ec_aeree of vehicles of that configuration. The Administrator will

provide the manufacturer the opportunity for a hearing prior to the

issuance Of such an order.

Produstlon verlflcatlon performed on the early production models

provides EPA with confidence that production models will conform to the

standards and l_mits the posslbility that non-conformieg products will

be distributed in commerce. Because the possibility still exists that

subsequent models may not conform, selective enforcament audit testing

of assembly line vehicles is made a part of this enforcement strategy
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in order to determine whether production vehicles continue to comply with

the standards.

C. Selective Enforcement Auditing. Selective Enforcement Auditing

(SEA) is the term used in the proposed regulatlon to describe the testing

of a statistical sample of production vehicles from a specified vehicle

category or configuration selected from a particular assembly plant in

order to determine whether production vehicles comply with the noise

emission standards including the in use standard and to provide the basis

for further action in the case of non-compliance.

Testing is initiated by a test request which will be issued to

the manufacturer by the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement Or his

authorizedrepresentative. A test request will address itself to either

a category or a configuration. The test request will require the manu-

facturer to test a sample of vehicles of the specified category or

configuration produced at a specified plant. An "alternativecategory

or configuration may be designated in the test request in the event

vehicles of the first category or configuration are not available.

Upon receipt of the test request the manufacturer will select the

sample as specified in the test request in one of the following ways:

(i) Random selection from the first hatch of vehicles of the

specified category or configuration by sequentially numbering all vehicles

in the batch and using a table of random numbers to select the proper

number of vehicles or;

(2) Selection by the manufacturer using his own random selection

plan, if it:is approved by the Administrator; or

i
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(3) Consecutive selection from the batch, if the tes_ request

does not specify random selection; or

(4) Selection of vehicles from the batch in a manner specified

by the SPA Enforcement Officer.

Generally, a batch will be defined as the ntm_berof vehicles produced

dur£,_ga time period specified in the test request. A batch defined in

this manner will allow the Administrator to select batch sizes small enough

to keep the number of vehicles to be tested at a minimum and still enable

EPA to eventually draw statistically valid conclusions about the noise

emission performance of all vehicles of the category or configuration which

is the subject of the test request.

One important factor thatwill influence the decisions oE the

Administrator not _to issue a test request to a manufacturer is the:evidence

that a manufacturer has to demonstrate that his vehicles comply to the

applicable standard. If a manufacturer can provide evidence that his

vehicles are meeting the noise emission standards based on testing results,

the issuance of a test requestmay not be necessary.

The Selective Enforce[_ntAudit plan is designed to determine the

acceptability of a batch of items for which one or mere inspection criteria

have been established. As applied to vehicle noise emissions, the items

being inspected are buses and the inspection criterion is the noise emission

standard, taking into considerationthe sound level degradation est_nated

to occur during the acoustical assurance £_ried (See Part G., In Use

Complianceof thissection)

Once the sample of a batch has been selected, each item is tested

to determine whether it meets the prescribed criterion; this is generally
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referred to as inspection by attributes. The basic criteria for acceP-

tance or rejection of a batch is the number of sample vehicles whose

parameters meet specification rather than the average value of some

parameter_

The particular type of inspection plan which has been adopted for

SEA of buses is known as sequential batch sampling. Sequential batch

sampling differs from single sampling in that small test samples are

drawn from sequential batches rather then one large sample being drawn

from a single batch....

This sampling offers the advantage of keeping the number of

vehicles tested to a minimum when the majority of products are meeting

the standards.

The sampling plans are arranged according to the size of the batch i

from which a sample is tobe drawn. Each plan specifies the sample size

and acceptance and rejection number for the established acceptance quality

level (AQL) . As applied to bus noise emissions, this AQL is the maximum

percentage of-failing vehicles that for purposes of sampling inspection

cam be considered satisfactory. A vehicle is considered a failureif_ it

exceeds the noise emission standard minus its SLDF. An AQL of 10% was

chosen to take.into account same test variability. The number of failing

vehicles in a sample is compared to the acceptance and rejection numbers

for the appropriate sampling plan. If the number of failing vehicles:in

the sample is greater than or equal to the rejection number, then there

is a high probability that the percentage of non-complying vehicles in

the batch is greater than the AQL and the batch fails. On t.heother

hand, if the number of failures is less than or equal to the acceptance



number, then there is insufficient evidence to conclude that the per-

cen6age of non-co_lolyingvehicles in the batch is greater than the

AQL, and the batch is accepted.

Since the sampling strategy involves a sequential batch sampling

plan, in some instances the number of failures in a test sample may not

allow acceptance or rejection of a batch so that continued testing may

be required until a decision can be made to either accept or reject e

batch.

Regardless of whether a batch is accepted or rejected, failed

vehicles would have to be repaired and/or adjusted and pass a retest

before they man be distributed in commerce.

The proposed regulation establish two types of inspectioncriteria.

These are normal inspection and 100% testing. Normal inspection is used

until a decision can be made as to whether a batch sequence is accepted

or rejected. When a batch sequence is tested and accepted in response

to a test request, the manufacturer will not be required at that time

to do any further testing pursuant to that test request. When a batch

sequence is tested and rejected; the Administrator may then require i00

per cent testing of the vehicles of that category or configuration pro-

duced at that plant. The Administrator will notify the manufacturer of

the intent to require 100 per cent testing. The manufacturer can request

a _earimg on the issue of non-compllance of the rejected category or con-

figuration.

The proposed regulation also discusses the situation where batches

consist of four or less vehicles. The proposed regulation requires

that each vehicle in that batch be tested and Comply with the nolse
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emission standards. This will allow testing to take place within a more

reasonable period of time when a test request is issued for particular

categories or configurations which are not produced in a sufficiently

high volume for the normal SEA scheme to be appllcable_

Since the number of vehicles tested in response to a test order may

vary considerably, a fixed time li_it cannot be placed on cumpleting all

testing. The proposed approach is to establish the time limit on a test

time par vehicle basis, taking transpartation requir_,ents, if any, into

consideration. The manufacturer would be=allowed a reasonable a_ouet of

time for transport of vehicles to a test facility if one were not avail-

able at the assembly plant.

The Administrator'estimates that the manufacturers can test a ....

minimem of five (5) vehicles per day. However, manufacturers are

requested to present any data Or information that may affecta revision

of this estimate. '

D. Admlnlstrstlve Orders. Section ll(d)(I) of the Noise control :

Act of 1972 provides that:

"Whenever any parson is in violation of section 10(a) of this Act,

the Administrator"may issue an order specifying such relief as he deter-

mines is necessary to protect the public health and welfare. '_"

.Clearly, this provision of the Act is intended to grant to the

Administrator discretionary authority to issue administrative orders to

supplement the criminal penalties of section ll(a). If vehicles which

were not designed, built, and equipped so as to cc_ply with the noise

emission standard, including the In-use requirement, at the time of sale

to the ultimate purchaser were distributed in ec_nerce, such act would
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be a violation of section 10(a) and remedy of such non-compliance would

be appropriate. Remedy of the affected vehicles shall be carried OUt

pursuant to an administrative order.

The proposed regulation provides for the issuance of such orders

in the following clrct_nstances: (I) recall for the failure of a vehicle

or group ofvehlclesto comply with the applicable noise _nission stan-

dard, (2) ceaseto distribute vehicles not properly production verified,

and (3)cease to distribute vehicles for failure to test.

Inadditlon, the proposed regulation provides for cease to distribute

orders for substantial infractions of the regulation requiring entry to

manufacturers' facilities and reasonable assistance. :These provisions do

not llmlttheAdminlstrator's authority to issue orders, but give notice

of oases where such orders would in his judgment be approprlate, in all

such oases, notice and opportunity for a hearing will be given.

E. Compliance Labeling. The proposed regulation requires that buses

subject to it shall be labeled to provide notice that the product complies

with the exterior and/or interior noise emission standards. The label

shall contain a notice oftamperlng prohibitions.

F. A_llcabillty of Previously Premul@ated Regulations. Manufac-

turers who will be subject to the proposed regulation mus£ also comply

with the the general provisions of 40 CFRPart 205 Subpart A. These

include the provisions for inspection and monitorlng by EPAenforcement

offlcers of manufacturers' actions taken in compliance with the proposed

regulatlonand for granting exemptions from the proposed regulation

for testing, pre-verification vehicles, national security reasons,

and export vehicles.
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G._.In-Use Cempliance. The manufacturer is required to design,

build, and equip vehicles subject to the regulation so that the degra-

dation of emitted noise levels is minimized provided that they are properly

maintained, used, and repaired.

InFuse compliance provisions are included in the proposed regulation

to insure that this obligation is satisfied.

EPA does not specify what testing or analysis a manufacturer must i

conduct to determine that his vehicles will meet the standard during the

Acoustical Assurance Period (AAP) of the regulation. However, the pro-

posed regulation requires the manufacturer to make such determination and

maintain records of the test data and other information upon which the i

determination was based. This determination may be based on information i

such as _testsof critical noise producing or abatement components, rates L

of noise control deterioration, engineering judgements based on previous

emperlence, and physical durability characteristics of the product.

•An SLDF is the degradation (sound level increase in A-weighted

decibels) which the manufacturer e_pects will occur on a configuration

during the period of the one year in-use standard. The manufactuer must

determine an SLDF for each of his vehicleconfigurations.

To ensure that the vehicles will meet the noise standard throughout

the acoustical assurance period, they must emit a sound level at thetlme

of sale less than or equal to the standard minus the SLDF. A vehicle is

in compliance only if its n_eanureddBA level, is less than or equal to

the applicable standard minus the SLDF. PrOduction verifieatIQn and

selective enforcement audit testing beth embody this principle.
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All vehicles must emit a sound level that is less than or equal to

the standard at the time of sale, so a negative SLDF cannot be used.

A Vehicle that becomes quieter during Acoustical Assurance Period must

still meet the standard on the day of sale; an SLDF of 0 must be used

for that configuration.

As stated above, the Agency is not requiring durability testing as

a matter of course, however, should it be necessary, section 13(a) of

the Noise Control Act authorizes EPA to require the manufacturer to run

such tests on selected vehicles.

These provisions als0 include a requirement that the manufacturer

provide a warranty to purchasers [required by section 6(d)], assist the

Administrator in fully defining those acts which constitute tampering

[under section 1O(a) (2)(A)], and provide retail purchasers with instruc-

tions specifying the maintensnce, use, and repair required to minimize

deqredati6n during the life of the bus, and with a log book to record

maintenance and repairs performed.

In the case of a bus which is assembled by two manufacturers such

as the Type I School Bus, the manufacturer who assembles the chassis must

satisfy these requirements with respect to the exterior standard. The

manufacturer who then assembles the body must satisfy these requirements
i

as they relate to the interior noise emissions standard.

Section 6(d) (i) of the Act requires the manufacturer to warrant to

the Ultimate and subsequent purchasers that the buses subject to the

proposed regulation are designed, built, and equipped to conform at the

time of sale with_the applicable Federal noise emission standards. The
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proposed regulation requires that the manufacturer furnish this time-of-

sale warranty to the ultimatepurchaser in a prescribed written form.

The proposed regulation alsoprovides for EPA review of the written :

warranty and related informationf_rnlshnd to purchasers, dealers, zone

representatives, etc., in order that the Agency can determine whether

the manufacturer's warranty policy is consistent with the intent of the

Act.

The tampering regulationsrequire the manufacturer furnish the

Agency a llst of those acts which in the manufacturer's estimation might

be done to a vehicle and result in that vehicle emitting sound levels

above the standards. The Administrator will respond to the manufacturer's

list within 30 days by developing a list of specific t_pering acts that

the manufacturer must includein the ownerJs manual for each product.

It is stressed that the Administrator'slist is not all inclusive; any

act of tampering is unlawful and subject to Federal penalty.

The provisions dealingwith instructions for proper operation, use,

and repair are intended to assure that purchasers know exactly what is

,required to minimize any degradationof the vehicle's emitted noise level

during use. The instructionsare necessary to minimize degradation and

also must be reasonable in the burden placed on the purchaser. A record

or leg book must be provided to the ultimate purchaser to assist pur-

chasers in demonstrating proper maintenance should a record be necessary

at any time during the life of the vehicle. The instructionsmay not

contain language which tendsto give manufacturers or their dealers an
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unfair competitive advantage over the after-market manufac_urers_

Fifmlly, the proposed regulation provides for Agency review of the

instructions and related language.
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SECTION 10 '.'

EXISTING NOISE REGULATIONS APPLICABLE
TO BHSES

A. INTRODHCTION

Federal noise regulations applied to any particular product

are developed primarily on the basis of the assessment of available

technology together with associated economic and health and welfare

impacts as required by Section 6 of the Noise Control Act of 1972. In

most cases, actions by the EPA in proposing and finalizing new product

noise regulations will not be the first cases of regulatory action, but
!

will have been preceded by various state and local regulations. These

state and local regulations refer, in some eases, to the noise emissions

of the product at the time of sale, and in others cases to the control

of noise produced during the product's operation. It may be expected

that the scope and stringency of state and local noise standards will

differ from place to place in a way that is dependent on the degree of

annoyance, local citizen pressures and the amount of work put into the

development of the regulation. The results of these regulations will

also probably differ considerably based on the degree of enforcement

and compliance.

B. REVIEW oF EXISTING NOISE ORDINANCES

The increased interest in noise brought about in recent years

by the wider understanding of its pe_ential effects on people has resulted

in the development of a large number of state and local noise ordinances.

Many of these ordinances can be classified as "nuisance" laws that make
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it unlawfu! to conduct certain acts that would disturb the peace of"a

reasonable person of normal sensitivity." However, there are an increasing

number of state laws and local ordinances that refer quantitatively to

specific noise sources in the co,unity.

The first motor vehicle noise regulations were introduced in

the State of California in 1967, which established noise standards for dif-

ferent types of vehicles, including trucks and busss with a Gross Vehicle

Weight Rating (GVWR) in excess of 10,000 ibs. The regulations were appli-

cable both to the sale of new vehicles and the operation of vehicles on the

highway. Since 1967, a number of other states and cities have introduced

such regulations, many of them identical to regulations applicable to trucks

and buses Operated by interstate motor carrlers. Again, the lower limit on

the _ was i0,000 ibs.

In each of the many regulations applicable to medium and heavy

vehicles described above, there is ne distinction in noise standards be-

tween the various classes. Thus the category of vehicles having a GVWR

in excess of 10,000 ibs. includes not only trucks but Inter-city buses,

transit buses and school buses. In ether words, buses are combined with

trucks in every case. There are therefore no separate noise regulations

for buses in the United States. A su_nary of state and local noise

standards applicable to buses and trucks is given in Reference 10-1.

Since the publication of this referenced document, many of these regula-

tions have been preempted in part by the issuance of federal regulations

for new medium and heavy trucks and for new and in-service interstate
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motor carriers, the latter also including in-service inter-city buses.

However, there has been no federal preemption of newly manufactured

inter-city, transit, or school buses, so these standards remain as

stated in Reference 10-1.

The situation concerning the nonspecificity of buses in noise

regulations is similar in the vehicle noise regulations of many other

countries. A distinotionbetween buses and trucks is made in Australia,

Sweden, and the United Kingdom, as wellas by ECE (Geneva) and EEC

(Brussels), but in each case the noise standards are identical. It appears

that only one country, Portugal, has a different set of noise standards for

new buses and trucks. A s_ary of the foreign noise standards applicable

to buses is given in Table 10-1.

C. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING REGULATIONS

In view of the fairly uniform approach taken towards the

regulation of medium and heavy vehicles, it is interesting to determine

the reasons for not separating buses from trucks. A review of the deci-

sion criteria for noise regulations adopted atthe state and local level

reveals the following informationi

o Many considered that buses and trucks exhibit very similar

noise characteristics. It is true that the two vehicles

use the same type of engines--whether diesel or gasoline--

[
and some of the same auxiliary components, but the

conclusion that their noise emissions are the same must

be taken advisedly because of the lack of available data.

o Whereas there was a considerable amount of data on the

noise characteristics of heavy trucks, the same was not
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Table 10-1

Summary of Noise Standards*

Applicable to Buses is Foreign Countries +

Type of Regulation " " M.x. Nolle
Country and EffectiveDate Applicability Level (dBA

Australia • Newvehiclesmanuf'd • >3.6Mgw/englno
Sweden after 1975 ' <200 HP 89_ ;

W, Germany • > 3Z Mgw/engln0
Yugoslavia < 200 HP 92

8eiglum • New vehlclesmanuf'd • dieselenglne
after 1968 > 200 HP DIN 92

e Operation 2 dB greater
than above

Canada • New vehiclesmanuf'd • HeavyDuty Vehicles 89
after 1970

Czechoslovakia • New vehicle=manuf'd • > 3.5 Mg 88
after 1969

• > 220 BHP 89
enginepower

• Operation 2 dB greater
than above

Denmark • Newveh]cles • > 3.5MO 89

• > 200HPDIN 92

• Operation 3dB greater
than above

ECE (Geneva) • Now vehicles • > 3.5 MO
> 9 Seats 89

• > 200 HPDIN
> 9 Seats 91

EEC (Brussels) • New vehicies As for ECE

*Measuredaccordingto ISO R362 at 25 feet.
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Table i0-i (cont.)

Typo of Ro_uletlon Max. Noise

I Country and Effactivo Data Appllcnbl;ity Loyal(dl)A)m

Finland • New vehicles • > 266 D N HP 92

France • Newvehlcles • PubflcServlca 96
Vehicles

I

• Operation I 2dR greater
than above

Italy • New vehiclesmanuf'd • > 1600 cc 63
after 1968

Luxombourg e Newvetlicles munuf'd • _>3_9Mg ' ' 98
Netherlands after 1673

.... . • ;>260 HP DIN 92

• Operation 2 dB greater
thun above

PortcJgal • Newvohic/es • <�Mg 86

• .> 6 Me 86

GreatBrltain • Newvehlcles • >12passenooi's, 89
"excluding
driver

• Operation 62
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true of buses. Hence, the two vehicles were combined into

one category in the absence of reasons to do otherwise.

o Some states not having the resources to perform their own

background studies have incorporated the results of testing

:_ _one in other states. :

0 As an aid toenforcement, it was considered unwise to have

a large number of vehicle categories with different noise

_'.atandards.

b At the state level, the enforcement activities are often
i

....... restrictedto highways outside ofthe cities. In these

areas, buses were not considered to pose significant

problems.

e There are indlcstionsthatseme agencies did not consider

buses at all, but were mainly eoncerned with heavy trucks.

In no case has there been reperted any impetus to treat buses separately

, from heavy trucks. Furthermore, many State and local officials have

[ indicated they do not now bellave that such a separation is required,

although some indicate that a special case might be made for transit

buses.
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APPenDIX A

FOREIGN TECBNOLOGY BUSES

_o European bus manufacturers currently produce urban transit

buses that claim to be considerably quieter than any available in

the United States.

i. SAAB SCANIA CRIIIM BUSES

In 1971, Scania-Bussar AB, Katrineholm (Sweden) presented a bus

in whichthe noise level had been effectively reduced. The bus is

an integrally constructed city bus, the Scania CRIIIM, with a suburban

version, the CRIIIMF.

Scania CRIIIM and CRIIIMF, the "quiet buses," have a reduced noise

level as low as 77 dBA for buses with automatic transmission and 80 dBA

fsr buses with standard transmission when measured in accordance with

the ISO R362 procedure for noise measurement. Other non-quietod modern
I

i Swedish buses (CallS) generate noise levels of 86 to 87 dBA (ISO R362).

The reduction in noise level on the Scania CRIIIM (see Figure A-l)

has been achieved primarily by insulating the engine compartment and

relocating the cooling system. The engine compartment is lined with

sound-lnsulatlng materials attached directly to the exterior panels.

Within this sound-insulating wall is a thicker covering of sound-

sbsorbent glass fiber which in turn is covered with perforated aluminum

sheet. Insulated belly pans are mounted underneath the engine. The

engine, consequently, is almost entirely encased in sound-absorbent

material.

A-I
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Figure A-I
Comparison of Seanla CRIlIM City Bus

end the CRIIIOM Standard Bus

4 1 3 2 8 7

i. Xnsulate_ Engine Compartment
2. Pan for Engine Compartment Ventilation
3. Belly Pan
4. Air Intake for Radiators, One on Each Side
5. Engine Air Intake
6. Ventilation Air Intake
7. Radiator Air Intake (standard Version)
8. Bottom Opening
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As a result of this insulation, problems arise in disposing of

the heat generated by the engine. The bus has, therefore, been equipped

with a water-cooled exhaust manifold and heat-insulated exhaust pipe

up to the silencer. A special fan located on the roof provides the

engine compartment, by way of a channel through the bus rear section,

with effective ventilation.
2

The CRIIIM has two radiators (each 0.42 m in ares), instead of

the one as is normal on U.S. transit buses. The radiators are mounted

in front of the insulated engine compartment to cope with the increased

cooling requirements caused by the insulation. By using two fans of

480 _ diameter, a lower peripheral speed is achieved than if only one

fan was used for cooling. The fans are thermostaticallycontrolled

in three steps up to 1400 rpm. If required, the fans can run at full

I speed even while the engine is working at a minimum speed. For cross-

country operation, i0 to 15 percent larger radiators are employed.

Noise levels within the bus vary in relation to the distance

from the engine. The noise level at the driver's seat is as low as
68 OBA under acceleration. Levels of 78 dBA are reported at the rear

seat. Further reductions are expected from development work currently

in progress.

Due to the relocation of the radiators and a change in design

of the rear overhang, the number of seats has been increased by four

in co_psrlaon with other versions of the same bus type. The number

of seats in the "quiet bus" is 36 to 41 depending on the type of

bus.
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The Seanla CRIIIM is designed specifically as a city bus and is

equipped with air suspension and power steering. The engine is a

transversely mounted diesel providing 151 KW (205 hp), ISO 2534 gross.

The Scanla CRIIIM is 11.55 m long (37.9 feet) and carries 36

seated and 45 standing passengers. As a comparison, the 35-foot GMC

45 series transit bus seats 45 passengers and the 40-foot GMC 53 series

seats 53 passengers. It is not known whether the reduced seating capa-

city of the CRIIIM is due to compromises made for noise reductiont such

as the fully encapsulated engine and remote cooling packages, or for

other reasons., The cost increase due to engine encapsulation for noise

reduction purposes is given to be 2% by Scania Engineers.

The CRIIIM engine is derated for urban operation on request. This

is a compromise in perfo_nance that may not be acceptable in the U.S.

On the other hand, derating the engine may cut down on maintenance and

increase the life of the engine.

The cooling system of the CRIIIM is designed for an air-to-boil

temperature of 85-90° F. This would not be acceptable for buses oper-,

sting in the U.S.

Air-conditioning is not offered on Seania Buses, even as an option.

Exclusion of air-conditioning reduces horsepower requirements and engine

cooling requirements significantly. In contrast, almost all transit

coaches in this country are air-conditioned.

There are a total of 360 single-decker and 300 double-decker CRIIIM

Buses operating in the following:

sweden: stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmo, Vasteras, Orebro, and

Uppsala

Norway: Oslo
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Finland: Helsingfors

England: London, Leeds, Glasgow, New Castle, and Liverpool

2. BRITISHLEYLANDSUPERQUIE'fBUS __:

Research versions of a Super Quiet Leyland National were shown in

December 1972 and April 1974. Work on developing this bus centers around

modifications to the bus interior with prime advantage to the passengers,

backed up by exterior modifications aimed at improving the acceptance of

the bus in.quiet suburban environments where background noise is vastly

lower than in typical city centers. _

These changes combine to obtain an external noise level of 76 dBA

on a British standard 3425 "pass-by" test. Alteration of(the torque

characteristics of the turbochanged 510 engine to an alternative form

achieves a more silent running power unit without detriment to avail-

able torque. A reworkad engine air intake and exhaust system further

contribute to noise attenuation.

A major item of the noise reduction treatment of the Super Quiet

Leyland National is the structural enclosure around the engine, which

is of laminated sheet metal construction spat welded in a way that

permits the inner skin to reflect noise back to the engine. The outer

skin of the_bus is designed with an air gap to reduce the transmission

of noise.. Fitting of this enclosure involves the provision of an

electric fan mounted in an aluminum duct on the left hand rear valance

door with cooling air exiting around the flywheel housing. The radiator

cooling fan features a fluid drive coupling affecting a maximum fan speed

reduction and hence a lowering of fan noise. As a safety requirement, a
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thermostatically controlled fire extinguishing system is a safety

measure incorporated in the specification of the engine enclosure.

Noise generated by the transmission of the bus has also been

reduced by the specification of final drive gears designed to minimize

whine on drive and aver-run. The hot shift pneumoeyelic gearbox is

i replaced by a fully automatic transmission involving reducedgear noise

andjerk-freeup-changing. •

Reduction of "road noise" entering the structure is achieved

by a more cow,pliantly mounted Vse-frame rear axle location assembly

tuned to isolate road vibration inputs.

Hatches to the engine compartment feature _mproved sealing. To

this end, the hatches and the vehicle floor arelined with Revertex

noise insulant.

•Regarding the maintenance difficulties generally encounteredwith

engine enclosure technology the semi-monoeoque construction of the engine

enclosure allows for acoustic panel suspension from brackets welded onto

the engine support iongitudinals. Panels are secured with quick-release

fasteners for easy service access to the engine; a single panel gives

access to inner and outer semp drain plugs and the oil filter. Vertical

walls (panels) of the enclosure are fitted where passible with sheets,

of glass fiber "wool" held in position by perforated sheet,aluminum.

•Toward interior noise reduction, seats are fully upholstered and

have squab backs trimmed in foam based moqumtte in the interests of

covering any large reflective surface. The seat squab upper rails are

shrouded by an enveloping safety crash pad and the vertical "grab"

stanchions in the bus are nylon covered. Another aspect of interior
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noise control applies to the redesignedheater reolrculation duct which

has provided a "spin-off" of considerably improved air circulation.

The noise reduction achieved on the vehicle is so considerable that

"canned music" is provlded in the vehicle to alay the uncanny feeling

of sitting in what has been stated as virtually an anechoic chamber.

Subtle changes to the interior specification include stapling

of a 25-ramclosed cell pvc foam to the top of the floor over the rear

saloon only; at the edges this is e_pressed between the lower stain-

less cover panel and the body side. Beneath the whole floor, aluminum

trays enclosing glass wool insulant ere suspended between floor support

members. Teroform sheeting is bonded to the front of the saloon access

step riser channel; similar treatment applies to the rear wheel arches

and rear seat box. Interior trim panels have their 25 _m palyether

heat insulating backing panels replaced by 66.5 mm expanded polyethylene

foam with heat end very adequate noise insulation. Backing the rear

corner cove panels are Teroform moulded shapes around the heater piping

and air dusting entry points; these ere overlaid with flexible polyether

foam to a depth of 6 inches.

j, •
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APPENDIX B

NEW TECHNOLOGY BUSES

1• TPANSBUS

The Transbas program is a federally funded competitive development

project aimed at the next generation of transit buses. The final

Transbus design specification vehicle was intended to replace currently

produced, 40 ft transit buses. The first prototype vehicles from each

of three bus manufacturers were delivered in mid-1973. The final Trans-

.... bus design was to enter full production in the last half of this decade

as part of a program to reduce urban traffic congestion, inprove urban

air quality, and revitalize urban mass transportation.

The Transbus program is a major element of UMTA's (DO_) overall

bus technology effort. Competitive prototype vehicle development sub-

contracts were awarded to three bus manufacturers: AM General Corp.,

Rohr Industries, an4 General MOtOrS Truck and Coach Division. Each

manufacturer developed a prototype bus. At the conclusion of testing

and evaluation, a final design was to be selected for further develop-

ment. The standard design was to be the property of the government,

but the bus itself could be built by any qualified bus manufacturer.

The three prototype bus designs currently built were selected from ten

proposed designs.

8-I
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(A) Transbus Specification

It was an objective of the Transbus program to develop an

advanced bus design that can be ussd to stimulate an increase

in bus ridership. Consequently, the specifications change many

of the traditional priorities in bug design.

Some of the features required by the Transbus specifica -

tion are listed for five key areas inTable B-I. The require-

ments shOwn Were selected primarily on the basis of appealing

to the passenger, while_maintaining total vehicle cost/mile

consistent with the increased benefits. This reverses tredi-

tional priorities on vehicle operating economy factors, such

as fuel economy and low maintenance costs, which often result

in a reduced level of passenger amenities.

(B) Transbus Sound Levels

The sound levels for Transbus were specified as follOws:

i) Interior Noise Level

The vehicle-generated noise level experienced by i

a passenger at any seat location in the bus shall not
!

exceed 75 dBA, and shall be designed to not exceed !

75 dBA, under the following operating conditions:

o Acceleration of 0.10g (3.2 ft/see/sec) at vehicle
G.V.W.R.

o Constant speed of 65 mph on level road at vehicle
G.V.W.R.

o Constant speed of 10 mph on level road at vehicle
G.V.W.R.

o Deceleration at 0.10g (3.2 ft/sec/ssc) at vehicle
G.V.W.R. engine operating and engaged.
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Table B-I

Original Transbus Specifications

Performanec

D_s[_nF_tclor DeEl_nImprovement Req.Jrcd

Top _peed Increasedfrom 60 Io 70 mph lo be compar_bMwith freeway Irafile
Aceele;alion Increnied Io 2,2 mph/s for gre_ler mane,veiahJlh¥, Ihe greatesl

desRablewhhoul saeriNclngpassengercomfort
Oradeabiliw Increased frnm 40 to 55 mph on a 2.1/2,_ glade for increasedtravel

roles [nhilly terrn[n
BoardingTime Halved from 3 Io 1.5 slpo_sengerfat expeditious ingre, and egress

PassengerCorrlfo;t and Convenience

Desl.qnFooler DesJ.qnJmpvJvement Required

Interior noise level Reduced;o 0 maximum of 75 dBAunder all operaling eondilions
and zz¢all passengerlocations, 30% of Ih_ levelof c_*r;entvehicle_

/dr co,dRioni.g TO be standardeq_lipment on allvehicles
Ventilation C_rculaled air will consist of 25% fresh outsideair, an Increaseover

present vehiclesI, order t_ improve Inlerior environmental qualit)'
l,tedoT li_hling A 100% increaseIIZInlensRy al reading pebble, over pre_enll), used

lighting syslem_
Seat width hlCrcasedfrom 16to 18 in/palsenger
Knee room Increasedfrom 8 Io lO in

PassengerJnformalion Deslinallon :_ignJeller heigh; increasedfrom 4 to5 lmwhh a mini- j
mum of three i,termedlate destinationsperdgn and 200 sign
storagecapability

W_ndow ar_a A 100% Increasein sJd¢window alea for IncreasedvjsJbiJ(lyfor
bolh sealedand rending pa.erl:_ers I

Jerk K epl Io a nlaximunl of 3 mph/$ 2 Io provide$moolllnes_of accel-
eration comparableIo modem rul_Irunsll

Eml.lons

Designl:actor Design]raprovemenl Required

Gnses and smoke Compliance with proposed 1973 California heavy.duty standards,
and 1974 Fedc_a[slandards. A largt_lof the 1975 Californh
!tlanda_'ds,

Odor Red,ted by 50%
ExlerJor noise Reduced over 3(_ ofnol_ levels from presen( vehicles

ServiceLife and Mainlenanee

DesignFaclor DedFn Improvement Required

lilt edof cleaning lntedor cleanln_cam reduced with cotlversion from sLIpporled _o
canlilever seating

Glaz[ng malefial lligh,strengdt lcmpe_ed glass and _¢r}']ic materialsI,erease j_pacl
slr¢nglh in order I0 reduce breakage caused by vandalism

Bumper impact WRhstand a 5 mph inlpact by ;t 400[} Ib automobile whhout incurr-
ing damage Iobus

]Exterior panelreplace. Exterior panels to bequickly repaif,qble _r replaceable within 30 sin
rn¢_l
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Table B-I (Continued)
Original Transbus Specifications

Service Lifo and M_tntenanc¢

Design I:_ctor Design Improvement Re@ulred
i

Brake friction material A 100% incrcal¢ in friction m_Lcrial life from an average 50,OOD Io

100.000 miles for a r=ducdnn in brahe malneen_nce costs

Safety

Design F_ctor Design Improvement Required

_]oof helght Redllced SO_ from 34 In [7 i,. _bove road surface In rcdgce .

boarding accidents, especially involving the aged

Boarding steps Step'from _tret:t red.ted from 14 to 10 in,wilh interior sldp
heishl eeduced from 10 m 7 in, _nd number of Int¢lJorsteps

reduced from IWO lo oat

Passenger window_ Converled from oper_bla type to permanently fb;ed _.d sealed to
insure that passenger limbs do not pmtnlde from bul ©nvelop_

' I._, nnd to protect passengeTs from flying objects

Crashworlhin_ss Inlerior dimendon$ m be altered by no mote than 6 in in lypical

._. ". rollover und 3 in in sid_ Impact cr_sh_s for improved passenger
plotcclion

_m©rgency egt es_ ll_ tche_ in roof and side windows which can be apcned In _n
emergency forrnpId egressin evenl o[ rolloverand i'ire
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2) Sound Insulation

The combination of inner and outer panels and any material

used between shall provide sufficient sound insulation such that

a sound source with a level of 80 dBA measured at the outside

skin of the bus will have sound level of 65 dBA or less at any

point inside the bus with the doors closed, engine and auxiliaries

switched off. The use of sound deadening materials within the bus

may contribute to this.

3) Exterior Noise

Bus airborne noise shall not exceed 75 dBA under the following

conditions when operated at or below 30 mph at G.V.W.R.:

o Acceleration of 0.10g (3.2 ft/see/sec)

o Deceleration of 0.10g (3.2 ft/see/sec)

o Constant speed at 30 mph and full accessory load

o Constant speed at 10 mph and full accessory load

The maximum noise level at a constant 65 mph shall not be

greater than 3 dBA higher than the noise level under coast-by con-

ditions with none of the operational equipment in operation. All

noise readings shall be taken at 50 feet from, and parallel to, the

center line of the bus.

4. Exhaust Location

The exhaust gases and waste heat shall not be discharged

on.the right-hand side of the bus, and shall be directed so

that it may not cause discomfort to pedestrians.

The actual measured noise levels for the three prototype

Transbuses and a present day GMC Coach are stm_arized in Tables

B-2 and S-3.
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Table B-2

Interior Noise Test Sua_ary

_r* mmm =m. mm= mmm I

Z
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2. GAS TURBINE ENGINE APPLICATIONS

Gas turbine engines are currently being field tested as the prime

power source for such applications as on-highway trucks,urban transit

and interclty buses, and industrial and marine electricalgenerator sets.

The heaviest concentration of these engines is in trucks and buses.

Turbine engine sizes, shapes, and weights, (such as the GT-404 engine)

have ideal envelope dimensions for installation in a specs that is

designed for a diesel engine.

Only a few companies manufacture turbine engines with a rating below

500 brake horsepower (bhp) suitable for city and intercitybus and coach

application. The turbine engine is higher in cost than a comparable

diesel engine. However, it burns almost any type fuel, requires less

maintenance and will have an extremely long llfe expectancy.

The gas turbine uses very little oil compared to s diesel engine.

This difference is on the order of magnitude of s_thousand to one;

or 0.3 quarts for turbines to 300 quarts for diesels per 1000 hours of

operation. Gas turbine engines are lighter and smaller than diesel

engines. This is offset somewhat, however, by the requirementof the air

or a filtration system and a regenerator unit in the turbine installation.

The gas turbine requires less maintenance than a diesel engine

because of fewer wear parts and less vibration. The precise amount

has not been established in commercial vehicles; however, under military

conditions, the gas turbine engine costs approximately 25 to 40 percent

less to maintain than a comparable diesel engine where the cost reflects

labor, oil, repair parts, minor accessories, but not overhaul. Signifi-

cant technological imprsvements in terms of reliabilityand life-cycle

ownership costs are expected during the next three years.
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The favorable influencing factors for the gas turbine engine are=

o Cleaner exhaust emissions. Major pollution elements

are minimized because of the turbine's highly effi-

cient, low-pressure, continuous combustion.

o Good serviceability. Gas turbines are simple in

design. Cast iron one-piece blocks have the char-

,acteristics of a traditional industrial configur-

ation. Engine cemponents can be easily handled,

maintained or replaced because of their modular design.

e Smooth-power--high torque rise. The two-shaft

turbine produces a torque curve that increases as

output speed decreases--llke a torque converter.

The result is a high performance engine with high

torque for load starting and fast acceleration. The

two-shaft turbine torque characteristic provides a

broad power curve in the operating speed range.

o Effective sn_ine-d_namic braking. Outstanding

@ngine-dynamle braking is achieved in the gf404/

505 design because of the unique Power Transfer

feature. Braking effort equal to full rated

engine output can be achieved by the automatic

engagement of the Power Transfer clutch, which

causes the compressor to act as a dynamic brake.

This results in major cost saving in service brake

maintenance in vehicles and--more important--gives

the inherent safety of controlled engine braking.
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a Simplified transmission requirements, Turbine

equipped vehicles can utilize either a standard or

an automatic transmission. A fewer number of gear

ranges are required because of the inherent torque

characteristics of the turbine and its broad power

ranges.

o Su_erlor cold weather starting. The gas turbine's

ability to start at low temperaturesquickly is

• superior to any convei1tionalpower plant. The

engine has demonstrated the ability to start

without aid in temperatures well below freezing.

o LOwer weight. The gas turbine provides a 25 percent to

45 percent reduction in installationweight as compared

to diesel engines in the 250 to 300 bhp power class.

o simple cooling system. Gas turblnes do not require

a water jacket cooling system. Only lubricating oil

requires cooling through a simple oil heat exchanger.

This contributes to less maintenance and downtime.

Th,_ diesel engine with its ancillary components (cooling system,

exhaust system, converter) weighs approximately 50 percent more than

the comparable gas turbine and is 75 percent •largerin cubic feet of

vol_e. The favorable influencing factors for the diesel engine are."

o LOwer fuel costs
o High reliability
o LOwer mean time to overhaul

o Lower skill required to Overhaul
o High altitude performance
o High durability
O Heat source (at no additionelcost) for coach heating
o Lower fuel const_ption when idling.
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Pilot models of the gas turbine enginebegan going into service

in 1972 for extensive field evaluation. The test engines have logged

nearly two million miles in 24 trucks from 10 manufacturers; eight motor

coaches from MCI-Greyhound and GMC Truck and Coach Division, and various

watercraft and industrial applications.

Consignment engines currently are operational with Greyhound on the

East and West Coasts; Binswanger Trucking in Los Angeles, California;

Frelghtliner Corporation and Consolidated Freightways in Portland, Oregon;

Acadian Marine Rentals in New Orleans, Louisiana; Terminal Transport in

Atlanta, Georgia; Gardner-Denver in Quincy,_Illinols;GMC Truck & Coach

Division of General Motors in Pontiac, Michigan; and Detroit Diesel

Allison in Indianapolis, Indiana.

The turbine is quiet and virtually vibration-free, and offers the

added advantages of low air emissions, reduced maintenance costs, and

excellent cold-weather starting performance, It appears"to be a likely

power source of future intercity buses if target reductions in fuel

consumption end improvements in durability are realised.

3. BATTERY POWERED BUSES :

This type of bus has seen several applications for urban revenue

transit service as well as demonstration services in the United States,

Canada, and France. These buses Claim as their principal advantage low

airemissionsandnoiselevels.

: In the U.S., Electrobus Division of Otis Elevator Co. and its

successors are marketing a bus with two models. Model 20 has a curb

weight of 13,500 Ibs., is 25 ft. in length and seats 21 passengers.

Model 26 has a curb weight of 14,300 ibs., is 30 ft. in length and

seats 30 passengers.
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The bus is driven by a single, separately ventilated 50 HP, 72 volt

DC traction motor, mounted under the floor ahead of the rear axle. The

motor was specifically developed for this bus with a long, small diameter

(14") frame to provide adequate read clearance wlth an unusually low

floor height (22"). ..

The application of motor power is controlled by low voltage electro-

mechanical switching in an eight step contactor controllerdesigned for

maximum Simplicity and reliability with quiet operation. A timed sequence

of battery.m_d motor fieldswitchlng in response to power pedal position

regulates motor power and speed. No transmission or clutch is used.

A single unit, 72 volt, 36 cell, 880 AH at 6h, 4,250 lb. lead acid

storage battery is used for propulsion power. The battery is fitted

with fork lift slots. Rapid battery exchange is aided by a quick dis-

connect feature, allowing full transfer in five minutes or less. Re-

charging is done on or off the bus by automatic charging equipment.

A separate 150.AH, 12 volt batteryprovides power for accessories

and controller. This battery is recharged from the traction battery

by a dynanDtor, which also drives the motor cooling and coach body

ventilation blower.

The foot controlled service brake initially reconnects the DC

traction motor as a three phase AC generator to provide dynamic braking.

Secondarily, the brake pedal applies air-assisted tandem hydraulic drum

service brakes. Even if the air supply should fail completely, a mechani-

cal override would still operate these service brakes. A separate,

mechanically actuated disc parking brake is also furnished.
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Dashboard instruments, in addition to the conventional speedometer

and air pressure gauge, include a voltmeter, ammeter and battery condi-

tion meter.

Outside of the electric traction motor and controller, the elec-

tric bus running gear and mechanical components are standard heavy

service truck and bus types.

The electric traction motor and control system a_e similar to

trolley coach or railway types except for being designed for lower

voltages to suit storage battery operation rather than higher voltages

needed for distribution efficiency an wire fed, fixed power systems.

4. ARTICULATED AND DOUBLE DECK BUSES

Articulated and double deck buses have been and are being used in

transit bus applications to maximize the capacity of a public service

vehicle suitable for use on existing roadways. In the United States,

double deck buses were in use through the mid igS0's in New York and

Chicago while articulated buses have been only used experimentally.

Declining bus ridershlp since the 1920's has discouraged use and

development of these unique forms of road transport, leaving the 40 ft.

rigld_alngle deck vehicle as the backbone of the North Amerlcan_translt

fleet.

Now with the growing importance of economic and environmental

pressures and concerns about energy consumption, the use of larger

public service vehicles is being seriously considered. Negotiations

for the joint purchase of at least 300 such vehicles is currently under-

way by a consortium of operators representing several large American

cities. This bus will be a single operator, articulated vehicle having
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at least one and one half times the capacity of the 40 ft. standard

coach with greatermaneuverability and equal fuel consumption. The

vehicle will undoubtedlybe based on current European designs which

have a pancake engine under the floor of the front section. There are

significant drawbacks to this arrangum_n_ fn_oonsidering'_£suse in

transit fleets inAmerica. An upright engine at the rear has become

established as the industry standard regardless of vehicle manufacturer.

In addition, thepresent design trend is to lower the coach floor which

is a major goal of the principal funding agent, the U.S. Department of

Transportation.

Some develo_snt work (notably that which took place in Germany)

with s low floor, rear engine, articulated vehicle is currently being

undertaken; but_prnduetion of such a vehicle is far in the future.

Research in the U.S. has been conducted in areas that might benefit from

the use of the larger buses. A recent study indicated that at least seven

major U.S. _cltleshad specific routes that could effectively now use

articulated vehicles. With further development of priority bus lanes,

greater acceptance by the rldership, and more improved accommodations, the

nunber of articulatedvehicles in the U.S. Transit fleet can be expected

to increase rapidly in the net to distant future.
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1. "An Assessment of the Technology for BUSNoise Abatement," Draft
FinalRepOrt submittedby Booz-AllenApplledResesrc/_,under
EPA ContractNo. 68-01-3509,preparedfOE the Officeof Noise
Abatementand Control,June 22, 1975o
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APPENDIX C

BUS NOISE ABATEMENT COSTS

Presented in this appendix are the estimated cos_ increases

(decreases) required to manufacture quieter buses as compared to cur-

rently produced buses for _he various Keeh"ology levels d_seussed in

Section 5. This appendix IS' 0rganlzed as f0110ws:

i. Introduction _ :

• Methodology

• Bus Classification ,

II. Gasoline Powered Conventional School guSeS

• Manufacturing Process

. Estimated Costs ' • '

llI. Diesel Powered Conventional School Buses

• Manufacturing Process

• Estimated Costs

IV. Forward Engine Forward Control School Buses

. Manufacturlng Process

, Estimated Costs

V. Diesel Powered Integral Urban Transit guses

, Masufacsurlsg Process

, Estimated Costs

VI. Diesel Powered Integral Mid-Englne Buses

• Manufacturing Process

• Eat/mated Costs
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VII. Diesel Powered InteHrsl Hear Enslno School Buses

• Manufacturing Process

• Estimated Costs

VIII. Diosel Powered Intssrsl Intercity Buses

. Manufacturing Process i
• Estima_ed _s_s

IX. Parcel Delivery and Mater Home Chassis Buses

• Manufscturins Process i

• Estimated Coots

X. Enforcement Costs

. In_roductlon

• Mathodolosy

• Red.ted Costs
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I - INTRODUCTION

METHODOLOGY

Using information developed by Boor-Allen Applied Research under

EPA contract number 68-01-3509, technology packages were developed and

distributed to bus manufacturers and bus component suppliers.' These

packages described s£udy rlevels of bus nolse'hbatement and recommended

approaches to achieve those study levels. : •

Bus manufacturers were asked to provide on a.level-by-level basis,

cost estimates to achieve the proposed levels of bus noise abatement,

In addition to the technology packages each manufacturer received :

. COSt estimating forms ':

• Lead time estimating forms, and

• Enforcement scenarios necessary for assesslng costs_attr_butable

: to compliance testing by manufacturers

Telephone contacts wer e made with _all manufacturers recelvlsg the

I technology packages, in addltlon, visits were made by EPA persohnel end

EPA consultants to various manufacturers in order to gain a better under-

standin 8 of _he different manufacturing procdssss used throughout the

bus industry.

Component manufacturers were contacted and supplied w/th a copy of

the technology packages that pertained to _helr product. These manufac-

turers were asked to furnish cost information for their products based

on the recommendations in the technology package.

Cost informatlon requested from the manufacturers was hased on a

manafacturing tolerance of 2 1/2 - 3 dBA. Yor example, if the proposed

study level was 83 dBA, the design level for manufaccurlng would be

80-80.5 dgA.

When submitting cost estimates, the manufacturers were asked to

break the costs into:
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• Product cost

• Channel Cost

• End-user cost

I

For each bus category, manufacturers were asked to identify each

type of cost_ The different types of costs were used to determine the

impact on labor, material, quality control, investment and burden cost.

No manufacturer supplied this information totally. A.M. General was the

only manufacturer that provldcd some information on end-user costs, chan-

nel coats and product costs for transit buses.

Quality control and testing procedure costs were not broken out by

any responding manufacturer. These costs were said to be built into

their responses. For the automotlve-truck industry, costs related to

quality control and testing normally represent 5% - 8% of product cost.

The estimated costs in this report include quality control and testing

procedure costs

A.M. General was the only responding company to indicate the addi-

tional investment required to meet the proposed study levels of noise.

On a level-by-level basis the investment required 3% - 21% of total esti-

mate cost. Typically, for the automotive-truck industry, for every dol-

lar of investment three dollars of revenue are generated on an annual

basis. The estimated costs in this report include investment cost,

The school bus body builders visited, except for Wayne Corp., have

equipment and tooling that lend themselves to high flexibility. Many

operations on different part configurations are possible. Wayne by using

roll forming equipment have, to some extent, limited their flexibility.

Integral bus builders (intercity, transit, and school) have flexi-

bility in their assembly process. No information was supplied by any

integral bus manufacturers as to the impact of englnc encapsulation on

bus design.

Operation and melnteaance estimated costs were based on interviews

of end-users, industry supplied information and component vendors.
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Estimated costs in this report are assoclated with levels of bus

noise abatement. By initiating the actions outlined in the technology

study, the corresponding level of noise was assumed to be aehleved. The

first study level for each bus type is designated as Level I# the second

study level is Level 2, etc. Levels do no_ mean years•

The development of the EPA estimated costs was based, as much as

possible, on manufacturers f knowledge of the industry, cost structure

and technology. Component costs received from vendors were used to cross-
r

check manufacturers' data and to provide a basis for estimating costs

when required.

Guidelines followed in the _¢onstructlonof EPA cost estimates were:

. Manufacturers t data was used as much as possibis.

. Final costs were rounded to the nearest five dollars.

• An hourly rate of $15 per hour was used to cover direct labor and

all burden charges.

. Labor hour changes were estimates.
r

Low and high estimated costs Were, in most cases#based on manufac-

turer-supplied data. The basis for EPA cost estlmates were outlined

above.

Response to requests for cOSt estimates were slow with Varyln8 levels

of participation by the companles. Companies that had chosen not to

respond at all were:

, Chrysler Corporation
Detroit, Michigan

. Blue Bird Body Company

Fort Valley, Georgia

. Thomas Built Buses, Inc.

High Point, North Carolina

• Gllllg Brothers
Hayward, California
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• Ward School Bus Manufacturing, Inc.

Conway, Arkansas

The remaining companies provided some information,

BUS CLASSIFICATION

Buses are nor_ally classified into three major categories:

. School Buses

. T_ansit Buses

. Intercity Buses

Within each category various configurations of buses are possible.

To estimate the cost impact of bus noise abatement buses were classified

as follows:

• Gasoline Powered Conventional School Buses

, _iesel'Powered conventional School Buses

. Forward Engine Forward Control School Buses

• Diesel Powered Integral Urban Transit Buses

• Diesel Powered Integral Mid-Englne School Buses

.DieSelPOweredIn=igralRe_-Bngl.eSchoolBuses

. Diesel Powered Integral Interoity Buses

, Parcel Delivery and Motor Home Chassis Buses

The definition of a bus used in this study was a vehicle with a

Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR) in excess of i0,000 lhs. and a capa-

city of transporting i0 passengers or more, other thaa the driver, The

vehiclels primary design is to transport passengers, not material,

driver, etc.
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TT - _^SOLINE POWERED CONVENTIONAL SCHOOL BUSES

MANUFACTURING PROCESS

A completed conventional school bus is assembled by mounting a body

onto a chassis. The chassis and _he body are produced by two separate

manufactures. The school bus chassis is equipped with an engine located

forward of the driver and passengers, a completed drive train, a Com-

pleted steering mechanism and an engine cowl. The chassis itself is not

a completed vehicle, per Federal specifications, that can be driven on.a

street or highway.

A conventlonalschool bus chassis is similar to a medium duty truck

chassis, As a result, school bus and truck chassis are/can he manufac-

tured on the same assembly llne utilizing many of the same components .

and mmaufac_uring equipment. The primary differences between conventional

school bus and.truck chassis are the locations of the fuel and air tanks,

the chassis rail configurations , the brake systems and the vehlcleoper-

ator enclosures,

A typical assembly sequence for a bus chassis is:

• assemble frame and braces

, install front and rest axles ;

mpunt engine and transmission

locate chassis wire ....

locate fluid llnes

bleed and test hydraulic system and air check

paint frame

install exhaust system

mount tires

hook up chassis wiring to lights and engine

connect all chassis lines

mount and hook up cowls

install radiator

C-7
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b

mount front end and bumper

mount temporary driver seat

install steering wheel

add coolant to radiator

add gas

Inspent

deliver _o shipping lot

Normally the front and rear axles, engine and transmission, tires,

cab trig, and front end are off line assemblies. Conveyor systems move

these subassemblies to the main line to match the chassis used.

Thlsassembly sequence is the same as trunk assembly, An individual

not fsmillsr with the two chassis configurations or standing away from

the assembly llne cannot differentiate between the two,

! Af£er assembly the chassis is shipped to a body builder. Each

chassis i8 aecCmpanled by an incomplete vehicle document which states

the Federal Standards to which the vehicles comply as built by the

chassis builder,

The body builder mounts the body shell to the chassis and completes

the interior of the shell. Body builders do not alter or change the

chassis as received. Chassis buildersmaintain service representatives

at the body builderts location to inspect the chassis after the body is

mounted and to make repairs if required,

A typical assembly sequence for body builders is:

. fabricate, build and mate J

- floor

- backend

- side frames

- front end

- roof

- interior side panels

- exterior side panels

- ceiling



undercoat

mount exterior tri_

paint exterior and interior

install floor coverings

mount shell to chassis

install

- seats

- windows

- lights

- heater, ctc,

. letter

. inspect

. road test

. deliver to shipping lot

Normal subassembly operations are: scats, lights, flooring, and

frames. Subassembly operations arc as close to the assembly llne as

practical

High flexibility is present due _s _he variation in hus lengths,

in chassis designs between manufacturers and in specifications from

each buyer, No_mally no two buses are identlcal on the assembly line.

Federal Certification tags are placed on the completed bus by the

body builder, Chassis builders furnish tags and specification sheets

listing what standards the chassis will meet as long ss components are

not changed,

Both chassis and body manufacturers have a high degree of flexl-

bility in their assemhlysequence primarily due to the various require-

ments for s bus. Federal, State and local governments plus each school

district and school have individual s_andards that a school bus must

meet. These standards can and do vary from state _o state, local

governmen_ to local government and school dlstrlc_ _o school district,
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ESTIMATED COSTS

The estimated costs to achieve the proposed study levels of noise

abatement for gasoline conventional school buses are shown in Figure C-1.

These costs are for a typical conventional school bus with a 60-66

passenger capacity. The costs are based on information supplied By

chassis builders, body builders, component vendors and estimates.

Table C-I summarises the estimated costs to reduce bus noise. Note

that all costs are rounded to the nearest 5 dollars.

Table C_l

Estimated Cost to Achieve

Bus Noise Abatement for Gasoline
Powered Conventional School Buses

Exterior Interior EPA

Level dBA dBA EstlmatedC0st

1 83 83 $ 50
2 80 80 150

3 77 80 285_
4 75 75 845

5 73 75 1,145

Source: Figure C-I

These costs are typical and variation between engine, transmission,

drive train and shell construction Will change the cost, Forexample_

the GMC 350-V8 engine currently mee_s the 83 dBA level. The GMC 366-V8

and International Ha_vesterMV442 engine do not. In order to meet an

83 dBA Standard for. school buses using these engineS, GMC will add a

vlscois fa_ drive and I"tematlonal Harvester will add a wrapped muffler,

fel spacer and absq_ptlon material for the splasher panels. Both

actions, while different, cost approximately the same.

Body builders Thomas, Carpenter, wayneand Superior have indicated

that Chassis changes will not increase their costs or change their
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FIGURE C-I

GASOLINE POWERED CONVENTIONAL SCHOOL BUSES
COST PER BUS

1976 DOLLARS

Chassis EPA Body EPA EPA

Level Exterior lnterloz Chassis Body Low _Igh Total
dBA dBA GMC CMC Truck Cost Cost Cost Cos_ Cost

IH Ford 366 350 Reg Est. Carp** Wayne Est. Est. Est. Est.

i 83 83 $ 51 $175 49.50 $-O- $ 35 $ 50 $I00 $ 5 $ 0 $-0- $ 275 $ 50

2 80 80 111 749 143,00 1431 180 125 150 200 25 110 9501 150

3 77* 80 208 NS NS NS 260 150 200 25 210 1,045 285
I

4 75 75 865 NS 403.00 403 430 450 NS 415 405 1,955 845

,c 5 73 75 i,i01 NS NS NS 700 450 NS 415 700 2,190 1,145
J

Source: Companies Listed
Component Vendors

*Industry costs submitted were for a 78 dBA regulated level.

**Carpenter Body Works, Inc.

NS denotes the fact that no costing information pertaining to this study level was supplied.
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methods of assembly. Th=y £_I Intarlor noise is directly related to

chassis noise, and as chassis noise is reduced, interior noise will be

reduced,

The cost increase estimates for body builders are for installing

an acoustical barrier between the engine compartment and driver for

about $25. The change in body mounting to the chassis for this Installa-

tlon is estimated at $150, This cost is comparable to the installation

of a plywood floor.

The'introductlon of a viscous fan clutch will have the positive

impact of increasing gas mileage by an estimated 5%. Current miles per

gallon average 3-5 miles or with viscous fan clutch 3.2-5.3 for an

average increase of 0.25 miles per gallon.

Malntenance costs will increase with the changes suggested in each

study level. The cost increases are due to more parts and increased

labor. The labor costs are impacted not only by the parts increase but

decreased access to the engine due to the installation of shielding for

noise control,

The dollar amount of maintenance costs is dependent on bus usage,

manpower costs and component costs, Each bus system*s cost varies from

another system, Based on information supplied hy bus manufacturers and

users, cost increases for maintenance are shown in Table C-2.

Table C-2

Maintenance Cost for
Gasoline Powered Conventional School Buses

EPA

Level EstimatedCostPerYear

1 $20
:i 2 135

3 160
4 170

5 450

Source: User Interviews

GMC
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Based on industry intervSews_ lead time for nolse levels should

correspond to the truck regula_io_ International Harvester has

indicated that a level could be reached every 20-24 month8 as an ongoing

process =o the 73 dBA study level.

,.I!

•I,
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III - DIESEL POWERED CONVENTIONAL SCHOOL BUSES

MANUFACTURING PROCESS

Diesel Powered Conventional School Buses are basically the same as

Gasoline Powered Conventional School Buses except for the engine, The

same deflnitons of conventional school bus, chassis and body assembly

methods can be used for the diesel bus. For the descriptions refer to

Gasoline Powered Conventional School Buses.

Diesel and gasoline engine chassis are mixed on the chassis assembly

line, Differences between the two engines normally impact the subassembly

area of engine and transmission, Work content may vary on the assembly

line_ but production lines are balanced to account for these variations.

Body builders, as in gasoline powered buses, mount the body to the

chassis. The type of engine does not impact their work methods,

Vehicle certification procedures are the same as gasoline powered

buses.

ESTIMATED COSTS

I The estimated costs to achieve the proposed study levels of noiseare shown in Figure C-2, These costs are for a typical conventional

diesel school bus with a 60-66 passenger capacity. The costs are based

on information supplied by chassis builders, body builders, component

vendors and EPA estimates.

Table C-3 summarizes the estimated costs to reduce Diesel Powered

Conventional School Bus noise.
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FIGURE C-2

DIESEL POWERED CONVENTIONAL SCHOOL BUSES
COST PER BUS

1976 DOLLARS

Chassis EPA I Body EPA EPA
Exterior Interior Chassis _. Body Low High Total

Cost Cost Cost
Level dBA dBA IH Ford Truck Cost _arp** Wayne Est. Est. Est. CostReg Eat, Est,

1 83 86 $ 288 $ 550 $426 $ 215 $i00" $ 5 $415 $ 165 $ 650 $ 630

' 2 80 83 3EO 1,926 850 315 150 200 415 260 2,125 730

3 77* .80 1,260 NS NS 1,015 150 200 415 900 3,005 1,480

4 75 80 1,415 NS NS 1,165 450 NS 415 l,OlO 3,410 1,580Z
Source: Companies Listed

Componenc Vendors

*Industry costs submitted were for a 78 dBA regulated level.

**Carpenter Body Work_, Inc.

MS denotes the face that no costing information to this study level was supplied.



Table C-3

Estimated Cost to Achieve

Bus Noise Abatement for Diesel
Powered Conventional School Buses

Exterior Interior EPA
Level .dBA dDA Estimated Cost

1 83 86 $ 630
2 80 83 730

3 77 80 1,480
4 75 80 1,580

Source: Figure C-2

These costs are typical costs. Thus, variations of the type of

enginej transmission drive train and shell eonstructlon can change costs.

For example, concerning shell construction, Wayne uses a roll forming

method to produce the panels for a bus. These panels are interlocked

and fasten to the frame with "huckholts." Carpenter fabricates each

panel and fastens it to the frame by riveting and/or welding.

Body builders Thomas, ICayne, Carpenter and Superlor have indicated

that chassis changes will not increase their costs Or change methods of

assembly. They feel interior noise is directly related to chassis noise

and as chassis noise is reduced interior noise will he reduced. ACtions

taken by the body builders _o reduce noise will be based on the interior

noise level at the exterior level.

At present diesel powered buses represent 3% - 4% of the school bus

market. The market share is inereaslng. To offset the higher initial

purchase prlce of diesel buses versus savings in operating costs, the

bus must be driven an estimated 40,000 miles per year. The operating

savings result primarily from increased fuel mileage end longer llfe.

Estimated fuel mileage for diesels is 5 - 6 miles per gallon as compared

to the 3 - 5 m_les per gallon for gasoline engines.

No increase or decrease in fuel costs is expected with the addition

of noise control teahnology =o diesel powered conventional school buses.
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The cost of maintenance affected by changes outlined in the tech-

nology packages. As with the gasoline powered conventional school bus,

the cost changes are due to material and labor changes.

Based on information supplied by manufacturers and users, cost

increases for maln_ensnce are shown in Table C-4.

Table C-4

Maintenance Cost for Diesel

Powered Conventlossl School Buses

Level .Estimated Cost

1 $ 20
2 155
3 215

4 450

Source: Industry Interviews

The sharp Jump in maintenance costs after Level 1 is caused by

the use of noise shields and belly pans causing increased labor time to

gai n access to the engine.

Based on _ndustry interviews, the lead t_me for noise levels should

correspond to the truck regulation, International Harvester haslndi-

cared that a level could be reached every 20 - 24 months in an ongoing

process to _he 75 dBA study level.
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IV FORWARD ENGINE FORWARD CONTROL SCHOOL BUSES i

MANUFACTUKING PROCESS !!

Diesel Powered Forward Engine Forward Control School Buses•

Gasoline Powered Forward Engine Forward Control School Buses and Forward

Control Buses, gasoline and diesel, are being combined for cost estimat-

lag purposes. These types of buses have many of the same characteristics, [

construction methods and technology packages for noise abatement. A i
primary difference between these buses is the interior layout of the

bus, The layout changes with the use, such as a transit coach, school

bus, luxury bus, etc.

These types of buses are not of integral construction. A body

shell is mounted onto a ehassls with two manufacturers involved. The

buses are produced by companies that manufacture school buses. For

descriptions of the assembly sequence, refer to the Gasollne Powered

Conventional School Bus.

It is important to remember that shls type of bus is normally built

on the same body assembly llne as the conventional school bus. Extra

work required is performed off the assembly llne. Flexibility is present

in the assembly process.

Federal Certification procedures are the same as for the conventional

school bus.

Both manufacturers must he able to meet not only the Federal require-

meats but also State and local government as well as school district

requirements. The State and logal government and school district require-

ments can and do vary among themselves.

ESTI_I_TED COSTS

The estimated costs to achieve the proposed study levels of noise

are shown in Figures C-3, C-4, and C-5. These costs are for a typical

bus, The costs are based on information from component vendors and
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FIGURE C-3

DIESEL POWERED FORWARD ENGINE FORWARD CONTROL SCHOOL BUSES
COST PER BUS

! 1976 DOLLARS

EPA EPA EPA

Level Exterior Interior Low Cost High Cost Chassis Body TotaldBA dEA Estimate Estimate
Cost Est. Est. Cost Est. Cost

1 83 86 $ 165 $ 650 $ 230 $ 25 $ 255

2 80 83 260 2,125 315 25 340

3 77* 80 900 3,005 1,065 25 1,090

4 75 75 1,010 3,410 1,165 415 1,580

Source: Diesel Powered Integral Urban Transit Bus
Diesel Powered Conventional School Bus
Gasoline Powered Conventional School Bus

*Industry costs submitted were for a 78 dBA regulatory level.



FIGURE C-4

FORWARD CONTROL BUSES - DIESEL
COST PER BUS

1976 DOLLARS

Level Exterior { Interior Low Cost High Cost EPA EPA EPA
dBA dBA Estimate Estimate Chassis Body TotalI . CostEst. Est.Cost Est.Cost

1 83 86 $ 165 $ 650 $ 230 $ 23 $ 255

2 80 83 260 2,125 315 25 340

3 77* 80 900 3,005 1,065 25 1,090

4 75 75 1,010 3,410 1,165 415 1,580

Source: Diesel Powered Forward Engine Forward Control School Bus
o _*Imdus_ry costs submitted were for a 78 dBA regulatory level.
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FIGURE C-S

FORWARD CONTROL BUSES - GASOLINE
COST PER BUS
1976 DOLLARS

EPA EPA EPA

Level Exterior Interior Low Cost High Cost Chassis Body Total
dBA dBA Estimate Estimate Cost Est. Est. Cost Est. Cost

1 83 83 $-0- $ 415 $ 50 $ 25 $ 75

2 80 80 20 915 120 25 145

3 77* 80 110 1,060 260 25 285

4 75 75 325 1,935 580 415 995

Source: Gasoline Powered Conventional School Bus
?

*Industry costs submitted were for a 78 dBA regulatory level



estimates, The chassis builders and body builders contacted did not

respond,

Table C-5 and Table C-6 summarize the estimated costs for both

gasoline and diesel buses.

Table C-5

Estimated Cost to Achieve Bus Noise Abatement for

Diesel Powered Forward Engine Forward Control School

Buses and Diesel Powered Forward Control Buses

Exterior Interior EFA

Level dBA dBA EstimatedCost

1 83 86 _255
2 80 83 340
3 77 80 1,090
4 75 75 1,580

Source: Figure C-3 and C-4

Maintenance costs, operating costs and technology lead times are

estimated to be the same as shown for Diesel Powered Conventional School

Buses,

Table C-6

Estimated Cost to Achieve Bus Noise

Abatement for Gasoline Powered Forward Control Buses

EPA

Level Estimated Cost Per Year

1 $ 75
2 145
3 285
4 995

Source: Figure C-5

Maintenance. lead times and operating costs changes are estimated

to be the same as shown for Gasoline Powered Conventional School Buses.
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V - DIESEL POWERED INTEGRAL URBAN TRANSIT BUSES

_£ANUFACTURING PROCESS

Transit buses differ in their manufacture from conventional school

buses. While conventional school buses are manufactured in a two-stage

process (body on chassis) by two separate manufacturers, transit buses

are manufactured by a single manufacturer who performs the entire assembly.

For transit buses the floor, sides, ends and roof are Jolued into a one-

piece construction to form the bus shell. The advantlge to this type of

construction is more ifflclent use of material end: space. Interclty

huses_ rear and mld-englne dlaselscheml buses al_o_empluythls type of

construction. ....

A typical assembly sequence for an intesral transit bus is:

• fabricate and assemble

-understructure

-rlgh_ and left sides

- front and back end

- roof

• Join sections together

• assemble exterior skin

. assemble interior floorbaseand rubber covering

_install interior wlres, controls, etc.

• mount undercarriage items _ • ': '

. paint Interlor'and exterior .....

. mount wheels

. lhstall Windo#s and doors

• test for water leaks

• complete interior

- seats

- lights

- controls
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- flooring: ....

- trlmp etc.

. install englnep transmission and drive train

- heating and cooling system

- gasllnes
- air _nd hydraullc lines, etc.

. inspect bus

. road test

. deliver to shipping iot

Typical subassembly operations are seats, windows, anglne and

transm_ssign , frontand rear axles, lights and air conditioners. The
!

assembly sequeney can overlap and many components not listed above are i
!

installed thr0ughout the process, i

gigh flexibility is present in the assembly process, Every bus i

order represents the spec_flcstlons of that purchaser. As with the !

school buses, _ranslt buses must meet Federal, State and local govern-

ment standards. These standards can and do vary from stets to State ir

and local government to local government. !
?

ESTIMATED COSTS

The estimated costs to:achleve the proposed s_udy levels of noise

abatement are shown in Figure C-6. These costs are for a typical tran-

sit bus either 35' or 40' long. The costs are based on information

supplied by integral bus manufacturers, component vendors and EPA

est/mates.

Table C-7 summarizes the estimated costs to reduce bus noise.
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FIGURE C-6

DIESEL POWERED INTEGRAL URBAN TRANSIT BUSES
COST PER BUS

1976 DOLLARS

Rohr Low High EPA
Level Exterior Interior Industries A.M. GMC Cost Cost Clst

dBA dBA (Flexible) General Est. Est. E_t.

1 86 84 $-0- $ 84 $ 139 $-0- $ 205 $ 52

2 83 83 -0- 195 465 -0- 805 165

3 81 83 -0- 403 i_683 -0- I 1,683 380
4 80 80 350 906 2,900 350 2,900 875

5 77 80 650 2,091 4,200 650 4,200 1,670

6 75 78 -0- 4,089 5,500 950 5,500 3,270

Source: Companies Listed, Component Vendors

Note: EPA cost estimates and high cost estimates include interior noise reductio n costs as
follows: Level 1 (84 dBA)=$0, Levels 2 and 3 (83 dBA)=$10, Levels 4 and 5 (80 dBA)_$91,
Level 6 (78 dBA)=$609.



Table C-7

Estimated Cost to Achieve
Bus Noise Abatement for Diesel

Powered Integral Urban Transit Buses

Exterior Interior EPA

Level d_A dBA Estimated Cost

1 86 84 $ 50
2 83 83 195

3 81 83 380
4 80 80 875
5 77 BO 1,670

6 75 78 3,270

Source: Figure C-3

Rohr Industries has found that the maintenance of a bus plays a

significant part in noise control. While performing tests for the Sound

Attenuation Kit for Diesel Powered Buses (reference l), a 35' bus powered

by a Detroit Diesel 6V-71 engine was able to meet the first three study

levels with no modification. Actlons taken by Rohr were to tighten all

loose bolts, eutsj clamps, etc.; to insure the specified parts were

used_ and that these parts were functional.

Rohr was able to meet Level 4 by using:

• double wrapped muffler

. two 3-1nch diameter pipes into the muffler

• one 4-1nch diameter pipe out of the muffler

. resonator

. 4-1nch diameter tail pipe painting down to the left center rear

of the hus

, acoustical absorption material on inside of hood

• isolated valve rocker covers on engine

This hue was also tested with a vertical, roof-level exhaust.
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In addition to the above, to meet Level 5, the following technology

was used:

• contoured cooling fan shroud

. partition on left-hand side of the engine

These actions differ significantly from the technology study for

those levels as costed by A.M. General and by GMC.

Level 4 was achieved by using parts of the technology from the

Sound At tenuatlon Kit for Diesel Powered Buses and a new radiator grill•

The Costs associated with bringing the bus to the indicated Level 4 is

estlmatad at $350. Using the Rohr Sound Attenuation Kit technology, an

estimated cost of $650 for Level 5 appears to ha a reasonable

extrapolation.

Two major impacts on operating costs for transit buses in rsduclng

bus noise will be reduced fuel mileage and reduced passenger capacity.

Table C-8 shows the estimated impact for fuel usaEe by level,

i

Table C-B

; Transit Bus Miles Per Gallon

i EPA

Level EstimatedMPG

Current 3,8 - 4.8
1 3.8- 4.8

2 3.8 - 4.8
3 3.8- 4.8
4 3.6- 4,6i

5 3.4 - 4.4
6 2.8 - 3.8

Source: A.M. General

Industry Interviews
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Passenger capacity should not be affected until study Level 6 is

reached. At thls level an estimated one row, or two seatsp wlll he lost.

This loss can vary bY seating arrangement, bus length, and Federal Specl-

flcatlons. It is possible that buses, depending on the changes in desdgn

at Level 6, could absorb the increased engine compartment size and still

maintain the same seating capacity,

Mal.tensnce costs will be impacted with the cha_ges suggested in the

technology study levels. The cost increases are due to increased labor

and some additional parts. Labor co@is are affected by decreased access

to the engine and replacement of additional parts.

The dollar amount of maintenance will vary between transit companies.

Maintenance costs shows in Table C-9 sre estimated costs for e typical

bus and transit system.

Table C-9 I

Maintenance Cost for Diesel Powered I
Integral Urban Transit Buses

SPA Estimated Cost

Lev@l Per Year

l $-o-
2 70
3 140

4 305
5 520
6 830

Source: A,M. General

Industry Interviews

Based on industry intervlews and on a continuous integrated program,

the six levels can be achieved in an estimated 30 months, or one level

every 5 months,
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VI - DIESEL POWERED INTEGRAL MID-ENGINE SCHOOL BUSES

MANUFACTURING PROCESS

Diesel Powered Integral M/d-Engine School Buses are constructed with

the same principles as =he Urban Transit Bus. The entire hus supports

the bus weight and provides strength.

A typical assembly sequence for this type of bus is:

• Chassis assembly

- drill side rails

- weld cross bars to the side rails

- mount frost end and front axle

- mouse rear axle and rear suspension

- install engine, transmission, exhaust, controls, cooling

system, electrical system, etc.

• Body assembly

- build roof, both exterior and interior

- build left side

- build right side

- build rear end

mace body and chassis

weld outriggers

assemble exterior skin on all sides

run engine

paint

complete interior
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- skin

- seats

- floors

- windows

- steering

- lights, etc.

• complete mechanical hookup

• final inspect

. road test

• deliver to shipping lot

Typical subassemblies are: seats, windows, engine and transmission,

axles, and lights.

Flexibility is present in the assembly process• Each bus order is

built to the individual state specifications and individual local school

district specificatlons. In all cases Federal specifications must be

met,

ESTIMATED COSTS

The estimated cost £o achieve the proposed study levels of noise

are 8hown in Figure C-7, These costs should be considered costs for a

typical bus. Costs are based on component vendors and estimates.

Table C-10 summarizes the estimated costs to reduce bus noise•
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FIGURE C-7

DIESEL POWERED INTEGRAL MID-ENGINE SCHOOL BUSES
COST PER BUS

1976 DOLLARS

Exterior Interior Crown Coach Low Cost High Cost EPA

Level dBA dBA Cost Estimate Estimate Estimate Cost Estimate

1 86 88 $ -0- $ -0- $ 260 $ -O- .

2 " 83 '86" 2,828 195 2,828 248""

3 . 80 : 83 5,097 800 5,097 3,027" :
4 77* 80 12,860 1,485 12,860. 4,417

5 75 78 = 23,890 3,270 23,890 " " 7 200 ':

Source: A.M. General, Rohr Flexible, Crown Coach, ComponentVendors.

Note: F2A and hiHh cost estimates include interior noise reduction costs as follows:

Level 2 (86 dBA) = $60, Level 3 (83 dBA) - $861, Level 4 (80 dBA) - $861, L

Level 5 (78 dBA) - $1,379.

*Industry costs submitted were for a 78 dBA regulatory level, "



Table C-lO

Estimated Coat to Achieve Bus Noise
Abatement for D£eael Powered

ImteBral Mid-Englne School 8uses

Exterior ,,. .interior EPA
Level dBA dBA Estimated Cost

,j ,

1 86 , . 88 -0-

• ' 2 83 !: 86 $ 248
3 80 ,,, 83 3)027
4 77 , 80 4,417
5 75 78 7,200

Source: Figure C-4

A major cost impact for chis type of bus is reduced fuel milease

• for the various levels. Table C-11, abowm _ho "atlmatad impact for fuel

usage by level.

Table C-ll

J Fuel Mllaagm

/ Leve EPA
Level Eptimnt ad MPG

F Current 7 - 9
1 7 - 9 _:
2 7-9
3 6.7 - 8,6
4 6.3 - 8,i

5.6 - 7,2

Source: Crown Coach ' .....
i A,H, General

Industry _nCerv_ewe

: For the impact on maintenance refer to Diesel PaweredIntegral

Urban Transit Bus.
[
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Based on industry d=ta and acontinuous integrated program, lead

time requirements for each level are_

, EPA
Level + EBtlma_ed Lead Tllliu

i . Current
2 18 Months
3 18 Montha
4 24 Months : ..
5 36 Months

i

+

I

V

.

I

I
I

l

L

i
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VII - DIESEL POWERED INTEGRAL REAR ENGINE SCHOOL BUSES

MA_FACTURING PROCESS

Diesel powered integral rear engine school buses have the same type

of construction as urban translt buses. The floor, sides, ends and roof

are _oined together into a one piece construction.

As with the urban transit bus, the advantage to this type of con-

struction is more efficient use of materlal and space.

A typical assembly "aquence for this type of bus is:

. assemble side rails and cross members

. assemble to frame assembly

- front and rear axles

- suepemsion

- side rails

- flra wall

- air piping

- engine and transmission

- radiator and fan

. mount front platform for driver

. ina_a11 long half sections across frame

_. install fleorlog

. mount side posts

° assemble roof

• assemble side panels

. hook up camnaetions

- from engine

- electrical

- gauges

. undercoat

• remove temporary tires and mount permanent

• paint bus
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• install

- windows

- finished floors

-- Seats

- final trim, etc•

. final inspection

•..road test

• delivery Co shipping lot

Typical subassemblies are: seats, windows, engine and transmissions,

roof exterior and interlor_ axles and lights.

Flexibility is present in the assembly process• Each bus order is

built to the Federal, Stats and local government specifications. The

specifications can and do vary from state to state and locality to

locality. In addltlon_ each school district can and does have their

ow_ addCtlonal specifications.

ESTIHATED COSTS

The estimated costs to achieve _he proposed study levels of noise

are sho%a% in Figure C-8. These costs should be consCdered costs for a

typical bus. Costs were based on component vendors and estimates.

Gilllg Bros, Inc., the builder of this bus, chose not to participate in

the study.

Table C-12 summarizes the estimated costs to reduce bus noise.
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FIGURE C-8

DIESEL POWERED INTEGRAL REAR-ENGINE SCHOOL BUSES
COST PER BUS
1976 DOLLARS

Exterior Interior Low Cost High Cost EPA
Level dBA dBA Estimate Estimate Cost Estimate

1 86 84 $-0- $ -0- Current Prod.

2 83 83 -0- 505 $ 195

3 81 83 -0- 630 380

4 80 80 350 1,399 875

5 77 80 650 2+090 1,670

n 6 75 78 590 4,090 3,270

Source: Diesel Powered Integral Urban Transit Bus

Note: EPA and high cost estimates include _nterlor noise reduction costs
as follows: Levels 2 and 3 (83 dBA) = $10, Level 4 (83 dBA) = $91,

Level 5 (80 dBA) = $91, Level 6 (78 dBA) = $609.

\



Table C-12

Estimated Cost to Achieve Bus Noise

Abatement for Diesel Powered Integral Rear

Engine School Buses

Exterior Intmrlor EPA

Level dBA dBA Estimated Cost

1 86 84 Currently buildlmg to
2 83 83 $ 195
3 81 83 380

4 80 SO 875

5 77 S0 1,670
6 75 78 3,270

Source: Figure C-8

For the impact on operating costs_ maintenance costs and lead times

refer to the Diesel Powered Integral Urban Transit Bus,
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VIII - DIESEL POWERED INTEGRAL INTERCITY BUSES

MANUFACTURING PROCESS

Diesel Powered Integral Intercity Buses utilize the same type of

construction as the Diesel Powered Integral Urban Transit Buses• The

complete structure is load bearing and is a more efficient use of

nmterlal and space as compared to a conventional school bus.

A typical assembly sequence for integral Interelty buses is:

fabricate component parts

assemble floor structure

assemble front end back ends

assemble sides

assemble roof

Joint floor, ends, sides and roof

install air lines, electrical interior

install insulation

paint

letter

complete interior of bus

- lavatory

- inside side panels

J inside roof panels

• install front and rear axles

• install air conditioning

• install cooling system

• complete steerin S

• complete instrumentation

• install engine and transmission

• install seats

. install windows

. complete air and electrical hookups

J
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• inspect

• road test

• delivery to shipping lot

Typical subassemhlles ars_ seats_ windows_ engine and transmlsslon_

axles, air conditionlns, parts o£ cooling system, slr lines and lights.

Quality control checks are maintained throughout the manufacturing

process. Before a bus is moved to the next work station the production

foreman und inspector must sien a check list.

The OMC Interclty coach is assembled On the same production llne as

the GMC transit bus, starting with the paint operation.

Fle_ibillty is present in the assembly process. Each bus is Indi-

vldually ordered and normally unique to that purchaser. The types of

assembly lines employed lend themselves to variety in production and

changes in mld-productlon.

i. ._

ESTIMATED COSTS

The estimated costs to'achieve the proposed study levels of noise

are shown in FiEure C-9. These costs should be considered costs for a

typical bus. Costs are based on information from component vendors and

estimates, r

GMC, MCIj and Eagle International have not provided any cost

information.

Table C-13 summarizes the estimated costs to reduce bus noise.
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FIGURE C-9

DIESEL POWERED INTEGRAL INTERCITY BUSES
COST PER BUS

1976 DOLLARS

Exterior Interior Low Cost High Cost EPA

Level dBA dBA Estimate Estimate Cost Estimate

1 86 84 $-0- $ 205 $ 50

2 83 83 -0- 505 195

3 80 80 350 1,395 875

4 77 80 650 2,090 1,670

5 75 78 750 4.090 3,270

Source: Diesel Powered Integral Urban Transi_ Bus

Note: EPA and high cost estimates include interior noise reduction costs as follows:
Level 1 (84 dBA) _ $0, Level 2 (83 dgA) = $i0, Level 3 and 4 (80 dBA) = $91,
Level 5 (78 dBA) = $609.



Table C-13

Estimated Cost _o Achlevs Bus Noise

Abatement for Diesel Powered Integral
Intercity Buses

Exterior In_erlor EPA

Level. dgA dBA Estimated Cost

1 86 84 s 50

2 83 83 195
3 80 80 875

77 80 1,670
5 75 78 3,270

Source: Figure C-9

Table C-14 presents estimated impact for fuel mileage.

Table C-i4

Fuel Mileage

EPA
Level .... Estimated HPG

Current 6 - 7
1 6-7
2 _6 -7
3 5.7 - 6.7
4 5.4 - 6.3

5 4;8- 5;6

Source: MGl Lid,

A.M. General

N_Int_nanee, lead _imes and passenger capacity changes are

estimated to be The same as _hown for Diesel Powered Integral Urban

Transit Buses.
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IX - PARCEL DELIVERY t MOTOR HOME CHASSIS BUSES

MANI_.ACTURING PROCESS
i ,

These buses are similar to conventional school buses in that they

are not of integral construction. The Parcel Delivery and some Motor

Home chassis are produced using a two-stage manufacturing process.

The chassis may not be built on the same assembly line as conven-

tional school bus chassis, But the sequence of assembly would be the

same. For a description of this sequence, refer to Gasoline Powered

Convantlonal School Buses.

The Body builder mounts the body shell onto the chassis and com-

pletes the interor of the sh_ll. Body builders do not alter or chan_e

the chassis as received. Typically this size bus is produced on the

same assembly llne as the eonventlonal school bus. For a description

of this sequence, refer to Gasoline Powered Conventlonal School Buses.

The GMC Transmode chassis is offered as a conversion of the GMC

Motor Home. The Transmod_ chassis can be converted into a bus. _is

chassis includes the shell. GMC currently does not have plans to offer

a bus built on this chassis.

The actions required to reduce noise for the Parcel Delivery

chassis are considered identical to Conventional Gasoline Powered School

Buses except for some smell details.

ESTIMATED COSTS

The estimated costs CO achieve the proposed study levels of noise

for Parcel •Delivery chassis and motorhome chassis vehicles are shown in

Fibula C-10. These costs are for a typical bus,: The costs are based On

information from component vendors and estimates. The chasslshuilders

and body builders contacted did not respond.

Table C-15 summarizes the estimated costs for this type of bus.
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FIGURE C-IO

PARCEL DELIVERY, MOTOR HOME CHASSIS BUSES
COST PER BUS
1976 DOLLARS

EPA EPA EPA

Low High Chassis Body TotalLevel E_terlor Interior Coat Cost

dBA dBA Est. Est. Cost Cost Cost
Est. Est. Est.

1 83 83 $-0- $ 275 $ 50 $-0- $ 50

2 80 80 ii0 950 ii0 25 135

3 77* 80 210 1,045 335 25 365

4 75 75 405 1,955 405 415 820

5 73 75 655 2,190 590 445 1,035
w

Source: Gasoline Powered Conventional School Bus

* Industry costs submitted were for a 78 dBA regulatory level.



Table C-15

Est_ated Cost to Achieve Bus Noise
Abatement For Parcel Delivery and

Motor Home Chassis Buses

Exterior Interior EPA
Level dBA dBA Estimated Cost

1 83 83 $ 50
2 80 80 135
3 77 80 360
4 75 75 820
5 '73 75 1,055

Source| FiSurc 0-10

The primary differences in costs between this bus and the gasoline

conventional school bus are: this type of bus incorporates a mixture of

_echnolosy packsses from the school bus and transit bus, and different

component noise level requirements,

Halntanance cost, lead times and operatin8 cost changes are esti-

,mtmd to he the same as shown for the Gasoline Powered Conventional

School Bus,
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X - ENFORCEMENT COSTS

INTRODUCTION

Estimated costs for enforcement are Ineluded.ln the cost estimates

presented in _h e precedlng sections. Manufacturers esntagted would nut

provide detailed information concerning enforcement oosts_ other than to

say they are included in their cost eat/mates.

To understand the potential cost/impact of enforcement requirements

the bus industry was dlvldad into four segments:

• non-integral school buses '

• integral school buses

bses ...... + ":'• transit u

• interelty buses

An estimated cost per bus was developed for each segment. Since

• some companies produce buses in more than one segment, each segment has

been treated separately _,,

METHODOLOGY

I The est/mated costs have been based on the following points:

I . Test requlraments are based on an Enforcement Scenario developed

• [ by EPA. summarized in Figure C-If.

i , Tests are conducted for compliance _escing only. and not for

gathering engineering data.

. When chassis and body tests are requlred_ each test is considered

a separate test.

• Construction of a test facility is not required.

• Cost per test for Product Verification or Selective Enforcement

Auditing is $95 (Plgure C-12).

• Equipment cost per year is $600 (Figure C-12).
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FIGURE C-II

EPA ENFORCEMENT TEST REQUIREMENTS

Non-Integral Non-Integral
Integral Construction Construction (Chassis) Construction (Body)

Type of Bus PV Tests SEA TESTS PV Tests SEA Tests PV Test_ SEA Tests
Low High (i) Max, (i) Low High (1) Max, (I) Low High (i) Max. (i)

Gasoline Powered Conven-

tional School Bus - - - 10 25 50 i0 40 50

Diesel Powered Conven-
tional School Bus - - 10 25 50 10 40 50

Diesel Powered Forward

Engine forward Control
School Bus 8 20 50 - -

Diesel Powered Forward
Control School Buses 8 20 50 - -

Gasoline Powered Forward
Control School Buses 5 20 50 - -

Diesel Powered Integral
Urban Transit Bus 8 20 50 - -

Diesel Powered Integral

M/d-Engine School Bus 8 20 50 ....

Diesel Powered Integral
Rear Engine School Bus 8 20 50 - - -

Diesel Powered Integral

Intercity Bus 8 20 50 - - -

Parcel Delivery and Motor
Home Chassis Bus - 5 I0 50 1O 20 50

(i) The maximum number is used in all cases except when the number of units sold may be less.

Source: EPA



FIGURE C-12

ESTIMATED COST PER TEST (EXTERIOR OR INTERIOR)
1976 DOLLARS

Z. Manpower:

2 Technicians @ $35/day each $70

1 Engineer @ $50/day each 50
S120

If. Time required to se_ up, run, record and file
necessary data 4 Hours

IIL Average miles driven: 20 @ eos_ of $1.75/mile
which includes:

Driver
Gas and oll

Other expenses related to a test, e.g.,
test site, etc.

IV. Cost par teat_

($120 + 2) _ $35 _ $95

V. Equipment cost $61000 with a useful llfe of
i0 years or a cost per year of $600.

r .

Soureez General Motors Corporation
A. H, General
InternationalHarvester

General Radio
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Based on the above points, a weighted average for each segment of

the bus industry was made to develop an estimated cost per bus for

enforcement purposes,

ESTIMATEDCOSTS

The estimated costs per bus for Enforcement are show_ in Figures
i

C-14, C-16, C-18 s and C-20. These costs should he considered as typical

for a bus of that type.

Table C-16 summarizes the es£imated costs for non-lntegral:school

I buses.

i :1

Table C-16

Estimated Enforcement Cost for

Non-Integral School Buses

EPA

Test Estimated Cost

Exterior (Chassis) $ .46

Interior (Body) .73

$1.19

Source: Figures 14 and 16

Table C-17 summarizes the estimated costs for integral school buses.

: Tabl_ Cil7 :

Estimated Enforcement Cost for Integral ....

School Levels for All Study Levels _

Test E stlmated Cost/Test

Exterior and

Interior $8.70

Source: Figure C-16
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FIGURE C-13

SCHOOL BUSES - CHASSIS

Units

1974 1975 Produced/ SEA
Total Market Year Tests

'74 & '75 Share Eased by

Total Domestic Total Domestic Domestic of on Marke_ Market

Prod. Export Prod. Prod. Export Prod. Prod. To_al Z Share Share

Chevrolet 4,200 215 3,985 4,651 51 4,600 8,585 13.8 4,279 7

G.M.C* 3)088 153 2,885 3,274 737 2,537 5)422 8.7 2,698 4

Dodge _ 423 423 -0" i)433 1,433 -0- -0- -0- -0- -0-

Ford ' 12,[90 1,246 10,944 9,069 2,093 6,976 17,920 28.9 8,961 19

.... t=ato.a • . 111117,00_ [lIa_veSter 13,796 ! 364 13,432 3_9 6,654 30)086 48.6 15 068 24

4

i To_al 31)246 30,767 62,013 : 31,006 50

_i [

So_zea) I,NMA _ "

Figure C-II .4

"i
l
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FIGURE C-14

ENFORCEMENT TEST COSTS
SCHOOL BUS cHASSIS

1976 DOLLARS

Units Equipment SEA PV T_st PV Cost SEA Total Estimated
Cost Per At Per Bus Test/Bus Cost (i)

Company Sold Year/Bus High Low Mid High Low Mid High Low _id High Low Hid High

C_cvrolot 4,279 $.14 $4,75C $950 $1,663 $2,373 $.22 $.39 $.56 $0 $.16 $i.Ii $.36 $.69 ;1.81

G.M.C. 2,698 ,22 4,75C 950 1,663 2,375 .35 .62 .88 0 .14 1.76 .37 198 2.96

Dodge 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0

•Ford 8.961 ......07 4,750 950 1,663 2,375 .ii .19 .27 0 .16 .53 .18 .42 .87

' Internatiooa3 . :

!9 HarVe,_er 15,068 .04 4,750 950 1,663 2,375 .06 .ii .16 0 .15 .32 .i0 .30 .52

o Average Based on'Market Share $.20 $.46 $i.00

(I) Includes Equipment Cost, PV and SEA Tests

Source: FIG_REC-II, C-12, and C-13
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FIGURE C-15

SCHOOL BUSES - BODY

}4arket Domestlc Units SEA Tests by

Company 8hara % Produced Market Shara

Blue Bird 22.3 6,914 ii

Superibr 22..3 6,914 ii

Wayne 17,i 5,302 8

Thomas 14.4 4,465 7

Carpenter 12,8 3,969 6

Ward 9.6 2,977 5

Crown .8 248 . i

iGi llg .7 217 i

Total 100% 31,006 50

Source: Section 3

FIGURES C-II and C-13



FIGURE C-16

HHFORCEMENTTEST COSTS

SCHOOL BUS BODIES
1976 ]0LLARS

Company Units CostEqulpmentperSEAAt PV Tesc PV Cost Per Bus Test/BusSEA TotalcostEStimated(1)

Sold Year/Bus High Low Mid High Low Mid High Low Mid High Low Mid High

Blue Bird 6,914 $ .09 $4,750 $950 $2,415 $3,880 ,14 $ .3S $ .56 $0 $.15 $ .69 $ .23 $ .59 $ 1.34

Superior 6,914 .09 4,750 950 2,415 3,880 .14 .35 .56 O .15 .69 .23 .59 1.34

Wayne 5,302 .ii 4,750 950 2,415 3,880 .18 .46 .73 0 .14 .90 .29 .71 1.74

Thomas 4,465 .13 4,750 950 2,415 3,880 .21 .54 .87 0 .15 1.06 .34 .82 2.06

Carpenter 3)969 .15 4,750 950 2,415 3,880 .24 .61 .98 0 .14 1.20 .39 .90 2.33

Ward 2,977 .20 4,75[ 950 2,415 3,880 .32; .8] 1.30 0 .16 1.60 .52 1.17 3.10

Crown 248 2.42 4,75[ 760 1,330 1,900 3.06 5.3_ 7.66 O .38 19.1_ 5.48 8.16 29.23

Gillig 217 2.76 4,75[ 760 1,330 1,900 3.50 6.13 8.7E O .44 21.85 6.26 9.33 33.41

Average based on total market share less Crown and Gillig $ .30 .73 $ 1.80

Weighted Gillig and Crown Average 5.80 8.70 31.19

(I) Includes Equipment Cost, PV and SEA Tests

Source: Figures C~II, C-12 and C-15



FIGURE C-17

TRANSIT BUSES

SEA Tests by
Company Market Share _ .U_its .Market Share

General Motors 44.6 2_149 23

A.M. General 26.3 1,267 13

Flxtble 22,4 1,079 11

l_Ighway P_oducts 2.7 130 1
Others

4.0 193 2

Totai 100% 4,818 50

Source: Section 3

FIGURE C-II



FIGURE C-18

ENFORCEMENT TEST COSTS
TRANSIT BUSES

1976 DOLLARS

Equipment SEA PV Test PV Cost Per Bus SEA Total Escimaced
Company Jnlts Cost Per At Test/Bus Cost (1)

3old Y_ar/Bus High Low M£d High Low Mid High Low Mid HIKh Low Mid }llgh '

General Motors 2,149 9 .30 $4,750 9760 91,330$1.q00 $ .40 $ .60 $ .98 $0 19100 $ 2.80 $ .70 $ 1.90 4.00

A.H. G_neral 1,267 .50 4,750 760 l,IIO 1,980 ,60 i.I0 1.58 0 ! 1.00 3.80 I.i0 _.SC 5.80
I

Flxihle 1,079 ,60 4*750 760 1,330 1,900 ,70 1,20 1.80 0 1,00 4.40 1,30 2.8C 6,80

Ri8hway Products 1301 4.60 4,750 760 1,330 1,900 5,90 10.20 14.68 0 .70 36,80 i0,50 18.5C 55.70

Others 193 3.10 4,750 760 1,330 1,900 5.90 6,90 9.8S 0 1.00 24.60 7,OO ll,O0 37,50

Estimated Average Based on Market Share $ 1,50 $ 3,00 9 7,80

(i) Includes Equipment cost, PV and SEA Tests

Source: F_GURES C-If, C-12, and C-17



FXGURE C_19

INTERC_TY BUSES

SEA Tests by
Company Market Share % Units Market Share

Crown Coach 1.0 14 1

Eagle International 17,5 236 8

G.M.C. 32.1 434 16

Motor Coach 45.9 620 23

Prevost (1)-- 3.5 46

.... Total 100% 1,350 50

........ _ (i) Computed number. Total _ 100%, other companles m 96.5Z

Source: Section 3

FIGURE C-II



FIGURE C-20

ENFORCEMENT TEST COSTS

INTERCITY BUSES
1976 DOLLARS

,i['::'" ....l ..... Company Units CostEqulpmentPerSEAAt PV Test PerPVCoStBus TQst/BusSEA TotalcostEStimated(1)
" Sold YQar/gus High Low Hid High Low Mid High Low Hid [|igh Low Mid High

Crown 14 $43 $1,330 $76fl'$1,045 _i,33( $54 $75 $95 $0 $7 $g5 $97 $125 $233

General Motors 434 1 4,750 76fl 1,330 1,90{ 2 3 4 0 4 ii 3 8 16
Motor Coach 620 1 4,750 760 1,330: 1,90{ 1 2 3 0 4 8 2 7 12

Prevost 46 13 4,350 760 1,3301 1,90f 17 29 41 0 4 95 30 46 149

International ' % I
Eagle 236 :3 4,750 760 1,330 1,90E 3 6 8 0 3 20 6 12 31

Weighted Average Based on Market Share $ 5 $ ii $ 24

' (i) Includes Equlp_ent Cost, PV and SEA Tests .....

Source: FIGURES C-II, c-i2,aldC-19



Table C-16 summarizes the estimated cost for transit buses,

Table C-18

: Estimated Enforcement Cost for Transit i,:.

Buses for All Study Levels

Test Estimated Cost/Test

Exterior and

.... Interior $31O0 .....

Source: Figure C-18

Table C-19 summarizes the estimated cost for Interclty buses.

Table C-19

Estimated Enforcement Cost for Interclty

Buses for All Study Levels

Tes_ Estimated Cost/Test

l_terior and
Exterior $Ii,00

Source: Figure C-20

Figures C-13, C-15, C-17, and C-19.provlde backup information for

the Summary Tables.

C-57
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Appendix C

References

i. "Sound Attenuation Kit for Diesel Powered Buses," submitted by

Rohr Industries t Ise.,'to the U.S. Department of Transportatlon_

Report RII-SAK-402-0101, FeSruary1975.

2. t_ Study to Determlna the Economic Impae_ of Noise Emission

Standards in the Bus Manufacturln g Industryt" Draft Final Report

submitted by A. T. Kearaey, Inc., under EPA Contract No, 68-01-3512,

prepared for the Office of Noise Abatement and Control, September

1976.
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APPENDIX D

ESTIMATES OF DEMAND_ ELASTICITIES FOR URBAN

BUS TRANSIT AND INTERCITY BUS TRANSPORTATION

This Appendix reviews some of the pertinent econometmic literature

and reports estimates made of the fare-elasticity of demand for both I

J

intracity and interclty bus transit. The estimating model is based os

one developed by Nelson. 1 The cross-sectional test of intra-urban i

transit demand in a sample of U.S. metropolitan areas used in Nelsonls

model is repeate d for the year 1974. Results are co_pared with Nelsonls

estimates for the years 1960 and 1968, and some tentative explanations

for the observed lower fare elasticity in 1974 are offered.

For intercity bus travel demand, the same model is applied to time

series of annual aggregate U.S. data. The fits are generally quite

satisfactory, sabJec_ to the caveat that the time series sample may

overstate the significance of the results when substantial autocorrela-

tlon is present,

Both time series and cross-section estimates reveal fare-elasti0ities

of demand that are of the same order of magnitude, ranging fxom -0,20 to

-0.80. This range is somewhat above the industry rule-of-thumb of -0.30,

but is by no means contradictory, given the nature of the approximations and

data involved. The data also exhibit positive cross-elastlcitles with

. respect to competing modes (auto and rail), though the precision of the

estimates is not adequate for predictive purposes.
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Part 1 of Appendix D reviews the econometric model and describes

the notation. Parts 2 and 3 record the results of the statistical tests

for urban transit demand and intercity bus travel demand, respectively.

These results are applied in Parts 7-A and 7-B of the Economic _mpact

A_alysis (Section 7).

D - I ECONOMETRIC MODEL OF TRANSIT D_4AND

Consider a given geographical area S such as an urban center or the

United States interolty highway network. Bus service B, defined as

vehicle miles of service provided per year, may be thought of as a factor

input in the production of transportation services to the population of

the given region. Since passengereare to some extent flexible as to

trip Schedules and destination points, but not perfectly so, bus service

B encounters diminlshing returns in the produatlon of transportation

services as saturation of the potential market increases.

Demand D for bus service, defined as revenue passenger miles of

service obtained per year, depends both upon the quantity B of ssrvic_

provided and upon other demand charactezistlcs of the market served_

the age and income of the populatlon, the availability of auto, rail,

and Other competing modes of transportation, the fare per male F charged

to revenue passengers (and fares on competing modes), and other exogenous

factors which may differentiate one urbanized area from another or which

reflect cbangee in the demand for bus transit over time.
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E_UILIBRIUM IN THE TRANSIT MARKET

i Transit firms experience total revenue equal to FD and total costs

i equal to CB, where C is the average cost per mile of vehicle operation.

Nelson's paper I provides evidence that there are no scale economies in the

operations of bus transit firms, hence that a linear approximation of the

cost function does not misrepresent the empirical evidence.

Since transit firms operate in a regulated environment, equilibrium

is not necessarily determined by the "competitive" condition that total

revenues less total costs (FD-CB) yield profits just sufficient to give

the firm a competitive return on its total invested capital. Rather,

the regulatory authority imposes on the transit firm a constraint, such

as a rate of return criterion or a set ratio of revenues to costs_ and

the firm responds accordingly. Nelson summarizes the action of the

regulatory authority in terms of a target cost-revenue ratio k:

k = CB /FD.

If k is treated as an exogenous, predetermined component of the

model, then equilibrium is determined by the conditionCB= kFD.

The full model may be written:

Supply: B = B (POP, AREA, D,Csk) + u

Demand: D = D (B, POP, FIY', Area, Auto, Hway, GNI) + v

Equilibrium: CB = kFD

Here POP is ths population of the given geographical region, AREA

its area, HWAY its highway capacity per capita, F' the fare per passenger

mile on competing mudes of transportation, and GNI the level cf real per
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capita income. B (bus service supplied), D (ridership demanded), and F

(fare per passenger mile) are endogenous, Jointly determined variables,

while the remaining quantities, including C (cost per vehicle mile) and

k (cost/revenue criterion), are exogenous (predetermined). The symbols

u and v represent random, independent error terms.

DETERMINANTS 0P THE COST/REVENUE RATIO K

Urban bus transit systems have undergone a significant revolution

in ownership and profitability during the post World War II period, and

a general perspective is useful to understanding the nature of the

regulatory constraint, k. Tables D-I and D-2 record some pertinent

statistics, As indicated in Table D-l, there has been a persistent

decline in the operational profitability of bus transit operations, both

at a local level and in terms of national aggregates. The assumption

that k is exogenous to the transit system is at best a crude approximation,

since other regulatory constraints on service B and the fare F certainly

come into play.

Nelson finds that for the 1960 and 1968 cross-section samples of

urban bus transit systems, the variable k is better "explained" in terms
i

of regulatory varlables such as private-versus-public ownership and the

locality of regulatory control than by the various operating character-

istics such as costs of operation, highway capacity, etc. His finding

justifies treatment of k as exogenous, but it also suggests that conclusions
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TABLE D-I

TREND OF TRANSIT OPERATIONS, 1940"1975

Calendar Operating Operating Cost-Revenue

Year Revenue Expense Ratio
(milllons) (millions)

1940 S 737.0 S 660.7 0.696

1945 1,380.4 1,231.7 0.992
1950 1,452.1 1,385.7 0.954

1955 ij426.4 1,370.7 0.961
1960 1,407.2 1,376.5 0.978
1965 1,443.8 1,454.4 1,007

1966 1,478.5 1,515.6 1.025
1967 1,556.0 1,622.6 1.043
1968 1,562.7 1;723.8 1.103

1969 1,625.6 1,846.1 1.136
1970 1,707_4 i_995.6 1.169
1971 1,740.7 2,152.1 1.236

1972 - 1,728.5 2,241.6 1.297
1973 1,797.6 2,536.1 1.411
1974 1,939.7 3,239.4 1.670

1975p 2,002.4 3,705.9 1.851

Sourcez Amerlcan'PubliQ Transit Association, Transit Fact Book '75-'76

Table 4. p:p_ellminary.
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of the empirical tests may be affected by ths rapid increase in public

ownership of transit systems that has occurred during the past two decades

(Tables D-2 and D-3).

ESTIMATION OP THE ECONOMETRI.C MODEL

The above model is an example of an (over-) identified simultaneous

equations model with endogenousvariables B, D, and F, and exogenous

variables POP, H_Y, C, k, AUTO,F', and GNI. The standard technique for

estlmating such models is two-stage least squares (2SLS), an adaptation

of ordinary least squares (OLS) wherein correlations between jointly ?

determinedendogenouu variables and the error terms u and v are eliminated

prior to 6stimation of the structural relatiunships.

It should be hated, however, that the 2SLS technique is not neces-

sarily preferablo to OLS, particularly where specification error is

involved. 2 For this reason h_th methods of sstlmation are reported below. •

REVIEW OF RECENT STUDIES OF URBAN TPJ%NSIT DEMAND

Two significant studies have examined urban bus transit demand within

a given locale instead of for aggregate cross-section or time-series data.

Kraft and Domencimh 3 use an origin-and-destinatlon survey from the Boston

area to estimate t.ravel demand elasticities with respect to both service

(time) and fare. What small effects they determine fall mainly on the
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TABLE D-2

PUBLIC OWNERSHIP OF _.S. MASS TRANSIT

SYSTEMS, SELECTED STATISTICS 1967-75

Statistic 1.967 1969 1971 1973 1975

Number of Systems 98 (9%) 131 12%) 151 (14%) 185 18%) 333 (35%)

Operating Revenue (mil) 930 (60%) 1,219 75%) 1,445 (83%) 1,581 88%) 1,729 (86%)

Vehicle Miles Operated (mil) 1,027 (51%) 1,239 63%) 1,292 (70%) . 1,431 78%} • 1,706 86%)

No. of Employees (thous) 87 (60%) 108 77%) 118 (85%) 126 90%) 138 (86%)

Passenger Vehicles Owned 30,026 (46%) 38,590 63%) 41,301 (68%) 47,508 79%) 51,964 (83%')

Motor Buses 19,527 (39%) 27,110 55%) 29,982 (61%) 35,732 74%) 40,583 (80%)

SUbway _ Elevated 1,794 (95%) 9,343 (100%) 9,325 (i00%) 9,276 (100%) 9,608 (100%)

Surface Railway 734 (59%) 1,190 (90%) 1,176 (96%) 1,037 (96%) 982 (93%)

Troll_y Coaches 971 (78%) 947 (88%) 913 (88%) 1,013 (100%) 703 '(100%)

Note_ Percentages are with respect to estimated industry total.

Sourcel American Public Transit Association, Transit Fact Book, various issues.



TABLE D-3

DATE OP INITIAL PUBLIC OWNERSHIP:

MAJOR U.S. MASS TRANSIT SYSTEMS

Urbanized Population oE Dat_ Of

i Area iUrbanizedArea Public Ownership

Seattle-Everett, WA 1,2380107 1911
San Francisco, CA 2,987,850 1912

New York, NY 16,206,841 1922

Cleveland, OH 1,959,880 1935

Boston, MA 2,652,575 1947

Chicago, IL 6,714,578 1947

Kalamazoo, MI 152,083 1957

LOS Angeles, CA 8,351,266 ;1958

San Antonio, TX 772,513 i1959

Dallas, TX 1,338,684 _1960

Memphis, TN 663,976 1961

Grand ;Rapids, MI 352,703 1964

Wichita, KS 302,334 1966

San D!ego:, CA 1,198,323 _1967
i !

SourcQ_ American Public Transit Assoclatlon
.i

J

i

.L
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service variable, and their estimates of the fare elasticity are low,

between -0.09 and -8.33. Notably, cross elasticities with respect to

automobile operating costs are n_glihle.

4
A more recent study by 8chmenner analyzes patronage data on a

route-by-route basis for the cities of Hartford, Nnw Haven, and Stamford,

Connecticut. Time series regressions for data provided by a local

bus company indicate an elasticity of demand with respect to fare per

mile of between -0.80 and -1.03. Schmenner attributes his higher

estimates of fare elasticity to reduced error due te aggregation in his

sample. His data also exhibit a 9osltive cross-elasticlty with respect

to automobile operating costs.

The Nelson study (1972) is subject to Schmenner's criticism that

the estimates are probably biased towards zero due to aggregation, since

the unit of observation is the transit system for an entire urbanized

area. :Information on a cross-sectlon of transit systems (e.g., Table

D-4) is published annually by the _merican Public Transit Association

in its Transit Operatln@ Report. The Sample each year consists of member

firms whose transit operations are devoted solely to bus transportation,

without competition from rail or trolley. While the total sample size

(nu_er of firms) has stayed relatively constant over the years, it is

subject to relatively high turnover from one year to the next, so that

cross-sectional comparisons for different years are not strictly

equivalent. The 1974 sample for the present study centalns 19 (of 52)

firms that were not present in either the 1960 Or 1968 (Nelson) samples.
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TABLE D-4

1974 Sample of Bus Firms and Urbanized Areas

Location Company Name

Akron, OH Metro Regional Transit Authority
Albany, NY Capital District Transportation Authority
Albuquerque, NM Albuquerque Transit System
Amarillo, TX Amarillo Transit System

Atlanta, GA Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority
Baltimore, MD Maryland Department of Transportation Mass Transit

District

Binghamton, NY Brooms County Transit
Charleston, SC South carolina Electric and Gas Company

Charleston, WV Karawha Valley Regional Transportation Authority
Charlotte, NC Charlotte City Coach Lines, Inc.

Chattanooga, TN Chattanooga Area Regional Transportation
Authority

Cincinnati, OH Southwest Ohio Regional Transit Authority

Columbia, SC South Carolina Electric and Gas Company
Columbus, OH Central ohio Transit Authority
Corpus Christi, TM Corpus Christi Transit System

Dallas, TX Dallas Transit System
Duluth, MN Duluth Transit Authority
E1 Paso, TM Country Club Bus Lines, Inc.
Port Worth, TX McDonald Transit, Inc. dba CITRAN

Greenville, SC Greenville City Coach Lines, Inc.
Harrisburg, PA Cumberland-Dauphin-Harrisburg Transit Aethority
Huntington, WV Tri-State Transit Authority
Houston, TX Houston Transit System/Rapld Transit Lines, Inc.

Jacksonville, PL Jacksonville Transportation Authority
Kansas City, MS Kansas City Area Transportation Authority
Lewiston, ME Hudson Bus Lines

Lincoln, NE Lincoln Transportation System
Madison, WI City of Madison Department of Transportation
Memphis, TN Memphis Area Transit Authority

Miami, PL Metropolitan Dade County Transit Agency
Milwaukee, WI Milwaukee & Suburban Transport Corporation
Minneapolis-St. Paul,

MN Twin Cities Area Metropolitan Transit Commission

Monterey, CA Montsrey Peninsula Transit
Muskegon, MI Muskegon Area Transit System
Nashville, TN Metropolitan Transit Authority
Norfolk, VA Tidewater Metro Transit

Omaha, NE Transit Authority of the City of Omaha

Portland, OR Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District
of Oregon
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TARLE P-4 iContlnued)

Location Com_an_ Name

Raleigh, NC Raleigh City Coach Lin_s, Inc.
Rochester, NY Regional Transit Service_ Inc.
St. Louis, MO Bi-State Transit System

San Diego, CA San Diego Transit Corporation
Savannah, GA Savannah Transit Authority

Springfield, MO City Utilities .of Springfield
Stockton, CA Stockton Metropolitan Transit District

Syracuse t NY CNY Centrof Inc.
Toledo, OH Toledo Area Regional Transit Authority

TUlsa, OK Metropolltan Tulsa Transit Authority
Waao_ TX Waco Tr,nsit Syste_

Wichita, KS Wichita Metropolltan Transit Authority
Wilmlngton, DE Delaware Authority for Regional Transportation
Winston-Salem, NC Winston-Salem Transit Authority
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D-If CROSS SECTION ESTIMATES OF URBAN
BUS TRANSIT MODEL

Nelson's results for 1960 and 1968 are presented in Tables D-6 and

D-7, along with parallel regression results for 1974. Data sources

for the 1974 regressions are reviewed in Tables D-8 and D-9 for the

Urban Transit Bus model.

SUPPLY EQUATION ESTIMATES

The supply equations for 1974 conform well to Nelson's previous

estimates, with the significant exception of variables C and k, both

related to the cost of operations. As indicated in Table D-2, the last

decade has witnessed a significant increase in the number of publicly

OWned and subsidized urban mass transit systems, particularly in

eonnsction with the Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964, which

subsidized both purchases of new equipment and conversion of private

transit firms to private ownership.

Whereas the cost/revenue ratio k is negatively associated with

supply of service" in 1960, the reverse appears to be true in 1974:

firms with greater service B, holding constant population, demand,

etc., experience higher ratios of cost to revenue. This change

hlghlights the importance of the shift from private to public ownership.
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TABLE D-6

Estimates of the Supply Equation

For Urban BUS Transit Service

Statisti_ 1960 a 1968a 1974 1974

(2SLS) (2SLS) (OLS) (2SLS)

Dependent Variable in B In B In B In B

Independent Varlabl8

Constant -1.05 1.42 .448 .359

(t-statlstlc) (-1.75) (1.41) (1.68) (i.00)

in POP .055 .248 .193 .406

(0.42) (1.75) (1.54) (1.73)

in AREA .008 .055 .142 .151

(0.13) (0.76) (1.36) (1.14)

In D .927 .727 .648 -.007

, (7.08) (7.08) (14.13) (-0.03)

in C -.446 -.601 -.043 .490
(-2.70) (-3.66) (-0.26) (3.64)

in R -.511 -.065 .230 _.875
(-2.09) (-0.54) (2.06) (2.03)

R 2 .971 .982 .972 .958

Sti_ard Error .133 .170 .217 .268
Number of Observations 44 51 52 52

i •

Notes aFrom Gary R. Nelson, "An Econometric Model of Urban Transit

Operations." Table 4.5 of John D. Wells, et al, Economle

: Characteristics of the Urban Transportatlon Industry (Washington,
D.C._ U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972).

:i
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TABLE D-7

Estimates of the Demand Equation

For Urban Bus Transiu Service

statistic 1960a 1968 a 1974 1974

(2SLS) (2SLS) (OLS) (2SLS)

Dependent Variable in D in D in D in D

Independent Variables

Constant NR NE 7.412 9.485

(t-statlstic) (6.94) (3.31)

"(B/POP) "0"3 6.54 8.81 6.81 9.458

(5.84) (4.41) (14.19) (2.91)

F -4.52 -3.O6 -.669 -0.183

", (-3.70) (-1.91) (-1.25) (-0.20)

in POP i.ii 1.10 1.037 0.974

(17.34) (8.46) (6.51) (4.36)

ln,AREA .002 .0208 .0809 -.0069

, (0.03) (0.19) (0.52) (-0.03)

in AUTOS -.106 -.175 -.176 .0691

(-8.96) (-0.44) (-.51) (0.13)

in HWAY -- .156 .784 1,022

(0.98) (4.12) (2.68)

POURTyb -1.6i -3.02 1.215 -.743 !
i

(-1.49) (-2.93) (0.65) (-0.22)

INC 15 q -0.40 -3.57 .0798 -2.393

(-0.33) (-1.81) (O.O5) (-0.63)

AGE 18 d -1.74 -5.95 -4.149 -1.029

(-1.53) (-2.44} (-2.02) (-O.22)

AGE 65 e -0.87 -8,17 -3.607 -5.623

(-0.54) (-2.39) (-1.33) (-1.30)
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TABLE D-7 (Continued)

Statistic _ 1960 a 1968a 1974 1974
_(2SLS) (2SLS) (OLS) (2SLS)

R2 .986 .976 .974 .954

Standard Error .i13 .227 _ .270 .356
Number of Observations 44 51 52 52

Fare Elasticity Evaluated -0.81 -0.67 -0.20 -0.05
At Mean Fare (-3.70) (-1.91) (-1.25) (-0.20)

Notes_ aFrom Gary R. Nelson, "An Econometric Model _of Urban Transit
Operations." Table 4&6 of John D. Wells et al, Economic

Characteristics oftheUrban Transportatlonindustry (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972).

hpercent of householdsbelow poverty level ($3,000 for 1960 and
1968). - '

CPercent of households with Income above $15,000 ($i0,000 in
1960 & 1968). '- ' ':

dpercent of population under 18 years of age.

ePercent of'populatlon over 65 years of age. :
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TABLE D-8

TREND OF AVERAGE FARE, MOTOR

• BUS URBAN TRANSIT r 1940 - 75

Calendar Average Consumer _rice AvQrage

Year Fare _ndex (1967=100) Real FarQ

1940 6.87¢ 42.0 16.36¢

1945 7.07 53.9 13.12

1950 9.56 72.1 13.26

1955 14.41 80.2 17.97

_980 17.96 88.7 20.25

1965 20.55 94.5 , 21.75

1986 21.23 ._ 97.2 21.84

_'1967: 22.39 100.0 22.39

1968 23.20 • 104 2 _ _ 22.26

1969 25.71 109.8 23.42

1970 _ 29.41 116.3 _ 25.29
1971 32.23 121.3 26.57

1972 33.07 125.3 26.39

1973 . , _ 32.40 133.1 ,: 24.34

1974 31.70 147.7 _ , 21.50

1975p 32.10 161.2 19.91

Sourcel American Public Transit Association, Transit Fact Book 075-'76,

I Table 13. p: preliminary
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TABLE D-9

Cross-Sectlon Urban Transit Regressions:

Definition of Variables and Their Sources

Variable Definition and Source

AGE 18 Fraction of Population Onder Age 18 years in 1970. O.S.

Census of Population (1970), Vol. I, Part i, Table 66

(Orbanlzed Areas).

AGE 65 Fraction of Population over Age 65 years in 1970. 0.S.

Census of Population (1970), Vol. I, Part i, Table 66

(Urbanized Areas).

AREA Land Area of Urbanized Area. U.S. Census of Population

(1970), Vol. I, Part A, Section i, Table 20.

AUTOS Automobiles per Capita, by County, 1973. Rand McNally & Co.,

Comme;cial Atlas and Marketin_ Guide, 107th sdltion. (New

York, 1976).

R Line Service BUS Miles. American Public Transit Association,

Transit Operatin_ Re_ort (1974): section O, Operating

Statistics, Item 3.

CPM Operating E_pense per Total Bus Mile. American Public

Transit Association, Transit Operating Report (1974):

Section D, Derived Statistics, Item 2.

D Total Revenue Passengers. American Public Transit Associa-

tion. Transit Operating Report (1974): Section D, Operating

Statistics, Item 27.

F Revenue per Revenue Passenger. American Public Transit

Association, Transit Operating Re_ort (1974): Section D,

Operating Statistics, Item 27 and Operating Revenues and

Operating Expenses, Item i.

HWAY 68 Population Psr Unit of Highway Capacity, 1968. Highway

capacity estimated by the formula:

8720M + 2500y,

where x is miles of freeways and expressways and y is all

other road miles. Federal Highway Administration, National

Hi_hwa Z Needs Report, 1970 (91st Congress). Washington,

D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office: 49-840-_.
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TABLE D-9 (Contlnued)

Variable Definition and Source

INCI5 Fraction of Households with Income in Excess of $i5,000 per

year in 1970. U.S. Census of Population 41970), vol. I,
Part i, Table 183.

k Ratio of _xpenses to Revenues. American P_blio Transit

Association, Transit Operatin 9 Report 41974): Section D,
Income Statement, Items i and 2.

MPH BUs Miles per Bus Hour (Line Service). American Public

Transit Association, Transit Operatin9 Report 41974):
Section D, Derived Statistics, Item 4.

POP Population of Urbanized Area. American Public Transit

Assooiatlon, Transit Operatinq Report 41974): section D,
Operating Statistics, Item I.

POVRT¥ Fraction of Households Below Poverty Level in 1970. U.S.

Census o$ Posulatlon (1970), Vol. I, Part i, Table 183.
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DEMAND EQUATION ESTIMATES

The same phenomenon may explain the relatively poorperfcrmance of

the two-stage least squares fits for the demand equation in 1974.

Apparently, Nelson's sophisticated model is mlsspecified as applied to

the 1974 urban setting, and ordinary least squares estimation is probably

preferable (that is, treating service B and average fare F as exogenous,

predetermined variables).

The following results may he concluded from Table D-7:

I) Improved service levels B relative to population POP hold-

ing constant the fare per mile F and highway capacity per

capita HWAY, attract greater rldershlp. This result has
q

been found in virtually all empirical studies of u_ban

transit.

2) Demand D is inelastic with respect to the fare F, and the

fare elasticity has declined in absolute value since 1968.

In part, this decline may be attributed to a fall in the

real fare (Table D-8) relative to rising real wages (which

measure the opportunity cost of travel time). In the

economic impact analysis covering transit buses (Section 7,
!

Part B) an average (-0.5) of the three 2SLS point estimates

(1960, 1968, 1974) in Table D-7 was used for the demand (fare)

elasticity estimate.

3) BUS patronage is unresponsive to measures of income dispersion

(PVRTY and INCI5), but is significantly increased in cities
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where the population in the 19 to 64 age group is greater.

This result is consistent with Nelson's finding that bus

transit demand is determined primarily by trips to and from

people's places of employment.

4) The coefficients on per-capita automobile ownership are not

significantly different from zero, but they are mostly

negative, indicating a very slight positive cross elasticity

with respect to the automobile mode of travel.

D-T_I TIME SERIES ESTIMATES OF INTERCITY

BUS TR_SPORTATION DEMAND

Table D-10 records regression coefficients for the demand model as

applied to time series of intercity bus transportation statistics. Data

sources are reviewed in Table D-If for the Intercity Bus Model.

The fits are generally satisfactory. Due to the presence of signi-

ficant autocorrelation in the residuals of the log-log form of the regres-

sions (Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.31), a flrst-dlfference formulation was

tried with somewhat better results (Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.77).

The following results are concluded from Table D-10:

i) Intercity bus patronage D is responsive to service B, as

with urban transit.

2) The fare elasticity of intercity bus travel demand is

about -0.50, holding constant the availability and fare
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TABLE D-IO

ESTIMATES OF THE D_MAND EQUATION

FOR INTERCITY BUS TRANSPORTATION,
1948 " 73

Statistic OLS 2SL8 OLS a

Dependent Variable in D in D d in D

Independent Variables

Constant -16.14 -16.03 .044

(t-statistic) (-3.25) (-2.99) (1.72)

in B .953 ,959 1.003

(10.95) (6.90) (8.12)

in POP .493 .501 -.143

(2.08) (1.78) (-.13)

in F -.448 -.446 -17.47

(-3.10) (-3,00) (-3.30)

F/FRAIL -.026 -.026 -.030
(-1.14) (-1.13) (-1.46)

in AUTO -.593 -.685 -2.283

(-3.25) (-2.61) (-2.37)

in GNI .207 ,201 .332

(1.30) (i.03) (2.34)

in EWA_ -.142 -.135 --

R2 ,985 .985 .919

Standard Error .015 ,015 .017

Durbin-Wauson 1.31 1.31 1.77

Number of Observations 26 26 25

Note: The 2SLS estimates treat In B as a jointly determined dependent
variable, identified by the excluded variables in C and in K.

apirst-difference form of the demand equation: the constant reflects
a trend coefficient; in F is replaced by thQ first difference in F;
F/FRAIL is replaced by the first difference in F/FRAIL; all other
variables are replaced by the first differences in natural logarithms.

The coefficient A? implies a fare elasticity of -0.497, evaluated at
the mean fare.
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TABLE D-If

INTERCITY BUS TRANSIT TIME SERIES REGRESSIONS:

DEFINITION OF VARIABLES AND THEIR SOURCES

i

VARIABLE DEFINITION AND SOURCE

AUTO Passenger car and Taxi Registrations, U.S., per

capita. Department of Transportation,

9um_ary of Transportation Statistics, Table 9.

B Vehicle Miles Operated. Regular-Route Inter-.

: _ city Service, Class I Carriers. National

Association of Motor Bus Owners, Fact • Book,

Table 4.

C Cost per mil_ of bus service. Regular Route

Intercity Service_ Class I Carriers. Estimated as:

C = CPMB = (E-(TR-R))/B, where TR is total

operating revenues, R is passenger revenues on

interoity regular routes, E is total operating

.... expenses_ and B is vehicle miles operated.

National Association of Motor Bus Owners, Fact

Book, Tables 3 and 4. Deflated by the Consumer

Price Index (1967=1.00).

CPI Consumer Price Index, 1967=1.00. B.S. Department

of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis.

D Revenue Passenger Miles, Regular-Route Intercity

Service, Class I Carriers. National Association

of Motor Bus Owners, Fact Book, Table 4.

F Revenue per Passenger Mile, Regular-Route Intercity

Service, Class I Carriers. F=R/D, where R ks

passenger revenue on intsrcity routes and D is

revenue passenger miles. National Association of

_ • Motor Bus Owners, Fact Book, Tables 3 and 4.

Deflated by the Consumer Price Index (1967=1.00).

FRAIL=FFMR ' Rail Fare Per_ Passenger Mile. Class I rail, other

• : than _commutation. Department of Transportation,

: i Summary of Transportation Statistics, Table i.

GNI Real per Capita U.S. National Income. U.s. Depart-

ment of Cormmsree, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
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TABLE D-f1 (Continued)

VARIABLE DEFINITION AND SOURCE

HWAY U.S. Intercity Highway Mileage per Capita. Depart-

_ ment of Transportation, Summary of Transportation

Statistics, Table 8.

k Cost/Revenue, _ntercity Buses. Regular Route

Interoity Service, Class I Carriers:

k = CPMB/RPMB.

POP U.S. Total Population. U.S. Department of Commerce,

Bureau of the Census.

RPMB Revenue per Mile, Buses. Regularmroute intercity

service: revenue from Table 3 of National Associa-

tion of Motor Bus Owners, Fact Book, Miles Operated
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on competing modes (au_ and rail). A one p_cent

increase in bus fares relative to rail fares results in

an additional 0.03 p_roent decrease in bus patronage.

• Automobile owner_hlp pa_ capita i_ significantly r_lated,

in a negative direction, _ bus pa_onage.

3) The income elasticity of intercity bus demand is small

but positive (around 0.20), indicating that distributional

impacts of fare increases do not necessarily affect only

lower incomegroups. .
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i. Gary R. Nelson, "An Econometric Model of Urban Bus Transit Operatlons".
Chapter IV of John D. Wells et al, Economic Characteristics of the

Urban Public Transportatlon Industr[ (Washington, D.C.: U.S, Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1972).

2. J. Johnston, Econometric Methnds, chapter 10 (New York, 1863).

3. G. Kraft and T. Domencich, Free Transit, Boston, Mass.: D.C. Heath
and Company, 1971.

4. Re Sehmenner, "The Demand for Urban BUS Transit", Journal of Transport

Economics and Policy (January, 1976) 9:68-66.

6. "A Study to Determine the Economic Impact of Noise Emission Standards
in the Bus Manufacturing Industry", Draft Final Report submitted by

A. T. Kearney, Inc. under Contract No. 68-01-3812, prepared for the
Office of Nnlse Abatement and Control, September, 1976.
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APPE_ IX E

UNIFORM ANNUALIZED COSTS OF BUS NOISE ABATEMENT

Equivalent annual cost or annuallzed cost as applied to the bus noise

regulation was calculated as the sum of the incremental speratlng and

maintenance "costs due to the usage of additional noise abatement equip-

ment, the annual amortization of noise abating equipment, and the annual

cost of capital for this equipment as calculated using the prevailing

discount rata.

Uniform annualized cost is precisely defined by the follewlng formula:

n

A r -n . _ Ci

1 - (l+r) i = 1 (l+r) i

where A = uniform annualised cost

C i = actual cost incurred in the i th year

r = annual discount rate

n = number of years which have elapsed from the

start to the end of the entire transaction

The uniform annualized Costs presented in this Appendix utilized a discount

rate of 0.i0 and the year 2000 as the end year of calculation. The other

inputq (projected changes in the number of buses produced and changes in

operating, maintenance and equipment costs) may be found either in Section 3,

Seotlon 7, or in Appendix C for the various types of buses considered.

Uniform annuallzed costs for 15 exterior and 15 interlsr bus noise

abatement regulatory schedules are presented in this Appendix. Tables E-I
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and E-2 present the 30 exterior and interior regulatory schedules (respect-

ively) considered in these calculations. It should be noted that Tables E-I

:i
and E-2 are identical to Tables 6-1 and 6-2 respectively, which were used

as keys to the presentation of Health and Welfare data in Section 6. i

Table E-3 shows the annualized cost figures across all buses for the

15 exterior noise regulatory schedules. Table E-3 also presents the contri-

butions of operating, maintenance, and equipment costs to the total cost

figures. Tables E-4 to E-6 show the annualized cost figures regarding the

15 exterior schedules for the three main bus types: interc_ty buses,

transit buses and school buses, respectively.

Table E-7 presents annualized cost figures for the 15 interior noise

regulatory schedules across all buses. Table E-7 also indicates the break-

down of the interior schedule costs by bus type. Note that only increased

equipment costs were considered for the interior regulatory schedules.

No increases in operating or maintenance costs were projected as a result

of the implementation of any interior regulatory schedule.

Regulation 15 for both the exterior and interior regulation schedules

(Tables E-I and E-2_ respectively) do not have increased costs associated

with them. These schedules were used for assessing the maximum health

and welfare benefits associated with bus noise abatement. Since these

two schedules were never under real consideration as regulatory schedules,

except in a theoretical vein, no attempt was made to attribute costs to

them.
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TahleR-i

Regulatory Schedules Considered

in the Health and Welfare Analysis of

Exterior BUS Noise

• Not to Exceed Regulatory Level for All

Exterior , Bus Types'Unless Noted, (dBA) ,

Regulatory i ..
: Schedule Calendar Year

_1879 . 1881 _ 1983 " 1984 1985 1986

i

•2 _: 83 .... i ..... i"
i 3 -- : 83 ! ...... !

i 4 -- , 80 ...... : --

5 -'- i "" 80 "- "- i "-I

6 83 80 ; ........

; 7 83 ! : -- 80 ......

! 8 83 S0 78 _-

: . 9 _ 83 -- ! 80 _ -- 78 --
F

! lO $3 SO .... 77 --

i ll _ 83 -- 80 -- 77 ; --

' 12 83 S0 ...... : 75

i 13 : 83 -- 80 -- -- 75

7' '':14._ 83 _ 80 -- 78 -- 5 (1)

I 15 i 55 55 55, 58 55 55

(1)Gasollne Powered School Buses 73 dBA
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Table E-2

Regulatory Schedules Considered

In the Health and Welfare Impact Analysis of
Interior Bus Noise

i : .... Not TO Exceed Regulatory Level For All

Interi@r , .Bus Types Unless Noted, [dBA)

Regulatory

i Schedule • :' " Calendar Year

; ,. 1979' , 1981 1983 1984 1985 1985

2 86 -- -- -- ....

3 ; 84 ! -- _ -- -- _-

4 . i-- 83 i -- .- -- J __

86 83 .... _ ....

"'5 86 i 83 89 -- --

7 : B6 ; 83 -- so '-- --
. 8 : 84 -- 80 -- i ....

9 86 -- 84 -- 80 '-

i0 i 86 : -- 83 : -- 80 --L

lz 83 i '8o -- -
12 86 83 80 -- {-- = 78J

13 i 84 -- : 88 ..... i 78

80(1) 78(l)14 86 . 83 ....

• 15 ; ss : 55 ! 58 58 . 5# . 55

(1)Gasollne Powered School Buses 75 dBA

i
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Table E-3

• I Uniform Annualized Costs (All Buses)
i Exterior Regulatory Schedulesi
!Exterior [ $(Millions)
Regulatory

iSchedule Operatingand

Equipment Operating Maintenance Maintenance Total

! Costs Costs Costs Costs Costs

i 2 3.604 0 7.874 7.874 11.478

i 3 .... 2.979 0 6.338 6.338 9.317

I 4 8.673 4.172 37.835 42.007 50.680i

'_ i 5 : 7.094 3.036 30.210 33.246 40._340
_ !! 1 i

6 i 9.298 4.172 39.371 43.542 52.840

i 7 8.252 3.098 33.041 36.140 ;44.392

I 8 ! 15.577 [ 11.347 46.883 58.230 _73.807 _

i 9 i 13.457. 8.116_ 38.644 46.761 60.217 •

i0 20.I05 - 10.373 47.649 58.021 178.126
1

i" ii 15.657 : 9.348 41.651 50.999 : 66.656

• ! 12 ..... 30.774 _ 24.002 54.443 78.446 109.220
!

i 13 _ 29.727 22.867 48.036 70.903 !00.631

! 14 ' " 136.647 25.862 " _ 84.211 110.078 146.720



Table E-4

Uniform Annualized Costs (Intercity Buses)

Exterior Regulatory Schedules '
Exterior

Regulatory ($ Millions) "

Schadule _ Operating and Total

_1 ' 'uipment Operating Maintenance Maintenance Cost

0.233 0 0.640 0.640 0.873

3 0,187 O 0.499 0.499 0,686

4 0,790, 5.634 2,175 7.809 8,599

5 0.630 , 4.319 1.667 5.986 6,616

6 0.836 5.634 2.316 7.950 8,786

7 0.713 4.319 1.925 6.244 6.957

8 1.403 10.451 3.336 13.787 15,190

9 " 1.116 7.734 2.592 10.326 11.'442

i0 1.340 9.785 3.195 12.981 14,321

ii 1.216 8,471 2.804 11.275 12,491

12 5.242 17.060 4.151 21,211 26.453

13 5.119 15,746 3.759 19.505 24.624

14 5.364 18,331 4.420 22.751 28,115

15 -
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Table E-5

8ni£ormAnnualized Costs (Transit Buses)

Exterior Regulatory Schedules
Exterior

Regulatory $ (Millions)

Schedule Operating and Total
Equipment Operating Maintenance Maintenance

1

2 0 •743 0 1. 994 1 •994 2•737

3 0.586 O 1.529 i_529 2.115

4 2.485 3.167 6.66! 9.828 12.313

_ 5 1.989 2.452 5.157 7.609 9.598

6 2.642 3.167 7.126 10.293 12.935

7 2.263 2.452 5.967 8.419 10.682

8 4.442 5.487 10.302 15.759 20.201

9 3.548 4.056 8.058 12.114 15.662

i0 4.244 5.156 9.885 15.041 19.285

Ii 3.866 4.440 8.726 13.166 17.032

12 11.820 11.411 12.936 24.347 36.167

13 11.442 10.695 11.776 22.472 33.914

_' 14 12.197 11.985 13.733 25.718 37.915

15 - -



Table E-G

Uniform Annualiz_d Costs (School Buses)

Exterior Regulatory Schedules
Exterior

Regulatory $ (Millions)
Schedule

Operating and
Equipment Operating Maintenance Maintenance Total

1

2 2.620 0 5.240 5.240 7.860

3 2.206 0 4.310 4.310 6. 516

4 5.398 -4.629 28.999 24.370 29.768

5 4. 465 -3. 725 23. 386 18.661 24.126

6 5.820 -4. 624 29.823 25.299 31.119

7 5.276 -3.673 25.149 21.476 26.752

8 9.732 -4.561 33.245 28.684 3'8.416

9 8. 792 -3.673 27.954 24.321 33.113

i0 14.521 -4.568 34.567 29.999 44.520

ii 1O. 555 -3. 563 30.121 26. 558 37.113

12 13.713 -4. 469 37.357 32.888 46.601

13 13.166 -3.574 32.501 28.927 42.093

14 19 .085 -4 .448 66. 053 61 .605 80.690

15 - -



Table E-7

Uniform Annualized Costs

Interior Regulatory Schedules
Interior

Regulatory $(Millions)
schedule

[Intercity Transit School Total

1

2 0.878 0.878

3 0.040 0.013 2.016 2.065

4 0.032 0.01O 0.981 1.023

5 0.032 0.010 1.128 1.170

5 0.237 0.075 1.740 2.052

7 0.786 0.528 1.047 2.361

8 0.231 0.073 2.207 20511

9 0.058 0.183 1.582 1.823

I0 0.189 0.405 1.582 2.176

ii 1.165 0.365 8.569 10.999

12 1.142 0.358 8.512 10.012

13 1.282 0.403 10.628 12.313

14 1.142 0.358 10.125 11.625

15 - -
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Table F-I

ExterlorBus Noise Levels, by'OperatlonalMode and Bus Type

(Data from Reference i Unless Noted)

.. . . 50 Ft. Maximum 9assby Levels, dBA*

i . i Deceleration

Bus Type Acceleration and Cruise Idle

30 mph 55 mph

,Transit :_. _

: Range 76-83 70-72 78 6612

i " Mean : 80 72 78 66

Schooi-Gas -

: . .Range 74-842 .....

- i Mean 80 (72) (78) (66)

School-Diesel

Front " Range 83-92 783 _-- 663

Engine Mean, 87 78 85 66

Middle. Range 81-84 i ....

Engine Mean 83 ' (75) :(81) (66)

I Rear , Range 81-84 _ ' -- --

-Engine Mean • • 83 (78) (81) (66)

Inter-City

, Range 81-86 73-774,5 78-804,5

..... Mean: 84 . 75 80 667

• Data in parentheses extrapolated from transit bus data.
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' Table F-2

Interior Bus_Nolse Levels Near Driver, by operational Mode and Bus Type
(Data from Reference 1 Unless M6tsd)

Interior Noise Level Near

BUS Type Driver_ dBA*

Acceleration Deceleration and cruise Idle

! 3Omph 55 mph

'Transit

Rang_ 78-79 74 78 606
Mean 79 74 78 60

school-Gas 2
Range 80-90 ......
Mean 85 (80) (84) (86)

School-Diesel

Front Range 88-95 803 -- 703
Engine Mean 82 80 (84) 70

Middle Range 87 ......
Engine Mean 87 (75) (79) (65)

Rear Range _87 ......
Engine Mean 87 175) (79) _ 65

Inter-City

Range 70-78 694'5-756 73-754'5 607
Mean 74 - 72 74 60

*Data in parentheses extrapolated from transit bus data.
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Table F-3

Interior Rue Noise Levels in Rear Seat, by Operational Mode and
Bus Type (Data from Reference i Unless Noted)

Interior Noise Level in Rear dBA*

BUS T_pe Acceleration Deceleration and Cruise Idle
30 mph 55 mph

Transit

Range 80-90 81-848 83-858 696

Mean 84 83 8_ 69

School Gas

Range 77-842 .... 69-782
Mean 81 (80) (81) 74

School Diesel

Front .Range
Engine Mean -- 753 -- 653

(87) 75 (78) 65

Middle Range ........

Engine Mean (87) (75) (76) (65)

Rear Range .... 81-8313 --

Engine Mean (92) (80) 82 (70)

Inter-c_ty

Range 70-844t5 69-784,5,8 73-784,5 64-728
Mean 79 734,5 754, 5 68

.Data in parenthesis extrapolated from transit bus data.
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Table F-4

Derivation of Percent of Traffic Composed of ,
BUS and Non-Bus Vehicles, by Land Use 9

}
Billions of 1973 Vehicle Miles

Urban Rural

Vehicle Street Highway Main Local
SD LD Sub. HD LD Sub. Road Road

NOn-BUS 223 147 66.7 77.8 51.2 21.2 461 137

Transit 1.20 .41 .13 .06 .02 .01 ....

School - Gas .04 .12 .31 ...... .86 .93

School - Diesel .... .01 ...... .03 .03

Intercity .Of .01 -- .02 .02 -- i.ii i --

Total 224 147 61.1 77.9 51.2 21.2 463 138

Percent

Non-Bus 99.4 99,6 99.3 99.9 99.9 i00 99.6 99.3

Transit .5 .3 .2 .i .04 ......

School - Gas .i .i .5 ...... .2 .7 i

School - Diesel ............

Intercity ........ ,04 -- .2 -- !

Total i06 108 i00 180 i00 lOB I00 108
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Table F-5

Percent of Trucks of Model Year Remaining in Calendar Year 18

Calendar Year
Model Year '"

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

Prior to 1978 86 57 35 22 14 7 3 0

1978-1979" 14 29 21 14 7 3 O0 0

1980-2000.* 0 14 44 64 79 98 , 97 10O

*Estlmated f_om data for 1982-1984 in Reference 1o.

**Remainder of percent.

Table P-6

Percent of Autos and Motorcycles of
Model Year Remaining in Calendar YearI0

'Calendar Year

Model Year i i
1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 11990 '1995 2000

Prior to 1979 91 71 49 26 2 0 O 0

1979-2000 9 29 51 74 98 1OO 108 100
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Table F-7

Average Traffic Passby Levels Without Bus Regulation by

Non-bus Regulation Scenario, Land Use Area, and Calendar Year II

Average Traffic Passby Level, dBA

Non-bus Land
Calendar Year

Regulation Use 0

Scenario Area 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

Regulation of High 71.83 70,89 69,76 68.73 67,59 66.96 66,60 66.37

New Trucks_ Density

Autos, and

Motorcycles Low 71082 70°88 69,74 68.70 67,55 66.91 86.55 66.32

Density

Suburb 71.82 70.88 69.75 68.71 67.57 66.94 66.58 66.35

Regulation of High 71.93 71°25 70.53 70.05 69,85 69.31 69.11 68.98

New Trucks Density

Only

Low 71.92 7_.23 70.51 70.02 69.63 69.29 69.08 68.95

Density

Suburb 71.92 71.24 70.52 70.03 69.64 69.30 69,09 68.97

No Regulation High q2.09

of Non-bus Density

Vehicles

Low 72.08

Density

Suburb 92.08-



Table F-8

Reduction of Urban Traffic Noise in High Density Urban Areas

With Regulation of New Trucks

Exterior Reduction of Avsrage Traffic Passby Level (d_A at 50 ft.)
Regulation

Schedule Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 .16 .84 1.56 2.22 2.43 2.98 3.20 3.33

2 .16 .84 1.56 2.22 2_44 2.99 3.21 3.33

3 .16 .84 1.56 2.22 2.44 2.99 3.2i 3.33

4 .16 .84 1.56 2.23 2.45 3.00 3.22 3.36

5 .16 .84 1.56 2.22 2.44 3.00 3.22 3.35

6 .16 .84 1.56 2.25 2.45 3.00 3.22 3.36

7 .16 .84 1.56 2.23 2.45 3.00 3.22 5.35

8 .16 .84 1.56 2.23 2.45 3.01 3.23 3.37

9 .16 .84 1.56 2.23 2.45 3.01 3.23 3.37

i0 .16 .84 1.56 2.23 2.45 3.01 3.24 3.37

_Ii .16 .84 1.56 2.23 2.45 3.01 3.24 3.37

12" _ .16 .84 1.56 2.23 2.45 3.01 3.24 3.38
I

13 .16 .84 1.56 2.23 2.45 3.01 3.24 3.38

• 14 .16 .84 1.56 2.23 2.45 3.02 3.24 3.38

15 .20 .89 1.62 2.29 2.51 3.07 3.29 3.42



Table F-9

Rsduction of Urban Traffic Noise Level in LOW Density Hrban Areas

• With Regulation of New Trucks

_terior •

Regulation Reductian in Average Traffic Passby Level (dBA a_ 50 ft.)
Schedule

Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 .16 .85 1.57 2o23 2.45 3.00 3¸.22 3.55

2 o16 .85 1.57 2.24 2.45 3.01 3.23 3.35

3 .16 .85 1.57 2.24 _.45 3.01 3.23 3.35

4 _ .16 .85 1.57 2.24 2.40 3.02 5.¸24 3.37

5 • .16 .85 1.57 2.24 2.46 3.02 3.24 3.37

6 , • .16 .85 1.57 2.24 2.46 3.02 3o24 3.37

7 .16 .85 1°57 2.24 2.46 3.02 3.24 3.37 ¸

8 .16 .85 1.57 2.24 2.46 3.02 3.24 3.38

9 .16 .85 1.57 2.24 2.46 3.02 3.24 3.38

10 • .16 .85 1.57 2.24 2.46 3.02 3.25 3.38

11 .16 .85 1.57 2.24 2.46 3.02 3.24 3.38

12 .16 .85 1°57 2.24 2.46 3.02 3.25 3.38

13 .16 .85 1.57 2.24 2.46 ¸3.02 3.25 3.38

14 .16 .85 1.57 2.24 2.46 3.02 3.25 3.38

15 .19 .88 1.61 2.28 2.50 3.06 3.28 3.41



Table F-IO

Reduation o2 Urban Traffic Noise Level in suburban Areas

With Regulation of New Trucks

Exterior t
Reduction of Average Traffic Passby Level (dBA at 58 ft.)Regulation

schedule
Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 .15 _83 1.56 2.22 2*43 2,99 3.29 3*33

2 115 184 1.56 2.22 2,44 2,99 3.21 3.33

3 .15 .84 1156 2.22 2.44 2.99 3.21 3_33

4 _15 _84 1.56 2.23 2.45 3,00 3,22 3.35

5 i ,15 .83 1.56 2.22 2.44 3,00 3.22 3135

6 _15 184 1.56 2.23 2.45 3.00 3.22 3.35

7 i 115 .84 1156 2.22 2.44 3.00 3122 3*35

8 .15 ,84 1.56 2.23 2.45 3,01 3.23 3_36

9 ,15 .84 1.56 2.22 2.45 3.00 3.23 3.36

i0 ; .15 .84 1.50 2.23 2.45 3.01 3,23 3.36

ii ,, .15 .84 1.56 2.23 2.45 3.01 3.23 3.36

::12 _ _ .15 .84 1,56 2.23 2.45 3.01 3.24 3.37

13 ; .15 .84 1,56 2.22 2.45 3.01 3.23 3.37

14 .15 ,84 1.56 2.23 2.45 3.01 3.24 3.37

15 .15 .88 1.61 2.28 2.50 3.06 3.28 3.41



Table F-f1

Reduction of Urban Traffic Noise Level in High Density Urban Areas
With No Regulation of Non-Bus Vehicles

Exterior Reduction of Average Traffic Passby Level (dBA at 50 ft.)Regulation.
Schedule

: Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 .00 .O0 .OO .O0 .00 .00 .OO .O0

2 _O0 .O0 .OO .DO .OO .00 .O0 .O0

3 .00 .OO .SO .O0 .00 .00 .00 .O0

j 4 .O0 .00 .00 .DO .O0 .01 .01 .01

- 5 .OO .00 .00 .OO .0O .Ol .01 _Ol

6 .00 .00 .OO .DO .Ol .01 .01 .Ol

7 .O0 .0O .00 .DO .O0 _Ol .Ol .01

8 .O0 .OO .SO .SO .Ol .01 .01 .02

9 .O0 .OO .00 .O0 .01 .91 .01 .01

iO .00 .00 .O0 .SO .Ol .Ol .02 .02

i
Iii .O0 .OO .00 .SO .Of .Ol .01 .02

' 12 .SO .O0 .00 .00 .Ol .Ol .02 .02

13 : .OO .0O .OO .00 .01 .Ol .02 .02

14 .00 .00 .OO .O0 .Ol .01 .02 .02

15 .04 .04 .04 .04 .04 .04 .04 .04



Tabl_ F-12

Reduation of Urban Traffic Noise _evel in Low Dens£tF Urban Areas

With No Regulation on Non-Bus Vehicles

E_terior

Regulation Reduction of Average Traffic Passby Level (dBA at 50 ft.)
Schedule

Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 .00 °00 .00 °00 °00 .00 .00 .00

2 .00 °00 .00 .00 .00 °00 .00 .00
l

3 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

4 .00 .00 .00 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

5 .00 .Q0 .00 °00 .01 .01 .01 .01

6 .00 .00 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

7 .00 °00 .00 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

8 .00 .00 .01 °01 .01 .01 .01 .01

9 .00 .00 .00 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01

i0 .00 .00 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02

Ii °00 .00 .00 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02

12 .00 .00 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02

13 .00 .00 .00 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02

14 .00 .00 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02

15 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 i .03 .03
I



Table F-13

Reduction of Urban Traffic Noise Level in Suburban Areas

With No Regulation on Non-Bus Vehicles

Exterior

Regulation Reduction of Average Traffic Passby Level (dBA at 50 ft.)
Schedule

Calendar Year

1979 1981 19_3 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 .00 .00 .00 .00 .o0 .00 .00 .00

2 .00 .00 .00 .00 .o0 .00 .00 .00

3 .00 .0o .00 .00 .00 .00 ,00 .00

4 .00 .00 .00 ,00 .o0 .00 .00 .00

5 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

6 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

7 .00 ,00 .0O .00 .00 .00 .00 .00

8 .00 .00 .00 .00 .O0 .O0 .01 .01

9 .00 .00 .00 .O0 .O0 .00 .01 .01

10 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .01 .Of

ii .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .O0 .01 .01

12 .00 .O0 .00 .00 .00 .Q0 .01 .Of

13 .00 .00 .00 .00 .O0 .00 .01 .01

14 .00 .00 .00 .00 .O0 .01 .01 .01

15 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03 .03



k

Table F-14

Equivalent Number of People Impacted by Urban Traffic Noise

in High Density Urban Areas with Regulation of New Trucks

Exterior
Equivalent Number of People Impacted (Mi11ions) per Day

Regulation

Schedule
Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 2.95 2.72 2.50 2.30 2.24 2.07 2.01 1.97

2 2.95 2.72 2.50 2.30 2.23 2.07 2.01 1.97

3 2.95 2.72 2.50 2.30 2.24 2.07 2.01 1.97

4 2.95 2.72 2.50 2.30 2.23 2.07 2.01 1.97

5 2.95 2.72 2.50 2.30 2.28 2.07 2.01 1.97

6 2.95 2.72 2,50 2.30 2.23 2.07 2,00 1.97

7 2.95 2.72 2.50 2.30 2.23 2.07 2.01 1.97

8 2.95 2.72 2.50 2.30 8.23 2.07 2.00 1.96

9 2.95 2.72 2.50 2.30 2.23 2.07 2.00 1.96

i0 2.95 2.72 2.50 2.30 2.23 2.07 2.00 1.96

ii 2.95 2.72 2.50 2.30 2.23 2.07 2.00 1.96

12 2.95 2.72 2.50 2.30 2.23 2.07 2.00 1.96

13 2.95 2.72 2.50 2.30 2.23 2.07 2.00 1.96

14 2.95 2.72 2.50 2.30 2.23 2.07 2.00 1.96

15 2.93 2.71 2.48 2.28 2.21 2.05 1.99 1.95



Table F-15

Equivalent Number of People Impacted by Urban Street Traffic Noise
in LOW Density Urban Areas with Regulation of New Trucks

Exterior

Regulation Equivalent Number of People Impacted (Millions) per Day
Schedule

Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 8.44 7.79 7.14 6.57 6.39 5.92 5.74 5.63

2 8.44 7.79 7.14 6.57 6.38 5.92 5.74 5.63

3 8.44 7.79 7.14 6.57 6.38 5.92 5.74 5.63

4 8.44 7.78 7.14 6.56 6.38 5.91 5.73 5.62

5 8.44 7.79 7.14 6.57 6.38 5.91 5.73 5.62

6 8.44 7.78 7.14 6.56 6.38 5.91 5.73 5.62

7 8.44 7.79 7.14 6.57 6.38 5.91 5.73 5.62

8 8.44 7.78 7.14 6.56 6.38 5.91 5.72 5.61

9 8.44 7.79 7.14 6.56 6.38 5.91 5.72 5.61

1O 8.44 7.78 7.14 6.56 6.38 5.91 5.72 5.61

ii 8.44 7.79 7.14 6.56 6.38 5.91 5.72 5.61

12 8.44 7.78 7.14 6.56 6.38 5.90 5.72 5.61

13 8.44 7.79 7.14 6.56 6.38 5.91 5.72 5,61

14 8.44 7.78 7.14 6.56 6.37 5.90 5.72 5.61

15 8.41 7.76 7.11 6.53 6.34 5.87 5.69 5.58



T_ble F-16

Equivalen_ Number of People Impacted by Urban Traffic No_se
in Suburban Areas with Regulation of New Trucks

Exterior

Regulation EqUivalent Number of People Impacted (Millions) per Day
Schedule

Calendar Year :

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 22.53 20.79 19.08 17.56 17.07 15.83 15.35 15_07

2 22.53 20.79 19.07 17.55 17.06 15.82 15.34 15.06
3 22.53 20.79 19.07 17.55 17.06 15.82 15_34 15.06

4 22.53 20.79 19.07 17_54 17.04 15.80 15.31 15102

5 22.53 20.79 19.07 17.54 17.05 15.80 15.31 15.02

6 22.53 20.79 19.06 17.54 17.04 15.80 15.31 15.02

7 22.53 20.79 19.07 17.54 17.05 15.80 15.31 15.02

8 22.53 20.79 19.06 17.53 17.03 15.78 15.29 15.00

9 22.53 20.79 19.07 17.54 17.04 15.79 15.29 i5.00

i0 22.53 20.79 19.06 17.53 17.03 15.78 15.28 14.99

ii 22.53 20.79 19.07 17.54 17.04 15.79 15.29 14.99

12 22.53 20.79 19.06 17.54 17.03 15.78 15.28 14.98

13 22.53 20.79 19.07 17.54 17.04 15.78 15.28 14.98

14 22.53 20.79 19.06 17.53 17.03 15.77 15.27 14.98

15 22.42 20.68 18.95 17.41 16.92 15.66 15.18 14.89



Table F-17

Equivalent Number of Peopl_ Impacted by Urban Traffic Noise

in All Urban Areas with Regulation of New Trucks

Exterior

Regulation Equivalent Number of _eople Impacted (Millions) per Day

Sahedule
Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 33.92 31.30 28.72 26,43 25.69 23.83 23/10 22.68

n_ 2 33.92 31.30 28.71 26.42 25.68 23.81 23.09 22.66

3 33.92 31.30 28.71 26,42 25,68 23,61 23.09 22.66

4 33.92 31.29 28.70 26.40 25.65 23,78 23.04 22.60

5 33.92 31.30 28.71 26.41 25_66 23.78 23.04 22.61

6 33.92 31.29 28.70 26.40 25.65 23.78 23_04 22;60

7 33.92 31.30 28.71 26.41 25.66 23.78 23,04 22.61

8 33.92 31.29 28.70 26.39 25.64 23.76 23,01 22.57

9 33.92 31.30 28.71 26.40 25,65 23.77 23.02 22.58

10 33.92 31.29 28.70 26,39 25.64 23.75 23.00 22.56

ll 33.92 31.30 28.71 26,40 25,65 23.76 23.01 22.57

12 33.92 31.29 28.70 26.40 25.64 23.75 22.99 22.55

13 33.92 31.30 28.71 26.41 25.65 23.76 23.00 22.55

: 14 33.92 31.29 28.70 26.39 25.63 23.74 22.99 22.54

15 33.77 31.14 28.54 26.22 25.48 23.59 22.85 22.42



Table F-18

Percent Reduction in Total Equivalent Number of People Impacted

by Urban Traffic Noise with Regulation of New Trucks

Exterior

Regulation Percen_Redu_tion in Total Equivalent People Impacted

i Schedule " " "
Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000
i

1 1.98 9.54 17.00 23.62 25.76 31.14 33.23 34.46

2 1.98 9.55 17.02 23.64 I 26.79 31.17 33.27 34.51

3 1.98 9.54 17,01 23.64 I 25.78 31.17 33.27 34.51

4 1.98 9.95 17.05 23.70 25.86 31.28 33.41 34.67

5 1.98 9.54 17.02 23.67 25.84 31.26 33.40 34.66

6 1.98 9.56 17.05 23.70 25.87 31.28 33.41 34.67

7 1.98 9.55 17.03 23.68 25.85 31.27 33.40 34.65

8 1.98 9.56 17.05 23.72 25.90 31.34 33.49 34.76

9 1.98 9.55 17,03 23.69 25.87 31.31 33.47 34.74

i0 1.98 8.56 I 17.06 23.71 25.90 31.35 33.51 34.78

ii 1.98 9.65 17.83 23.69 25.88 31.33 33.50 34.78

12 1.98 9.56 17.05 23.70 25.90 31.36 33.54 34.83

13 1.98 9.65 17.03 23.68 25.88 31.34 33.52 34.82

14 1.98 9.56 17.05 28.72 25.91 31.38 33.56 34.84

15 2.41 9.98 17.52 24.21 26.37 31.82 33.94 35.19



Table F-19

Equivalent Number of People Impacted by Urban TrafficNoise
In High Density Urban Areas With No Regulation of Non-Bus Vehicles

Exterior
Equivalent Number of People Impacted (_llions) per Day

Regulation _

Schedule Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01

2 3.0i 3.01 3.01 3;01 3.01 3.01 3.0i 3.01
3 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01

4 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01

5 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01

6 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.O1 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01

7 3.01 •3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01

8 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.00 3.00

9 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.00 3.00

i0 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.00 3.00

ii 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.00 3.00

12 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.00 3.00 3.00

13 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.00 3.00

14 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.01 3.00 3.00 3.00

15 2.99 2.99 2.99 2.99 2.99 2.99 2.99 2.99



Tablo F-20

Equivalent Number of People Impacted by Urban Traffia Noise
I_ Low Density Urban Areas With No Regulation of Non-Bus Vehicles

Exterior Equivalent Number of People Impacted (Millions) per Day
Regulation

Schedale Calendar Year

i979 1981 1983 1985 1987 i990 1995 2000

1 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.62

2 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.62

3 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.62 8°62 8.62

4 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.61 8.51 8.60 8.60 8.60 ¸

_ 5 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.61 8.60 8.60 8.60

6 8.62 8.62 8.61 8.61 8.61 8.60 B.60 8.60

7 8°62 8.62 8.62 8.61 8.61 8.60 B.60 8.60

8 8.62 8.62 8.61 8.61 8.60 8.6D 8¸.60 8.60

9 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.61 8.60 8.60 8.60 8.50

10 8.62 8.62 8.61 8.61 8.60 8.60 8,60 8.60

11 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.61 • 8.60 8.60 8,60 8.60

12 8.62 8.62 8.61 8.61 8.60 8.60 8.60 8.59

13 8.62 8.62 8.62 8.61 8.60 8.60 8.60 8.59

14 8.62 8.62 8.61 8.61 8.60 8.60 8.60 8.59

15 8.58 8.58 8.58 8.58 8.58 8.58 8.58 8.58



Table F-21

E_uivalent Number of People Impacted by Urban Traffic Noise

In Suburban Areas With No Regulation o£ N_n-Bus Vehicles

Exterior Equivalen_ Nu_e_ of People Impacted (Millions) per Day
Regulation
Schedule Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 19B5 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 22.97 22.97 22°97 22.97 22°97 22.97 22.97 22°97

2 22.97 22.97 22.97 22.97 22.97 22.97 22.97 22°97

3 22.97 22.97 22.97 22.97 2_°97 22.97 22.97 22.97

4 22.97 22.97 22.97 22.97 22.97 22.97 22°97 22.97

' 5 22.97 22°97 22.97 22.97 22.97 22.9? 22.9? 22.97N

6 22.97 22°97 22.9? 22.97 22.97 22.97 22.97 22.97

7 22.97 22.97 22.97 22.9? 22.97 22.9? 22.97 22.97

8 22.97 22.97 22.9? 22.97 22.97 22.97 22°95 22.95

9 22°97 22.97 22.9? 22.97 22.97 22.97 22.96 22.96

I0 22.97 22.9? 22.9? 22.97 22.97 22.9? 22.95 22.94

ii 22.97 22.97 22.97 22.97 22.97 22°9? 22.95 22.94

12 22°97 22.97 22.97 22.97 22.97 22°97 22.94 22.94

13 22,97 22°97 22.97 22.97 22.97 22.97 22°95 22.94

14 22.97 22.97 22.97 22._7 22°97 22.95 22.94 22.93

15 22.88 22°8_ 22.88 22.88 2_.88 22.88 22.88 22.88

_L,_ _ i¸¸¸ •



Table F-22

Equivalont Numbsr of People Impacted by urban Traffic Noise
In All Urban Areas With NO Regulation of Non-Bus ve_icles

Exterior Equiwlant Number o£ People Impacted (Millions) per Day
Regulation

Schedule Calendar Year
1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 34.60 34_60 34.60 34.60 34.60 34.60 34.60 34.60

2 34.60 34.60 34.60 34.60 34.60 34.60 34.60 34.60

3 34,60 34.60 34.60 34,60 34.60 34.60 34.60 34,60

4 34.60 34.60 34.60 34,59 34.59 34.59 34.58 34.58

5 34.6O 34.60 34.60 34,6O 34.59 34.59 34.58 34.58

6 34.60 34.6O 34.59 34.59 34.59 34.59 34.58 34.58

7 34.60 34.60 34.60 34.59 34.59 34.59 34.58 34.58

8 34.60 34.60 34.59 34°59 34°58 34.58 34.55 34.55

9 34.60 34.60 34.60 34.59 34.59 34.58 34.56 34.55

10 34.60 34.60 34.59 34°59 34.58 34.58 34.55 34.54

11 '_ 34.60 34.60 34.60 34.59 34.59 34.58 34.55 34.54

12 34.60 34.60 34.59 34.59 34.58 34.58 34.54 34.53

13 34.60 34.60 34.60 34.59 34.59 34.58 34°55 3_.53

14 34.60 34.60 34°59 34.59 34.58 34.56 34.54 34.53

15 34.45 34.45 34.45 34.45 34.45 34.45 34.45 34.45
I



T_I_ F-23

_ercent Reduction in Total Equivalent Nu_er of People _mpacted
by Urban Tra£fic Noise With No RegUlation of Non-Bus Vehicles

Exterior Percent Reduction in Equivalent Number of People _mpaeted
Regulation
Schedule Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

i 0.00 0.00 0_00 0.00 0.00 0°00 0.00 0.00

2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0°00

3 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05
i

5 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.05

6 0.00 0.00 0_02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05

7 0.00 0.00 0_00 0.02 ¸0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05

8 0°00 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.'06 0.13 0.15

9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.12 0.14

10 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 0,05 0.06 0.15 0.17

ii 0.00 0°00 0,00 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.14 0.17

12 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.17 0.20

13 0°00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.16 0.19

14 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.12 0.18 0.21

15 0.44 0.44 0,44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44



Table F-24

Sleep Disturbance ENI DUe to BUS Passbys

in High Density Urban Areas

Exterior

Regulation Sleep Disturbance ENI (Millions) Per Night
Schedule

Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 211.53 211.53 211.53 211.53 211.53 211.53 211.53 211.53

2 209.98 207.34 205,11 203.37 201.80 200.08 196.44 195.44

3 211.53 209.98 207.34 205.11 203.37 201.15 198.75 197.36

4 211.53 207.30 189.63 193.09 187.46 180.45 172.76 162.65

5 211.53 211.53 207.30 199.63 193.09 184.91 175.57 169.90

6 209.98 204.53 197.37 191.04 185.73 179.38 172.16 162.63

7 208.98 207.34 202.28 195.48 190.02 183.01 175.18 171.50

8 209.98 204.53 197.37 187.48 178.78 168.25 149.63 140.08

9 209.98 207.34 202.28 193.68 185.09 173.59 161.17 150.34

i0 209.98 204.53 187.37 188.72 178.58 165.91 143.32 131.57

ii 209.98 207.34 202.28 193.03 "183.27 170.19 154.09 141.16

12 209.98 204.53 197.37 191.04 : 178.78 163.20 134.95 120.08

13 209.98 207.34 101.18 195.48 183.57 167.66 145.77 129.42

14 209.98 204.53 197.37 187.48 i75.53 180.59 132.82 118.79

15 8.36 6.36 6.36 6.36 6.36 6.36 6.36 I 6.36
I



Table F-25

Sleep Disturbance ENI Due to Bus Passbys

in Low Density Urban Areas

Exterior

Regulation Sleep Disturbance ENI (Millions) Per Night

Schedule .........
"'" Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 31.85 31.85 31.85 31.85 31.85 31.85 31.86 31.85

2 31.54 31.03 30.58 30.23 29,91 29.56 28.70 28.43

3 31.85 31.54 31.03 30.58 30.23 29.78 29.28 28,98

: 4 31.85 30.97 29.41 28.13 27.04 25.71 24.16 22.14

¢_ 5 31.85 31.85 30.97 29.41 28.13 26.55 24.73 23.58

6 31.54 30,43 28.98 27.72 26.69 28.48 24.00 22,13

7 31.54 31.03 29.98 28.60 27.51 28.15 24.53 23.46

8 31.54 30,43 28,98 27.04 25.44 23.55 20.56 19,79

9 31.54 31.03 29.98 28.24 26.58 24.46 22.44 21.38

i0 31.54 30.43 28.98 27.28 28.40 23.17 2U.lO 19.14

ii 31.54 31.03 29.98 28.11 26.24 23.88 21.85 20.64

12 31.84 30.43 28.98 27.72 25.44 22.75 19.47 18.17

13 31,54 31.03 29.98 28.60 26.30 23.46 21.19 19.62

14 31.54 30.43 28.98 27.04 24.88 22.36 19.32 18.05

I 15 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.63



Table F-26

Sleep Disturbance ENI Due to BUS Passbys •
in Suburban Areas

Exterior

Regulation Sleep Disturbance ENI (Millions) Per Night
Schedule

Calendar Year

• 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 2.44 2.44 2.44 2.44 2.44 2.44 2.44 2.44

in_ 2 2.43 2.41 2.40 2.39 2.38 2,37 2.36 2,35

ul 3 2.44 2.43 2.41 2.40 2.39 2.37 2.36 2.35

4 2.44 2.40 2.32 2.26 2.20 2.14 2.06 2.01

5 2.44 2.44 2.40 2,32 2.26 2.18 2.09 2.03

6 2.43 2.38 2.31 2.25 2.19 2.13 2.05 2.01

7 2.43 2.41 2.37 2.30 2.24 2.17 2.09 2.03

8 2,43 2.38 2.31 2.20 2.11 1.99 1.83 1.72

9 2.43 2.41 2.37 2_28 2.18 2.06 1.90 1.77

iO 2.43 2.38 2.31 2.22 2.11 1.96 1.76 1.62

' ii 2.43 2.41 2.37 2.'27 2.16 2.01 1.81 1.66

12 2.43 2.38 2.31 2.25 2.11 1.93 1.66 1.48

13 2.43 2.41 2.37 2.30 >2.17 1.98 1.7_ 1.52-

14 2.43 2.38 2.31 2.20 2.07 1.89 1.63 1.46

15 0.00 O.OO O.OO O.O0 0.00 O.O0 O.O0 O.OO



Table F-27

Sleep Disturbances ENI Due to BUS Passbys
in Rural Areas

Exterior

Regulation 81o8p Disturbance ENI (Millions) PerNight
Schedule

Calendar Year i

1979 1881 1983 1985 1987 1980 1995 2000

1 1.18 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19

2 1.17 1.14 1.12 i.i0 1.09 1.07 1.00 0.98

3 1.19 1.17 1.14 1.12 1.10 1.08 1.05 1.03

4 1,18 1.17 1.12 1,09 1.06 1.03 . 0.97 0.63

5 1.19 1.18 1.17 1.12 1.09 1.05 0.99 0.65

6 1.17 1.13 l.lO 1.07 1.05 l.O1 0,96 0.62

7 1.17 1.14 l.ll 1.08 1.05 1.02 0.87 0.63

8 1.17 1.13 l.lO 1.07 1.04 0.99 0.63 0.60

9 1.17 1.14 l.ll 1,08 1,08 1.00 0.72 0.65

lO 1,17 1.13 i.i0 1,07 1.03 0.99 0.62 0.60

ii 1,17 1.14 l.ll 1.08 1.04 1.00 0.68 0.62

12 1.17 1.13 1.10 1.07 1.04 0.98 0.61 0.59

13 1.17 1.14 1.11 1.08 1.05 0.99 0.61 0.59

14 1.17 1.12 I.i0 1.07 1.03 0.98 0.62 0.59

15 0.00 O.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00



Table F-28

Sleep Disturbance ENI Due to Transit Bus Passbys
in All Land Use Areas

Exterior

Regulation Sleep Disturbance ENI (Million) Per Night
Schedule

Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 214.64 214.64 214.64 214.64 214.64 214.64 214.64 214.64

2 213.66 212.11 210.76 209.80 208.84 207.88 206.74 205.98
t

3 314.64 213.66 212.12 210.76 209.80 208.46 207.12 206.36
_4

4 214.64 210.76 203.72 197.77 192.68 186.28 179.03 174.49

5 214.64 214.64 210.76 203.72 197.77 190.35 181.76 176.41

6 213.66 209.03 202.41 196.49 191.60 185.76 178.69 174.64

7 213.66 212.11 207.69 201.29 196.26 189.72 182.07 177.24

8 213.66 209.03 202.41 192.50 183.84 173.21 159.86 150.31

9 213.66 212.11 207.69 199.25 190.74 179.15 165.10 154.39

1O 213.76 209.20 202.54 193.91 183.62 170.62 153.23 141.31

ii 213.66 212.11 207.69 198.51 188.70 175.34 157.66 144.83

12 213.66 209.03 202.41 196.49 183.84 167.51 144.41 129.10

13 213.66 212.11 207.69 201.29 189.04 172.53 148.95 132.57

14 213.66 209.03 202.41 192.50 180.22 164.74 142.10 127.71

15 6.57 6.57 6.57 6.57 6.57 6.57 6.57 6.57



Table F-29

Sl_ep Disturbance ENI Due to Intercity Bus Passbys
in All Land Use Areas

Exterior

Regulation Sleep Dis_urbance ENI (_llion_) Per Night
Schedule

Calend_r Year

1979 1981 1983 1885 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 32.36 32°36 32.36 32.36 32.36 32°36 32°36 ,32.36

2 31.46 29o81 28.45 27.29 26.34 25.19 21o75 21,21

3 32°36 31°46 29o81 28.45 2?.29 25.92 24.31 23.36

4 32.36 31.07 28.77 26.80 25.08 23.03 20°92 12.93

5 32°36 32°36 31.O7. 28.77 26.80 24.34 21.62 2Q.05

6 ._.46 29.44 27°35 25.38 23.50 21o41 12.57 11o61

7 31.46 29°81 28.05 26:17 24.57 22°62 20.69 ¸ '19.15

8 31.46 29°44 27.35 25.3O 23.53 21.57 12.78 11,89

9 31o46 29°81 28.05 26°03 24.16 21.95 21.42 20.07

10 31.46 29.44 2?.35 25.38 23.50 21.41 12.57 11.61

11 31o46 29.81 28°05 25.88 24.01 21o74 21.09 19°59

12 31.46 29.44 27,3_ 25.59 23.53 21.24 12.27 11.22

13 31o46 28.81 28.05 26.17 24.04 21.57 20o17 18.82

14 31.46 29.44 27°35 25.30 23.29 21.08 12.2B 11.18

15 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42



Table F-30

Sleep Awakening ENI Due to BUS Passbys

in High Density Urban Areas

Exterior

Regulation Equivalent Number of Sleep Awakenings (Millions) Per Night

Schedule
Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 26,31 26,31 26.31 26.31 26,31 26,31 26,31 26,31

2 26.08 25,70 25,37 25.13 24,89 24,64 24,16 23,97J

3 26,31 26,08 25.70 25.37 25,13 24.80 24,45 24,24

4 26,.31 25.53 24.15 23,01 22.07 20,91 19,64 18,59

5 26,31 26,31 25.53 24.15 23,0] 21,64 20,09 19,30

6 26,08 25,12 23,83 22,72 21,82 20,76 19.57 18,58

7 26.08 25.70 24,80 23.56 22,61 21,40 20.04 19,26

8 26,08 25.12 23,83 22.05 20,88 19.12 17,12 16,17

9 26,08 25,70 24,80 23,21 21.69 19,76 18.24 17,13

1o 26,08 25,12 23,83 22.08 20,54 18,83 16,51 15,28

II 26,08 25,70 24,80 23,08 21,35 19,35 17,53 16,19

12 26,08 25,12 23,83 22,12 20,58 18,51 15,65 13,95

13 26,08 25,70 24,80 25.56 21,41 19,05 16,69 14,88

14 26,08 25,12 23,83 22,05 20,02 18,20 15,42 13,79

15 ,00 ,0O ,0o ,oo .0o , .00 .0o ,00



Table F-31

Sleep Awakening ENI to Bus Passbys

in Low Density Urban Areas

Exterior

Regulation Sleep Awakening ENI [Millions) Per Night

Schedule
Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 3.71 3.71 3.71 3.71 3.71 3.71 3.71 3.71

2 3,87 3.60 3.54 3.50 3,46 3.41 3,31 3,28

3 3.71 3.67 3.60 3.54 3.58 3.44 3.37 3.34
nl
i

4 3.71 3.60 3.42 3.26 3.12 2.95 2.75 2.49
¢D

5 3.71 3.71 3.60 3.42 3.26 3.05 2.83 2.67

6 3,67 3.53 3.36 3.20 3.07 2.92 2.73 2.43

7 3.87 3.68 3,47 3.31 3.17 3.01 2.80 2.65

8 3.67 3.53 3,36 3,12 2.91 2.64 2.09 1.87

9 3.87 3.80 3.4i 3.27 3.06 2,78 2.44 2.19

10 3.87 3.53 3.36 3.15 2.91 2.57 1.95 1.69

ii 3.67 3.60 3.47 3.25 3.02 2.70 2,28 1,99

12 3.67 3.53 3.36 3.20 2.91 2.50 1.77 1.45

i3 3.67 3.60 3,47 3.31 3.02 2,63 2.10 1.74

14 3.87 3.53 3.36 3.12 2.84 2.42 1.73 1.42

15 .OO .OO .OO .OO .00 .OO .OO .00



Tabl_ F-32

Sleep Awakening ENI Due to Bus Passbys

in Suburban Areas

Exterior

Regulation Sleep Awakening ENI (Millions) Per Night

Schedule

Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 ,20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20

2 -.19 .19 .19 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18

-- 3 .20 .19 .19 .19 .18 .19 .18 .18

4 .20 .19 .17 .16 .15 .13 .12 .12

5 .20 .20 .19 .17 .16 .14 .13 .12

6 .19 .18 .17 .15 .14 .13 .12 .12

7 .19 .19 .18 .16 .15 .14 .13 .12

8 .19 .18 .17 .15 .13 .12 .i0 .10

9 .19 .19 .18 .16 .14 .12 .ii .ii

i0 .19 .18 .17 .15 .13 .11 .i0 .09

ii .19 .19 .18 .16 .14 .12 .I0 .09

12 ' .19 .18 .17 ,15 .13 .ii .09 .07

13 .19 .19 .18 .16 .14 .12 .09 .08

14 .19 .18 .17 .15 .12 .11 .09 .07

15 .00 .00 .00 ,00 .00 .80 .00 .00



Table F-33

Sleep Awakening ENI Due to BUS Passbys
in Rural Areas

Exterior

Regulation Sleep Awakening ENI (Millions) Per Night
Schedule

Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 .17 .17 .17 .17 .17 .17 .17 .17

2 .17 .16 .15 .15 .14 .14 ,12 .Ii

3 .17 .17 .16 .15 .15 .14 .13 .13

4 .17 .16 .15 .14 .14 ,13 ,Ii .ii

5 .17 .17 .16 .15 .14 .13 .12 .ii

6 .17 .16 .iS .14 .13 .12 ,ii .ii

7 .17 .16 .15 .14 .13 ,12 ,ii .ii

8 .17 .16 .15 .14 .13 .12 .06 .06

9 .17 .16 ,15 .14 .13 .12 ,06 .06

i0 .17 .16 .15 .14 .13 .12 ,06 .05

ii .17 .16 .15 .14 .13 ,12 ,06 .05

: 12 .17 .16 .15 .14 .13 .ii ,06 .05

13 .17 .16 .15 .14 .13 .12 ,06 .05

14 .17 .16 .15 .14 .13 .ii ,06 .05

15 ,00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ,00 .00



Table F-34

Slee9 Awakening ENI Due to Transit Bus Passbys
in All Land Use Areas

Exterior i
Regulation Sleep Awakening ENI (Hilllons) Per Night
Schedule

Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1989 1987 1990 1995 2000

1¸ 26.85 26_85 26.85 26.85 ¸ 26.85 26.85 26.89 26.85

2 26,65 26.33 26.06 25.86 25.67 25.48 25.25 25.i0

3 26.85 26.65 26.33 26,06 25.86 25.59 25.33 25.i8
I

4 26.85 26.06 24.66 23.52 22.59 21.45 : 20.24 19.68

9_ 26_95 25,98 26.88 24.66 23,82 22.17 20.87 19.92

6 I 26.65 !:25:71 _24.41 23.29 22.38 21.36 ' 20.i9 I_15.63
7 26.65 26;33 25.44 24.19 23.24 22.05 20;61 19.88

8 26.65 25.71 24.41 22.55 21.02 19.51 17.88 16.82

9 26.65 _26.33 28.44 23.80 22.23 20.28 18.48 17.28

1O 26.65 25.71 24,41 22.81 20.98 19.18 17.16 19.77

II 26.65 26.33 25.44 23.66 21.87 19.78 17.64 16.19

12:_ " 26.65 25.71 24.41 23.29 21.02 18.80 16.14 14.25

i 13 26.65 26.33 25.44 24,19 2i.93 19.42 16.67 14.70

14 26.65 25.71 24.41 22.59 20.41 18.43 15.87 14.07

15 .0O .OO .00 .OO .0O .00 .O0 .00

.................................. _A _..........•.................,,........ ............................



•_ie F-35
H_

Sleep Awakening ENI Due to Intercity Bus Passbys
in All Land Use Areas

EXterior

Regulation Sleep Awakening ENI (Millions) Per Night
Schedule

Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 3o54 3,54 3.54 3,54 3,54 3,54 3,54 3,54

2 3,46 3,32 3,20 3,09 3.00 2,89 2,51 2,43

3 3,54 3,46 3,32 3,20 3°09 2,96 2,80 2170
.-n

4 3,54 3,45 3.23 3,04 2,88 2,67 2,39 i,52

5 3,54 3,54 3.43 3,23 3,04 2,80 2,49 1,78

6 3,46 3,29 3,10 2,93 2,78 2,58 2,34 1,49

7 3,46 3,32 3,16 2,98 2.83 2,62 2,36 1,71

8 3,46 3,29 3,10 2,90 2.72 2,48 1,50 i,37

9 3,46 3,32 3,16 2.97 2.79 2,54 1,56 1,43

!0 3,46 3,29 3,10 2.91 2.72 2,46 1,47 1,33

ii 3,46 3,32 3,16 2,91 2,77 2,51 1,52 1,38

12 3.4.6 3,29 3,10 2.93 2.72 2,44 1,43 1,27

13 3,46 3,32 3,16 2,98 2,78 2.48 1o47 1,29

14 3.46 3,2.9 3.10 2,90 2,70 2,41 1,43 1,27

15 ,00 ,0O ,00 ,00 ,00 .00 ,oo ,00

...................._•_ . _ , , i • ...... ................ _........._ . .• _..•._•............



Table F-36

Speech Znterference ENI Due to Transit BUS Passbys for Pedestrians,

People Indoors and People Outdoors

Exterior

RegUlation Speech Interference ENI (Millions) Per Day
i Schedule

Calendar Year

I 1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

i 1 13.94 13.94 13.94 13.94 13,94 13,94 13,94 13.94

2 13.84 13,68 13.54 13.44 13,34 13.24 13,12 13.05i

u_ 3 13.94 13.84 13.68 13.54 13,44 13.30 13.16 13.08

i 4 13.94 ].3.54 _2.R0 I0.97 10,36 9,83 9.37 9.07

: 5 13.94 13_94 13.54 12.80 10.97 10.10 9.54 9.20

6 13.84 1 13.36 12.67 10.81 10,23 9,80 9.34 9.06

7 13,84 13,68 13.22 12.56 10.78 10.06 9.53 9.19

8 13.84 13.36 12067 10,34 9,68 8.98 8,07 7.49

9 13,84 13.68 13.22 11.14 10.12 9,37 8.45 7.74

i0 13.84 13.36 12.67 10.51 9.66 8.81 7.67 6.92

i 11 13.84 13.68 13.22 11.06 9,99 9,12 7.94 7,15

12 13.84 13.36 12.67 10.81 9,68 8.61 7,12 6.07

13 13,84 13,68 13.22 12.56 I0.01 8.93 7,41 6.32

14 13.84 13.36 12.67 ]0.34 9.44 8.43 6.98 5.99

15 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00



Table F-37

Speeah Interferences Due to Intercity Bus Passbys for Pedestrians,
People Indoors and People Outdoors

Exterior

Regulation Spseuh Interference ENI (Millions) Per Day
Schedule

Calendar Year

1979 1981 1983 1905 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 0.66 0.66 0.66 0,66 0.66 0.66 0,66 0,66

2 0.64 0.62 0.60 0.57 0.55 0.52 0,45 0,44

3 0,66 0.64 0.62 0,60 0.57 0.54 0,50 0.48
I

4 0,66 0.64 0,60 0,56 0.51 0.48 0,44 0.25

5 0,66 0.66 0,64 0.60 0,56 0.50 0.45 0.40

6 0,64 0.61 0.57 0,52 0,50 0.47 0,42 0,25

7 0.64 0.62 0.58 0.55 0.50 0.47 0,42 0.39

7 0,64 0,61 0.57 0.52 0.49 0.45 0.25 0.22

8 0,64 0.62 0.58 0.54 0.50 0.46 0.26 0.24

i0 0,64 0,61 0.57 0.52 0.49 0.49 0.25 0.21

ii 0.64 0.62 0.58 0.54 0,50 0.46 0.25 0.23

12 0.64 0,61 0.57 0.52 0.49 0.44 0.23 0.20

13 0.64 0.62 0.58 0,55 0,50 0.45 0.24 0.21

14 0.64 0,61 0.57 0.52 0,48 0.44 0.23 0.20

15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00



Table F-38

Speech Interference ENI Due to School Bus Passbys for Pedestrians,
People Indoors and People Outdoors

Exterior

Re_latlon Speech Interference ENI (Millions) Per Day
S_hedule

Calendar Year

19.79 1981 1988 1985 1987 1990 1995 2000

1 0,96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0,96 0.96

2 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.89 0,87

3 0,96 0.94 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.88

4 0,96 0.92 0,87 0,83 0.79 0.76 0.70 0.68

5 0,96 u.96 0.92 0.87 0.83 0,79 0.71 0.70

6 0,94 0.91 0,86 0,82 0.79 0.75 0.70 0.67

7 0.94 0.93 0,90 0,86 0.82 0.77 0.72 0.69

8 0.94 0.91 0.86 0,79 0,74 0.67 0,60 0.55

9 0,94 0.99 0.90 0.84 0.79 0,71 0.63 0.58

10 0,94 0.91 0,86 0,81 0.74 0.66 0,58 0.52

11 0,94 0.93 0.90 0,84 0.77 0.6B 0.60 0.54

12 0,94 0.91 0.86 0.88 0,74 0.64 0,53 0.44

13 0,94 0.93 0.90 0.86 0,77 0.67 D,56 0.48

14 0.94 0.91 0.86 0,79 0.72 0,61 0,48 0.41

15 0,00 0,00 O.O0 0,00 0,00 O,OO 0,00 0.00



TABLE F-39 .!

Contributions of Different Types of Buses
to the Reduction of Hearing Loss and

Bus Type Speech Interference Impacts

• Impact Reduction %

Speech Interference Hearin_ Loss Hear_g Loss
: (Operator) (Passengers)

Transit 63 24 63

School , 36 75 " 36

F-38



FIGUREF-I

TOTRL NIOHTTIME,POPULRTION
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FIGUREF-2

I;TOTRL NIGHTTIME PgPULRTI_N
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FIGUREF-3

T[_TRL NIGHTTIME POPULRTIeN
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FIGUREF-4

TOTRL NIGHTTIME PSPULRTION
EXPOSED VS SOUND EXPDSURE LEVEL INSIDE
HDMES,PRI3DUCED BY BUS PRSSBYS :IN 1985
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FIGURE F-5

TSIRL NIGHTTIME PSPULRTI@N
EXP85ED V8 SOUND EXPOSURE LEVEL INSIDE
HOMES PR@DUCED BY BUS PRSSBYS IN 1987
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FIGURE F-7 '_,

TOTRL NIOHTTIHE POPULRTION
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FIGUREF-8

T@TRL NIOHTTIME PSPULRTISN
EXPOSED VS $nUNO EXP@SURE LEVEL INSIOE
H@NES PR@DUCED BY BUS PRBSBYS IN 2000
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FIGURE F-9
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FIGUREF-IO

TSTRL DRYFINE PEOESTRIRN,
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FIGUREF-11

TBTRL I]RYTIME PEOESTRIAN,
INODOR. RND DUTO88R PSPULRTISN
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FIGURE F-13

TGTRL DRYTINE PEDESTRIRN,
INDI3OR, RND OUTOBOR POPULATII3N
EXUBSEI3 VS RVERR.OE MRXINUM BUS

PRSSBY LEVEL RT BBSERVER IN 1987
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FIGURE F-J4

TSTRL ORYIIME PEDESTRIRNI,
INDI_OR, RND 80TD88R PQPULRTIQN
EXPOSED VS FIVERR.DE MRXIMUM BUS

PRSSBY LEVEL FIT @BSERVER IN 1990
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FIGURE F-16

TOTFIL DRYTIME PE[]ESTRIFIN,
INOOOR, FIND I]UTDI3(3RPBPULRTION
EXPOSED VS RVERFIOE MFIXIMUH BUS

PRSSBY LEVEL RT OBSERVER IN 2.000
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FIGUREF-I8

BUS 8PERRTOR_ EXPOSED VS EQUiVRLENT
CBNTINU@US SOUND LEVEL ZNSIDE BUSES IN 1981
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FIGUREF-19

BUS 8PERRTBRS EXPDSED VS EQUIVRLENT
CSNTINUBUS S(_UNDI LEVEL INSIDE BUSES IN 1983
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FIGURE F-20

BUS 8PERRTORS EXPOSED VS EQUiVRLENT
CONTINUOUS SEUND LEVEL INSIDE BUSES IN 1985
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FIGURE F-21

BUS 8PERRTBRS EXPBSED V.S EQUiVRLENT
CONTINUBUS SOUND LEVEL INSIDE BUSES IN 1987
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FIGURE F-22



FIGURE F-23

• C rBUS 8PERRTQRS EXP.)oED VS EQUiVRL.ENT
CBNTINUBUS SBUND LEVEl.. INSIDE BUSES IN 1995
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FIGURE F-24

BUS OPERRTORS EXP_!ISED VS EQUIVRLENT
C@NTINUOUS SOUND LEVEl..INSIDE BUSES IN 20.00



FIGUREF-25

BUS PRSSENOERS EXP!!._SEB VS EQUIVFILENT
CONTINUEUS SOUND LEVEL INSIDE BUSES IN i'379
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FIGURE F-27

BUS PRSSENGER8 EXPD,_ED V8 EQUIVRLENT
CONTINU@U8 5@UND LEVEL INSIDE BUSES iN 1983
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FIGUREF-28

BUS PRSSENBERS EXP()SEB VS EOUIVRLENT
CBNTINUOUS SOUND LEVEL INSIDE BUSES IN 1985
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FIGUREF-30
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FIGURE F-31



FIGURE F-32

BUS PFISSENC_Ef_S EXPOSED VS iZQLIIVRLENT
CONTINUOUS S[3UNO LEVEL INSIDE BUSES IN 2000
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• APPENDIX G

MODEL NOIS_ ORDINANCE

A. ELEMENTS OF A MODEL ORDINANCE

In view Of the previous lack of state and local interest in

regulating the noiseemissions of buses, it is useful to note their

possible future interest in enforcing a model ordinance to be developed
i

by EPA specifically for buses. In general, the response is positive

depending, of course, on the reco_meeded noise standards, i.e., provided

they are not less restrictive than those presently in force. However,

the question often raised is that there may be difficulties in the adop-

tion of a model ordinance by local goverrmments when the enforcement will

.... be directed towards the procurement of additional facilities or equipment

of a city ageecy; namely, the local transit authority. It is to be ex-

pected that the adoption wil_ be resisted if the enforcement interferes

significantly with the operation of the fleet. This means that the test

procedure must be as simple as possible, and yet consistent with good

acoustical practice. Basically, there ere three methods available,

namely:

o SAEJ366b Test--involving a full throttle acceleration

past a microphone to measure near maximum noise level.

o Stationer7 Test--lnvolving a rapid acceleration to
[

governed engine speed in neutral gear, followed by a

rapid deceleration.
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o Pass-By Test--involving a measurement of the noise level

in a highway situation as the bus passesby operating

under normal conditions.

In addition to the tests involving noise measurements, an effec-

tive method of enforcement can involve a careful vehiclemaintenance

checking procedure. A statement of the advantages and disadvantages of '.:

the four possible methods of enforcement are given in Table G-I.

In enforcing the model ordinance for newly manufactured buses,

it is not necessarily essential to test every bus in a fleet. A sample :_

of identical buses is all that is required to identify a coitionfactor "_

that results in an increase in noise with time--apoor muffler design,

for example. All other factors causing degradation can be identified

by correct vehicle maintenance at regular intervals. With this simpli-

fication, the optimum enforcement procedure can be stated as follows:

• o A stationary test on a sample of diesel-powered buses

(mainly transit buses).

o A unmodified SAE 366b test for gasollne-powered buses

(mainly school buses).

o A comprehensive procedure for bus maintenance (this will

also be to the prevention of noise degradationof the older

buses in the fleet).

With this background, it is possible to develop a simple,

proposed model ordinance for buses.
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Table G-1

BusNo_seEnforcementMethodology

Procedure =' Advantages Disadvantages

1. Controlled SAETest • Suitable for application • Largeamountof space
to all bustypes required

• Fairly repeatable • Timeconsuming

• Well documented

2. Stationary Test • Simple = Difficult for application
to ungovernedengines

• Qulck (schoolbuses)
• Only limited space

required

3. UncontrolledPass-By • Simple • Not asaccurateas
Othermethods

• Expedient
• Requiresdriver cooperation

4, Vehicle Maintenance • Expedient • Doesnotprovide

Check • Strongpossibilityof quantitative results
adoptionbY local agencies
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B. PROPOSED MODEL ORDINANCE

Applicability

The provisions of the model ordinance shall apply to any motor

vehicle having a Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR) in excess of 10,000

ibs. designed for the transportation of i0 or more people, other than

the driver, that is manufacturedafter the year

Standards For Buses EquipFed With An En@ine Governor

NO person shall operate a motor vehicle as defined above that

is powered by an engine with an engine speed governor which generates a

noise level in excess of dBA when measured with fast response with

the vehicle stationary at a distance of 50 feet from the vehicle center-

llne, on a llne perpendicular to the exhaust outlet, when the engine

is accelerated in neutral gear from idle with wide-open throttle to the

governed engine speed.

Standards For Buses Not Equipped with An Engine Governor

No parson shall operate a motor vehicle as defined above that

is not equipped with an engine speed governor which generates a noise

level in excess of dBA when measured according to the test procedures

defined by the EPA Procedure for Measurement of the Noise Emissions of

New Buses (modified SAE J366b).

Vehicle Maintenance Procedure (Recommended Practice Rather Than

Part Of An Ordinance)

Regular vehicle maintenance for all buses shall include inspec-

tion and necessary repair of the following equipment in addition to normal

running maintenance:
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1. Exhaust Systems

o Mufflers and connecting pipes should be in normal

working order, be free of visible corrosion and

external carbon deposits.

o •Flexible joints should be free of carbon deposits and

should not exude s_oke, fumes, etc.

o Exhaust manifold bolts and gaskets should be checked

for tightness and replaced where necessary.

2. Bodz Work

o All access doors and panels should he checked for

proper closureand weatherstrlpping.

o Where applicable, "under-belly" pans should be in place

and correctly fitted.
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